CITY COUNCIL WORK SESSION
CITY COUNCIL CONFERENCE ROOM
418 EAST SECOND STREET, 2nd FLOOR
TUESDAY, JANUARY 21, 2020
6:30 TO 7:00 PM

1. Call to Order
2. Review Water Plant update
3. Public Comment
4. Direction to City Manager
5. Adjourn
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CITY COUNCIL REGULAR MEETING AGENDA
The following is a summary of the items to come before the
City Council at its regular session to be held on Tuesday,
January 21, 2020, at 7:10 p.m. at City Hall, 418 E. 2nd Street, 2nd Floor.
Ordinance numbers start with 20-02. Resolution numbers start with 20-01.
1) CALL TO ORDER
2) PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE
3) COMMUNICATIONS FROM THE PUBLIC – (This time is set aside for the public to comment on items that are either on

the agenda, but not a public hearing or on items not on the agenda. City officials do not respond during these comments, but may respond or followup later on the agenda or at another time. The Mayor has the option of limiting such communications to three minutes depending on the number of
citizens who want to comment and the length of the meeting agenda)

4) COMMUNICATIONS FROM VOLUNTEER BOARDS
5) CONSENT AGENDA
a) Minutes from January 6, 2020 Regular Session (p.17)
b) Ordinance No. 20-01; An Ordinance rezoning approximately 4.47 acres of land located at 1515
Highway 93 West in Section 12, Township 30 North, Range 22 West, P.M.M., Flathead County,
Montana from County RR-1 (Low Density Resort Residential) to WRR-1 (Low Density Resort
Residential District) and adopting findings with respect to such rezone (WZC 19-05) (Second
Reading) (p.30)
6) PUBLIC HEARINGS (Items will be considered for action after public hearings) (Resolution No. 07-33 establishes a 30-minute time limit
for applicant’s land use presentations. Ordinances require 4 votes for passage – Section 1-6-2 (E)(3) WCC))

a) Consideration of a request from Central Ave WF for a Conditional Use Permit located at 1013 E
7th Street and 1022 East 8th Street, to develop two 18-unit apartment buildings, zoned WR-4
(High Density Multi-Family Residential District) (WCUP 19-24) POSTPONED FROM
JANUARY 6, 2020 – PUBLIC HEARING REMAINS OPEN (p.34) Renderings page 43 to 50
b) Consideration of a request from Eagle Enterprise LLC, for a Conditional Use Permit to expand
Don K service center located at 6219 Highway 93 South, Zoned WB-2 (Secondary Business
District (WCUP 19-22) (p.295)
c) Consideration of a request from Mark Fennessy for a Conditional Use Permit located at 1460
Barkley Lane, to convert the existing residential structure into a guesthouse to facilitate the
construction of a new single-family dwelling, Zoned WR-1 (One-Family Residential District)
(WCUP 19-23) (p.327)

7) COMMUNICATIONS FROM PUBLIC WORKS DIRECTOR
a) Consideration of State Park Road Approval of Design and Authorization to bid Phase II (p.355)
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i) Resolution No. 20-__; A Resolution indicating its intent to abandon the intersection of Lake
Park Lane and State Park Road, and rename the remnant State Park Road north of the
intersection
8) COMMUNICATIONS FROM CITY ATTORNEY
a) Resolution No. 20-__; A Resolution accepting fee ownership of the Whitefish Trail corridor in
Haskill Basin and approving the Right-of-Way Deed (p.368)
b) Ordinance No. 20-__; An Ordinance amending Chapter 10, Architectural Review Committee, of
Title 2 of the Whitefish City Code to change its membership qualifications (First Reading)
(p.390)
9) COMMUNICATIONS FROM CITY MANAGER
a) Written report enclosed with the packet. Questions from Mayor or Council? (p.393)
b) Other items arising between January 15th through January 21st
10) COMMUNICATIONS FROM MAYOR AND CITY COUNCILORS
a) Mayoral appointment of Scott Freudenberger as Flathead County designee to Whitefish Planning
Board (p.395)
11) ADJOURNMENT (Resolution 08-10 establishes 11:00 p.m. as end of meeting unless extended to 11:30 by majority)
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The following Principles for Civil Dialogue are adopted on 2/20/2007
for use by the City Council and by all boards, committees and
personnel of the City of Whitefish:


We provide a safe environment where individual
perspectives
are
respected,
heard,
and
acknowledged.



We are responsible for respectful and courteous
dialogue and participation.



We respect diverse opinions as a means to find
solutions based on common ground.



We encourage
participation.



We encourage creative approaches to engage
public participation.



We value informed decision-making and take
personal responsibility to educate and be educated.



We believe that respectful public dialogue fosters
healthy community relationships, understanding,
and problem-solving.



We acknowledge, consider and respect the natural
tensions created by collaboration, change and
transition.



We follow the rules and guidelines established for
each meeting.

and

value

broad

community

Adopted by Resolution 07-09
February 20, 2007
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January 15, 2020
The Honorable Mayor Muhlfeld and City Councilors
City of Whitefish
Whitefish, Montana
Mayor Muhlfeld and City Councilors:
Tuesday, January 21, 2020 City Council Agenda Report
There will be a work session at 6:30 p.m. to review updates to the Water Treatment Plant. Snacks will
be provided.
The regular Council meeting will begin at 7:10 p.m.
CONSENT AGENDA
a) Minutes from January 6, 2020 Regular Session (p.17)
b) Ordinance No. 20-01; An Ordinance rezoning approximately 4.47 acres of land located at 1515
Highway 93 West in Section 12, Township 30 North, Range 22 West, P.M.M., Flathead County,
Montana from County RR-1 (Low Density Resort Residential) to WRR-1 (Low Density Resort
Residential District) and adopting findings with respect to such rezone (WZC 19-05) (Second
Reading) (p.30)
RECOMMENDATION: Staff respectfully recommends the City Council approve the Consent
Agenda.
Item ‘a’ is an administrative matter; Item ‘b’ is a quasi-judicial matter
PUBLIC HEARINGS (Items will be considered for action after public hearings) (Resolution No. 07-33 establishes a 30-minute time limit
for applicant’s land use presentations. Ordinances require 4 votes for passage – Section 1-6-2 (E)(3) WCC))
a) Consideration of a request from Central Ave WF for a Conditional Use Permit located at 1013 E
7th Street and 1022 East 8th Street, to develop two 18-unit apartment buildings, zoned WR-4
(High Density Multi-Family Residential District) (WCUP 19-24) POSTPONED FROM
JANUARY 6, 2020 – PUBLIC HEARING REMAINS OPEN (p.34)
From Senior Planner Wendy Compton-Ring’s updated transmittal report.
Background: The Whitefish City Council met on January 6, 2020 and considered the request.
After closing the public hearing, the Council passed a motion (4-1, Qunell in opposition) to
postpone the item until the next Council meeting, January 21st, for deliberation and action. As
part of the motion, the public hearing remains open.
Summary of Requested Action: Central Ave WF is requesting a Conditional Use Permit to
develop two 18-unit apartment buildings at 1013 E 7th Street and 1022 E 8th Street. The site is
developed with a single-family home that will be removed as part of this project. The property
is zoned WR-4 (High Density Multi-Family Residential District) and the Whitefish Growth
Policy designates this property as ‘High Density Residential’.
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Planning Department Recommendation: The Planning Department recommends approval of
the project subject to the findings of fact in the staff report and conditions outlined in Attachment
‘A’.
Planning Board Action: The Whitefish Planning Board met on December 19, 2019 and
considered the request. Following the hearing, the Planning Board was unable to make a
recommendation for or against the project. A motion to approve failed and a motion to deny
failed. This project is forwarded to the City Council without a recommendation. The Board
had considerable discussion both with their concerns with the project and the merits of the
project, as is reflected in the attached draft minutes. The Board did not offer any additional
suggested recommended conditions of approval.
City Council Public Hearing: The applicant’s representatives spoke at the January 6, 2020
public hearing and fifteen members of the public. The public voiced concerns about traffic –
both volumes and safety, uncontrolled intersections within the neighborhood, cumulative impacts
of development, the density, outdoor lighting, the clubhouse with the outdoor hot tub, noise,
children’s safety walking to school, neighborhood character, lack of parking, and no support for
‘northbound-only’ alley. One neighbor offered a number of suggested conditions of approval for
the Council to consider. The draft minutes for this item are attached as part of this packet.
Updated Site Plan (1/13/20):
The applicant submitted an updated site plan along with building elevations and a summary of
changes. In addition, the applicant provided a response to concerns raised at the last City Council
meeting.
As of the date of this report, staff is reviewing the updated site plan and the access to E 7th and E
8th Streets. Staff will be prepared to further discuss this at the Council meeting
RECOMMENDATION: Staff respectfully recommends the City Council, after considering
testimony at the Public Hearing and the recommendations from Planning Staff and the Planning
Board, approve WCUP 19-24; Findings of Fact in the staff report and the eight conditions of
approval, as recommended by the Whitefish Planning Department staff.
This item is a quasi-judicial matter.
b) Consideration of a request from Eagle Enterprise LLC, for a Conditional Use Permit to expand
Don K service center located at 6219 Highway 93 South, Zoned WB-2 (Secondary Business
District (WCUP 19-22) (p.295)
From Planner II Bailey Minnich’s transmittal report.
Summary of Requested Action: Eagle Enterprise LLC, with technical assistance from Montana
Creative, is requesting a Conditional Use Permit to expand the service center in an existing
commercial building at 6219 Highway 93 South. The proposed expansion would include a 4,880
square feet addition onto the southeast corner of the existing building to provide five (5) new
service bays and additional workspace. A new canopy approximately 1,935 square feet is also
proposed on the northeast corner of the building. The property is zoned WB-2 (Secondary
Business District) and the Whitefish Growth Policy designates this property as ‘General
Commercial.’
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Planning & Building Department Recommendation: Staff recommended approval of the
Conditional Use Permit application subject to eleven conditions set forth in the attached staff
report.
Public Hearing: No members of the public spoke at the December 19, 2019 public hearing.
The draft minutes for this item are attached as part of this packet.
Planning Board Action: The Whitefish Planning Board met on December 19, 2019 and
considered the request. Following the hearing, the Planning Board unanimously approved the
request. In making their decision, the Planning Board adopted staff report WCUP 19-22 with
Findings of Fact and recommended Conditions of Approval.
RECOMMENDATION: Staff respectfully recommends the City Council, after considering
testimony at the Public Hearing and the recommendations from Planning Staff and the Planning
Board, approve WCUP 19-22, the Findings of Fact in the staff report and the eleven conditions
of approval.
This item is a quasi-judicial matter.
c) Consideration of a request from Mark Fennessy for a Conditional Use Permit located at 1460
Barkley Lane, to convert the existing residential structure into a guesthouse to facilitate the
construction of a new single-family dwelling, Zoned WR-1 (One-Family Residential District)
(WCUP 19-23) (p.327)
From Planner II Bailey Minnich’s transmittal report.
Summary of Requested Action: Mark Fennessy, with technical assistance from Mitch Heuer,
is requesting a Conditional Use Permit to convert the existing residential structure into a
guesthouse to facilitate the construction of a new single-family dwelling at 1460 Barkley Lane.
The proposed guesthouse would be located within an existing manufactured home which is
considered a legal non-conforming structure as it does not comply with the current Class A
manufactured home standards. The building, attached carport, and deck has a total footprint of
approximately 1,600 square feet. The property is zoned WR-1 (One-Family Residential District)
and the Whitefish Growth Policy designates this property as ‘Urban.’
Planning & Building Department Recommendation: Staff recommended approval of the
Conditional Use Permit application subject to seven conditions set forth in the attached staff
report.
Public Hearing: No members of the public spoke at the December 19, 2019 public hearing.
The draft minutes for this item are attached as part of this packet.
Planning Board Action: The Whitefish Planning Board met on December 19, 2019 and
considered the request. Following the hearing, the Planning Board unanimously approved the
request. In making their decision, the Planning Board adopted staff report WCUP 19-23 with
Findings of Fact and recommended Conditions of Approval. The Planning Board amended
Condition #3 to add “The first 80-feet of” to the beginning of the condition. This amendment
passed on a 5-1 vote, with Qunell in opposition.
RECOMMENDATION: Staff respectfully recommends the City Council, after considering
testimony at the Public Hearing and the recommendations from Planning Staff and the Planning
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Board, approve WCUP 19-23, the Findings of Fact in the staff report and the seven conditions of
approval.
This item is a quasi-judicial matter.
COMMUNICATIONS FROM PUBLIC WORKS DIRECTOR
a) Consideration of State Park Road Approval of Design and Authorization to bid Phase II (p.355)
i) Resolution No. 20-__; A Resolution indicating its intent to abandon the intersection of Lake
Park Lane and State Park Road, and rename the remnant State Park Road north of the
intersection
From Public Works Director Craig Workman’s staff report.
Introduction/History
The Public Works Staff has completed our review of the final designs for Phase 2 of the State
Park Road Reconstruction Project. The second phase of this important project will reconstruct
State Park Road from Haugen Heights Road to the railroad tracks. One of the highest priorities
of this job is the enhancements to driver and pedestrian safety that will be realized through
intersection improvements, roadway alignment changes, and the addition of an off-street shared
use path.
City Council awarded the engineering contract to Robert Peccia & Associates (RPA) to assist
with project management, surveying and civil engineering in August 2018 and Phase 1 of the
project was completed in the Fall of 2019. Public involvement for Phase 2 began shortly
thereafter. Newsletter #5 was sent on 10/11/2019 and the first public meeting for phase 2 was
held on 10/24/2019. The second public meeting for Phase 2 is scheduled for 1/23/2020.
Assuming staff is authorized to proceed with bidding, and the contract is awarded, a final Public
Information Meeting for Phase 2 will be held in March or early April 2020. This meeting will
bring residents up to speed on the final project designs, the proposed construction schedule, and
what they can expect to happen as construction begins.
Current Report
Attached to this report are several figures which provide an overview of the design for the second
phase of the project. These designs incorporate the recommendations of staff and RPA and will
be presented at the Public Meeting scheduled for later this week. The following sections describe
the highlights of this layout.
Roadway Profile & Shared Use Path
The City’s approved Transportation Plan calls for State Park Road to be an “Urban Collector”
which is 32 feet wide and includes curb and gutter. The road width will be reduced to 28’ from
the north end of the curve to the railroad tracks. In addition, the Connect Whitefish Bike and
Pedestrian Master Plan recommends a shared use path along state Park Road as a “Tier I
Connectivity Project”. The plan specifically calls for a “path adjacent to State Park Road when
the road is rebuilt with resort tax funds to create a valuable connection to the Highway 93 Trail
and a key link in the Whitefish Lake State Park recreational loop. Therefore, the 8’ concrete path
that was installed with Phase 1 will be extended to the railroad tracks with Phase 2. City standards
also call for a landscaped boulevard between the curb and path, which is typically 6’ Wide to
handle snow storage. This results in an overall road section is 42’ to 46’ wide.
Stormwater
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Stormwater management is one of the key priorities of this project. A new stormwater system
shall be installed with treatment at the outfall. A new detention pond was considered as part of
the project but determined to be unnecessary due to existing treatment at the proposed outfall.
The pond would also be 14’ deep, which would be unsightly and dangerous.
Lighting
As with past road reconstruction projects, the City will be upgrading this corridor to include
decorative lighting. Similar to the recently completed reconstruction of Somers Avenue, State
Park Road will incorporate LED lights.
Traffic Control & Construction Routes
The City has experienced some issues with construction traffic patterns and traffic related control
issues on past projects. The State Park Road Project will be bid with specific traffic control plans
which must be adhered to. In addition, there will be a short detour required during the beginning
of the project.
Traffic Calming
It is our desire to reduce the rest of the roadway from 35 mph to 25 mph. We have received
significant support from the residents on this. Also, the two proposed roadway curves that will
be reconstructed on Phase II will be designed and posted for a speed of 20 mph.
Roadway Abandonment
With the proposed redesign of the road, there is a short section of State Park Road to the east of
Patton Lane that will be abandoned. In addition, there is a remnant portion of State Park Road
to the north of Lake Park Lane that will be renamed to Patton Lane and become a dead end. This
is shown on the enclosed exhibit. Should council approve the recommended design, the enclosed
resolution of intent should be adopted to proceed with these actions.
Constructability/Schedule
The following schedule is proposed for Phase I of the project:
Advertise Bid – February 16, 2020
Open Bids – March 5, 2020
Award Bid – March 16, 2020
Given the magnitude and scope of the project, the second phase of the project has been divided
into several phases, as described below:
Task 1A: April 13th to June 26th (11 Weeks) – Complete water, sewer, and storm construction
from Haugen Heights to RR tracks. State Park Road will be one-lane, two-way traffic with
flaggers during the day and two-lane, two-way traffic at night.
Task 1B: April 13th to June 26th (30 Days of Contractor’s Choice) – Complete all work within
the intersection of State Park Road and Haugen Heights Road. The intersection will be closed
during this 30-day period and traffic will use Detour B, shown on the attached map.
No Work June 27th to July 5th
Task 2 – July 6th to September 4th (9 weeks) –Installation of power, gas, fiber, phone, and cable.
State Park Road will be two-lane, two-way traffic during Task 2 activities and maintained as a
gravel roadway.
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No Work September 5th to September 7th
Task 3 – September 8th to October 30th (8 weeks) – Construction of curb, gutter, roadway,
sidewalk, street lighting system, signage, striping, and restoration. State Park Road will be onelane, two-way traffic with flaggers during the day and two-lane, two-way traffic at night.
Financial Requirement
The State Park Reconstruction project is slated to be paid by the Resort Tax Fund. The overall
project budget is $5.3M. The current cost estimate is as follows:
Phase 1 Construction
Phase 2 Construction (est)
Land Acquisition
Utility Relocations
Professional Fees
Total Project Cost

-

$1,288,640
$2,717,300
$510,800
$90,000
$782,280
$5,389,020

RECOMMENDATION: Staff respectfully recommends the City Council approve the design
and authorization to solicit bids for Phase 2 of the State Park Road Reconstruction Project and to
also approve Resolution No. 20-__; A Resolution indicating its intent to abandon the intersection
of Lake Park Lane and State Park Road, and rename the remnant State Park Road north of the
intersection.
COMMUNICATIONS FROM CITY ATTORNEY
a) Resolution No. 20-__; A Resolution accepting fee ownership of the Whitefish Trail corridor in
Haskill Basin and approving the Right-of-Way Deed (p.368)
From City Attorney Angela Jacobs staff report.
Introduction/History
In February of 2016, the City and Montana Fish, Wildlife & Parks purchased a conservation
easement over approximately 3,020 acres of land owned by F.H. Stoltze Land & Lumber
Company in Haskill Basin. The conservation easement was critical for protecting the City’s
municipal water supply as well as preserving open space, natural habitat, and recreational
opportunities. In conjunction with the conservation easement, Stoltze granted the City an
easement over its property to construct a 5.5-mile section of the Whitefish Trail.
While negotiating both easements, Stoltze expressed considerable concern regarding the
additional liability it could incur by virtue of the Whitefish Trail running through its property.
The parties eventually agreed Stoltze would transfer any potential additional liability by granting
fee ownership of the trail corridor to the City within four years. The requirement that the City
take fee ownership of the trail corridor was memorialized in both the “Haskill Basin Watershed
Deed of Conservation Easement” and the “Public Recreational Trail Easement.” (See attached).
The “Public Recreational Trail Easement” required that the deed transferring ownership to the
City reserve numerous rights to Stoltze and contain a reversion clause.
Current Report
The 5.5-mile segment of Whitefish Trail was constructed on Stoltze’s property in 2017 and 2018.
However, when the City began the process of having the trail corridor surveyed in order to accept
fee ownership, it discovered the survey would be both prohibitively expensive and require a
substantial amount of time. As such, the City and Andy Belski of River Design Group worked
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with the County and eventually obtained its agreement that the trail corridor qualified for a “rightof-way” exemption from the surveying requirements of the Montana Subdivision and Platting
Act.
The proposed Right-of-Way Deed, which has been approved by Stoltze, transfers fee ownership
of the trail corridor from Stoltze to the City. In accordance with the requirements of the “Public
Recreational Trail Easement,” it reserves certain rights to Stoltze, including the right to cross the
trail corridor if it does not unreasonably interfere with public access, the right to temporarily
restrict public access during active timber harvesting and fire danger, and the first right of refusal
for any timber harvested on the trail corridor. The proposed Right-of-Way Deed also provides
that the trail corridor reverts to Stoltze in the event the City decides to no longer use it for public
recreation.
Financial Requirements/Impacts
There are no financial requirements or impacts of accepting fee ownership of the Whitefish Trail
corridor in Haskill Basin and approving the proposed Right-of-Way Deed.
RECOMMENDATION: Staff respectfully recommends the City Council approve Resolution
No. 20-__; A Resolution accepting fee ownership of the Whitefish Trail corridor in Haskill Basin
and approving the Right-of-Way Deed.
b) Ordinance No. 20-__; An Ordinance amending Chapter 10, Architectural Review Committee, of
Title 2 of the Whitefish City Code to change its membership qualifications (First Reading)
(p.390)
City Attorney Jacobs will be available for question the City Council may have.
RECOMMENDATION: Staff respectfully recommends the City Council approve Ordinance
No. 20-__; An Ordinance amending Chapter 10, Architectural Review Committee, of Title 2 of
the Whitefish City Code to change its membership qualifications (First Reading).
COMMUNICATIONS FROM CITY MANAGER
a) Written report enclosed with the packet. Questions from Mayor or Council? (p.393)
b) Other items arising between January 15th through January 21st
COMMUNICATIONS FROM MAYOR AND CITY COUNCILORS
a) Mayoral appointment of Scott Freudenberger as Flathead County designee to Whitefish Planning
Board (p.395)
ADJOURNMENT

Sincerely,
Dana Smith, City Manager
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Table 1: Common Motions Use d in a Meeting.
Interrupt
another
soeaker

Requires
a second

Debatable

Amendable

No

Yes

No

Yes

Majority

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

Majority

No

No

Yes

No

Yes

Majority

No

Yes

No

No

No

(1)

No

Yes

No

No

No

(1) (15)*

No

No

Yes

No

No

Majority

(3}*

No

Yes

No

No

2/3 of
assembly

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

2/3 of
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Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Majority

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Majority

Yes

No

Yes

(5)

Yes

Majority

Yes

No

Yes

Yes (16}

No

Majority

(4)

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Majority

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

(9}*

No

*

*

No

No

Majority*

(3)

Yes

No

No

No

2/3 of
assembly
(17}

(3)

Yes

No

No

No

(1}*

No

Yes

No

No

No

(1)

No

Yes

Yes

Yes*

No

(7)

Yes

Wording

Vote
Required

Reconsider

Privileged Motions
Fix time for next
meeting (12)
Adjourn
Take a recess (12)
Raise a question of
privilege
Call for the orders
of the day
Subsidiary
Motions

Lay on the table

Previous question
(to close debate)

Limit-extend debate
(12)

Postpone to a
definite time (12)
Refer to a
committee (12}
Amendment to
the main motion

,.

~

Postpone
indefinitely (12)

"I move that we meet
next at..."
"I move that we
adjourn"
"I move that we recess.

.. "
"I rise to a question of
privilege affecting the
assembly"
"I call for the orders of
the day"

"I move to lay the
question on the
table" or "I move that
the motion be laid on
the table"
"I move the previous
question" or "I move
we vote immediately on
the motion"
"I move the debate be
limited to ... "or "I
move that the
speaker's time be
PXtPnrlerl hv..
"I move that the
question be
,,
postponed until. ..
"I move to refer the
matter to the ..
. committee"
"I move to amend by
adding/striking the
,,
words ...
"I move that the motion
be
postponed

Main Motions
Main Motion

"I move that we ... "

Incidental Motions
(11}
Suspension of rules
Request to
withdraw a motion
(13}
Objection to the
consideration of a
question (10)
Point of order

Parliamentary
inquiry
Appeal to the
chairperson

"I move to suspend the
,,
rules so that ...
"I move that I be
allowed to withdraw
the motion"
"I object to the
consideration of the
question"
"I rise to a point of
order" or "Point of
order!"
"I rise to a
parliamentary inquiry"
or "A parliamentary
inauirv. olease"
"I appeal from the
decision of the chair"

3
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Point of information

Division of
assembly

Division of a
question

Wording
"I rise to a point of
information" or "A
point of information,
nlease"
"Division!" or "I call
for a division"
"I move to divide the
motion so that the
question of purchasing
... can be considered
separately."

Interrupt
another
soeaker

Requires
a second

Debatable

Amendable

Yes

No

No

No

(1)

No

Yes

No

No

No

(14)

No

No

Yes

No

Yes

Majority

No

No*

Yes

(S) {16)

No

Majority

No

No

Yes

No

No

Majority

No

No

Yes

Yes {16)

Yes

(6)

(3)

No

Yes

Yes (16)*

Yes

(6)

(3)

Vote
Reauired

Reconsider

Renewal Motions
(8)
Reconsider* (2)

Take from table

Rescind

"I move to reconsider
the vote on the
motion relating to ... "
"I move to take from
the table the
motion relating to ..
"I move to rescind the
motion passed at the
last meeting relating to.

.. "
Discharge a
committee

"I move that the
committee considering.
.. :::: -''--harged."

1 Source: Robert, H. 2000. Robert's Rules of Order (Newly Revised, 10th Edition) New York: Perseus Books Group; Sturgis, A. 2000. The
Standard Code of Parliamentary Procedure (4th Edition). New York: McGraw-Hill.

*Refer to Robert's Rules of Order Newly Revised
(1) The chair decides. Normally no vote is taken.
(2) Only made by a member who voted on the prevailing side and is subject to times limits.
(3) Only the negative vote may be reconsidered.
(4) Only the affirmative vote may be reconsidered.
(5) Debatable when applied to a debatable motion.
(6) Majority with notice, or 2/3 without notice or majority of entire membership.
(7) Majority or tie vote sustains the chair.
(8) None of these motions (except Reconsider) are in order when business is pending.
(9) Rules of order, 2/3 vote-Standing rules, majority vote.
(10) Must be proposed before debate has begun or a subsidiary motion is stated by the chair (applied to original main motions).
(11) The Incidental Motions have no precedence (rank). They are in order when the need arises.
(12) A Main Motion if made when no business is pending.
(13) The maker of a motion may withdraw it without permission of the assembly before the motion is stated by the chair.
(14) The chair can complete a Division of the Assembly (standing vote) without permission of the assembly and any
member can demand it.
(15) Upon a call by a single member, the Orders of the Day must be enforced.
(16) Has full debate. May go into the merits of the question which is the subject of the proposed action.
(17) A 2/3 vote in negative needed to prevent consideration of main motion.

4
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WHITEFISH CITY COUNCIL
January 6, 2020
7:10 P.M.
1) CALL TO ORDER
Mayor Muhlfeld called the meeting to order. Councilors present were Hildner, Hennen, Hartman,
Sweeney, and Williams. Councilor Feury was absent City Staff present were, City Clerk Howke, City
Manager Smith, City Attorney Jacobs, Planning and Building Director Taylor, Senior Project Engineer
Hilding, Parks and Recreation Director Butts, Police Chief Dial, Fire Chief Page and Senior Planner
Compton-Ring. Approximately 41 people were in the audience.
Mayor Muhlfeld rearranged the agenda, moving the Consent Agenda to item 3, Presentation to item 4, and
Oaths of Office and Seating of Mayor and Council to item 5.
2) PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE
Mayor Muhlfeld asked Councilors Williams and Hildner to lead the audience in the Pledge of
Allegiance.
3) CONSENT AGENDA (The consent agenda is a means of expediting routine matters that require the Council’s action. Debate
does not typically occur on consent agenda items. Any member of the Council may remove any item for debate. Such items will typically
be debated and acted upon prior to proceedings to the rest of the agenda. Ordinances require 4 votes for passage – Section 1-6-2 (E) (3)
WCC)

a) Minutes from December 16, 2019 Regular Session (p.28)
b) Consideration of a request from Gregg Esakoff, for a Whitefish Lake and Lakeshore
Protection Permit, located at 810 Dakota Avenue, to place gravel within the Lake and
Lakeshore Protection Zone (WLP 19-W33) (p.31)
c) Consideration of a request from the City of Whitefish Public Works Department, for a
Whitefish Lake and Lakeshore Protection Permit, to utilize mechanical equipment within
the Lakeshore Protection Zone to remove two retired drain line pipes adjacent to the City
Beach Boat Ramp (WLP 19-W35) (p.45)
Councilor Hildner had a correction on page 2, first paragraph under item 7a, last sentence, add “American
Iron Steel Exemption”. Councilor Sweeney made a motion, seconded by Councilor Williams to
approve the Consent Agenda as corrected. The motion passed unanimously.
Councilor Hildner asked Mayor Muhlfeld for the floor. Councilor Hildner stated his last eight years serving
the community has been a labor of love. He recognized City Clerk Howke who has endured his changes
to City Council Minutes with grace and humor. Her response to his requests for help and information has
been unfailing and she always made sure he had a plate of cookies at work sessions. He thanked her and
presented her with a bouquet of eight roses, a rose for each year she had to put up with him. He also
recognized Videographer Jake Cook, who does what he can to make the Council look good. Most Council
meeting Mondays, Richard would stop at Glacier Bank and pick up a couple of dum-dums, more if he
thought it was going to be a long night. He presented Jake with a bag of 300 dum-dums, that might get him
through another year. He recognized Heidi Desch, Whitefish Pilot Editor, who faithfully attends and
reports on Council meetings. He thanked her for her endurance and professionalism in her reporting. City
staff and employees work incredibly hard to make our city a better place, and the work ethic is exemplary.
He thanked city staff and employees. His colleagues on Council, he will miss working them, sharing
struggles to do what’s right for the City but always remaining friends, thank you. His wife Suzanne
encouraged and supported him through two elections during his time on Council. This wouldn’t have been
nearly so much fun without her belief and civic engagement and together they can make a difference. Over
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the past weeks he has reflected on the accomplishments over the past eight years. Some highlights, the
water quality protection ordinance to protect the Whitefish River and the repairing zoning along its borders
as well as the lake in areas of high groundwater, the work of Council to get Fish Wildlife and Parks to
issue an administrative rule limiting motorized use on the Whitefish River cannot be overestimated, that
combined with the BNSF River cleanup and the popularity of stand-up paddle boarding has resulted and
turned the river into a recreational gem. The non-discrimination ordinance is not only a statement of who
we are as a community but is a model for other communities in the state, he encourages to petition the
Montana Geographic Names advisor to change the name of Lost Coon Lake. The adoption of the Climate
Action Plan is another major accomplishment. Whitefish has led the way; you not only supported the Paris
Accords but through the CAP put words into action. Now is the time to get rid of the use of single-use
plastic bags. The unfunded mandates impacting our water supply and wastewater treatment may be a
blessing in disguise. When completed these twin projects will meet our needs well into the future, the
opportunities presented by the new wastewater treatment plant should not be missed, such as the solar
farm, recycling, compositing, and tree nursery. Don’t let these opportunities slip through your grasp. He
encourages to stay the course on legacy homes and affordable housing. The City working in partnership
with Whitefish Lake Institute has become a leader in protecting our aquatic resources from aquatic invasive
species. He applauds foresight and budgetary resources year after year in the fight against AIS. Now is the
time for action for deer culling. Chronic Wasting Disease is at our doorstep, it will do nothing to help the
Whitefish brand if residents and visitors witness deer infected with CWD dying in our yards and
neighborhoods. If we begin a culling program now, we may be able to avoid the consequences of CWD.
Culling can be humane and provide meat source for the local food bank. Other wildlife problems that must
be addressed is the increased number of bears that call Whitefish home. Bear resistant containers are mostly
likely the solution, don’t let Republic Services make bear resistant containers a profit center at the expense
of our citizenry. To the new Councilors, congratulations. This is an awesome responsibility; good luck and
he wishes them well. He recited the poem from Benjamin Mays, I Have Only Just A Minute. He thanked
the Mayor and Council for the opportunity to yield the floor.
Councilor Williams asked Mayor Muhlfeld for the floor. She reflected upon the three bodies that define
accomplishments which we all collectively have made in the last four years. Our Council and Mayor,
Whitefish City Staff and the Whitefish Community. Our Council and Mayor are dedicated bright caring
and forward thinking. They are a melting pot of personalities but even after the throes of a heated debate
civility and respect is always present. The individuals who sit before you all dedicate their free time to
work towards keeping the community, they love healthy, balanced and vibrant. These hard-working
individuals find themselves faced by-monthly with the task of making hard decisions, weighing community
and law with their decision-making processes. Sometimes it is hard to communicate to the public all the
reasons to why the controversial decisions are made. She can assure the citizens of Whitefish that every
single person that sits before you on Council has one goal in mind, to make the best decision possible for
all citizens of Whitefish and its future. If she could characterize the four years she has spent on Council, it
has all been about trying to find a balance between development and maintaining the character of our
community, while we watch our infill levels start to climb. Exponential growth has made this an arduous
task that the City and Council has determined to continue to embark upon. She is confident that our Mayor
will keep the Council and city on the right track with the help from our tenacious city. The Whitefish City
staff is dedicated to providing the best solutions for City and Council. They work hard to educate the public
and the Council while carrying out their daily day to day tasks. The City staff is a brilliant cohesive team
who weaves together dynamic ideas and personalities with diligence for the goal of preserving and building
upon the characteristics that embody Whitefish. Whitefish sets itself apart from other communities in many
ways. One of which is its overwhelming citizen participation within the City. Over the past four years she
has observed community participation increase as citizens work to help provide vision where our city
should head next. She hopes it will only continue to grow. The next four years are paramount for guiding
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our community into long term stability. A new resort tax vote, TIF districts sunsetting and being redrawn
along with growth policy updates all will be at the forefront of planning for the next few years. That
coupled with tourism sustainability planning, strategic housing programs, public infrastructure planning
all while trying to keep the City balanced and thriving to make the outlook for the next few years. It makes
it look busier, busier than the previous four years for the City and Council. She has full faith in our leaders
for the next four years and our brilliant team who be at the helm driving the initiative and she wishes all
luck. Thank you again to the Mayor and Council, Whitefish city staff and community for your heard work
and support throughout the last four years. Thank you for your wonderful experience and opportunity, it’s
been truly an honor and she wish all luck and she hope to see them soon.
4) PRESENTATIONS – Presentations of plaques to departing City Council members
Mayor Muhlfeld stated while you may consider the work, we do up here very difficult which it is, what’s
also difficult is when folks depart. He is confident Councilor Williams will be back someday, he will see
Councilor Hildner on the North Fork and looks forward to more fishing days than they have had in the
past. He thanked both Councilor Williams and Councilor Hildner for the hundreds and hundreds of hours
they have committed to this community to make it a better place to live, work and raise families and they
should hold their head high as they depart Council Chambers this evening. Thank you very much for your
service to our community. Mayor Muhlfeld presented a plaque to Councilor Hildner and Councilor
Williams.
5) OATHS OF OFFICE AND SEATING OF MAYOR AND COUNCIL
a) Administration of ceremonial oath of office to Mayor Muhlfeld -City Clerk Howke
City Clerk Howke administered the Oath of Office to Mayor Muhlfeld.
b) Administration of ceremonial oath of office to three (3) City Councilors -Mayor
Muhlfeld
Mayor Muhlfeld administered the Oath of Office to Rebecca Norton, Steve Qunell and incumbent
Frank Sweeney. Councilors Norton and Qunell assumed the dais.
c) Election of Deputy Mayor
Councilor Hartman made a motion, seconded by Councilor Hennen to appoint Councilor Sweeney
as Deputy Mayor. The motion passed unanimously.
6) COMMUNICATIONS FROM THE PUBLIC –

(This time is set aside for the public to comment on items that are
either on the agenda, but not a public hearing or on items not on the agenda. City officials do not respond during these comments but may
respond or follow- up later on the agenda or at another time. The Mayor has the option of limiting such communications to three minutes
depending on the number of citizens who want to comment and the length of the meeting agenda)

Rhonda Fitzgerald, 412 Lupfer Avenue, spoke towards Agenda Item 9, consideration of awarding a
contract to WGM for the Baker Avenue Underpass. The underpass has been an integral part of the plan
for our Civic Core for almost 15 years. She thinks it is great that it is finally coming to fruition after many
attempts. This is a key connection that has been a long time in the coming. These are the most important
pieces to put into place so we can actually become a resilient community. She urges the Council to
approve the request and then we can move on to create the next essential connection.
Ryan Friel, 603 Pine Place, thanked Councilor Hildner and Councilor Williams for their time and thanked
the Council for their time and welcomed Councilors Norton and Qunell.
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7) COMMUNICATIONS FROM VOLUNTEER BOARDS
Richard Hildner reported the Bike/Ped Committee met and went through their accomplishments this past
year and what to look for in the coming year. There will be no meeting in February due a lack of a quorum.
8) PUBLIC HEARINGS (Items will be considered for action after public hearings) (Resolution No. 07-33 establishes a 30-minute time
limit for applicant’s land use presentations. Ordinances require 4 votes for passage – Section 1-6-2 (E)(3) WCC))

a) Ordinance No. 20-01; An Ordinance rezoning approximately 4.47 acres of land located
at 1515 Highway 93 West in Section 12, Township 30 North, Range 22 West, P.M.M.,
Flathead County, Montana from County RR-1 (Low Density Resort Residential) to
WRR-1 (Low Density Resort Residential District) and adopting findings with respect to
such rezone (WZC 19-05) (First Reading) (p.59)
Senior Planner Compton-Ring gave her staff report that is provided in the packet on the website. No
comments have been received.
Mayor Muhlfeld opened the Public Hearing. There being no public comment, Mayor Muhlfeld closed
the Public Hearing and turned the matters over to Council for their consideration.
Councilor Hennen made a motion, seconded by Councilor Sweeney to approve WZC 19-05
(Ordinance No. 20-01) and adopt the Findings of Fact in the staff report, as recommended by the Whitefish
Planning Board on December 19, 2019. The motion passed unanimously.

b) Consideration of a request from Central Ave WF for a Conditional Use Permit located at
1013 E 7th Street and 1022 East 8th Street, to develop two 18-unit apartment buildings,
zoned WR-4 (High Density Multi-Family Residential District) (WCUP 19-24) (p.92)
Senior Planner Compton-Ring gave her staff report that is provided in the packet on the website. Staff
noticed neighbors for the Administrative Conditional Use Permit (ACUP) and placed a legal in the
Whitefish Pilot. The Planning Department received a number of comments that are provided in the packet
on the website and then once elevated, they noticed the neighbors and advisory agencies again for the
Public Hearing process. Staff received over fifty (50) letters and emails which are provided in the packet
on the website. Overall neighbors are concerned with the density, traffic safety, speeding traffic,
inadequate off-street parking, the project being out of character with the neighborhood, impacted property
values, strain in infrastructure, outdoor lighting and noise.
Council asked staff why make the alley a one-way and can it be signed ‘local traffic only’. Staff suggested
Bob Abelin, Traffic Engineer for the project to address those questions during the Public Hearing.
Mayor Muhlfeld opened the Public Hearing.
Aaron Wallace, MT Creative, 265 Hawks Lake Lane, principle architect, addressed some of the concerns.
They knew the alleyway would be a concern, with people trying to get around the school area. They heard
concerns about lighting. They are open to different suggestions, to mee the Dark Sky Ordinance. They
want to make sure there is a safe area. The hot tub was also a concern. This is a four to six-person hot tub
and will be held responsible for nighttime activities. They encourage additional signage to help traffic
through the area, such as stop signs. They would encourage the developer or the City to look at paving
the other half of 8th Street in front of the Christian Academy School. The current landowner owns half of
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what the original right-of-way was. They are deeding it to the City to connect through this property
through an easement process. They encourage the City to look at their street sidewalk plan timeline. This
project does meet the different multifamily inclusionary zoning. They worked with the City, met several
times, and made accommodations to meet and address all these guidelines and goals. They changed
designs several times, and this project met and checked all the boxes. They were surprised this got bumped
from an ACUP process to a full CUP process. They have filled out two applications, paid two fees all in
the goal to meet the requirements. There are a lot of comments because the City increased the notification
range by four times and advertise three times. They feel taken advantage of in the process. If this project
does not move forward, they would certainly look at breaking ground in the spring and move forward to
seven units on each of the properties. The overall square footage will be big or larger than the proposed
buildings, plus fourteen two-car garage. This project is in the appropriate location that meets all the zoning
requirements and standards for affordable workforce housing.
Bob Abelin, 130 South Howie Street, Helena, Montana, Abelin Traffic Services, addressed Condition
#7d, the alley to the west of the project must be signed for one-way northbound traffic only. After he
submitted the traffic impact study for this project, he was talking to Engineer Hilding who wanted to look
at some signing for the rest of the area within the school zones. One of the questions was, what is going
to happen out here as more development occurs? Vehicles tend to try to come down the alley to avoid
congestion and then turn onto 8th Street. It is not a great situation because if you are cutting through the
area and you come around the corner into the parking area. He said to eliminate that possibility is to
completely eliminate southbound traffic on the alley. It might be something to discuss but at the same
time it is not something that is entirely an issue for this specific apartment project. It might not be
something that needs to be attached to this specific site design.
Councilor Norton asked and Aaron stated the lights in the plan are more a safe light. They disperse better
over the parking lot. Some lighting that is Dark Sky compliance off of the building could handle the drive
lane. It is not as good, but if that is a big concern, they certainly will work with that. They are proposing
a 5-foot fence and landscape buffer along the alleyway to help mitigate the lighting pollution. Councilor
Norton asked and Aaron stated the hot tub it is locked and is only accessed through the clubhouse.
Councilor Hennen asked and Aaron stated the hot tub will not be open 24-hours and will have restrictions.
Councilor Norton asked and Aaron stated the apartments will be rented at market rates except for the deed
restricted affordable housing units.
Mayor Muhlfeld called for a recess at 8:35 and reconvened at 8:45.
Cheryl Wilder, 209 Colorado Avenue, works at Muldown Elementary, and their enrollment between the
High School and Muldown Elementary is around 1300 students. Whitefish Christian Academy is roughly
180 students. That is all in that conglomerate area. She has issues with traffic. It has taken buses at least
20 minutes to get down to 7th to go to Muldown. The traffic is at a standstill, both directions. Something
has to be done with the traffic. It is a bottleneck, there is no outlet there.
Mariah Joos, 711 Park Avenue, her home abuts the back of this development. Her objection to this project
relates to its size, scale and impact, not as existence. Whitefish needs more affordable housing, and she
appreciates people are willing to assist in developing more housing. Whitefish is changing faster than
anyone is comfortable with and will continue to change. Change is hard and we as the residents of
Whitefish have the ability to control that change. The development as proposed is too big. Thirty-six units
divided into two massive buildings will have a major impact on this neighborhood. This project will have
a negative impact on traffic, light pollution, noise pollution and neighborhood character. We need
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affordable housing, that does not mean we need to accept whatever developers place in front of us. We
need the correct housing. A smaller development will still qualify under the Legacy Home Program and
will work to infill development as requested by the growth plan. She is disappointed the Planning Board
refused to make a recommendation to Council. This project received 50 comment letters, Chairman
Qunell stated he had never seen that many comments regarding a CUP. She trusts the Council will hear
what their community is stating very clearly. The neighborhood has come together and made a list of
conditions under which a project could move forward with their support. They hope the Council will
respect the community at large and ask the developers to modify their plans.
Rob Akey, 839 East Eight Street, stated the 2001 and 2009 traffic plans make for interesting reading.
According to the trip generation manual published by the Institute of Transportation Engineers, Columbia
Avenue can accommodate 12,000 vehicle trips per day. That is about three times the current rate of three
to four thousand per day. Apparently, these are the figures used by the Planning Department to gauge
their findings in the CUP approval process. These findings purport that not only are current traffic
conditions acceptable, the addition of further high-density development to neighborhood will have no
effect on traffic levels or safety to pedestrians. The comments you have received from neighborhood
residents and citizens using these streets for school access strongly disagree with this data and subsequent
findings. WCUP 19-24 is not appropriate for a neighborhood already struggling with sporadic traffic
chaos due to an inadequate and incomplete street and sidewalk grid. WCUP 19-24 is not a suitable project
for character of the eastside neighborhood as defined in the Whitefish Master Plan. WCUP 19-24 is not
suitable in the middle of three schools, daycare centers and a church. Outdoor hot tub, resident club house
sounds a little creepy. The only quasi legitimate argument he has heard in favor of this project because of
the need for affordable housing. He acknowledges and supports that need. An appropriate solution in this
case might be deeded owner-occupied residents to ensure the owners live in the residence. That might fit
better with the current neighborhood. He calls on the City Council to vote to deny this project. To vote in
favor of it in his opinion shows a negligent disregard for the welfare and safety of the neighborhood, the
schools in this community.
Pete Sigmund, 735 Somers Avenue, stated the mention of improvements to 8th Street, is a little misleading.
Eighth Street in its current form is functionally a one lane road. On street parking throughout the
neighborhood creates a one-lane road. He thinks creating a two-lane road that is basically next to a
functionally one lane road is going to make things potentially worse. The cumulative effects of the
development by the sewage treatment plant on Voermans Road, was not taken to account the traffic plan.
He thinks the 10% is a significant increase in traffic by the development. He feels this is a community not
just a neighborhood issue because it is right in the middle of the schools. He is in favor of it being
developed but at the much lower density that fits better with the neighborhood.
Josh Smith, 1012 8th Street, stated these are the youngest kids navigating this new entrance and exit of
the apartment complex. He has a concern with parking spilling on to 7th Street. Everyone here is for this
project being developed, the idea of 14 units would be a great welcome idea. It is not that they don’t want
development, it is the scope and the size is a bad fit. He appreciates affordable housing, but he thinks it
has to be in the right fit in the right context. How affordable they are going to be. We are full time
residents of Whitefish, who believe in this town, work in this town, play in this town, and love this town.
We come to the Council to look out for us when it comes to something that may be ill-advised and have
a bad effect on our neighborhood. He doesn’t think anyone here should have to suffer in any bit so that
we can cram in a couple of affordable housing units. The neighborhood likes the number 14 and the less
impact it has.
Dr. Erin Flaherty, 1060 Creekwood Dr., an anesthesiologist spoke about the current traffic issues as a
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matter of public safety. Traffic is an issue. She would like the Council at the same time consider affordable
housing, to work on our infrastructure. She would encourage as the Sports Complex is grown and
developed and the schools continue to grow that we need to consider the infrastructure as a matter of
public safety. When she is on call, she can’t count that she can get down to Kalispell Regional in 20
minutes. She urges the Council and the City Planning to put in the infrastructure first. She urges the City
to ask developers to name a price before they develop.
Greg Loberg, 707 Park Avenue, has lived in this neighborhood for close to 40 years. Majority of the
neighborhood is single-family and largely ownership not very much rental. People really adore our
neighborhood and are concerned about it. The big problem is the scope of the project. The egress, during
school hours leaves you stuck in traffic. All you are going to do is exacerbate that with this additional, up
to 36 people, driving every day. The alley should be one way to the south. That would eliminate a lot of
their problems.
Tony Veseth, 1014 8th Street, wanted to go on record, as a neighborhood and as a community is not
opposed to affordable housing and the Whitefish Legacy Homes Program. The neighborhoods main
concern is the density of this project in this congested area. We do have a housing issue, but that housing
doesn’t have to be slammed and jammed and crammed in every little area that we have in town that has
been zoned WR-4 or multifamily zoning. There are more appropriate places in town to put this type of
housing of this scale of this quantity. The neighborhood proposes the following conditions; the total
number of units and development be reduced; they would like a facility manager live on site; traffic study
concerning uncontrolled intersections currently underway be completed; the proposed outdoor hot tub
and clubhouse be eliminated replaced by open space; all power lines be buried in the alleyway; the first
floor units be below street level grade, and the overall height be reduced and the look down view from
the second floor units not violate the privacy of the current and future neighboring properties; the 7th
Street parking regulations be reviewed to ensure overflow parking from the development does not impede
7th Street parking; the 7th and 8th Street alley be signed ‘do not enter, local resident access only’; a new
city street on the east side of the development be constructed, extending Pine Avenue one block south;
and full-time speed limit zone at 15 mph be implemented in a two-block radius around the project. They
know that this is approved for multifamily, they want affordable workforce housing, they want it in the
appropriate areas and the appropriate project and let it fit in with the neighborhood that is already that a
lot of them have invested in.
Brian Joos, 711 Park Avenue, referenced City Code 11-7-8(j). There are a variety of factors the City must
consider, one of those is traffic, and noise. The application does not address restricting the time when the
hot tub can be used. This CUP process is Council’s only chance to provide noise restriction. Under 7-118, the City must consider is light. Every car that drives out of the parking lot will shine into his home.
There is nothing that is going to mitigate those head lights. Another thing the City must consider under
11-7-8 is a density community character and the context of the existing neighborhood. Those are three
separate things. There is nothing in residential construction in this neighborhood, close to the scale of
this. He addressed the affordable housing issue; they are all for it, but he doesn’t know that this project is
affordable housing. It is applied for as such, but we don’t know what it will cost when done. He doesn’t
think service workers in Whitefish will be able to afford to live in a project like this. He seconded Tony
Veseth’s conditions. If you are going to approve this, the only way you can look out for the neighborhood
is by adding conditions that address their concerns. Their concerns are based on factors you much consider
under 11-7-8(j).
Christina Larsen, 725 Somers Avenue, is also concerned with the traffic issues. She doesn’t think that
problem is going to improve no matter what the developer is proposing. The Council has the ability and
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the obligation to look at this situation proactively and not reactively. She wishes the school and the City
would be more proactive about figuring out a way so that kids could walk and bike to school or that the
bus services could be improve so that we didn’t have tremendous congestion. It is inaccurate to consider
this a problem that only exist at 8:00 a.m. and at 3:00 p.m., there are in addition to the three schools that
are in the small neighborhood there are three daycares. The roads as they exist are completely inadequate
to serve this neighborhood. The town is moving into a direction where daily life is becoming a lot more
difficult than it used to be for the long term and permanent residents. You have the ability to do something
about that and reject the CUP.
Bert Casper, 849 Park Avenue, biggest concern is the kids walking; it is too dangerous.
Rod Schmidt, 735 Columbia Avenue, stated traffic numbers are horrible. The people are backed up on
Columbia Avenue to 9th because they are trying to make a left onto Hwy 93. Infrastructure needs to be
addressed. Punch 7th Street through to Hwy 93. Give people another chance to get out to Hwy 93.
Susan Wheeler, 325 4th Street East, Columbia Falls, stated she feels there is an existing traffic problem
that seems to be the brunt of the issue. She is excited about affordable housing as someone who after
graduating from college and growing up in Helena moved to Whitefish and after three years of paying
high rent, was forced to leave the City. She lives in Columbia Falls. Her boyfriend commutes to work in
Whitefish and these kind of affordable housing developments are a great opportunity for young folks to
be able to live and work in the same community.
Rhonda Fitzgerald, 412 Lupfer Avenue, stated there are two problems here. One is that the zoning in that
neighborhood is kind of inconsistent with what is actually is happening on the ground. The other is that
there is a very congested traffic situation made up of no grid and a change in behavior patterns. Kids don’t
walk or bike to school anymore or ride the bus. Their mom’s drive them. She referred to the 2007 Growth
Policy page 50 list the things we are supposed to solve. Zoning is often inconsistent with the existing
character and density of residential neighborhoods. The neighbors live in a single-family neighborhood;
36 units does not jive with how they live or what they consider the character of their neighborhood. The
IZ as envisioned in the Strategic Housing Plan was not meant to be imposed on existing neighborhoods.
Unfortunately, that is how the plan reads now. What we really need are more affordable modest homes
for people who live and work in our community. They are not against developing it, but they would like
to see it compatible with their neighborhood. The best solution is to try to mitigate the very most pressing
conflicts that people feel. She suggests eliminating the clubhouse and hot tub and add more parking; shield
the lighting; lower the speed limits in the neighborhood; and consider the extension of Pine Avenue to
connect 7th and 8th . Those are some solutions to consider.
Mayre Flowers, Community Consulting, PO Box 3094, Kalispell, provided a copy of comments via email
earlier that is appended the end of the January 6th packet on the website. She reviewed her comments as
follows; consistency with the Growth Policy, revise Finding #1; the Whitefish Legacy Homes zoning
overlay was applied to traditional Whitefish neighborhoods, the density requested is not supported by the
2017 Whitefish Strategic Housing Plan, 2016 Housing needs assessment and the Whitefish Growth
Policy. She doesn’t think we would not be here tonight if the public and herself could have sat through
the 34-closed door meetings. She urges the Council to consider rejection of this. The transportation issues
have been brought up. She suggests the need to look into an independent transportation study. She stated
it has been raised this development impacts property values in this neighborhood and traffic congestion
and immobility safety of kids also effects property values in this area and should be considered.
Greg Loberg, 707 Park Avenue, stated the design as is laid out currently is making a parallel road
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alongside the alley, probably only 15-20 feet to east of it with an entrance into 7th Street and 8th Street. It
seems to him that is problematic. He appreciates the letters that were sent out and allowing the public to
participate in this debate regardless of your decision one way or another. He hopes Council will continue
to do that in future projects.
There being no further public comment, Mayor Muhlfeld closed the Public Hearing and turned the matters
over to the Council for their consideration.
Councilor Qunell asked and Director Taylor stated infill is anything on an existing utility system, existing
street system, existing infrastructure sewer and water; new subdivision would be extending roads and
utilities to those outside of city limits.
Councilor Norton made a motion, seconded by Councilor Hennen to postpone Tuesday, January
21, 2020 meeting, and keep the Public Hearing open. Councilor Norton stated this site is very difficult;
she would like to know if the staff could do a cumulative transportation assessment based on previously
approved projects; she would like to know if Public Works could bump up sidewalks being revised in that
area, if the developer would be willing to go down in density and what the proposed lighting fix would
be. We have a serious problem that need to be addressed. The neighborhood is already under a lot of
stress with of the transportation issues and the growth in that one section. Even if this one gets denied and
the developer has to bring something back it is a good opportunity for the community to look at solutions
that are reasonable for this section of town.
Councilor Qunell does not support this motion. The issues that are brought up won’t be solved in two
weeks. They are important issues; but we have the information we need to decide on this CUP tonight.
There is a lot of stress in all of our neighborhoods anytime we have a new development. Traffic is an
issue. This is a particularly difficult area because its close to all of the schools. He thinks we have enough
information to vote.
Councilor Hennen agrees with Councilor Norton. He is going to vote in support to postpone. He needs
more time to think. Also, given the amount of public comment, both the public and the developers
deserves a full council to look at this and put it to a vote.
Mayor Muhlfeld asked if this vote does carry and we revisit this on January 21st the Council take time to
review the criteria required for consideration of a Conditional Use Permit that starts on page 116 of the
packet. There were some very valid concerns raised from the affected neighborhood, affected neighbors
regarding growth policy compliance, transportation quality and functionality, adequacy of public services
with regards to the lack of a grid system within this neighborhood, and neighborhood compatibility as
related to mass and density. He also addressed the neighbors and stated Council recognize that the City
is fraught with infrastructure deficiencies. We do everything we can as a Council to address those
deficiency with very limited funds. People are asking us not to increase taxes. The only way we are able
to pay, and fund infrastructure is through our street maintenance fund, Resort Tax revenues, and Impact
Fees which we levy on developers to pay their fair share for the impact they are having on our current
facility. We are doing the best job we sincerely can for the community with limited funds and a lot of
demand.
The motion carried on a 4 to 1 vote, Councilor Qunell voting in opposition to postpone to January
21, 2020.
9) COMMUNICATIONS FROM PUBLIC WORKS DIRECTOR
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a) Consideration to award the contract with WGM for the design of the Baker Avenue
Underpass Project (p.330)
Parks and Recreation Director Butts gave Director Workman’s staff report that is provided in the packet
on the website.
Councilor Hennen made a motion, seconded by Councilor Hartman to award the contract with
WGM for the design of the Baker Avenue Underpass Project. The motion passed unanimously.
10) COMMUNICATIONS FROM CITY MANAGER
a) Written report enclosed with the packet. Questions from Mayor or Council? (p.347)
None
b) Other items arising between January 2nd and January 6th, 2020
Manager Smith asked Council for direction regarding the Tax Increment Fund project list pertaining to the
Armory roof. Mayor Muhlfeld stated it is an important project for the price tag. It is time to get it done
given the fact that we have leftover revenue to spend and that is a perfectly appropriate project to spend
those dollars. The Council agreed unanimously with a showing of hands.
Mayor Muhlfeld also mentioned he spent time on the Char Rygg property with the owner the past fall, at
his request. The property is significantly encumbered by 100-year floodplain, setbacks, critical area
ordinance. He thinks there is an easement that bisects the property, US Hwy 93 right-of-way to where it
renders a lot of the property virtually unbuildable. It could be an extremely valuable asset for the City in
terms of our parks system and our bike ped trail system so if it is okay with the Council he would like to
ask Manager Smith to reconvene the Real Estate Advisory Committee and meet with Chap Godsey and
see if he can reach out to the owner and see what we can come up with in terms of a reasonable price.
11) COMMUNICATIONS FROM MAYOR AND CITY COUNCILORS
a) Council reappointment of John Ellis and Lech Naumovich to the Flathead Conservation
District (p.351)
Councilor Hartman made a motion, seconded by Councilor Sweeney to reappoint John Ellis and
Lech Naumovich to the Flathead Conservation District. The motion passed unanimously.
b) Appointments of City Council Members to Various Boards, Commissions, and Committees
i) Park Board – Mayor or Mayor’s Designee – Frank Sweeney is current designee;
Ryan Hennen alternate designee (p.352)
Mayor Muhlfeld reappointed, with ratification of the Council, Councilors Sweeney and
Hennen to the Park Board.
ii) Resort Tax Monitoring Committee – Mayor or Councilor – Andy Feury is current
designee (p.356)
Councilor Feury unanimously is reappointed to the Resort Tax Monitoring Committee.
iii) Montana West Economic Development Board –Council appoint- Andy Feury
is the current designee, Katie Williams was the alternate (p.360)
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Councilor Feury remains the designee with Councilor Sweeney as the alternate to the
Montana West Economic Development Board, unanimous ratification by the Council.
iv) Pedestrian & Bicycle Path Advisory Committee – Mayor or Councilor- Richard
Hildner was the designee (p.361)
Councilor Sweeney unanimously is appointed to the Pedestrian & Bicycle Path Advisory
Committee.
v) Whitefish Tree Advisory Committee-Mayor or Councilor – Melissa Hartman is the
current designee (p.367)
Unanimously, Councilor Hartman remains on the Whitefish Tree Advisory Committee.
vi) Impact Fee Advisory Committee – City Councilor – Ryan Hennen is the current
designee (p.371)
Unanimously, Councilor Hennen remains on the Impact Fee Advisory Committee.
vii) 9-1-1 Administrative Board – Currently Chief Dial and Katie Williams (p.374)
Unanimously, Chief Dial remains on the 9-1-1 Administrative Board and Councilor Norton as the
alternate.
viii) Insurance (Medical) Committee – Two City Councilor as Ex-Officio members;
currently is Frank Sweeney and Andy Feury (p.375)
Unanimously, Councilors Feury and Norton will serve on the Insurance (Medical) Committee.
ix) Real Estate Advisors – Mayor and one Councilor – currently is Mayor Muhlfeld and
Andy Feury (p.380)
Unanimously, Mayor Muhlfeld and Councilor Feury will remain on the Real Estate Advisors
Board.
x) Legacy Lands Advisory Committee – Mayor and one Councilor or two Councilors;
currently was Katie Williams (LLAC and WF Trail Ops) and Melissa Hartman (LLAC)
(p.381)
Unanimously, Councilor Hartman will serve on the Legacy Lands Advisory Committee and the
Whitefish Trails Operations Committee, and Councilor Qunell will serve on the Legacy Lands
Advisory Committee.
xi) Whitefish Planning Board – Council – was Richard Hildner and Frank Sweeney is
the alternate (p.382)
Unanimously, Councilor Qunell will serve on the Planning Board and Councilor Sweeney
will serve as alternate.
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xii) Board of Adjustment – Councilors appointed as Temporary Members to fill
vacancies- currently Ryan Hennen and Frank Sweeney (p.386)
Unanimously, Councilors Hennen and Sweeney will remain as alternates for the Board of
Adjustments.
xiii) Whitefish Climate Action Plan Standing Committee – Mayoral appoint – Currently
Melissa Hartman is designee (p.390)
Unanimously, Councilor Hartman will remain on the Whitefish Climate Action Plan Standing
Committee.
xiv)Whitefish Strategic Housing Steering Committee – Mayoral- Mayor and two City
Councilors, currently Melissa Hartman and previous Katie Williams; and two City staff
members; Dana Smith and Wendy Compton-Ring (p.394)
Unanimously, Councilors Hartman and Norton, and Manager Smith and Senior Planner
Compton-Ring will remain on the Whitefish Strategic Housing Steering Committee.
xv) Highway 93 South Corridor Steering Committee – Council appoint – two City
Councilors – currently Mayor Muhlfeld and Ryan Hennen (p.397)
Unanimously, Mayor Muhlfeld and Councilor Hennen will remain on the Highway 93 South
corridor Steering Committee.
Council

Comments

Councilor Qunell stated we have created this huge unintended consequence with the Legacy Housing
Program, the idea was never to take WR-4 and limit how much they can do by right as a matter of
business. That is exactly the unintended consequences that we have. We have gone from unlimited
with just getting a building permit to only having seven by right uses. He thinks we are doing ourselves
a disservice in terms of creating more affordable housing in the City without taking a look at this sooner
or later and looking at what we have done with this administrative versus by right versus full CUP.
That was echoed many times by the public that you can’t look at what could have been done but what
we have done is kind of taken away our ability to get workforce housing through our city process as
quickly as possible. He thinks we need to take a look at that sooner than later.
Councilor Sweeney thanked the citizens of Whitefish who voted for his return. He is pleased and proud
to be Deputy Mayor and thanked the Council. Councilors Hartman and Hennen welcomed Councilors
Qunell and Norton.
Councilor Norton thanked the Council for being welcoming and for everybody in the community for
electing her. She stated a number of people have approached her about different things. There is a
commercial helicopter port south of town requesting to increase flights to 50 per week. She wasn’t
sure if the City was going to come out with a statement about it. One of the citizens was concerned
about fire suppression and noise. The County tabled it until their January meeting. She has issues
around fire suppression and noise, if we ever annex that area will be inheriting all of that. Director
Taylor stated it is at the edge of the old planning donut. We made a conscious choice to push helicopter
landing pads out of city limits. Staff didn’t comment on it because it is outside our jurisdiction. Mayor
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Muhlfeld asked and Director Taylor stated we were noticed on the procedure and looked at it. She also
mentioned there was not a drop box in the City Hall during the Elections and she stated that has been
fixed and from now on we will always have a drop box in City Hall. Manager Smith clarified; we can’t
have a drop box sitting there unattended. There were means that Columbia Falls was able to do it,
whether or not the County is meeting the State requirements with that, it is up to them to determine.
We will coordinate with the County at the next election. We do know it is a necessary drop-off
especially on Election Day, unfortunately our direction from County was that we would have to block
off our utility payment drop box. That was a big issue, it is highly utilized by our customers and we
would have to have somebody monitoring that box because you can no longer drop off a ballot for
anybody but yourself without filling out a form. We would have to collect that form, fill it out in front
of us before dropping off ballots. After the fact we learned there were ways that Columbia Falls was
able to do it, they did not have to block off their drop box for payments, they also said the ballots don’t
fit in their drop box. We will work to make sure that we can have a drop box. The general election, the
County provides judges on the actual election day. Because it was a municipal election they did not,
and it was a mail-in ballot. Councilor Norton also mentioned two people approached her about having
a workshop for citizens adding additional housing to their homes. They find our process kind of
confusing. She asked about historic home preservation, and Mayor Muhlfeld stated he thinks historic
preservation is a broader topic that Council could tackle at the Council retreat. Before that retreat, staff
could prepare what that might look like.
Mayor Muhlfeld appreciates the opportunity to be back working with Council, staff and thanked the
public for having faith in him. He looks forward to the next four years working with everyone.
12) ADJOURNMENT (Resolution 08-10 establishes 11:00 p.m. as end of meeting unless extended to 11:30 by majority)
Mayor Muhlfeld adjourned the meeting at 10:30 p.m.

_______________________________
Mayor Muhlfeld
Attest:
______________________________
Michelle Howke, Whitefish City Clerk
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When Recorded Return to:
Michelle Howke, City Clerk
City of Whitefish
PO Box 158
Whitefish, MT 59937-0158

ORDINANCE NO. 20-01
An Ordinance of the City Council of the City of Whitefish, Montana, rezoning approximately
4.47 acres of land located at 1515 Highway 93 West in Section 12, Township 30 North,
Range 22 West, P.M.M., Flathead County, Montana, from County RR-1 (Low Density
Resort Residential) to WRR-1 (Low Density Resort Residential District) and adopting
findings with respect to such rezone.
WHEREAS, upon request, the City of Whitefish initiated a rezone with respect to property
located at 1515 Highway 93 West, and legally described as Tract 1ABD in Section 35,
Township 31 North, Range 22 West, P.M.M., Flathead County; and
WHEREAS, in response to the City-initiated rezone, the Whitefish Planning & Building
staff prepared Staff Report WZC 19-05, dated December 12, 2019, which analyzed the proposed
rezone and recommended in favor of its approval; and
WHEREAS, at a lawfully noticed public hearing on December 19, 2019, the Whitefish
Planning Board reviewed Staff Report WZC 19-05, received an oral report from Planning staff,
invited public comment, and thereafter voted to recommend in favor of the proposed zone change;
and
WHEREAS, at a lawfully noticed public hearing on January 7, 2020, the Whitefish City
Council reviewed Staff Report WZC 19-05 and letter of transmittal, received an oral report from
Planning staff, and invited public comment; and
WHEREAS, it will be in the best interests of the City of Whitefish, and its inhabitants, to
approve the proposed rezone; and
WHEREAS, the proposed rezone meets zoning procedure and the criteria and guidelines
for the proposed rezone required by MCA §§ 76-2-303 through 76-2-305 and WCC § 11-7-12.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT ORDAINED by the City Council of the City of
Whitefish, Montana, as follows:
Section 1:

All of the recitals set forth above are hereby adopted as Findings of Fact.
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Section 2: Staff Report WZC 19-05, dated December 12, 2019, together with the
December 30, 2019 letter of transmittal from the Whitefish Planning & Building Department, are
hereby adopted as Findings of Fact.
Section 3: The real property located 1515 Highway 93 West, and legally described as
Tract 1ABD in Section 35, Township 31 North, Range 22 West, P.M.M., Flathead County,
previously zoned County RR-1 (Low Density Resort Residential) is hereby rezoned to
WRR-1 (Low Density Resort Residential District).
Section 4: The official Zoning Map of the City of Whitefish, Montana, shall be amended,
altered and changed to provide that the rezone and zoning map amendment of the real property
identified on the maps attached hereto as Exhibit A and incorporated herein by reference, shall be
designated WRR-1 (Low Density Resort Residential District). The Zoning Administrator is
instructed to change the City's official Zoning Map to conform to the terms of this Ordinance.
Section 5: In the event any word, phrase, clause, sentence, paragraph, section or other
part of the Ordinance set forth herein is held invalid by a court of competent jurisdiction, such
judgment shall affect only that part held invalid, and the remaining provisions thereof shall
continue in full force and effect.
Section 6: This Ordinance shall take effect thirty (30) days after its adoption by the City
Council of the City of Whitefish, Montana, and signing by the Mayor thereof.
PASSED AND ADOPTED BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF
WHITEFISH, MONTANA, ON THIS ________ DAY OF _______________ 2020.

John M. Muhlfeld, Mayor
ATTEST:

Michelle Howke, City Clerk
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PLANNING & BUILDING DEPARTMENT
418 E 2nd Street, PO Box 158, Whitefish, MT 59937
(406) 863-2410 Fax (406) 863-2409
January 14, 2020

Mayor and City Council
City of Whitefish
PO Box 158
Whitefish MT 59937
RE: E 7th Street Apartments at 1013 E 7th Street and 1022 E 8th Street (WCUP 19-24)
Honorable Mayor and Council:
Background: The Whitefish City Council met on January 6, 2020 and considered the
request. After closing the public hearing, the Council passed a motion (4-1, Qunell in
opposition) to postpone the item until the next Council meeting, January 21st, for
deliberation and action. As part of the motion, the public hearing remains open.
Summary of Requested Action: Central Ave WF is requesting a Conditional Use
Permit to develop two 18-unit apartment buildings at 1013 E 7th Street and 1022 E 8th
Street. The site is developed with a single-family home that will be removed as part of
this project. The property is zoned WR-4 (High Density Multi-Family Residential District)
and the Whitefish Growth Policy designates this property as ‘High Density Residential’.
Planning Department Recommendation: The Planning Department recommends
approval of the project subject to the findings of fact in the staff report and conditions
outlined in Attachment ‘A’.
Planning Board Action: The Whitefish Planning Board met on December 19, 2019 and
considered the request. Following the hearing, the Planning Board was unable to make
a recommendation for or against the project. A motion to approve failed and a motion to
deny failed. This project is forwarded to the City Council without a recommendation.
The Board had considerable discussion both with their concerns with the project and the
merits of the project, as is reflected in the attached draft minutes. The Board did not
offer any additional suggested recommended conditions of approval.
City Council Public Hearing: The applicant’s representatives spoke at the January 6,
2020 public hearing and fifteen members of the public. The public voiced concerns
about traffic – both volumes and safety, uncontrolled intersections within the
neighborhood, cumulative impacts of development, the density, outdoor lighting, the
clubhouse with the outdoor hot tub, noise, children’s safety walking to school,
neighborhood character, lack of parking, and no support for ‘northbound-only’ alley. One
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neighbor offered a number of suggested conditions of approval for the Council to
consider. The draft minutes for this item are attached as part of this packet.
Updated Site Plan (1/13/20):
The applicant submitted an updated site plan along with building elevations and a
summary of changes. In addition, the applicant provided a response to concerns raised
at the last City Council meeting.
As of the date of this report, staff is reviewing the updated site plan and the access to E
7th and E 8th Streets. Staff will be prepared to further discuss this at the Council
meeting.
Proposed Motion:
•

I move to approve WCUP 19-24, the Findings of Fact in the staff report and the eight
conditions of approval, as recommended by the Whitefish Planning Department
staff.

This item has been placed on the agenda for your regularly scheduled meeting on
January 21, 2020. Should Council have questions or need further information on this
matter, please contact the Planning & Building Department.
Respectfully,

Wendy Compton-Ring, AICP
Senior Planner
Att:

Exhibits from 1-6-20 City Council Packet
Exhibit A: Planning Staff Recommended Conditions of Approval
Draft Minutes, Planning Board Meeting, 12-19-19
Staff Report – WCUP 19-24, 12-12-19
Adjacent Landowner Notice, 10-30-19 and 11-27-19
Advisory Agency Notice, 11-27-19
Letter, Whitefish Housing Authority, 12-11-19
Public Comments – Administrative Conditional Use Permit
Public Comments – Conditional Use Permit
Application for Conditional Use Permit, 12-5-19
Public Comments – After the Planning Board Public Hearing

c: w/att

Michelle Howke, City Clerk

c: w/o att

Reisch Family Partnership, 9 Baker Ave Whitefish, MT 59937
Central Ave WF, 2389 Victoria Circle Alpine, CA 91901
Aaron Wallace MT Creative 158 Railway Street Whitefish, MT 59937
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Exhibit A
E 7 Street Apartments
Conditional Use Permit WCUP 19-24
Whitefish Planning Department
Recommended Conditions of Approval
December 12, 2019
th

1.

The
project
must
comply
with
the
site
plan
submitted
on
October 15, 2019, except as amended by these conditions. Minor deviations
from the plans must require review pursuant to §11-7-8E(8) and major deviations
from the plans must require review pursuant to §11-7-8. The applicant must
maintain and demonstrate continued compliance with all adopted City Codes and
Ordinances.

2.

Prior to any pre-construction meeting, construction, excavation, grading or other
terrain disturbance, plans for all on- and off-site infrastructure must be submitted
to and approved by the Whitefish Public Works Department. The improvements
(water, sewer, roads, streetlights, trails, sidewalks, driveways, etc.) within the
development shall be designed and constructed by a licensed engineer and in
accordance with the City of Whitefish’s design and construction standards. The
Public Works Director will approve the design prior to construction. Plans for
grading, drainage, utilities, streets, sidewalks and other improvements shall be
submitted as a package and reviewed concurrently. No individual improvement
designs shall be accepted by Public Works. (City Engineering Standards, 2019)

3.

Approval of the conditional use permit is subject to approval of detailed design of
all on- and off-site improvements, including drainage. Through review of detailed
drainage plans, applicant is advised that the number, density and/or location of
building lots, shown on the conditional use permit may change depending upon
constructability of on-site retention needs, drainage easements or other drainage
facilities or appurtenances needed to serve the subject property and/or upstream
properties as applicable. This plan must include a strategy for long-term
maintenance. Fill on-site must be the minimum needed to achieve positive
drainage, and the detailed drainage plan will be reviewed by the City using that
criterion. (City Engineering Standards, 2019)

4.

All areas disturbed because of road and utility construction must be re-seeded as
soon as practical to inhibit erosion and spread of noxious weeds. All noxious
weeds, as described by Whitefish City Code, must be removed throughout the
life of the development by the recorded property owner. (§11-3-33, WCC)

5.

The Fire Department requires the applicant to comply with all fire codes for this
classification of occupancy. Emergency vehicle access, hydrants, and any
extended fire suppression system will be reviewed by the Whitefish Fire
Department as part of the building permit. (IFC)
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6.

All on-site lighting must be dark sky compliant. (§11-3-25, WCC)

7.

Prior to submitting a building permit the following conditions must be met:
a. Compliance with the Legacy Homes Program approved housing mitigation
plan will be met prior to the issuance of a building permit which includes three
studio apartments at 60%, 70% and 80% Area Median Income (AMI), two
one-bedroom apartments at 70% and 80% AMI, and two two-bedroom
apartments at 60% and 70% AMI. The rental deed restriction must be
recorded and the fee in the amount of $15,590.80 for 0.2 unit must be paid.
b. E 8th Street, along the project’s frontage, must be updated to a Local Street
Section (SD-6), including sidewalks, streetlights and street trees. (City
Engineering Standards, 2019)
c. Dedicate additional right-of-way along E 8th Street to accommodate the road
improvements. (City Engineering Standards, 2019)
d. The alley to the west of the project must be signed for one-way northbound
traffic only. (TIS)
e. Compliance with the Landscaping Chapter, including the screening
requirements of §11-4-8, will be confirmed at the time of building permit.
(Chapter 4, WCC)
f. A tree preservation plan must be submitted along with the landscaping plan
identifying healthy long-lived trees to be preserved within the landscaping.
Such trees must be protected during construction with fencing maintained
during construction. (Finding 4)
g. Approval from the Architectural Review Committee must be obtained prior to
submitting an application for a building permit. (§11-3-3B, WCC)
h. A boundary line adjustment must be recorded along with a shared access and
parking easement between the two apartment buildings. (§11-2-3B(3), §11-6,
WCC)
i.

The location for refuse disposal and recycling must be reviewed and
approved by the Public Works Department and Republic Service. (§4-2,
WCC)

j.

Additional school zone signage must be installed in coordination with the
Public Works Department. (City Engineering Standards, 2019; Finding 4)
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8.

This Conditional Use Permit is valid for 18 months from this date and terminates
at the end of that time unless commencement of the authorized activity has
begun. (§11-7-8H(2) WCC)
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Montana Creative
architecture+ design
7th Street Apartments
January 13, 2020

City of Whitefish Planning Staff and City Council,
Based on the council meeting on January 6th we would like to propose the following changes to the

7th

Street Apartment project and also a few items we would like to point out.
Items that we have changed and can be seen on the submitted revised drawings:
•

Remove the clubhouse and hot tub from the project.

•

Adjust the layout of the parking area so that all the parking is internally focused for car
headlamps.

•

Put a roof over the trash enclosure which has a peak of 10' to help block car headlamps

•

Change site lighting to bollard style lights that now are only between the parking area and the
buildings and not on the perimeter of the property.

•

Adjust the roof layouts of the buildings so that the maximum height is now 31'-6" from the firstfloor slab.

•

Adjust the layout of the units so that only (1) secondary bedroom faces the west on the first and
second floors per bui lding. Please note t hat t he flo ors and w indow he ight s are wh at is typi ca l of
a single-family two-story residence .

•

Raise t he grad e in th e West landscape buffer by 2' with an earthen berm with now a 6' fence on
t op of it. We also will decrease the landscaping spacing of the conifer t rees to what is the
minimum allowed per the plant type to try and decrease the visibility through that buffer.

A few other items we would like to point out related to the design :
•

This revised design has increased the exterior common space to apx 33%, 10% is required .

•

Putting the drive isle on the East side of the property is not feasible due to the existing gas
utilities, easements and alignment that would not be in line with Pine . Also, having the buildings
on the east side of the property provides the most massing relief for the homes to the West.

•

Sinking the building below grade is not advisable due to complexities with ADA access, extra
costs with additional concrete, high groundwater in the area and that the value and experience
of the units on that first floor would dramatically decrease . Also, with the revised roof slopes,
we are 3 Yi feet below the allowed maximum height 35' without taking advantage of the
developer incentive of being able to go up to 40' . The proposed roof height is the same as a 30'
wide two-story home with a 7/12 gable.

•

We would support increasing school traffic signage in the area.

•

We do not feel that conditioning the alleyway to one way should be part of this project.

•

We would support the City to paving the other half of g th street East of our site as part of the
project to make

•

gth

street a full 2 way from the completion of our project.

We would encourage the City to look at installing sidewalks on

g th

street as soon as possible to

the West of our property.
•

We would encourage the City to continue to look and implement Street improvements in the
area to address existing traffic concerns.
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7th Street Apartments
January 13, 2020

Other items per the public discussion:
Traffic & Safety:
There is no question that this project will increase the traffic from the single family that
currently exists on the site. We all have had experiences of being in that neighborhood and dealing with
the traffic during school drop off or pick up times. The high level of traffic during those times is similar
for most communities and schools all around the country and not unique to Whitefish. It is important to
note that we are not adding something new or unique to the area with the addition of the new access
drives on 7th or gth street. People walking to and from school are used to having to stop and look for
cars at these points already and should easily adjust to the additional ones of this project. It is also
important to outline that the volume of traffic of what this project is adding at peak times is
approximately 1 car per every 5 minutes that could access either gth or 7th streets depending on existing
traffic loads and direction of exit. I.E. what we would anticipate is limited cars accessing traffic on 7th
street and most cars accessing the site through gth street at about 1 car for every 5 minutes on average
during peak times. This additional traffic load does not cross any threshold of safety or maximum
carrying capacity of the existing streets outlined in any professional requirements. We can all
appreciate that there is a lot of people using 7th and Pine during school drop off hours but this project
should in fact help flow with making gth two way and giving people the option of living adjacent to the
schools with th e ability to wa lk vs. other newer developments further out where peop le would have to
drive and drop off kids. Other developments in town but further away and not directly related to this
site are difficult to determine how they may affect this area spe cifically. Overall traffic in the Whitefish
w ith any deve lopment would increase but how it may affect this site would be subjective .
The idea of Neighborhood:
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7th Street Apartments
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A main concern of the public is the idea of the relationship of this site and its neighborhood .
The image above shows our attempt to outline the disconnect in the understanding of the
neighborhoods in this area and how they act different from actual use since the 60's and zoning since
the 80's. Each person's view of what is and is not in the neighborhood may be differ but this is our
attempt to visually outline what we have heard and seen. Since this lot has always had a single-family
home in it, it has acted as a part of the neighborhood to the west since this area was developed in the
SO's and 60's . This is despite the fact the site has had a single-family home on 1.5 acres vs. the rest of
the homes on much smaller lots. In the 80's when zoning areas were developed it was determined that
this site fit in better as part of the areas that circled the school with larger multifamily or commercial
uses than the areas to the west and we would anticipate that it was due to the lot's sizes and
adjacencies. This is conventional city planning and the rest of the lots in the area in yellow have been
developed along that line. This is the last lot in this area to be developed according to that zoning
distinction and would complete what has been developed since the schools were built. The
development of this lot from a single-family home into multifamily units will change the relationship of
the neighborhood and that it will now associate closer to the rest of the buildings developed in the WR4
zone (shown in yellow) vs. the single-family homes (shown in orange) to the west regardless of unit
count. Multifamily projects of this type and size already exist in this neighborhood directly across the
street. The change of this lot will certainly not destroy or dramatically change how the neighborhood in
orange op erat es or feels to some unknown drastic point. The neighborhood acts and needs to be seen
as a who le, shown as th e red circle, wh ere peo pl e interact with all th e uses an d activities an d not just
the single-family homes to the West. The site plans and renderings show that the overall massing fits in
with the combined neighborhood in red and is not out of scale.
High-density multifamily projects are primarily allowed only in the WR4 district. We would
encourage the Council to look at the zoning map and identify where this zone actually occurs and see
that the W4 high density zoning in Whitefish exists only in existing neighborhoods such as this one.
Multifamily is traditionally seen as a natural transition between single family homes and larger
institutional areas such as the Public Schools to the East providing housing for family' s close to schools
and also housing for people to live near and possible work in the adjacent institutions. Multifamily
residences of the type and size being proposed are already sprinkled throughout Whitefish and are
already part of the community makeup . Due to the process set in place we would anticipate that the
community involvement and concerns will occur at all of these other locations also. The only other
option to develop high density multifamily units would be to develop on larger pieces of land farther out
on the perimeter of town. This would result community sprawl and one of the main concerns of more
traffic for people coming into town and dropping off kids during the high traffic times of school drop off.
IZ Zoning
This project is based on doing our desired product of affordable and workforce housing for the
City of Whitefish. We have worked closely with City staff to produce a project that meets all of the
required criteria and the stated goals of providing affordable housing and multifamily development with
7 deed restricted affordable housing units ready to break ground this spring. We have been forced to
go through the full CUP process despite meeting the Admin CUP process as outlined with the City
standards causing much delay in time and extra costs. If this project does not meet the Admin CUP or IZ
process, we do not understand a project that actually would. The only developer incentive this project
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is taking advantage of with this revised design is a slight drop (20%) in the required parking of (2)
bedroom units for an overall reduction of 6 parking spots. This standard could be met if we revised the
parking layout back to the original design with the removal of the clubhouse.
If the 36 units is not approved at this meeting, we would be forced to consider all other options
in how to get this or a different type of project passed . If it was decided to move forward with the (7)
units allowed per lot by right as the neighborhood is requesting, it is important to outline what that
project would look like. The units would be larger (2,500 sf+), three+ bedroom units with (2) car
garages and these would have a much higher rental rate to make a project that is financially viable . As
such, the projects site plan and building massing would be larger with the 14 units compared to the 36
and a possible third story would push up to the 35' height mark. That project also would have about the
same number of bedrooms as the 36 units and most likely access the site through the alleyway,
impacting the neighbors. That project would not require a CUP or PUD, would not provide deed
restricted housing and would follow the standard City Building review process with site and
Architectural review.
As such, we feel that many of the concerns of the neighborhood are addressed better with 36
units and smaller, lower buildings with no access through the alleyway and limited areas of noise.
Because of the merits that this project has on top of providing deed restricted and affordable housing
units in a variety of size s and typ es, w e fee l th at if this proj ect is not passe d, it is a statement fro m the
City that they are not supporting their own IZ program initiative. I would anticipate this been seen by
developers to only con sider future projects that fit the use by right without any CUP and would drive
development in directions that wou ld not meet t his stated goal.
We are proud of this project and it meets all the City's zoning, Multifamily, IZ and Growth Policy
standards which was confirmed in the City staff report. We feel it meets the needs of the community
and will ultimately blend into the overall neighborhood and be seen as a positive asset. We have
addressed as many of the viable co ncerns of the neighborhood without changing the ove rall scope of
the project and still make it viable . Anytime there is a change in the way things have been for the last
60+ years we understand there is going to be concern and worry. The Council has a difficult task in
reading past the proclaimed issues of traffic, density, not in my back yard, and pass a project that is the
right thing to do for the community as a whole . With the development of this site from single to
multifamily and the new school and parking lot locations across the st reet, change is going to occur
regardless of the unit number count . We feel it is Councils right and requirement to support their own
IZ program initiative and zoning standards with an attractive, well done project with 36 apartment units.

Montana Creative Architecture and Design
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REVISION SCHEDULE
DESCRIPTION

DATE

J

K

#

187' - 3 1/8"

I

15' - 0"

20' - 0"

20' - 0"

15' - 0"

LANDSCAPE BOLLARD
LIGHTING AROUND
BUILDING

common spaces
BIKE STAND

H

6' FENCE ALONG
LENGTH
ON 2'
LANDSCAPE
BERM
BIKE STAND
DOUGLAS FIR

BUILDING A: 8,250 SF/ FLOOR
18 UNITS

5' LANDSCAPE ROCK/
SNOW STORAGE

BENCH

EXISTING
12" D TREE
TO REMAIN

4' OF LANDSCAPE ROCK
W/SHRUBS AROUND BUILDING
ADA

ADA

17654

259' - 10 1/8"

G

LANDSCAPE SHRUGS
BOTH SIDES OF FENCE

ADA

ADA
15' - 0"

F

DUMPSTERS
& RECYCLING

5 LOOP
BIKE STAND

15' - 0"

BUILDING B: 8,250 SF/ FLOOR
18 UNITS

BIKE STAND

BENCH
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SETBACKS

30' - 0"

D

4' OF LANDSCAPE ROCK
W/SHRUBS AROUND BUILDING
RIGHT OF WAY EASEMENT

20' - 0"

E

LANDSCAPE BOLLARD
LIGHTING AROUND
BUILDING

LANDSCAPE BERM

BENCH

15' - 0"

186' - 4 1/32"

8TH STREET EXTENSION

SIDEWALK PER CITY STANDARDS

1
A2.0
1

SITE PLAN

7TH STREET
WHITEFISH, MT. 59937

REVISION

A2.0

1/32" = 1'-0"

2

7TH STREET APARTMENTS

A

SITE PLAN

B

C

STREET TREES PER CITY STANDARDS

15' - 0"

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10
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REVISION SCHEDULE
BIKE STAND

#

BUILDING A: 8,250 SF/ FLOOR
18 UNITS

DESCRIPTION

DATE

K

DOUGLAS FIR

5' LANDSCAPE ROCK/
SNOW STORAGE
BENCH
J

LANDSCAPE SHRUGS
BOTH SIDES OF FENCE

4' OF LANDSCAPE ROCK
W/SHRUBS AROUND BUILDING

EXISTING
12" D TREE
TO REMAIN

ADA

ADA

2
A2.1

SITE AREA
1" = 300'-0"

21,500 SF OF OPEN COMMON SPACE
=32% OF SITE

I

72' - 0"

259' - 10 1/8"

LANDSCAPE BUFFER
15' - 0"

ALPINE CURRANT & PINK
SPIREA, TYP

DOUGLAS FIR TYP

6' FENCE ALONG LENGTH
ON 2' LANDSCAPE BERM

6' FENCE ALONG
LENGTH

ADA
5 LOOP
BIKE STAND

LANDSCAPING AROUND BUILDING
6' - 0" FENCE

ADA

15' - 0"

H

DUMPSTERS
& RECYCLING

LANDSCAPE SHRUBS
BOTH SIDES OF FENCE

2' EARTH WORK

5' - 0"

G

BENCH

3
A2.1

5' - 0"

LANDSCAPE BOLLARD
LIGHTING AROUND BUILDING
5' LANDSCAPE ROCK/
SNOW STORAGE
PARKING
20' - 0"

5' - 0"

PATH
5' - 0"

DRIVEWAY
24' - 0"

15' LANDSCAPE BUFFER
1/8" = 1'-0"

F

LANDSCAPE BOLLARD
LIGHTING AROUND
BUILDING

LANDSCAPE BERM

BUILDING B: 8,250 SF/ FLOOR
18 UNITS

E

BIKE STAND

3
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A2.1

20' - 0"

BENCH

D

4' OF LANDSCAPE ROCK
W/SHRUBS AROUND BUILDING

SITE PLAN BLOW UP
1/16" = 1'-0"

7TH STREET
WHITEFISH, MT. 59937

A

1
A2.1

SIDEWALK PER CITY STANDARDS

REVISION

B

STREET TREES PER CITY STANDARDS

CLOSE UP SITE PLAN

186' - 4 1/32"

7TH STREET APARTMENTS

C

RIGHT OF WAY EASEMENT

A2.1
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8
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BIKE RACK

BENCHES

BATHROOM
323
L

BEDROOM
324

BEDROOM
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REVISION SCHEDULE

BEDROOM
329

BEDROOM
330

K

BATHROOM
325

CLOSET
341

GREAT ROOM
328

J

WH

COMMON
MECHANICAL
254

UNIT 101

UNIT 100

STORAGE
333

BATHROOM
340

BATHROOM
331

BATHROOM
332

CLOSET
327

DATE

BEDROOM
336

WH

STORAGE
326

DESCRIPTION

GREAT ROOM
338

GREAT ROOM
321

I

#

GREAT ROOM
335

UNIT C102

WH

BATHROOM
337

CLOSET
334

WH

POWDER
343

STORAGE
342
UNIT 103

ENTRANCE
246
CORRIDOR
245

H

ENTRANCE
244

COMMON STORAGE
253

UNIT 104

STORAGE
257

UNIT 105

BATHROOM
252

BATHROOM
249

UNIT 106

UNIT 107

UNIT 108
BATHROOM
263

G

WH

1146 SF
CLOSET
319
WH

504 SF

POWDER
256
WH

F

CLOSET
258

BEDROOM
248

BEDROOM
251

WH

WH

STORAGE
318

GREAT ROOM
314

BEDROOM
262

BATHROOM
259
BATHROOM
320
GREAT ROOM
255

GREAT ROOM
261

E

BIKE RACK

GREAT ROOM
247

GREAT ROOM
250
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BEDROOM
260
BEDROOM
315
D

BEDROOM
316

BATHROOM
317

1/4" = 1'-0"

7TH STREET
WHITEFISH, MT. 59937

FIRST FLOOR PLAN

A

1
A2.2

REVISION

B

FIRST FLOOR PLAN

TYPICAL LANDSCAPE SITE LIGHTING AROUND BUILDINGS

7TH STREET APARTMENTS

C

BENCHES

A2.2
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10
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BATHROOM
323

BEDROOM
324

REVISION SCHEDULE

BEDROOM
339

BEDROOM
329

J

BATHROOM
325

BEDROOM
330

GREAT ROOM
328

GREAT ROOM
321
STORAGE
326

I

COMMON
MECHANICAL
254

UNIT 201
STORAGE
333

BATHROOM
340

BATHROOM
331

BATHROOM
332

UNIT 200

DATE

BEDROOM
336

WH

WH

DESCRIPTION

GREAT ROOM
338

CLOSET
341

CLOSET
327

#

GREAT ROOM
335

K

BEDROOM
322

UNIT 202

WH

BATHROOM
337

CLOSET
334

WH

POWDER
343

STORAGE
342
UNIT 203

H

ENTRANCE
246

CORRIDOR
245

ENTRANCE
244

UNIT 204

G

COMMON STORAGE
253

STORAGE
257

BATHROOM
252

BATHROOM
249

UNIT 205

UNIT 206

UNIT 207

UNIT 208
BATHROOM
263

WH

968 SF
A3.1

CLOSET
319
WH

4

F

POWDER
256
WH

CLOSET
258

BEDROOM
248

BEDROOM
251

WH

WH

STORAGE
318

GREAT ROOM
314

BEDROOM
262

BATHROOM
259
BATHROOM
320

E

GREAT ROOM
255

GREAT ROOM
247
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GREAT ROOM
261

GREAT ROOM
250

D

BEDROOM
260
BEDROOM
315

BATHROOM
317

1019 SF
504 SF

759 SF

504 SF

504 SF

SECOND FLOOR

A

1/4" = 1'-0"

7TH STREET
WHITEFISH, MT. 59937

B

A3.1

REVISION

SECOND FLOOR PLAN

3

7TH STREET APARTMENTS

C

BEDROOM
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1
A2.3

A2.3
1

2

3

4
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REVISION SCHEDULE
DESCRIPTION

DATE

K

#

REFERENCES FOR MATERIAL PALLET

NORTH BUILDING ELEVATION
3/16" = 1'-0"

F

G

H

I

J

2
A3.1

SOUTH BUILDING ELEVATION
3/16" = 1'-0"

E

3
A3.1

4
A3.1
1

WEST BUILDING ELEVATION

1
A3.1

3/16" = 1'-0"
2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

EAST BUILDING ELEVATION
11

12

7TH STREET
WHITEFISH, MT. 59937

REVISION

A3.1

3/16" = 1'-0"
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31' - 5 27/32"

9' - 1 1/8"

30' - 6 5/16"

L

SF PH
119' - 11"
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REVISION SCHEDULE
#

DATE

1' - 8 3/4"

SECOND FLOOR
110' - 9 7/8"
FF PH 1
109' - 1 1/8"

J

9' - 1 1/8"

K

DESCRIPTION

FIRST FLOOR
PLAN
100' - 0"

I

T.O.F
96' - 0"

Section 1
1/4" = 1'-0"

F

G

H

1
A4.1

E

SF PH
119' - 11"
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Section 2
1/4" = 1'-0"

1

7TH STREET
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A

B

T.O.F
96' - 0"

REVISION

BUILDING SECTIONS

FIRST FLOOR
PLAN
100' - 0"

7TH STREET APARTMENTS

C

D

SECOND FLOOR
110' - 9 7/8"
FF PH 1
109' - 1 1/8"

2
A4.1

A4.1
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DESCRIPTION

DATE

K

#

FROM WEST ON 7TH

F

G

H

I

J

3
A9.2

E

1
A9.2

TOWARDS WEST

2
A9.2
1

2

3

4

5

7TH STREET
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REVISION

FROM INTERSECTION OF PINE AND 7TH

7TH STREET APARTMENTS

PERSPECTIVES

A

B

C

D
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PLANNING & BUILDING DEPARTMENT
418 E 2nd Street, PO Box 158, Whitefish, MT 59937
(406) 863-2410 Fax (406) 863-2409
December 30, 2019

Mayor and City Council
City of Whitefish
PO Box 158
Whitefish MT 59937
RE: E 7th Street Apartments at 1013 E 7th Street and 1022 E 8th Street (WCUP 19-24)
Honorable Mayor and Council:
Summary of Requested Action: Central Ave WF is requesting a Conditional Use
Permit to develop two 18-unit apartment buildings at 1013 E 7th Street and 1022 E 8th
Street. The site is developed with a single-family home that will be removed as part of
this project. The property is zoned WR-4 (High Density Multi-Family Residential District)
and the Whitefish Growth Policy designates this property as ‘High Density Residential’.
Public Hearing: The applicant’s representative spoke at the December 19, 2019 public
hearing and ten members of the public. The public voiced concerns about traffic – both
volumes and safety, the density, outdoor lighting, the clubhouse with the outdoor hot
tub, noise and children’s safety walking to school. The draft minutes for this item are
attached as part of this packet.
Planning Board Action: The Whitefish Planning Board met on December 19, 2019 and
considered the request. Following the hearing, the Planning Board was unable to make
a recommendation for or against the project. A motion to approve failed and a motion to
deny failed. This project is forwarded to the City Council without a recommendation.
The Board had considerable discussion both with their concerns with the project and the
merits of the project, as is reflected in the attached draft minutes. The Board did not
offer any additional suggested recommended conditions of approval.
Planning Department Recommendation: The Planning Department continues to
recommend approval of the project subject to the findings of fact in the staff report and
conditions outlined in Attachment ‘A’.
Proposed Motion:
•

I move to approve WCUP 19-24, the Findings of Fact in the staff report and the eight
conditions of approval, as recommended by the Whitefish Planning Department
staff.
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This item has been placed on the agenda for your regularly scheduled meeting on
January 6, 2020. Should Council have questions or need further information on this
matter, please contact the Planning Board or the Planning & Building Department.
Respectfully,

Wendy Compton-Ring, AICP
Senior Planner
Att:

Exhibit A: Planning Board Recommended Conditions of Approval
Draft Minutes, Planning Board Meeting, 12-19-19
Exhibits from 12-19-19 Staff Packet
1. Staff Report – WCUP 19-24, 12-12-19
2. Adjacent Landowner Notice, 10-30-19 and 11-27-19
3. Advisory Agency Notice, 11-27-19
4. Letter, Whitefish Housing Authority, 12-11-19
5. Public Comments – Administrative Conditional Use Permit
6. Public Comments – Conditional Use Permit
The following was submitted by the applicant:
7. Application for Conditional Use Permit, 12-5-19
The following was received after the Planning Board Packet was mailed:
8. Public Comments

c: w/att

Michelle Howke, City Clerk

c: w/o att

Reisch Family Partnership, 9 Baker Ave Whitefish, MT 59937
Central Ave WF, 2389 Victoria Circle Alpine, CA 91901
Aaron Wallace MT Creative 158 Railway Street Whitefish, MT 59937
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Exhibit A
E 7 Street Apartments
Conditional Use Permit WCUP 19-24
Whitefish Planning Department
Recommended Conditions of Approval
December 12, 2019
th

1.

The
project
must
comply
with
the
site
plan
submitted
on
October 15, 2019, except as amended by these conditions. Minor deviations
from the plans must require review pursuant to §11-7-8E(8) and major deviations
from the plans must require review pursuant to §11-7-8. The applicant must
maintain and demonstrate continued compliance with all adopted City Codes and
Ordinances.

2.

Prior to any pre-construction meeting, construction, excavation, grading or other
terrain disturbance, plans for all on- and off-site infrastructure must be submitted
to and approved by the Whitefish Public Works Department. The improvements
(water, sewer, roads, streetlights, trails, sidewalks, driveways, etc.) within the
development shall be designed and constructed by a licensed engineer and in
accordance with the City of Whitefish’s design and construction standards. The
Public Works Director will approve the design prior to construction. Plans for
grading, drainage, utilities, streets, sidewalks and other improvements shall be
submitted as a package and reviewed concurrently. No individual improvement
designs shall be accepted by Public Works. (City Engineering Standards, 2019)

3.

Approval of the conditional use permit is subject to approval of detailed design of
all on- and off-site improvements, including drainage. Through review of detailed
drainage plans, applicant is advised that the number, density and/or location of
building lots, shown on the conditional use permit may change depending upon
constructability of on-site retention needs, drainage easements or other drainage
facilities or appurtenances needed to serve the subject property and/or upstream
properties as applicable. This plan must include a strategy for long-term
maintenance. Fill on-site must be the minimum needed to achieve positive
drainage, and the detailed drainage plan will be reviewed by the City using that
criterion. (City Engineering Standards, 2019)

4.

All areas disturbed because of road and utility construction must be re-seeded as
soon as practical to inhibit erosion and spread of noxious weeds. All noxious
weeds, as described by Whitefish City Code, must be removed throughout the
life of the development by the recorded property owner. (§11-3-33, WCC)

5.

The Fire Department requires the applicant to comply with all fire codes for this
classification of occupancy. Emergency vehicle access, hydrants, and any
extended fire suppression system will be reviewed by the Whitefish Fire
Department as part of the building permit. (IFC)
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6.

All on-site lighting must be dark sky compliant. (§11-3-25, WCC)

7.

Prior to submitting a building permit the following conditions must be met:
a. Compliance with the Legacy Homes Program approved housing mitigation
plan will be met prior to the issuance of a building permit which includes three
studio apartments at 60%, 70% and 80% Area Median Income (AMI), two
one-bedroom apartments at 70% and 80% AMI, and two two-bedroom
apartments at 60% and 70% AMI. The rental deed restriction must be
recorded and the fee in the amount of $15,590.80 for 0.2 unit must be paid.
b. E 8th Street, along the project’s frontage, must be updated to a Local Street
Section (SD-6), including sidewalks, streetlights and street trees. (City
Engineering Standards, 2019)
c. Dedicate additional right-of-way along E 8th Street to accommodate the road
improvements. (City Engineering Standards, 2019)
d. The alley to the west of the project must be signed for one-way northbound
traffic only. (TIS)
e. Compliance with the Landscaping Chapter, including the screening
requirements of §11-4-8, will be confirmed at the time of building permit.
(Chapter 4, WCC)
f. A tree preservation plan must be submitted along with the landscaping plan
identifying healthy long-lived trees to be preserved within the landscaping.
Such trees must be protected during construction with fencing maintained
during construction. (Finding 4)
g. Approval from the Architectural Review Committee must be obtained prior to
submitting an application for a building permit. (§11-3-3B, WCC)
h. A boundary line adjustment must be recorded along with a shared access and
parking easement between the two apartment buildings. (§11-2-3B(3), §11-6,
WCC)
i.

The location for refuse disposal and recycling must be reviewed and
approved by the Public Works Department and Republic Service. (§4-2,
WCC)

j.

Additional school zone signage must be installed in coordination with the
Public Works Department. (City Engineering Standards, 2019; Finding 4)
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8.

This Conditional Use Permit is valid for 18 months from this date and terminates
at the end of that time unless commencement of the authorized activity has
begun. (§11-7-8H(2) WCC)
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PUBLIC COMMENT

Chair Qunell opened the public hearing. There being no comments,
Chair Qunell closed the public hearing and turned the matter over to
the Planning Board for consideration.

MOTION / BOARD
DISCUSSION

Middleton moved and Ellis seconded to adopt the findings of fact
within staff report WCUP 19-23, with the seven (7) conditions of
approval, as proposed by City Staff.
Ellis moved and Middleton seconded to amend Condition No. 3 to
add, "The first 80-feet of" to the front of the sentence. The motion
passed 5 to 1, with Chair Qunell voting in opposition.
Hildner asked if it would be appropriate at this juncture to be
thinking ahead towards animal resistant containers and whether to
make that a condition. Minnich said that is not usually done with
single-family dwellings; she does not know the requirements but is
happy to look into it. Director Taylor said there are requirements
based on different areas of town and the Police department enforces
that, but it is not part of the Zoning Code. The owners indicated they
were on board with using animal resistant containers, so Hildner left
it at that.

VOTE

The motion passed unanimously. The matter is scheduled to go
before the Council on January 21, 2020.

PUBLIC HEARING 2:
CENTRAL AVE WF
CONDITIONAL USE
PERMIT REQUEST

A request by Central Ave WF for a Conditional Use Permit to develop
two 18-unit apartment buildings. Per § 11-7-8(M) of the Whitefish
Zoning Code, the Zoning Administrator has elevated this project from
an Administrative Conditional Use Permit to a full Conditional Use
Permit. The property is zoned WR-4 (High Density Multi-Family
Residential District). The property is located at 1022 E. 8th and
1013 E. 7th Streets and can be legally described as Tracts 1H & 1GAC
in Section 31, Township 31N, Range 21W, P.M.M., Flathead County.

STAFF REPORT
WCUP 19-24
(Compton-Ring)

Ellis said to avoid any appearance of impropriety he will not be
participating in this item as he attended a neighborhood meeting and
discussed with them the procedures around the Legacy Homes
Program. Ellis stepped down from the dais.

6:23 pm

Director Taylor reviewed Senior Planner Compton-Ring's staff report
and findings as Compton-Ring was absent. As of the writing of
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WCUP 19-24, 50 letters/emails had been received, including all
comments received for the Administrative Conditional Use Permit
(ACUP). Overall, neighbors are concerned with density, traffic,
safety, speeding traffic, inadequate off-street parking, the project
potentially being out of character with the neighborhood, impact to
property values, strain on City's infrastructure, outdoor lighting and
noise. Two additional comments with concerns about congestion
and the size of the proposed project have since been received and
were distributed to the board tonight.
Staff recommended adoption of the findings of fact within staff
report WCUP 19-24 and for approval of the conditional use permit to
the Whitefish City Council.
BOARD QUESTIONS
OF STAFF

Hildner pointed out a typo on Page 4 of the Staff Report under
"Future Land Use - policies," which should read "future generations"
rather than "future generals."
Beckham said she did not see anything about bicycle racks in the
Conditions. Director Taylor said it is a requirement in that zoning
district. The site plan shows bike racks, so Condition No. 1 would
technically cover them.
Chair Qunell said under Condition No. 7, he does not see how they
could do c., "Dedicate additional right-of-way along E. 8th Street to
accommodate the road improvements," without doing b., "E 8th
Street, along the project's frontage, must be updated to a Local
Street Section (DS-6), including sidewalks, streetlights and street
trees." Director Taylor suggested it that could be moved up to
Condition No. 7 and the rest renumbered to Condition No. 8, etc., as
that would have to happen ahead of time before construction.
Chair Qunell said the Staff Report said a two-story building is more
compatible than a three-story building but the heights it still 40-feet.
How is that better? Director Taylor said when you look at bulk, scale
and massing, a three-story building typically will need to have a flat
roof to fit within height restrictions. It will be reviewed by the
Architectural Review Committee, but typically any building with a
steeper pitch roof with gables will look more like adjacent residential
houses. The proposed design juts in and out and tries to mimic some
of the general pattern of a residential use rather than a big flat wall.
Chair Qunell asked if there is a metric we look at for impact on
schools because putting 36 units there will obviously attract families
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and bringing in many more into our School District that already
seems to be bursting at the seams may have an impact. Director
Taylor said the School District is notified on our agency list and we
did not receive any comments from them. Chair Qunell asked and
Director Taylor said there is no official coordination between the
School District and the City when we approve a project other than
the notice. Director Taylor said if this project were built somewhere
else those kids would still be going to the age-appropriate schools.
Director Taylor said from a zoning perspective you want high-density
projects with families as close to schools as possible so kids can walk
to and from school safety.
Chair Qunell said the last sentence in the first paragraph on page 10
of the Staff Report says, "In addition, while technically not open
space, a club house is proposed for residents of both buildings," and
asked if we are counting the club house as open space. Director
Taylor said no, it is an amenity and they meet the 10% requirement
for usable open space. Chair Qunell said the way it is written sounds
like the club house is part of what is being counted in the 10%. He
gets the intent for the way it is written is confusing.
Chair Qunell asked about the ACUP versus bringing this up to a full
CUP and the changes made in order to try to incentivize the ACUP
process. Director Taylor said in the past, development of a WR-4
piece of property, either one of these buildings would have only
required a building permit with Architectural Review approval first.
When the City adopted the Legacy Homes program, in order to
obtain 20% affordable housing units, we had to require a permit in
order to capture them in the program. We chose to lower the
threshold of when a Conditional Use Permit is required so we could
require the developer to dedicate affordable housing. Because we
want to capture homes in the Legacy Homes Program and we added
a permitting process, we were allowed a more streamlined process
for a developer rather than the full process for smaller projects. The
ACUP is basically just a step up from building permit where staff gives
them an additional review and opportunity to provide some
additional conditions to mitigate issues. They expanded the notice to
neighbors which used to be just the adjacent neighbors. In this
instance it is basically an elevated building permit with with a clause
allowing them to elevate it up to the Planning Board and Council
when they feel there are issues they cannot mitigate through
conditions of approval. In this particular instance because there are
two different buildings part of the same project, there was an
appearance it is one project and came forward as one project that
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was not phased. The sheer number of public comments, though
there were a lot of good, informative public comments, was not the
reason they elevated it. They made the decision to elevate it
because this particular project has two buildings, and part of the
same project, sharing a club house, parking lot and access. It is also
the first one in the Legacy Homes program and they felt it would be a
good opportunity for public dialogue and to allow the Planning Board
and City Council see how this process works. Chair Qunell asked and
Director Taylor said there is nothing about public comment that
triggers changing it from an ACUP to a CUP unless there are things
brought up by the public that cannot be mitigated through standard
conditions of approval. Chair Qunell asked if there were things in this
CUP staff felt could not be mitigated through an ACUP process.
When staff looked through the comments and traffic study they
placed conditions to mitigate some of the comments like making that
alley a one-way, putting the school zone signs up to reduce traffic
speeds, landscaping plan, fences around projects, etc. When they
came in to site review, many of the standards we have in our multifamily development standards are items designed mitigate impacts
to neighborhoods such as locating buildings farther away from
residential and allowing buffering and screening in other areas, so
they felt pretty confident the conditions placed on the project
mitigate the majority of the concerns. But one thing they couldn't
mitigate through that was the fact it does appear to be one project
with two buildings on a site which would normally trigger a
Conditional Use Permit. Chair Qunell asked if in staff's opinion the
conditions mitigate most if not all of the public's concerns and
Director Taylor said they would not have recommended approval if
they did not feel they did.
Chair Qunell asked and Director Taylor said prior to approval of the
Legacy Homes program, either of those lots could have been
developed with just a building permit and built as much as they
wanted within the setbacks provided they met the building and site
requirements.
Chair Qunell said one of the affordances we made when we adopted
the Legacy Homes program is we wanted to encourage people to
possibly build more through the ACUP versus just what their use by
right would be so that we could get more homes into the Legacy
Homes program. He asked and Director Taylor said the use by right
now in a WR-4 zone is quite a bit less than it was prior to us adopting
the Legacy Homes program. The use by right in that zone now is up
to 7 units as use by right where previously there was no maximum, as
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long as zoning standards, such as parking, was met, with a maximum
of he thinks 54 units per acre. Seven to 18 units can be done by
ACUP but 19 and above takes a full conditional use permit process.
Less than seven would require just getting a building permit. This
project is one 18-unit building on each lot.
Chair Qunell said one of the letters from Mayre Flowers talks about
how there is not the same kind of information available on an ACUP
as there is when it goes to a full CUP and asked about the difference.
Director Taylor said the application is available to the public just as
the full CUP; if they see a notice and come in Planning staff gives
them a site plan. But because the ACUP has no public hearing
requirement, they do not have to post a Staff Report online. They
put together an approval letter with findings to make sure it meets
the criteria but it different, as it is not a Staff Report with a
recommendation. Chair Qunell said that might be something to think
about having some kind of a Staff Report available. Director Taylor
said they do a Staff Report but it is on a much quicker timeline. They
put out the notice and issue it and the applicant has the ability to go
forward and get a building permit. There is no public hearing or
board decision-making process or opportunity for the public other
than their comment letters and input to further influence that
decision making. Chair Qunell said he would save his thoughts for
the end of the meeting.
Hildner asked and Director Taylor said the permitted use in the WR-4
district is one to seven units. This CUP is essentially two ACUPs
combined into one permit. One could go above 18 units with a full
CUP, up to as many as they wanted to apply for but this applicant is
only applying for 18 units per building.
Chair Qunell asked and Director Taylor said a PUD is a completely
different process from a CUP. Director Taylor said we require a
Conditional Use Permit when there are multiple principal uses on one
lot. So, if you are doing two separate commercial buildings on one
lot, a conditional use permit is required. If this was one lot and they
came in for two buildings, it would have triggered a Conditional Use
Permit regardless of how many units they were providing. He asked
and Director Taylor said we are using the correct process. They have
elevated this to a full CUP for the entire project; the buildings are on
separate lots but one of the requirements is a boundary adjustment
to put a building on each lot. Minnich said when they submitted it, it
was two separate files and the zoning administrator combined them
into one as we are looking at it as one project. They paid two
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separate applications and two separate fees. Director Taylor said we
could have brought these in as two separate full CUPs but it made
sense to them to combine it into one.
Hildner asked Director Workman to explain the extension of E 8th
Street from Ashar Avenue. Director Workman said as a condition of
this CUP, the applicant will be required to improve E 8th Street into a
two-lane road, including sidewalks, boulevard street trees, and all the
amenities to the eastern extent of their property line. It is a typical
condition of most CUPs on a substandard roadway that they bring it
up to City standards and this applicant will be required to improve E
8th Street on the entire southern frontage of their property. It will
tie into the existing E 8th Street at their eastern property line.
Director Workman said we anticipate in the relatively near future
that E 8th Street will be improved from another application that was
recently approved by City Council to a two-lane road for the rest of
the way to Ashar Avenue. We anticipate in the timeline of
construction of this project that E 8th Street will be improved into a
two-lane road all the way from the alley to Ashar Avenue. Hildner
asked if it will eventually go from Columbia Avenue or Park Avenue all
the way through to Ashar Avenue and Director Workman said it is
currently a two-lane road all the way from Columbia to the alley.
Currently E 8th Street is a one-way westbound from Ashar Avenue to
the alley and then it becomes a two-way street extending the rest of
the way to Columbia.
APPLICANT /
AGENCIES

Aaron Wallace, 265 Hawks Lake Lane, Whitefish, one of the principal
architects at MT Creative, and has been heavily involved in this
project. To clarify, if you took E 8th Street down the middle, this
property actually owns the half of the road now being dedicated to
the City in order to become a two-lane road. Prior to July 3, in WR-4
district, they would have been able to do 55 units on the two
properties without any CUP, PUD or Admin CUP process. Since July
3, they are now required to deed restrict 20% of the units to be
affordable Legacy Homes program units and go through the CUP
process. To give the incentives to the developers, they went through
the Admin CUP process and had several great meetings with the City,
worked through the design process, and made several design
changes including making a centralized parking spot and going from
two- to three-story buildings and making sure met all the new multifamily requirements. During that process they were very upfront and
said they were planning on going through the Admin CUP process.
They asked whether there was anything that would push them to the
full process that they should be aware of and nothing came up at
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that time. At staff's direction, they were required to fill out two
applications and pay two feels. He wants it to be clear there was no
attempt to not go through the full CUP process other than to have
security in the project and a quicker, timelier process. The developer
wants to get going this winter and that process allowed that.
Another question involved the height requirements and one of the
incentives that developers are given as part of the Legacy Homes
program. When he did the initial designs with a two-story building
with 9' ceilings, the roof came up to 35-feet, 6-inches. Their
anticipation is they will be right at the 35-foot mark knowing they
want to keep the buildings as low as possible but still give it a
residential character and feel. They have no intent to get anywhere
40-feet. They have done a lot of multi-use family projects in the
Valley and there is a great need for studios and one-bedroom units,
which they have. There is a very diverse crowd - retirees, small
families, workforce staffing, professionals – and their hope is
different timelines of when people would be coming in and out of
this project. The traffic study outlines this project is not going to
require mitigation. They anticipate most of the people living here
would be leaving prior to and returning after school and most with
families will have the kids walk the block versus driving. The traffic
report shows the wait time in several spots will be less because of
the improvements to 8th Street. It was done in October versus
September and piggybacked on one done for the elementary school
in 2018 at two different times. By the nature of the use of this
building and by its location, they are very excited about this project,
and the Architectural Review Committee really liked the look,
character and feel of it and thought it was appropriate. With the
incentive of increasing the density by 20% over what is allowed with
the IZ program, they could put in 66 units but are proposing 36 units.
They have included a landscaping buffer and fencing and oriented
the buildings towards the streets. They meet the requirements for
bike racks at each entrance and for recycling and trash. The club
house is intended for residences only. There is a solid fence facing
towards the west and south and open fence towards the east for the
hot tub and BBQ area. They are up in the 25-30% for the open area
and landscaping requirements, which does not include the club
house and areas to the west where there is snow storage and
landscaping along the west fence line. The dark sky was a question
and lighting was an area of a concern. They will meet all the dark sky
requirements and be compliant. They can put their lighting on timers
and use motion sensors to mitigate as much as possible while still
being safe. The tower lighting will be only along the west side facing
towards the east on one side to light the parking spots and off the
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building locations. There was a concern about noise and dogs; they
are not having a dog park so any dogs will be located within the
apartments or on owners' leashes.
Hildner asked and Mr. Wallace said there are 16 studios,
8 one-bedroom and 12 two-bedroom units. These will be all catered
towards workforce and nice housing. They are nice sized units with
fireplaces and patios. This is intended for long-term housing - the
owner will be holding onto the property and is not looking to flip it.
Chair Qunell said usually we get some calculation of open space and
he did not see that. Mr. Wallace said it was on a chart and he does
not have it in front of him and could have it available for Council.
PUBLIC COMMENT

Chair Qunell opened the public hearing at 7:20 pm.
Pete Seigmund, 735 Somers Avenue, said he has a son in the middle
school and the high school. Regarding upgrades to E 8th Street, he
would consider 8th Street from Park Avenue to the highway a single
lane. He knows Director Workman mentioned it was two lanes, but
anyone driven down there knows all those streets with the exception
of E 7th and
E 2nd Streets are basically one-lane roads, especially in the winter
due to snow plowing and people parking in the streets. He would
argue upgrades to E 8th Street from Ashar to Park Avenues could
potentially make more problems than they are solving. He and his
neighbors' main concern is the safety of their children going to and
from school. He asked the Board to please consider this as it makes
its decision.
Marie Fleming, 622 Park Avenue, said she and her husband John
have lived on that corner for 42 years. She notes people don't go 25
mph. They have spent hundreds of dollars trying to get the traffic
slowed down. Traffic is her main concern.
Brian Joos, 711 Park Avenue, lives directly west across the alley. His
biggest concerns are the lighting, traffic, density and character.
There are four lights proposed where now there are none along the
alley and there is nothing to shield that light from going directly into
their bedroom windows which it will do 24/7. There is nothing in the
plans or conditions about motion sensors or timers; lighting is not
addressed. He thinks the outdoor hot tub with no time restrictions
would be the largest generator of noise as there is no noise barrier
between the hot tub and their single-family homes to the west.
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Regarding the traffic issue, changing the alley to a one-way street
going north will exasperate the problem as people short-cut E 7th
Street. Their neighbor Christina Larsen could not be here tonight but
submitted some photographs depicting what the traffic really is at
peak times on that road. As a matter of right, this could be a 14-unit
development and if it was he would not be standing here, as they
knew what the zoning was when they bought. This is more than
twice what is allowed by right and includes a huge parking lot lit
24 hours a day and an outdoor hot tub. He thinks it is wildly out of
character with what surrounds it.
Tony Veseth, 1014 E. 8th Street, read most of his comment letter
into the record as he wanted to put his emotions into it. He said this
looks really good on paper but he encouraged Planning Board
members and Councilors to take a walk through the neighborhood so
they will see it would not fit. He asked the Board to be thoughtful
about the neighborhood and what it represents and requested the
project be scaled back to 14 units as provided by right.
Rob Akey, 839 8th Street E., lives and works there, so gets to see his
neighborhood pretty much 24/7. He sees all the traffic, and
understands studies and their purpose, but if we want to understand
the traffic, we will need to come out and spend some time in the
neighborhood. He likes living near schools and enjoys watching the
interaction between kids and their parents so is concerned about the
traffic. We put our schools in the right place in Whitefish and there
are plusses and minuses and we should be more mindful of what else
we put near schools.
Greg Loberg, 707 Park Avenue, on the alley proposed to be one-way
and right across the street from the project. He thinks the consensus
of his neighbors is 14 units would be okay but he has a problem with
the design and suggested the parking lot be moved to the east where
there is a gas substation and large parking lot. There are only two
lights - at E 2nd and E 13th Streets - and cars can sit for about six
traffic lights at peak times to get out on Spokane Avenue from E 13th
Street. The proposed size and type of building complex would
change neighborhood as what is there now are one or one and a half
story, subdued buildings that are quite attractive.
Amanda Holliday, 536 Park Avenue. Her son goes to Whitefish
Community School which is a pre-school located directly across the
alley for children ages 18 months to 5 years. The two-way traffic
coming down E. 8th Street would be a major concern as the
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proposed entrance and exit from E. 8th Street would be literally feet
from where parents are dropping off toddlers at school. There are
limited childcare options in Whitefish and most of them are in this
neighborhood, so this would affect more than just the public school
system. She asked the board to be concerned with the children's
safety
Dick Zoellner, 1365 Voerman Road, read about this in the paper
which said this project is within walking distance to services and
public facilities eliminating the need for car usage. He thinks it is
ridiculous to consider a grocery store within "walking distance" as
people do not walk regardless of what people want to think. He
suggested a new Growth Policy.
Josh Smith, 1012 E 8th Street, feels safety, traffic and property values
are concerns being overlooked. He does not think there is anyway
this fits into the neighborhood. E 8th Street is a one-way road in the
winter with street parking on both sides and funneling a two-lane
road into that will congest it. There are no sidewalks anywhere else
towards Spokane Avenue so the proposed sidewalks would just be in
the middle of nowhere. The number of day cares and schools is a
good point as these are our most vulnerable kids. Right now it is
reasonably safe but adding two more outlets will make worse.
Holly Huntsberger, 574 Somers Avenue, agrees with what has been
said tonight and sent a comment letter. She wants the board to
know they are concerned. She has a two-year old at GIGL, one of the
day care facilities and the safety of children walking or being driven
to school is a concern. She does not understand the traffic study
results as traffic in that area is nuts. She is also concerned about the
number of units being built; she would be more on board with
something like 14 versus the proposed 36 units. School enrollment is
up right now so the cumulative effect of changes going on in
Whitefish right now is a concern.
Mr. Wallace was offered and declined a rebuttal period, and the
audience was offered further comment but no one stepped forward,
so Chair Qunell closed the public hearing and turned the matter over
to the Planning Board for consideration.
Hildner said the traffic study does not look as though it included all of
the cumulative effects of the Christian school expansion, Trail View
and increased travel through Creekwood. Is that correct? Chair
Qunell clarified that when we approved the Whitefish Christian
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Academy is was not an expansion in the number of students but
removal of two portable classrooms and putting them inside.
Director Taylor said he did not prepare the report, but in looking at
Bob Abelin's traffic report it looks like he included data from the
report prepared by Morrison Maierle for the Muldown Elementary
School on E 7th Street. That contained current and future 2021
traffic projections for the local street network so it would include
some of the projects he was aware of but Director Taylor thinks
impacts from Trail View would be minimal as it is not nearby.
Chair Qunell noted the arrival of Compton-Ring at 8:00 pm. He said
he understands it would be minimal traffic impact based on a traffic
study but what Hildner is getting at is two times a day the traffic is
crazy.
Hildner said there is no signage on E 7th Street between Columbia
and Pine Avenues to indicate you cannot park on the south side. He
is concerned a development of this size will impact on-street parking
for visitors, etc. Director Workman said parking is permitted on both
sides of E 7th Street as it is 36-feet wide.
MOTION / BOARD
DISCUSSION

Hildner moved to deny the findings of fact within staff report WCUP
19-24, with the eight (8) conditions of approval. The motion failed
for lack of a second.
Chair Qunell said we need another motion which would be the
opposite of denial or there could be a motion to continue and keep
the public hearing closed until the next public hearing. Minnich
pointed out Hildner will not be on the Planning Board in January and
Chair Qunell may not be either.
Hildner said a lot of folks decided to come tonight and the Board
owes it to them to give its best rendition of decision-making for them
and this part of the community. He is not sure asking them to come
back and listen to the Board talk amongst themselves a month from
now, and delay it to the City Council into February, meets the needs
of our community. He thinks we should give them a yes or no or
nothing. The public will get another opportunity to comment on this
before the City Council on January 6.
Middleton said projects like this with so much change are difficult for
everybody. There is a lot of information before us tonight and a lot
of very strong opinions and he believes there are legitimate reasons
to consider either approval or denial. Middleton moved to continue
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this matter until the January Board meeting. The motion failed for
lack of a second.
Linville moved and Chair Qunell seconded to adopt the findings of
fact within staff report WCUP 19-24, with the eight (8) conditions of
approval, as proposed by City Staff.
Linville said the point of a motion is to discuss matters because when
we make these types of decisions one thing she takes into
consideration greatly is the discussion of the Planning Board. That is
why she is so reluctant to make the motion. We have heard really
moving testimony from the public tonight from people we know and
respect in the community. Perhaps no one wants to be the one to
make this motion for a project with such strong public opinions
against it. It is really hard and she does not want to be the person to
do that but we owe it to everyone to do our job and make a decision.
The biggest difficulty she sees is the extensive public comment
against it and it is not her preference to go against that. She thinks
the main issue raised tonight is the traffic problem around the
schools and that is something that needs to be addressed in a way
we are not necessarily addressing here. There is a traffic problem
around the schools and she cannot say this is the linchpin in that
issue. As a Planning Board recognizing this is the first project
reviewed through the Legacy Homes program and there has been
incredible public comment about it, it will change how they make
decisions because affordable housing is now on the table. The
considerations they are working on as a Board are challenging.
Chair Qunell said it is extremely difficult to approve something like
this with so many people writing in and he cannot think of another
CUP project with 50 comment letters. He is very torn about this and
is not necessarily leaning towards approval, but 50 people wrote in
and a lot of people showed up tonight. It is only fair they have some
discussion amongst themselves and that is why he seconded it. This
community has said since the mid-1990s we value affordable housing
in our community and want people work here to be able to live here.
This is the first major test of whether we are going to put our money
where our mouth is on this issue. It is not fun but in many ways this
is what we have said we value in our community. His opinion is that
36 units is too dense. Not one person said they do not want anything
built here, but the gist is this is too dense for what they want. From a
development side going up to the 36 threshold was important
because that allowed them to pursue the ACUP. The CUP process is
burdensome and the ACUP process was an attempt - with the goal in
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mind of getting more affordable housing in our community - to
compromise and let developers have a clearer and easier path to get
projects done providing affordable housing. That is what makes this
extremely difficult for him and he believes other members of the
Board, based on the fact it is hard to get a second on things. The
issues of traffic and parking come up every time we have a CUP but
which happens when we grow and it not always great. Will the
parking allowance exasperate parking and traffic problems? He is not
sure we have appropriately conditioned that piece of this project
which is another reason he is leaning towards not voting for the
motion he seconded. He is also very sensitive to the issues of noise
and having a hot tub and club house on this property. It seems the
developer is trying to strike a balance between providing affordable
housing and having amenities in an apartment complex to attract
people of higher incomes as well as those who just want to have a
place to live. Unfortunately, he thinks putting development like that
in the neighborhood does not necessarily work very well. He would
be opposed to having gathering places out in the open like that in his
neighborhood if he lived there and it just feels off to him. Regarding
the zoning, it has been zoned WR-4 for a really long time and up until
July 3 they could have built 55 units there just by pulling a building
permit. There is a darn good reason it is zoned WR-4 because it is
close to town and schools and we want people to walk. He does
worry about adding 198 trips a day with cars coming out during
school time where kids have to cross those openings but he does not
know what other way it could be designed. How else do you put two
entrances and exits so people do not have to cross them but he is
definitely sensitive that there are the young and most vulnerable kids
crossing open parking lots. This is a very difficult one and if the
density were less, he would not have a problem with it.
Hildner said 16 of the 36 units are studio, not family, units, so
thinking about children walking to school versus people driving, that
can kind of fit in. He is concerned about the lack of parking
restrictions on the south side, particularly of E 7th Street and how it
affects the traffic flow and would impact the exacerbation of traffic
generated by these 36 units. He likes the idea that the kids could
walk or ride their bikes to school from here, but the adults will not
walk to town from here. The morning traffic seems to be the critical
time more than the afternoon traffic. Public Works was working on
and going to develop a transportation study for this entire sector of
town to look at all of those streets and how they connect with
walkability, bikability and drivability and he has not seen that report.
He thinks that might be a critical piece of information still lacking. He
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is not a traffic engineer but spent time in the neighborhood this
afternoon and started counting cars at 2:59 pm at T-intersection of E
7th Street and Pine Avenue. He gave it up at about 3:43 pm and the
total count was not exact as it gets real busy there. The Police
Department had set up a "you are going this fast" sign just around
the corner before people sped up, but what he observed is there
were 28 cars going 15 mph or less, and 20 cars going 15 mph or
more, three failures to stop (one of whom was on their cell phone)
and 10 people using their cell phones driving through intersection.
This tells him there is a whole combination of issues not just in traffic
volume, but traffic driving behavior. He is glad we had the chance to
have this discussion so people can understand why he moved to deny
this CUP. The positives are because of the public's interest and
ability to point out some things for consideration, it was shifted from
an ACUP to the Planning Board to go through process which is a plus
because they engaged. It takes public engagement to accomplish
what perhaps you would like to see happen. There is an affordable
housing component here which is extremely important to the
community. And it is also important the new regulations require an
additional 150-feet of notification. Those are his three positives but
they do not outweigh his willingness to disapprove this motion and
why he will vote against it.
Beckham said part of the reason it is so difficult for her is because
she is very excited about the Legacy Homes program and there is a
sector of people in the community not involved in these types of
meetings. It is easy to overlook the reason we love Whitefish is
because there is a workforce here serving us. We want the Legacy
Homes program and affordable housing but the developers are the
ones who are coming through with the permit applications and
saying where it makes sense to them to put that housing. Zoning
dictates where something can or cannot be located and through
public comment we can get public feedback. It is hard to say no to
something that checks the boxes even when it does not feel right and
after reading all of the comments and hearing the comments tonight
this definitely does not feel right. We enjoy the amenities of
Whitefish and that comes along with the need for affordable housing
and also to not have everyone who works here driving to Columbia
Falls or Evergreen to live. While we do not want Whitefish to be
those places, at some point almost every small neighborhood who
wants to preserve a quality of life will need to get on board with the
Legacy Homes program and provide the amount of affordable
housing we need. We are going to have to have some changes in our
neighborhoods and it will happen in the neighborhoods where
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people live in high-density zones. There are so many things she is
concerned about - the lighting, hot tub noise and traffic – but she
feels like a lot of those problems are already there and they may be
somewhat exacerbated by a new complex but they will continue get
worse just as Whitefish expands and the elementary schools grow. It
is difficult to say yes but sometimes they have to say yes as there are
no other options. She feels from multiple perspectives how difficult
this is and is not sure how she will vote yet but she feels a
neighborhood that does not want this but a town that wants to keep
a sense of affluence and a sense of neighborhood. Many
neighborhoods will probably experience some form of affordable
housing coming in and that is what the community on a whole has
said through the Legacy Homes program it wants. There are a lot of
factors in the totality of City development and planning.
Linville said as food for thought regarding the traffic problem, if we
have a significant problem now and there is nothing on the table
right now to fix it, what if having 20 more children walking across the
street to school every day is the impetus that raises the issue high
enough to be fixed.
Middleton said he echoes much of the sentiments of the people
whose lives will be impacted by this. There is no such thing as a
perfect project, but he has to consider the findings of fact and there
are things consistent with the dwelling units per acre and the
surrounding larger developments. There may be issues with mass,
scaling, traffic and noise, but ultimately, they have to weigh the facts
and the direction the Strategic Housing Plan has offered up for this
community. Almost everyone he talks to says there is an affordable
housing crisis which is true. One of the positives of this property is
that it is a small dent but does begin to address some of those issues.
He wants to make sure that everyone knows these are difficult
decisions and not ones they weigh lightly.
Chair Qunell moved to remove letter "c" from under Condition No. 7
and make it stand alone as Condition No. 7 and renumber the rest of
Condition No. 7 to Condition No. 8 and Condition No. 8 to Condition
No. 9, leaving the remaining letters under the new Condition No. 8.
Chair Qunell asked and Director Workman said on this particular
project the City does not have right-of-way, we only have 30-feet of
right-of-way, so we would not accept that right-of-way until the
roadway is built. They need to improve the area and then the City
would accept the right-of-way. The items "b" and "c" would have to
occur before a building permit could be applied for. Chair Qunell
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withdrew his motion.
Chair Qunell said the way the last sentence under the "Open space"
heading on page 10 of 16 is worded makes it sound like that is
included in the open space as part of their calculation. He knows it is
not but it sounds odd and not necessary so he suggested it be
removed.
VOTE

The motion to approve failed 3 to 2 with Linville and Middleton
voting in favor and Beckham, Hildner and Chair Qunell voting in
opposition by roll call vote.
Following a discussion on the procedural process, Hildner moved and
Linville seconded to deny adoption of the findings of fact within staff
report WCUP 19-24, with the eight (8) conditions of approval, as
proposed by City Staff.
Hildner said referring to Finding 4, there is a failure to recognize
congestion, particularly at E 7th Street and Pine Avenue, failure to
recognize the situation on the extension of E 8th Street and the oneway alley at the west edge of the development.
Chair Qunell added concerns with traffic could go under Finding 6.
He also thinks the addition of a club house and outdoor hot tub is a
nuisance not been mitigated by any condition in this current
proposal. Under Finding 7, he does not feel the proposed buildings
scale and mass are similar with other surrounding buildings; it is out
of scale and too dense for that current area the way it is designed.
Hildner said looking at Finding 9 which says, "Written public
comments do not indicate the project will adversely or injuriously
affect personal and legal interests," and he finds that that fails.
The motion to deny failed 3 to 2 with Chair Qunell and Hildner in
favor and Beckham, Linville and Middleton voting in opposition by
roll call vote.
Director Taylor said at this point the project will now go forward to
the Council without a recommendation. The matter is scheduled to
go before the Council on January 6, 2020.

BREAK

8:45 to 8:52 pm

Break from 8:45 to 8:52 pm. Linville left the meeting at 8:49 pm.
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E 7th Street Apartments
CONDITIONAL USE PERMIT
WCUP 19-24
December 12, 2019
This is a report to the Whitefish Planning Board and the Whitefish City Council regarding a
request for a Conditional Use Permit (CUP) to build two 18-unit apartment buildings on two
lots in the WR-4 (High-Density Multi-Family Residential District) at 1013 E 7th Street and 1022
E 8th Street. This application has been scheduled before the Whitefish Planning Board for
a public hearing on Thursday, December 19, 2019. A recommendation will be forwarded to
the City Council for a subsequent public hearing and final action on Monday, January 6,
2020.
BACKGROUND
This is the first project reviewed under the Legacy Homes Program. The applicant submitted
two Administrative Conditional Use Permits in October, each application for one 18-unit
apartment building. Staff noticed adjacent landowners within 300-feet of the projects and
provided a 15-working day comment period ending on November 22nd. Following the
comment period, the Planning Director determined the project warranted being elevated a
full Conditional Use Permit, which includes an additional comment period, another legal
notice, and public hearings before the Planning Board and City Council (§11-7-8M(2)(d)).
The following staff report reflects the new full CUP application for the two buildings.
PROJECT SCOPE
The applicant is proposing to construct two 18-unit apartment buildings at 1013 E 7th Street
and 1022 E 8th Street. The buildings are two-story with six two-bedroom units, four onebedroom units and eight studio units in each building. The project will have access off both
E 7th Street and E 8th Street and provide adequate parking. This project complies with the
Legacy Homes program by providing 7.2 units – seven units will be deed restricted for
households earning an average of 70% Area Median Income (two two-bedroom, two onebedroom and three studio) and a fee will be paid for 0.2 unit. As part of the Legacy Home
program, the applicant is using the following incentives: additional building height and
reduced parking.
A Conditional Use Permit is required for developments with more than seven dwelling units
in the WR-4 zoning district. (§11-2I-3)
A.
OWNER:
Reisch Family Partnership
9 Baker Ave
Whitefish, MT 59937

TECHNICAL/PROFESSIONAL:
Aaron Wallace
MT Creative
158 Railway Street
Whitefish, MT 59937

APPLICANT:
Central Ave WF
2389 Victoria Circle
Alpine, CA 91901
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B.

SIZE AND LOCATION OF PROPERTY:
The properties are located at 1013 E 7th Street and 1022 E 8th Street and total
approximately 1.639 acres. The project can be legally described as Tracts 1GAC
and 1H in S32, T31N, R21W P.M.M., Flathead County.

C.

EXISTING LAND USE:
The subject property is developed with a single-family home.

D.

ADJACENT LAND USES AND ZONING:
North:
Undeveloped

E.

WR-4

West:

Residential

WR-2

South:

School

WR-1

East:

Church

WR-4

ZONING DISTRICT:
The property is zoned WR-4 (High Density Multi-Family Residential District). The
purpose of the WR-4 District is ‘intended for higher density residential purposes and
for limited nonresidential uses that are compatible with such a residential setting
connected to Municipal utilities and services.’
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F.

WHITEFISH CITY-COUNTY GROWTH POLICY DESIGNATION:
The Growth Policy designation is High Density which corresponds to the WR-4 zoning
district.

G.

UTILITIES:
Sewer:
Water:
Solid Waste:
Electric:
Natural Gas:
Phone:
Police:
Fire:

City of Whitefish
City of Whitefish
Republic Services
Flathead Electric Co-op
Northwestern Energy
CenturyLink
City of Whitefish
City of Whitefish

PUBLIC NOTICE
A notice was mailed to adjacent landowners within 300-feet of the subject parcel on October
30, 2019. A notice was published in the Whitefish Pilot on October 30, 2019. All comments
received as part of the Administrative Conditional Use Permit are included. Once the Zoning
Administrator made a determination to elevate the ACUPs to a full Conditional Use Permit,
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staff again noticed the adjacent landowners within 300-feet of the subject parcel on November
27, 2019. A notice was published in the Whitefish Pilot on December 4, 2019 and advisory
agencies were noticed on November 27, 2019. As of the date of this staff report, 50
letters/emails have been received which include all comments received for the Administrative
Conditional Use Permits. Overall, neighbors are concerned with the density, traffic, safety,
speeding traffic, inadequate off-street parking, project being out of character with the
neighborhood, impact to property values, strain on City infrastructure, outdoor lighting and
noise.
REVIEW AND FINDINGS OF FACT
This application is evaluated based on the "criteria required for consideration of a Conditional
Use Permit," per §11-7-8(J) of the Whitefish Zoning Regulations.
1. Growth Policy Compliance.
The Growth Policy designates this area as High Density Residential which is consistent with
the WR-4 zoning district.
High Density Residential: Multi-family residential, mostly in the form of apartments,
condominiums, and townhomes, are accounted for by this designation. Areas
designated for High Density Residential development are mostly near the downtown
and along major transportation routes. All multi-family structures are now subject to
architectural review, and the City will be looking for a higher quality of site planning,
architecture, and overall development than high density projects have exhibited in the
past. The applicable zones are WR-3 and WR-4, but WR-2 with a PUD option also
allows for high densities.
FUTURE LAND USE – goals:
5.
Protect and preserve the special character, scale and qualities of existing
neighborhoods while supporting and encouraging attractive, well-designed,
neighborhood compatible infill development.
FUTURE LAND USE – policies:
5.
It shall be the policy of the City of Whitefish to encourage and support sustainability in
land use planning so that the needs of the present are met while ensuring that future
generations have the same or better opportunities.
Staff Analysis: There are multi-family developments to the north and east and single-family
detached homes to the west. The density of the project, while higher than the single-family
development to the west, is consistent with surrounding multi-family projects. In addition, the
project is oriented to buffer the larger buildings from the single-family homes through
landscaping along the western boundary, locating the structures to the east and designing the
structures at two stories.
This is an infill project which is an identified priority in the Growth Policy. The project, located
in the city limits is served by public services and facilities; this includes water, sewer,
stormwater and public rights-of-way. Infill development is fiscally responsible for a government,
as no new utility lines or roads are being extended that must be maintained by taxpayers, it
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preserves rural areas outside city limits, and provides a means for residents to use alternative
modes of transportation to get to schools or work through walking and bicycles versus a private
automobile as the only viable transportation option. Compact urban growth is the antithesis of
sprawling development which is costly to current and future residents as well as the developers
of the projects.
WASTEWATER COLLECTION AND TREATMENT – policies:
1.
Through the Land Use Element of this Growth Policy and land development
regulations, direct growth to areas of the community already served by municipal
sewers.
Staff Analysis: As described previously, infill and sustainable planning practices support using
existing services versus extending new utility lines where maintenance costs are borne by the
taxpayers. This project is adjacent to existing sewer lines with the capacity to serve this
development.
SUSTAINABILITY – goal:
1.
To make Whitefish a model sustainable community through thoughtful planning,
education and community involvement.
Staff Analysis: The City has a priority for infill development, as it is the most sustainable land
use practice compared to expanding the City’s boundaries. The City also adopted a Climate
Action Plan – while most of the plan is geared toward City activities (efficient use of buildings
and vehicles, for example) and it was not adopted as an amendment to the Growth Policy,
there are references to infill and efficient land use practices. By providing affordable and a
variety of housing in Whitefish, we will reduce the number of employees commuting from
neighboring communities and also allow residents an opportunity to live closer to the
businesses, schools, and services they use.
TL-5.4 – Increase the inventory of workforce housing to reduce local commutes.
TL-5.5 – Promote infill development and redevelopment of brownfield sites.
HOUSING ELEMENT – goal:
1.
Ensure an adequate supply and variety of housing product types and densities, at
affordable prices, to meet the needs of Whitefish’s existing and future workforce, and
senior citizens.
2.

Maintain a social and economic diversity of Whitefish through affordable housing
programs that keep citizens and members of the workforce from being displaced.

Staff Analysis: Housing affordability has long been an area of concern for the Whitefish
community and has consistently been identified in long-range plans. The 2016 Housing Needs
Assessment and the 2017 Strategic Housing Plan, adopted by City Council resolutions,
identified goals and strategies for Whitefish to obtain housing affordable for the Whitefish
workforce. The Needs Assessment identified 980 homes needed by 2020; of this, 580 units
should be in rentals (59% of the total units) and the remainder be in ownership. The rental
units need to be a variety of sizes and price in order to accommodate a broad variety of income
levels and family sizes.
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While a number of projects have been approved over the years and the City is closer to meeting
the 2020 needed housing, very little of this housing product type has actually been constructed
and none of the constructed units are permanently deed restricted for affordability.
NUMBER OF RENTALS APPROVED AND CONSTRUCTED SINCE FALL 2016
Number of
Rental Units
Approved since
Fall 2016
Riverview Meadows
24
WF Boarding Housing
9
Waverly triplex
3
110 Aspen
43
Alpenglow Apts
38
Under Construction
Riverbank
234
Residences
Expires: February 2022
718 Edgewood Dr
12
Under Construction
519 Skyles Place
54
Expires: February 2021
600 Block Colorado
3
Ave
W 3rd Street Duplex
2
Cottonwood
Court
10
duplexes
TOTAL:
430

Number of Units Deed
Restricted or
Proposed for Deed
Restriction
5
0
0
0
38

Number of Units
Constructed

47

0

0

0

0

0

0

3

0
0

2
8

90

68
(11.7% of Need)

Rental Housing Needed by 2020:

0
9
3
43
0

580

This project will be the first project to be developed under the recently adopted Legacy Homes
program and will provide a variety of unit types at prices to meet the needs of the local
workforce, as identified in the Housing Needs Assessment.
TRANSPORTATION ELEMENT – goal:
2.
Integrate transportation and land use planning so that choices of transportation modes
are optimized.
Staff Analysis: The project will be improving the frontage along E 8th Street through dedicating
additional right-of-way and developing sidewalks which will help connect this project to the
schools and larger community and include streetlights for safety. The sidewalk along E 7th
Street will be maintained for its continued use through the neighborhood and to the schools.
Due to its proximity to the schools and downtown, alternative forms of transportation – including
walking and biking – are truly viable options for residents in this neighborhood. In addition, this
project will implement the 2017 Connect Whitefish Plan project #C-35 which is intended to
extend E 8th Street and create a shared use path.
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Finding 1: The proposed use complies with Growth Policy Designation of High Density
because it is zoned WR-4 (High-Density Multi-Family Residential District), the proposed
use is consistent with the WR-4 zone and it is implementing various aspects of the
Growth Policy including compatible infill development, providing housing for Whitefish’s
workforce, developing sidewalks adjacent to the schools and implementing the 2017
Connect Whitefish Plan through improvements to E 8th Street that include a shared-use
path.
2. Compliance with regulations. The proposal is consistent with the purpose, intent,
and applicable provisions of these regulations.
The property is zoned WR-4, High-Density Multi-Family Residential District. The development
proposal is consistent with the purpose and intent of the applicable regulations.
Setbacks:
The setbacks in the WR-4 are: 20-feet on the front, 15-feet on the sides and 15-feet on the
rear. The apartments are meeting all setback standards.
Parking:
The parking standard is 1.25 spaces per studio, 1.5 spaces per one-bedroom and 2.33 spaces
for all other apartments. Each building is proposing six two-bedroom, four one-bedroom and
eight studio; this requires 60 parking spaces. The applicant is taking advantage of reduced
parking pursuant to the Legacy Home Program which permits a 20% reduction in the parking
for two-bedroom units. After this reduction, the total parking required is 54 spaces and this
standard is being met.

2 BEDROOM
1 BEDROOM
STUDIO
TOTAL:

NUMBER
OF UNITS
12
8
16
36

STANDARD
2.33
1.5
1.25

SPACES
REQUIRED
27.96
12
20
59.96 = 60

L.H.
REDUCTION
-5.592
-5.592

TOTAL
22.368
12
20
54.368 = 54

Height:
The maximum height allowed in the WR-4 zoning is 35-feet. This is another incentive the
application is proposing to utilize. The Legacy Homes program permits building heights up to
40-feet; a 5-foot increase to the standard building height. The applicant indicated the additional
height will not be used for a third floor, but to articulate the roof. The building height will be
confirmed at the time of building permit.
Lot Coverage:
Lot coverage in the WR-4 is 40%. It appears this standard is being met and will be confirmed
at the time of building permit.
Legacy Homes Program:
The project is proposing 36 units – 20% of which are obligated to be deed restricted for
affordability. They have submitted a Housing Mitigation Plan and it has been reviewed by
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the Whitefish Housing Authority. They are providing seven rental units (two two-bedroom,
two one-bedroom and three studio) affordable to households earning 70% Area Median
Income and will pay the fee in lieu for the remaining 0.2 of a unit. The monthly rent and
square footages meet the Legacy Home requirements. The fee due at the time of building
permit will be $15,590.80 (0.2 x $77,954). As part of the Legacy Homes Program, they are
using the following incentives: 20% parking reduction for two-bedroom units and an increase
in building height. Staff will condition the project to meet the Legacy Homes Program
requirements, enter into a deed restriction for seven units and pay the fee in lieu for 0.2 of a
unit.
Multi-Family Design Standards:
The application includes a summary of how the project meets the purpose and intent of the
Multi-Family Development Standards (§11-3-42). In summary, the project:
• Is oriented toward the public streets – both E 7th and E 8th Streets;
• Provides a shared driveway is provided between the two buildings;
• Provides sidewalks connecting between the buildings, street, parking and open spaces;
• Parking is located to the rear and side of the buildings;
• Bicycle parking is included and meets the minimum requirements;
• Outdoor lighting is proposed to be dark-sky compliant, as required by City regulations;
• Fencing is proposed along the western property line for additional buffering;
• Open space exceeds the 10% requirement;
• Recreational/community amenity includes a shared club house;
• Well-situated to take advantage of nearby park/recreational amenities including Muldown
Elementary and Memorial Park; and
• Designed buildings compatible with the existing neighborhood by not exceeding twostories, locating the buildings to the east of the property and providing building elements
commonly found within the neighborhood.
Finding 2: The project complies with the zoning regulations because the property is
zoned WR-4, High Density Multi-Family Residential District, all the zoning standards are
being met or will be met with conditions of approval, and these will be reviewed at the
time of building permit.
3. Site Suitability. The site must be suitable for the proposed use or development,
including:
Adequate usable land area: The subject parcels are adequate to serve the proposed use.
Access that meets the standards set forth in these regulations, including emergency access:
All access requirements are being met. The Fire Marshal will review building and engineering
plans to ensure all emergency standards are being met.
Absence of environmental constraints that would render the site inappropriate for the proposed
use or development, including, but not necessarily limited to floodplains, slope, wetlands,
riparian buffers/setbacks, or geological hazards: The proposed development is not located
within the 100-year floodplain and there are no other environmental constraints on-site.
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Finding 3: Project is suitable for the site because there is adequate usable land area,
the proposed access will meet emergency standards and there are no environmental
constraints.
4. Quality and Functionality. The site plan for the proposed use or development has
effectively dealt with the following design issues as applicable.
Parking locations and layout: As described previously, the amount of parking required is being
met and the layout meets City standards.
Traffic Circulation: Traffic will access the site either from the south off E 8th Street, which will
be upgraded along this project’s frontage, or from north off E 7th Street. There will be a shared
access easement between the two lots for residents to access either E 7th or E 8th Streets. Due
to the reconfiguration of E 8th Street along with the expansion of the Whitefish Christian
Academy and the existing daycare, the Public Works Department has suggested a condition
of approval that additional school zone signage be installed in the neighborhood. This
installation will occur in coordination with the City’s Public Works Department.
Approximate Location of Driveway off E 8th Street
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Approximate Location of Driveway off E 7th Street
Open space: Open space, as described above, is a requirement for multi-family developments.
The plan has shown areas designated for open space surrounding the development.
Fencing/Screening: The applicant is proposing to install a fence along the western boundary
of the project and develop additional landscape screening between the project and the singlefamily homes. Staff will recommend a condition of approval to review the landscape screen to
ensure it meets City standards (§11-4-8).
Landscaping: A landscaping plan will be required and will be confirmed at the time of building
permit. This includes landscaping in the parking lot and on the site itself. In addition, Tree
Density credits will be required as part of the landscaping plan (§11-4). There are a number of
trees on the property that may be able to be integrated into the landscaping. Staff will make a
recommendation to review the existing trees with a professional to determine if they are
healthy, long-lived trees. If so, slight modifications to the site plan may be warranted to
preserve healthy trees.
Signage: Staff has not been shown any new proposed signage. All new signage is required
to obtain a permit from the Planning & Building office.
Undergrounding of new and existing utilities: New utilities will be underground.
Finding 4: The quality and functionality of the proposed development has effectively
dealt with the site design issues because there is adequate parking for the use, traffic
circulation has been evaluated, the school zone in this neighborhood will be expanded
and signed, a landscaping plan will be required to meet current standards, including
screening requirements.
5. Availability and Adequacy of Public Services and Facilities.
Sewer: The property is served by municipal sewer and it is adequate to serve the project.
Sewer is located in both E 7th and E 8th Streets.
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Water: The project proposes to utilize the City water system which is located in the alley to
the west, E 7th Street and E 8th Street. The Montana Department of Environmental Quality
has approved a deviation for the City of Whitefish to operate the Water Treatment Plant at
rates exceeding the firm capacity of 3.0 MGD. This deviation is based on an analysis
submitted by the City supporting the ability to add 1,500 additional equivalent residential
units (ERUs). The analysis also shows 1,037 unconnected ERUs have been previously
platted, which could be connected to the water system ‘by right’ based on current zoning.
Therefore, DEQ will allow the City to create a maximum of 463 new ERUs. Both the City and
DEQ will be monitoring the progress of these approvals. To date, the City has 471 allowable
ERUs remaining in the deviation approval and E 7th Street Apartments will require eighteen
ERUs total – nine per building.
Storm Water Drainage: A professionally designed stormwater plan will be required because
the project will have more than 10,000 square feet of impervious area which includes both the
new structures and the parking lot. Staff will add this as a condition of approval.
Fire Protection: The Whitefish Fire Department serves the site and response times and access
are adequate. The proposed use is not expected to have significant impacts upon fire services.
Police: The City of Whitefish serves the site; response times and access are adequate. The
proposed use is not expected to have significant impacts upon police services.
Streets: As described previously, traffic will access the apartment buildings with new entrances
off E 7th and E 8th Streets and the parking lot will connect between the two streets.
E 8th Street was paved by the Public Works Department in 2017. Currently, it is a one-way
from the east to the west and is 12-feet wide. At the west side of the road near this project, it
aligns with the southern portion of E 8th Street. This has caused some challenges because
one travelling to the west ends up on the wrong side of the road in front of the daycare center.
This has been temporarily resolved through the use of striping to direct one to the correct side
of the road.
As part of the project, the City requires dedication of right-of-way and frontage improvements
in accordance with the City Engineering Standards – including paving, curb/gutter, sidewalk,
street trees and street lighting to match up with the Whitefish Christian Academy’s E 8th Street
improvements. Finally, in order to facilitate proper traffic flow, the City has requested the alley
to the west of this project, between E 7th and E 8th Streets, be changed to one-way northbound
only. This was recommended by the applicant’s traffic engineer after meeting on-site with
Public Works staff. Staff will add these as conditions of approval.
Finding 5: Public services and facilities are adequate and available because municipal
water and sewer serve the project, response times for police and fire are not anticipated
to be affected due to the proposed development, the property will have adequate access
off public roads, the alley to the west will be signed for northbound one-way traffic only
and E 8th Street will be upgraded to meet current standards.
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6. Neighborhood/Community Impact:
Traffic Generation: The applicant submitted a Traffic Impact Study to review traffic for the two
buildings. Traffic counts were done during the school year in mid-September 2019 and the
Study found 196 new trips per day will be added to the existing streets. This will account for 110% increase in traffic volumes. This will not cause studied intersections to fail and no
mitigation measures are recommended with the development. It is important to note the peak
vehicle trips generated from an apartment building do not generally occur at the same times
as the peak traffic periods for a typical school – peak traffic for residential is generally before
school starts and after school is let out.
Noise or Vibration: No impacts are anticipated beyond what would be expected from a typical
apartment building.
Dust, Smoke, Glare, or Heat: No impact is anticipated beyond what would be expected from
a typical apartment building.
Smoke, Fumes, Gas, and Odor: No impact is anticipated with regards to smoke, fumes or gas.
Hours of Operation: The hours of operation will be typical residential hours.
Finding 6: The proposed development is not anticipated to have a negative
neighborhood impact because noise, dust, smoke, odor or other environmental
nuisances are not expected, all outdoor lighting is required to meet City standards, and
existing roads are anticipated to handle any additional traffic.
7. Neighborhood/Community Compatibility:
Structural Bulk, Massing, and Scale: Mass is defined as a building’s bulk, size and magnitude
– the overall volume. Scale correlates to the spatial relationship with neighboring buildings.
The proposed apartments will be two-story and located toward the east of the property and
are similar to the bulk and scale of nearby multi-family residential buildings. Mass, bulk, and
scale are part of the review by the Architectural Review Committee, and this project will
require review by the Committee as a condition of approval.
Context of Existing Neighborhood: The existing neighborhood is a mixture of school facilities,
daycare centers, a church and residential uses. Multi-family residential uses are located to the
north and to the east.
Density: This project will increase the density of the neighborhood. According to CAMA data,
a single-family home has been in this location since 1952 so the neighborhood has been
accustomed to one residence on a very large lot. However, since at least 1982, the property
has been zoned WR-4, High Density Multi-Family Residential District. The WR-4 zoning district
does not have a maximum density but simply identifies a process for review depending on the
number of units proposed. This project will be 21.96 dwelling units per acre (DUA) which is
similar to the density of surrounding multi-family developments, as depicted below.
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40.2 DUA

23.53
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30 DUA
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21.96
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Nursing Home
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10.53 DUA

1

No.
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36
24
12
9

PROPOSED PROJECT
601 Park Ave
600 Block Pine Ave
625 E 7th Street
1305 E 7th Street – nursing home
1345 E 7th Street
30
800 Block Ashar
40

Acreage Dwelling Units per Acre (DUA)
1.639
0.597
0.51
0.299
3.0
2.0
3.8

21.96
40.2
23.53
30
15
10.53

Finding 7: The project is compatible with the neighborhood and community because
the proposed building’s scale and mass will be similar to surrounding buildings, the
building will be located to the east of the property, the existing neighborhood is a
mixture of residential (single family and multi-family) and nonresidential uses, the
density, while greater than the single family homes to the west, is consistent with the
surrounding multi-family projects in the WR-4 zoning district, and the project appears
compatible with the surrounding community character.
1

Recently approved projects have the following density: 519 Skyles Apartments: 35 DUA; Alpenglow Apartments:
24.7 DUA; Riverbank Residences: 19.83 DUA
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Finding 8: The property is located at 1022 E 8th Street, Whitefish, Montana. It can
be legally described as Tract 1GAC, in Section 31, Township 31W, Range 21N,
P.M.M., Flathead County.
Finding 9: Written public comments do not indicate the project will adversely or
injuriously affect personal and legal interests.
RECOMMENDATION
It is recommended the Whitefish Planning Board adopt the findings of fact within staff report
WCUP 19-24 and this conditional use permit be recommended for approval to the Whitefish
City Council subject to the following conditions:
1.

The
project
must
comply
with
the
site
plan
submitted
on
October 15, 2019, except as amended by these conditions. Minor deviations from
the plans must require review pursuant to §11-7-8E(8) and major deviations from the
plans must require review pursuant to §11-7-8. The applicant must maintain and
demonstrate continued compliance with all adopted City Codes and Ordinances.

2.

Prior to any pre-construction meeting, construction, excavation, grading or other
terrain disturbance, plans for all on- and off-site infrastructure must be submitted to
and approved by the Whitefish Public Works Department. The improvements (water,
sewer, roads, streetlights, trails, sidewalks, driveways, etc.) within the development
shall be designed and constructed by a licensed engineer and in accordance with the
City of Whitefish’s design and construction standards. The Public Works Director will
approve the design prior to construction. Plans for grading, drainage, utilities, streets,
sidewalks and other improvements shall be submitted as a package and reviewed
concurrently. No individual improvement designs shall be accepted by Public Works.
(City Engineering Standards, 2019)

3.

Approval of the conditional use permit is subject to approval of detailed design of all
on- and off-site improvements, including drainage. Through review of detailed
drainage plans, applicant is advised that the number, density and/or location of
building lots, shown on the conditional use permit may change depending upon
constructability of on-site retention needs, drainage easements or other drainage
facilities or appurtenances needed to serve the subject property and/or upstream
properties as applicable.
This plan must include a strategy for long-term
maintenance. Fill on-site must be the minimum needed to achieve positive drainage,
and the detailed drainage plan will be reviewed by the City using that criterion. (City
Engineering Standards, 2019)

4.

All areas disturbed because of road and utility construction must be re-seeded as
soon as practical to inhibit erosion and spread of noxious weeds. All noxious weeds,
as described by Whitefish City Code, must be removed throughout the life of the
development by the recorded property owner. (§11-3-33, WCC)

5.

The Fire Department requires the applicant to comply with all fire codes for this
classification of occupancy. Emergency vehicle access, hydrants, and any extended
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fire suppression system will be reviewed by the Whitefish Fire Department as part of the
building permit. (IFC)
6.

All on-site lighting must be dark sky compliant. (§11-3-25, WCC)

7.

Prior to submitting a building permit the following conditions must be met:
a. Compliance with the Legacy Homes Program approved housing mitigation plan
will be met prior to the issuance of a building permit which includes three studio
apartments at 60%, 70% and 80% Area Median Income (AMI), two one-bedroom
apartments at 70% and 80% AMI, and two two-bedroom apartments at 60% and
70% AMI. The rental deed restriction must be recorded and the fee in the amount
of $15,590.80 for 0.2 unit must be paid.
b. E 8th Street, along the project’s frontage, must be updated to a Local Street
Section (SD-6), including sidewalks, streetlights and street trees. (City
Engineering Standards, 2019)
c. Dedicate additional right-of-way along E 8th Street to accommodate the road
improvements. (City Engineering Standards, 2019)
d. The alley to the west of the project must be signed for one-way northbound traffic
only. (TIS)
e. Compliance with the Landscaping Chapter, including the screening requirements
of §11-4-8, will be confirmed at the time of building permit. (Chapter 4, WCC)
f. A tree preservation plan must be submitted along with the landscaping plan
identifying healthy long-lived trees to be preserved within the landscaping. Such
trees must be protected during construction with fencing maintained during
construction. (Finding 4)
g. Approval from the Architectural Review Committee must be obtained prior to
submitting an application for a building permit. (§11-3-3B, WCC)
h. A boundary line adjustment must be recorded along with a shared access and
parking easement between the two apartment buildings. (§11-2-3B(3), §11-6,
WCC)

8.

i.

The location for refuse disposal and recycling must be reviewed and approved by
the Public Works Department and Republic Service. (§4-2, WCC)

j.

Additional school zone signage must be installed in coordination with the Public
Works Department. (City Engineering Standards, 2019; Finding 4)

This Conditional Use Permit is valid for 18 months from this date and terminates at
the end of that time unless commencement of the authorized activity has begun. (§117-8H(2) WCC)
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Planning & Building Department
PO Box 158
418 E. 2nd Street
Whitefish, MT 59937
(406) 863-2410 Fax (406) 863-2409

Public Notice of
Proposed Land Use Action
The City of Whitefish would like to inform you that Central Ave WF, is requesting
an Administrative Conditional Use Permit to develop an 18-unit apartment building.
The property is zoned WR-4 (High Density Multi-Family Residential District). The
property is located at 1022 E 8th Street (south building) and can be legally
described as Tract 1H in Section 31, Township 31N, Range 21W, P.M.M., Flathead
County, Montana.
You are welcome to provide comments on the project. Comments can be in written
or email format and must be received by our office on November 22, 2019 by
5:00pm. Administrative Conditional Use Permits are approved by the zoning
administrator after a 15 working day comment period so adjacent neighbors can
be notified for input. In the event concerns cannot be mitigated through conditions
of approval or the granting of the permit would adversely or injuriously affect a
personal or legal interest, per §11-7-8(M), the Zoning Administrator may schedule
the matter before the Planning Board and City Council for final approval.
On the back of this flyer is a site plan of the subject property. Additional information
on this proposal can be obtained at the Whitefish Planning Department located at
418 E. 2nd Street. The public is encouraged to comment on the above proposal.
Please send comments to the Whitefish Planning Department, PO Box 158,
Whitefish, MT 59937, or by phone (406) 863-2410, fax (406) 863-2409 or email at
wcompton-ring@cityofwhitefish.org.
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Planning & Building Department
PO Box 158
418 E. 2nd Street
Whitefish, MT 59937
(406) 863-2410 Fax (406) 863-2409

Public Notice of
Proposed Land Use Action
The City of Whitefish would like to inform you that Central Ave WF, is requesting
an Administrative Conditional Use Permit to develop an 18-unit apartment building.
The property is zoned WR-4 (High Density Multi-Family Residential District). The
property is located at 1013 E 7th Street (north building) and can be legally described
as Tract 1GAC in Section 31, Township 31N, Range 21W, P.M.M., Flathead
County, Montana.
You are welcome to provide comments on the project. Comments can be in written
or email format and must be received by our office on November 22, 2019 by
5:00pm. Administrative Conditional Use Permits are approved by the zoning
administrator after a 15 working day comment period so adjacent neighbors can
be notified for input. In the event concerns cannot be mitigated through conditions
of approval or the granting of the permit would adversely or injuriously affect a
personal or legal interest, per §11-7-8(M), the Zoning Administrator may schedule
the matter before the Planning Board and City Council for final approval.
On the back of this flyer is a site plan of the subject property. Additional information
on this proposal can be obtained at the Whitefish Planning Department located at
418 E. 2nd Street. The public is encouraged to comment on the above proposal.
Please send comments to the Whitefish Planning Department, PO Box 158,
Whitefish, MT 59937, or by phone (406) 863-2410, fax (406) 863-2409 or email at
wcompton-ring@cityofwhitefish.org.
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Planning & Building Department
PO Box 158
418 E 2nd Street
Whitefish, MT 59937
(406) 863-2410 Fax (406) 863-2409

Public Notice of
Proposed Land Use Action
The City of Whitefish would like to inform you that Central Ave WF, is requesting
a Conditional Use Permit to develop two 18-unit apartment buildings. The
property is zoned WR-4 (High Density Multi-Family Residential District). The
property is located at 1022 E 8th Street (south building) and 1013 E 7th Street
(north building) and can be legally described as Tracts 1H & 1GAC in Section 31,
Township 31N, Range 21W, P.M.M., Flathead County, Montana.
Per §11-7-8(M) of the Whitefish Zoning Code, the Zoning Administrator has
elevated these Administrative Conditional Use Permits to a full Conditional Use
Permit and scheduled it the Planning Board and City Council for public hearings.
You are welcome to provide comments on the project. Comments can be in
written or email format. The Whitefish Planning Board will hold a public hearing
for the proposed project request on:

Thursday, December 19, 2019
6:00 p.m.
Whitefish City Council Chambers, City Hall
418 E 2nd Street, Whitefish MT 59937
The Whitefish Planning Board will make a recommendation to the City Council,
who will then hold a public hearing and take final action on Monday, January 6,
2020 at 7:10 p.m., also in the Whitefish City Council Chambers.
On the back of this flyer is a site plan of the project. Additional information on
this proposal can be obtained at the Whitefish Planning Department located at
418 E 2nd Street. The public is encouraged to comment on the above proposal
and attend the hearing. Please send comments to the Whitefish Planning
Department, PO Box 158, Whitefish, MT 59937, or by phone (406) 863-2410, fax
(406) 863-2409 or email at wcompton-ring@cityofwhitefish.org. All comments
received for the previous Administrative Conditional Use Permits will be included
in the packets to the Planning Board. Additional comments received by the close
of business on Monday, December 9, 2019, will be included in the packets to
Board members. Comments received after the deadline will be summarized to
Board members at the public hearing.
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PLANNING & BUILDING DEPARTMENT
PO Box 158
418 E Second
Whitefish, MT 59937
(406) 863-2410 Fax (406) 863-2409
Date:

November 27, 2019

To:

Advisory Agencies & Interested Parties

From:

Whitefish Planning & Building Department

The regular meeting of the Whitefish Planning Board will be held on Thursday,
December 19, 2019 at 6:00 pm in the Whitefish City Council Chambers at 418 E
Second Street. The complete applications for these projects are available HERE
and for text amendments, contact staff.
Comments provided on these projects will be incorporated into the staff reports for
review by the City Council prior to final approval. If you have comments, concerns
or potential conditions to incorporate into the staff reports, PLEASE LET US
KNOW by Tuesday, December 10, 2019. The planner assigned to the project is
listed after each project description. Our email addresses are:
• David Taylor, Planning & Building Director: dtaylor@cityofwhitefish.org
• Wendy Compton-Ring, Senior Planner: wcompton-ring@cityofwhitefish.org
• Bailey Minnich, Planner II: bminnich@cityofwhitefish.org
• Hilary Lindh, Long-Range Planner: hlindh@cityofwhitefish.org
The full application packets along with public comments and the staff report will be
available on the City’s webpage: www.cityofwhitefish.org under ‘Whitefish
Planning Board’ six days prior to the Planning Board public hearing date noted
above.

1. A request by the City of Whitefish to rezone one parcel annexed into City
limits from County RR-1 (Low Density Resort Residential) to WRR-1 (Low
Density Resort Residential District). The property is located at 1515
Highway 93 W and can be legally described as Tract 1ABD S35, T31N,
R22W P.M.M., Flathead County. (WZC 19-05) Compton-Ring
2. A request by Central Ave WF for a Conditional Use Permit to develop two
18-unit apartment buildings. Per §11-7-8(M) of the Whitefish Zoning Code,
the Zoning Administrator has elevated this project from an Administrative
Conditional Use Permits to a full Conditional Use Permit. The property is
zoned WR-4 (High Density Multi-Family Residential District). The property
is located at 1022 E 8th & 1013 E 7th Streets and can be legally described
as Tracts 1H & 1GAC in Section 31, Township 31N, Range 21W, P.M.M.,
Flathead County, Montana (WCUP 19-24) Compton-Ring
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3. A request by Mark Fennessy, with technical assistance from Mitch Heuer,
for a Conditional Use Permit to convert an existing dwelling into a
guesthouse in order to construct a new single-family dwelling on the
property. The subject property is zoned WR-1 (One-Family Residential
District). The property is located at 1460 Barkley and can be legally
described as Lot 11A of Barkley Tr L9, 10, 11 Amd Subdivision in S24,
T31N, R22W, P.M.M., Flathead County. (WCUP 19-23) Minnich
4. A request by Eagle Enterprises LLC for a Conditional Use Permit to add
4,875 square feet to an existing building. The property is currently
developed with a car dealership and associated buildings and is zoned WB2 (Secondary Business District). The property is located at 6219 Highway
93 S and can be legally described as Lot 2, Rocksund Addition Amended
Lot 1 & 2 in S1, T30N, R22W, P.M.M., Flathead County. (WCUP 19-22)
Minnich
Upon receipt of the recommendation from the Planning Board, the Whitefish City
Council will hold subsequent public hearings for items 1-2 on Monday, January 6,
2020 and items 3-4 on Tuesday, January 21, 2020. City Council meetings start at
7:10 pm at 418 E Second Street in the Whitefish City Council Chambers on the
second floor.
For questions or further information regarding these proposals, phone 406-8632410.
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WHITEFISH
HOUSING
AUTHORITY

WftA
December 11, 2019
City Council
City of Whitefish
Whitefish, MT 59937
To: City Council Members

REF: 7th Street Apartments - Letter of Support
To Whom it May Concern,
The Whitefish Housing Authority has read over the Housing Mitigation Plan (HMP) for
the above referenced projed and has found it to be satisfactory and with no significant
deviations from the intended Legacy Homes Program criteria.
We would like to submit our recommendation for this Housing Mitigation Plan with the
understanding that the Whitefish Housing Authority is not recommending the project in
totality but will state that the WHA has no issues with the HMPas submitted.
Res

ctfully,

Lo~Col{!~

Executive Director
Whitefish Housing Authority

Whnctish Housinf: At.:thor-ity ; tOO EA.ti:-. S::.

\'\l'hitc~i:<;l~

l'vlT 59937
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Comments
Received for
Administrative
Conditional
Use Permit
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November 21, 2019
Whitefish Planning Department
dtaylor@cityofwhitefish.org
wcompton-ring@cityofwhitefish.org
Re: Apartment Building(s) Permit Application – 1013 E 7th Street & 1022 E 8th Street
Regarding the request for an Administrative Conditional use Permit (CUP) to develop two 18 unit
apartment buildings, for a total of 36 units, located on Seventh Street and Park Avenue, by developer
Central Ave WF: The two lots, zoned WR-4, are allowed 1-7 units (which seems reasonable) under
Section 11-21-3 with only a building permit. However, under the Legacy Homes provision, the developer
can build 8-18 units per lot (up to 36 units total) by applying for an Administrative CUP, and the Zoning
Administrator can approve it without any public hearing before the planning board or city council. I
believe that this particular development of 36 apartments, with the potential of multiple residents per
unit, is not an appropriate candidate for the Administrative CUP process.
We are aware that a neighborhood “traffic study” was completed this last September which concluded
that 36 units would have no traffic impact on an already congested area. The residents of our
neighborhood contest that. Adding 36 units in a limited access “one way in, one way out” area which
already features a high school, an expanding elementary school, a soon to be expanded Whitefish
Christian Academy, four preschools, a nursing home, a church, four apartment complexes and many
private homes and condos, would affect traffic, student and pedestrian safety; especially on 7th Street,
Park Avenue, 8th Street, Columbia Avenue, and all Avenues and Streets in the ½ mile radius, as residents
maneuver their way to try to avoid stopped traffic.
I believe that the unit size of the project is excessive for the neighborhood, and that it will have a very
real and adverse impact on the safety of those school children, the character of the neighborhood, and
the already maxed out traffic conditions.
Further, it is my opinion and that of others in this neighborhood that measures be taken to seek the
rezoning of the area to prohibit the possibility of multi-family developments around a multi-school zone
with limited access and the elimination of ANY ordinance that eliminates the requirement of public
hearing and public input in the approval process. The fact that there are already apartment and condo
properties in the neighborhood should not be a reason to allow more, rather, it should be the reason
that no others are allowed. What planning board or director does not see the increased danger to
student pedestrians and young teenaged drivers that 36 new units bring? Who, by the way, will enforce
the maximum occupancy ordinance governing the development? Same person that enforces it for the
rentals on my street now I suppose….
Rob Akey
839 8th Street
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kate Averill
Wendy Compton-Ring
Proposed Two Apartment Buildings
Wednesday, November 20, 2019 3:10:46 PM

Hi Wendy I'm writing to voice my concern with the proposed two apartment buildings on property between
East Eighth Street and East Seventh Street.
My husband and I feel this plan is way too high density for the downtown residential community of
Whitefish and would change the neighborhood drastically.
With so much of Whitefish being over-developed can't we protect these original neighborhoods? This are
has so many kids walking to school and riding their bikes and this added traffic makes me very
uncomfortable.
As residents of Creekwood with small children who will be growing up here in downtown Whitefish I ask
you reconsider this proposition and suggest they move elsewhere?
Thank you Wendy, I appreciate your work and know you have a difficult job - but please let's protect
downtown Whitefish.
Thank you,
Kate Averill
1001 Creek View Drive

--

Kate Averill
406.249.6421
averill.katherine@gmail.com

EXTERNAL SENDER verified by City of Whitefish IT
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Chase Averill
Wendy Compton-Ring
Concerns East 8th St & East 7th St Proposed Apartments
Thursday, November 21, 2019 8:19:47 AM
image001.png

To Whom It May Concern:
I would like to formally share my concerns over the proposed 36 unit complex that is proposed at
East 8th St. & East 7th St. This project is a poor fit for its location for a variety of reasons and should
not only be reviewed but denied out of concern of building a better Whitefish.
My main concerns are:
The Location. This is the historic downtown area of Whitefish. Filled with quaint, historic,
single family homes. A project of this scale is simply out of place. Furthermore, Whitefish
continues to grow, and soon the schools will need to grow again. This space is prime
educational space, in close proximity to existing campuses, allowing for future growth.
Traffic. While the total number of cars doesn’t seem like many, the intangible effect is great.
This area is flooded with cars multiple times per day, and more concerning flooded with
young kids on foot. A slight impact in traffic only greatly increases the conflict with
pedestrians…child pedestrians. And as we have sadly learned in our community recently this
should be taken very seriously.
Property Values. I am all for adding affordable housing and working on workforce housing
solutions for our valley. However, just because there is an ability to put the maximum number
of units in a place, doesn’t mean it is the right place. The impact of this type of project would
surely be negative in regards to all the existing historical single family owners this area has
been utilized for since Whitefish’s inception. We might need these units, but not in this place.
In summary, I hope the planning board will use discretion when looking at this project and realize it
is not the right place for it and make the right decision to continue to help set Whitefish up for
success in years to come by denying this project.
Best,
Chase
-CHASE AVERILL | General Manager
Flathead Lake Lodge | Quarter Circle LA Ranches Inc.
phone.    406.837.4391
Cell.         406.249.4803
email.      chase@flatheadlakelodge.com
web.        FlatheadLakeLodge.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Christian Bitterauf
Wendy Compton-Ring
Traffic concerns for new project
Thursday, November 21, 2019 10:17:27 AM

Good Morning,
I live at 940 Columbia Ave and work at Whitefish High School. I wanted to write to you to express
my concerns about the proposal to construct two apartment buildings on property between East
Eighth Street and East Seventh Street. Although it was stated that there would be no impacts it
seems unlikely that this would be the case considering the current traffic congestion issues that
exist there. It will negatively impact the traffic issues already in place there and the increased
traffic may further endanger the high volume of students who navigate the area.

Thank you for your time and consideration.
Christian Bitterauf
940 Columbia Ave.  
EXTERNAL SENDER verified by City of Whitefish IT
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

shelby cabigas
Wendy Compton-Ring
Proposed CUP
Friday, November 22, 2019 11:51:14 AM

To Whom it may concern,
I live in Old Town and I oppose the proposed CUP that the developer Central Ave WF has
submitted to develop two 18 unit apartment buildings on 8th Street.
As a full time nanny and a resident of this area I know all too well how congested with
traffic our neighborhood already is. There are many days it takes up to 20 minutes to get from
8th street to the light at Spokane. Having that many units would not only make traffic worse
but it also makes me nervous for the safety and well being of the kids on the neighborhood and
the students that walk home from school. I can’t tell you how many times i watch people
speeding down that road. More people equal more cars which equals higher chances of
speeding and accidents.
The buildings would not add any more affordable housing for the working forces of
Whitefish which makes that many units completely unnecessary to the downtown
neighborhood. We need more affordable housing not housing that people in this city can’t live
in because the rent/ mortgage is way to high.
For these reasons I believe the planning board should deny the proposed CUP.
Thank you,
Shelby Cabigas
Sent from my iPhone

EXTERNAL SENDER verified by City of Whitefish IT
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November 21, 2019
Whitefish Planning Department
P.O. Box 158
Whitefish, MT 59937
dtaylor@cityofwhitefish.org

RE: Public Comment
Proposed Land Use Actions: 1013 E. 7th St & 1022 E. 8th St
Comment From: Kimberly Cline, Resident 915 E 7th St

Hello City Planners and Council.
My husband and I rent the house at 915 E 7th St. approximately a block West of the proposed
development. I understand that the property in question is currently zoned for 16 units and that the
developer is proposing constructing 36 units. I believe that 16 new units could be wonderful, but I have
significant concerns if the project scope goes through at the 36-unit level. My concerns are primarily
related to the traffic and congestion of the neighborhood.
As you may know if you have tried to drop a child off at one of the many schools, the school drop off
and pick up times are horrendously congested not only on 7th, but on all of the area streets. The
duration is brief but adding even 1 or 2 cars per unit (for 36-72 more cars!) to the already busy area will
be noticeable. The proposal does not adequately address how they will help minimize the impact of the
increased traffic. I feel this should be thoroughly considered ahead of approval.
Beyond the peak periods of congestion, my greatest concern is the speed of traffic during non-peak
periods. I work from home, with my desk overlooking 7th St. I can see the block between Somers and
Park. During peak drop-off and pick-up hours, the traffic is bumper to bumper, and cars are traveling
slowly. However, cars that travel through this corridor during the off-peak hours are NEVER traveling at
the posted speed limit of 15 mph during school hours or even 25 mph the rest of the day. Even today,
the Whitefish Police Department has parked a radar speed sign outside my home. I’ve been glancing at
it all day, and only see a small handful (I’d guess less than 10%) of cars are at or under the 15mph. On
numerous other occasions I have watched children riding scooters or skateboards down the side walk
after school and have nearly have a heart attack thinking they may head straight into the oncoming
traffic, only for the kid to quickly turn again. While it is partly the kid’s responsibility to not go in the
street, the cars are traveling so quickly there is no way they would be able to stop. While I recognize this
problem is more to do with the street, likely due to the wide layout with clear visibility, and not the
proposed construction, I can only imagine that adding MORE traffic to this already too busy street will
exacerbate the issue. I hope that this helps illustrate the significance and importance of considering the
traffic and that the planners and committee will keep safety in mind during their approval process.
Some quick statistics to further illustrate the significance of even minor speeding:
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-

If hit by a vehicle traveling at 20 MPH, 9 out of 10 pedestrians survive.

-

If hit by a vehicle traveling at 30 MPH, only 5 out of 10 pedestrians survive.

-

If hit by a vehicle traveling at 40 MPH, 1 out of 10 pedestrians survive.

Increasing from 20 MPH to 40 MPH shifts the stats from a 90% survival rate to a 90% fatality rate. It
seems well worth any effort to have this area, with so many schools, daycares and eldercare facilities,
have safe streets.
Thank you for reading my comment and keeping safety in mind when considering the building proposal.
While the builder is not accountable for speeding traffic, they should be held accountable for ensuring
their proposal will not have a negative impact on the community. I feel the increased traffic poses a
significant risk to the safety of the community and that the traffic impacts need to be fully considered. I
hope you are able to come to a resolution that allows the builder to proceed forward while also
maintaining safety and continuing to enhance our community.

Best,
Kimberly Cline
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Patti Codiga
Wendy Compton-Ring
7th and Park proposed apartments
Friday, November 22, 2019 12:21:28 PM

Hi Wendy,
I am opposed to the density of the proposed 36 units of apartments for the corner of 7th and
Park Avenue. That area is already extremely congested with the high school, expanding
elementary school, expanding Whitefish Christian Academy, 4 preschools, various assisted
living facilities and apartments already in place. It will create more of a gridlock than we
already have in this area downtown.
Patti Codiga

Associate Broker
Glacier Sotheby's International Realty
204 Central Avenue
Whitefish, MT 59937
pcodiga@glaciersir.com
office: 406-250-4393   cell: 406-250-4393

EXTERNAL SENDER verified by City of Whitefish IT
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kevin Conway
Wendy Compton-Ring
Proposed condos near the high school
Thursday, November 21, 2019 9:50:39 AM

Good morning,
I'm writing to address the proposed condos near the school. I'm not certain there could be a
worse location for a development. This area is already heavily congested due to the group of
schools and I cant imagine additonal housing units being added. You really need to take into
consideration the current long time residents that are being flooded with new construction.
The building in whitefish needs to take a breath and slow down. If the goal of whitefish is to
become Evergreen, continue as planned with multi unit affordable housing at this pace.
This is a problem and I'm worried that whitefish is changing for the worse.
Sincerely,
Kevin conway
Whitefish resident
Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android
EXTERNAL SENDER verified by City of Whitefish IT
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Liz Conway
Wendy Compton-Ring
8th street apartment proposal
Thursday, November 21, 2019 6:58:50 AM

Hello,
I am reaching out to express my concerns regarding the 8th street 36 unit apartment building
proposal. Both of my children have attended Whitefish Community School with one still
going there and the traffic that comes through there, ignoring stop signs and speed limits has
been an issue for over 5 years now. My concern with adding that many units to that corner is
the mess it will make with school traffic and widening that street to 2 lanes makes me think
that we will see even more speeding cars zipping into the neighborhood.  
There is already a ton of traffic coming through the area for school drop off on 7th that it
would increase drop off times significantly, create an unsafe environment for kids walking to
school and make an already crowded area into a complete nightmare.
If you have any questions about my concerns, please feel free to reach out directly,
Liz Conway
630-625-2905
EXTERNAL SENDER verified by City of Whitefish IT
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Taven Edland
Wendy Compton-Ring
Fwd: CUP
Friday, November 22, 2019 1:17:16 AM

---------- Forwarded message --------From: Cassi Johannsen <cassi@nprmt.com>
Date: Fri, Nov 22, 2019, 1:10 AM
Subject: Fwd: CUP
To: tedland7@gmail.com <tedland7@gmail.com>

---------- Forwarded message --------From: Cassi Johannsen <cassi@nprmt.com>
Date: Thu, Nov 21, 2019 at 12:48 PM
Subject: CUP
To: Paul Johannsen <paulj@nprmt.com>
This is the email I sent to the city about the CUP on 8th and this is the email address to send it
to:  wcompton-ring@cityofwhitefish.org
I oppose the proposed CUP that the developer Central Ave WF has submitted to develop two
18 unit apartment buildings on 8th Street.
The traffic in the neighborhood is already congested, the buildings would not add any more
affordable housing for the working forces of Whitefish, and there is no reason we need that
many units; it doesn't fit with the character of the downtown neighborhood.
For these reasons, I believe the planning department should deny the CUP.
--

Cassi Johannsen
Office Assistant/Realtor
601 Spokane Avenue
Whitefish, MT 59937
www.NationalParksRealty.com
Office: 406.862.8400
Cell: 406.250.2765
Licensed in the State of Montana
License #RRE-RBS-LIC-54271

--
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Cassi Johannsen
Office Assistant/Realtor
601 Spokane Avenue
Whitefish, MT 59937
www.NationalParksRealty.com
Office: 406.862.8400
Cell: 406.250.2765
Licensed in the State of Montana
License #RRE-RBS-LIC-54271

EXTERNAL SENDER verified by City of Whitefish IT
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Edwin Fields
Wendy Compton-Ring
Administrative Conditional use Permit
Thursday, November 7, 2019 8:19:06 AM

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this project. After visiting the site and talking with Wendy my
questions have been answered. Using quality exterior siding and proper landscaping should make this
project an asset to the area. I only wish the rent for all renters was at the level of the 6 affordable units.
Edwin Fields, 511 Lakewood Ct., Whitefish
EXTERNAL SENDER verified by City of Whitefish IT
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Rhonda Fitzgerald
Wendy Compton-Ring
ACUP for 7th & 8th St Apartments
Friday, November 22, 2019 4:47:47 PM

Hi Wendy,
Thank you for accepting my comment on the Administrative CUP for the Ruiz 36 unit
apartment project. As I understand it, because the applicant has split the project into two
parts, each at 18 units each, it just fits in under the unit number threshold for requiring a
Conditional Use Permit process.
Splitting the project into two parts also reduces the number of Affordable units by one unit36 units would require 7 rather than 6 affordable units, with an in lieu payment for .2 of a unit
rather than for two .6 of a unit (which equals 1.2). This , even though the applicant is
proposing to share parking, clubhouse, and other project components between the two
buildings. In effect, this is one project , not two, and as such should follow the requirements
for a 36 unit project, as the City's Code requires.
It would seem that since there is considerable concern from neighbors regarding the project's
incompatibility with their neighborhood, and since it does not actually meet the definition of
an 18 unit project, it would be reasonable to move this from an Administrative CUP to a
regular CUP process, giving the neighbors more opportunity to work with the developer
toward a solution that is acceptable to all parties.
Thank you for accepting this comment,
Rhonda Fitzgerald

EXTERNAL SENDER verified by City of Whitefish IT
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

erineflaherty@gmail.com
Wendy Compton-Ring
Attention Planning and Building Department
Monday, November 18, 2019 2:04:37 AM

Hi Wendy-could you please pass this along to the Planning and Building Department?
To the Whitefish Planning and Building Department,
I am writing in concern of the proposed apartment building between East 7th and 8th Street. I
strongly disagree with the statement that
“The traffic study for the project estimated that 196 new daily vehicle tips would be created as a
result of the project and that no roadway capacity problems would be created in the area and no
mitigation would be necessary.”

At what time of day was this traffic study done? Have you tried to make it through 7th and
Columbia Avenue during school hours? Was this study completed taking into account the
anticipated trips from the Trailview homes yet to be built, Altaviews, and the proposed
apartment complexes where the old hospital used to be?
Earlier this year, a former city council member cautioned in a letter to the editor in the Pilot
that traffic infrastructure needs to be in place along with development, specifically regarding
the school. There is a lot bordering 93 the city purchased he mentioned just for this cause, but
it has yet to to be put to use despite increasing traffic.
Additionally, this study was likely completed with the one-way behind the Christian Academy
functioning as it does today. Hasn’t the Christian Academy asked for that to be dissolved or
altered with its proposed addition? I think this negates the study and is cause for further
discussion as the traffic will likely increase with this street being altered.
I am a physician that provides emergency services to the community. Access to main roads is
a public safety issue. I live in the Creekwood subdivision and I am concerned this is another
development that will add to the already concerning congestion. Seconds and minutes matter
with heart attacks, brain bleeds, and fetal distress. Building is being approved in our
community with apologies for traffic, but no forethought as to potential consequences. Please
do not approve a project this dense in this location. It does not fit the character of the
neighborhood and will further add to the traffic woes of the area.
Erin Flaherty MD

Sent from my iPhone
EXTERNAL SENDER verified by City of Whitefish IT
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Marie Fleming
Wendy Compton-Ring
Park Ave
Thursday, November 21, 2019 2:05:33 PM

Sent using the mail.com mail appNovember 22, 2019
VIA EMAIL ONLY
Whitefish Planning Department
P.O. Box 158
Whitefish, MT 59937
wcompton-ring@cityofwhitefish.org
RE:Public Comment
Proposed Land Use Actions:1013 E. 7th Street & 1022 E. 8th Street
Commenting Owners: John and Marie Fleming 622 Park Avenue
To Whom It May Concern:
My husband and I own 622 Park, where we've lived for 31 years. Our home is
across 7th St from the proposed projects referenced above. We believe that
these comments clearly show that this project would negatively and
injuriously affect our personal and legal interests not only be devaluing
our property but also by detracting from our quiet and safe enjoyment of
our property and neighborhood. Additionally, these proposed projects would
significantly increase the traffic in an already congested and high risk
area, near 4 schools, 2 day cares, a church and the Whitefish Manor. The
proposal found an increase of 198 vehicles per day, which will
significantly and negatively impact our neighborhood. Vehicles already
travel far above the posted speed limit, putting the children that live and
play in our area at extreme risk. I would like you to consider the homeowners that have owned and lived in this
neighborhood for 10 ,20,30 and yes 60+ years . , any of my below concerns
cannot be mitigated through the process of approval without significantly
altering the proposal.
1. The proposal includes an inappropriately large number of units for the location.
These properties are zoned WR-4. This allows as a matter of right only 7 dwelling units per lot, which would make
the of right maximum for this project a total of 14 units, per WCC §11-21-2. This project involves 36 units, more
than double what the zoning allows as a matter of right.
This number is too large given the extreme proximity of the development to three schools, four preschools, and
several facilities housing elderly tenants. The project will create increased traffic and the resulting decreased
pedestrian and bicycle safety in an already traffic-stressed corridor, all of which will disproportionately and
adversely affect school children and the elderly, two vulnerable populations whose long-standing interests in this
particular neighborhood should be given strong consideration.
That the zoning allows only 7 units per lot as a matter of right is significant because those restrictions were put in
place for good reasons and after multiple studies and years of planning. Conditional uses should the exception to
those rules; they should not themselves evolve into more lenient rules under which every conditional use permit
applied for is granted.
In addition, as discussed in more detail below, there is simply no residential construction on this scale nearby, and
therefore the project would change the nature of the neighborhood, not be compatible with it as required by §11-7-
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8(J7).
This excessive number of units cannot be mitigated through conditions of approval.
2. The proposal does not adequately mitigate light pollution from this project into the property of adjacent owners to
the west.
Our home is among several single family homes adjacent to the proposed project to the west. Both our bedroom
window and our seven-year-old son’s face east toward the project’s parking lot. Sheet A2.0 of the site plans calls for
four street lights in the parking area adjacent to our bedrooms where presently there are no lights. Per Sheet A9.2,
these lights are two stories tall, and per the GARDCO specifications submitted, these lights have no side shielding
whatsoever. This means that all four of them will shine directly into our bedrooms all night, every night, that we
cannot enjoy having our windows open at night in the warmer months, and that we cannot avoid imprisoning
ourselves in our own bedrooms with blackout curtains. As if this were not enough, the plans (Sheet A9.2) depict a
fence facing our property that is only 5’ tall and that is not opaque, meaning that every single vehicle which turns to
enter or exit the parking lot will shine its headlights into our bedrooms, and that the fence will do nothing to mitigate
light from the street lights. This is extremely detrimental to our right to quiet enjoyment of our property because it
interferes with our ability to open our windows or curtains and to sleep in our bedrooms, and decreases the property
value because potential buyers are not interested in illuminated bedrooms which are not conducive to sleep or
relaxation.
Despite purporting to do so, the proposal does not actually address this concern. In the developer’s answer to
Question 8 of the CUP application, it states only that “we propose to keep sight lighting to a minimum and use the
exterior fixtures planned for the elementary school and keep the building lighting to a minimum at the entrances and
at the private patios.” In reality, this means nothing because “keeping lighting to a minimum” is subjective, and the
plans call for lighting that will obviously have a negative impact on our property. The developer says also nothing
about side guards which would help to direct at least some light away from the single family homes to the west,
meaning that it does not intend to install any, either on the street lights or on the building’s exterior lights.
Constant light shining into our bedrooms all night, every night would not only devalue our property, but would also
detracting from our right to quiet enjoyment of our property.
3. Rather than addressing the additional traffic this project will create in an already traffic clogged corridor, the
proposal seems to deny the existence of the problem.
Per §11-7-8(J6), a Conditional Use Permit may be granted only if the proposal effectively deals with traffic
circulation. This proposal does not. The traffic report submitted by the developer does not appear to provide or
address facts that would be key to any traffic analysis of this project, and comes to the incredible conclusion that the
development will essentially have no effect on traffic in a neighborhood already stressed by it.
First, the traffic data provided by the report (Traffic Report at Appendix A) contains no data for the intersections
most affected by the proposed development: Columbia and 7th, and Spokane and 13th. While it purports to provide
some analysis of the impact of the development on Columbia and 7th (Traffic Report at 8-9), these are based upon a
figure of 13 AM peak hour trips for a 36 unit development (Traffic Report at 6). The report does not address the
basis for its reality-defying assumption that 36 units will generate only 13 AM peak hour trips. Does the report
contemplate that most of the development’s residents will be unemployed? Does it contemplate that most of them
will not have vehicles? Does it contemplate that each unit will have only one resident? If so, this contradicts what
we know about the nature of most Whitefish residents, i.e. that they are employed, that they do own vehicles, and
that they often live with others.
Additionally, the description of our street, Park Avenue (Traffic Study at 2), neglects to describe or address the
portions of Park Avenue most affected by the development—the portions between 8th and 6th—and instead states
only that Park Avenue “extends south from 8th Street and connects with Voerman Road to the southeast” and
describes the vehicle count on that section of the road only.
Finally, the report contains no discussion at all of the well-known traffic problems which already exist in the area,
particularly along 7th Street during school pick-up, drop-off, and event times, let alone how a 36-unit development
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will not have any adverse impact on this already existent problem on 7th Street when, in the words of the
developer’s own traffic study, “total traffic on 8th Street will remain relatively low” (Traffic Study at 8). During
those peak AM hours, traffic hazards already exist, due to drivers using 8th and Park as well as 8th and the alleyway
between Park and the proposed development to avoid the traffic along Columbia and 7th, often at unsafe speeds. A
high-density residential development like the one proposed will make this situation even worse, and the fact that the
traffic report does not even address it is cause for concern in and of itself.
Again, this is an issue that cannot be mitigated through conditions of approval, and that will injuriously affect the
interests of all homeowners in the neighborhood, including us.
4. The proposal fails to adequately mitigate noise pollution from this project into the property of adjacent owners to
the west.
Per §11-7-8(J4), a Conditional Use Permit may be granted only if the proposal effectively deals with the detrimental
neighborhood impact of noise. This proposal does not even substantively address noise, let alone effectively deal
with it. The only language we could find is that “limited noise…[is] anticipated for the project.” This says and
means nothing. The development contains outdoor common area, including an outdoor hot tub, but no restrictions
whatsoever in terms of the noise generated by those amenities, which will be located adjacent to our property. There
are no restrictions on the number of people who can use the hot tub at once, no restrictions on the hours during
which the hot tub may be used, and no restrictions on noise generated by those using the hot tub. As far as we can
tell, residents will be able to use the hot tub 24 hours per day without restriction, which will inevitably result in
additional noise coming into our bedrooms at night, in addition to the light discussed above. The proposal contains
no restrictions whatsoever regarding dogs, either, which given the density of this development creates a significant
noise concern.
5. The proposed development conflicts with the present community character, scale, and context of the surrounding
neighborhood.
Per §11-7-8(J4), a Conditional Use Permit may be granted only if the proposal is compatible with the surrounding
neighborhood in terms of structural bulk and massing, scale, context, density, and community character. This
proposal is not. There is simply no residential construction of this scale present in the neighborhood. The condos to
the north of the project on Pine that the developer references (CUP Answers at Question 8) contain 12 units, not 36,
and do not come close in height to what the developer proposes here. The homes to the west of the project are single
family homes. School and church facilities along with a small Northwestern Energy facility border the project to the
east and south; none of these are residential construction. Thus, it is difficult to discern what the developer meant
when it asserted generally that the project “fits well” with what is nearby (CUP Answers at Question 8).
This concern cannot be mitigated with conditions of approval, as addressing it meaningfully would require
substantive alteration of the proposal.
6. Given the extreme proximity to and significant effect upon three schools and four preschools, this project should
be the subject of a complete and transparent public process, not approved quietly through an administrative
conditional use permit.
Because it affects two public schools, one private school, and four preschools, this project constitutes a matter of
concern to all residents of the school district, not just adjacent property owners. For this reason, the City should
welcome and encourage full transparency about the project and full opportunity for public comment; it should not
issue a quiet administrative approval with no public board or council meeting. As the City Code provides, “The
granting of a conditional use permit is a matter of grace, resting in the discretion of the City Council and a refusal is
not the denial of a right, conditional or otherwise.” §11-7-8(K).
For all of the reasons stated above, our request is that a public hearing on this project be scheduled before the
Planning Board and City Council according to the process outlined in the Whitefish City Code.
Marie Fleming
EXTERNAL SENDER verified by City of Whitefish IT
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Whitefish Planning Department
P.O. Box 158
Whitefish, MT 59937
wcompton-ring@cityofwhitefish.org
RE:Public Comment
Proposed Land Use Actions:1013 E. 7th Street & 1022 E. 8th Street
Commenting Owners: John and Marie Fleming 622 Park Avenue
To Whom It May Concern:
My name is John Fleming and live at 622 Park Ave., a block down from the
proposed apartment complex. My family and I have lived here for just over 30
years. We have watched our neighborhood grow into a very busy and high traffic
area of Whitefish. To bring in another apartment building, especially when the
area is not zoned for the proposed complex, would put considerable stress on an
area that already has the Park Manor apartments, the boarding house at the
corner of 7th and Park, the High School, Elementary school, Whitefish Christian
School, and several day cares. The last development in our neighborhood was
the boarding house at the corner of 7th and Park and we were promised that it
would house only foreign students here on a work visas. Well now it’s turned into
a flop house with traffic in and out, residents gathering out front to smoke
cigarettes, cigarette butts all over the street, parents who are walking their
children having to cross the street to stay away from the smokers and shady
looking characters. One of the residents hangs out front in his house coat
smoking, another who pretends to be looking into our window with binoculars &
another who was passed out in the lawn across from where my grandkids play.
Do we want more of this….No.
I would hope the city would act responsibly on this issue due to the fact it will
affect our property value and way of life in this neighborhood. The builder, who
has no clue to what negative effects this will have on our neighborhood, is only
concerned about a profit.
Also, why wouldn’t all the residents in this area be contacted on this proposal?
That shows me the City is trying to slide this through as quietly as possible. The
negative effect of the current boarding house in this neighborhood has effected
everybody within a several block area.
To be clear, nobody in our neighborhood is for a 38-unit apartment building. If we
must have what it’s zoned for then so be it, but to break the rules just for
someone with money would be shameful and very dishonest.
Sincerely,
John Fleming
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1. The proposal includes an inappropriately large number of units for the
location.
>
> These properties are zoned WR-4. This allows as a matter of right only 7
dwelling units per lot, which would make the of right maximum for this
project a total of 14 units, per WCC §11-21-2. This project involves 36 units,
more than double what the zoning allows as a matter of right.
>
> This number is too large given the extreme proximity of the development
to three schools, four preschools, and several facilities housing elderly
tenants. The project will create increased traffic and the resulting
decreased pedestrian and bicycle safety in an already traffic-stressed
corridor, all of which will disproportionately and adversely affect school
children and the elderly, two vulnerable populations whose long-standing
interests in this particular neighborhood should be given strong
consideration.
>
> That the zoning allows only 7 units per lot as a matter of right is
significant because those restrictions were put in place for good reasons
and after multiple studies and years of planning. Conditional uses should
the exception to those rules; they should not themselves evolve into more
lenient rules under which every conditional use permit applied for is
granted.
>
> In addition, as discussed in more detail below, there is simply no
residential construction on this scale nearby, and therefore the project
would change the nature of the neighborhood, not be compatible with it as
required by §11-7-8(J7).
>
> This excessive number of units cannot be mitigated through conditions
of approval.
>
2. The proposal does not adequately mitigate light pollution from this
project into the property of adjacent owners to the west.
>
> Our home is among several single family homes adjacent to the proposed
project to the west. Both our bedroom window and our seven-year-old
son’s face east toward the project’s parking lot. Sheet A2.0 of the site plans
calls for four street lights in the parking area adjacent to our bedrooms
where presently there are no lights. Per Sheet A9.2, these lights are two
stories tall, and per the GARDCO specifications submitted, these lights
have no side shielding whatsoever. This means that all four of them will
shine directly into our bedrooms all night, every night, that we cannot
enjoy having our windows open at night in the warmer months, and that we
cannot avoid imprisoning ourselves in our own bedrooms with blackout
curtains. As if this were not enough, the plans (Sheet A9.2) depict a fence
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facing our property that is only 5’ tall and that is not opaque, meaning that
every single vehicle which turns to enter or exit the parking lot will shine its
headlights into our bedrooms, and that the fence will do nothing to mitigate
light from the street lights. This is extremely detrimental to our right to
quiet enjoyment of our property because it interferes with our ability to
open our windows or curtains and to sleep in our bedrooms, and
decreases the property value because potential buyers are not interested in
illuminated bedrooms which are not conducive to sleep or relaxation.
>
> Despite purporting to do so, the proposal does not actually address this
concern. In the developer’s answer to Question 8 of the CUP application, it
states only that “we propose to keep sight lighting to a minimum and use
the exterior fixtures planned for the elementary school and keep the
building lighting to a minimum at the entrances and at the private patios.”
In reality, this means nothing because “keeping lighting to a minimum” is
subjective, and the plans call for lighting that will obviously have a
negative impact on our property. The developer says also nothing about
side guards which would help to direct at least some light away from the
single family homes to the west, meaning that it does not intend to install
any, either on the street lights or on the building’s exterior lights.
>
> Constant light shining into our bedrooms all night, every night would not
only devalue our property, but would also detracting from our right to quiet
enjoyment of our property.
>
> 3. Rather than addressing the additional traffic this project will create in
an already traffic clogged corridor, the proposal seems to deny the
existence of the problem.
>
> Per §11-7-8(J6), a Conditional Use Permit may be granted only if the
proposal effectively deals with traffic circulation. This proposal does not.
The traffic report submitted by the developer does not appear to provide or
address facts that would be key to any traffic analysis of this project, and
comes to the incredible conclusion that the development will essentially
have no effect on traffic in a neighborhood already stressed by it.
>
> First, the traffic data provided by the report (Traffic Report at Appendix A)
contains no data for the intersections most affected by the proposed
development: Columbia and 7th, and Spokane and 13th. While it purports
to provide some analysis of the impact of the development on Columbia
and 7th (Traffic Report at 8-9), these are based upon a figure of 13 AM peak
hour trips for a 36 unit development (Traffic Report at 6). The report does
not address the basis for its reality-defying assumption that 36 units will
generate only 13 AM peak hour trips. Does the report contemplate that
most of the development’s residents will be unemployed? Does it
contemplate that most of them will not have vehicles? Does it contemplate
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that each unit will have only one resident? If so, this contradicts what we
know about the nature of most Whitefish residents, i.e. that they are
employed, that they do own vehicles, and that they often live with others.
>
> Additionally, the description of our street, Park Avenue (Traffic Study at
2), neglects to describe or address the portions of Park Avenue most
affected by the development—the portions between 8th and 6th—and
instead states only that Park Avenue “extends south from 8th Street and
connects with Voerman Road to the southeast” and describes the vehicle
count on that section of the road only.
>
> Finally, the report contains no discussion at all of the well-known traffic
problems which already exist in the area, particularly along 7th Street
during school pick-up, drop-off, and event times, let alone how a 36-unit
development will not have any adverse impact on this already existent
problem on 7th Street when, in the words of the developer’s own traffic
study, “total traffic on 8th Street will remain relatively low” (Traffic Study at
8). During those peak AM hours, traffic hazards already exist, due to drivers
using 8th and Park as well as 8th and the alleyway between Park and the
proposed development to avoid the traffic along Columbia and 7th, often at
unsafe speeds. A high-density residential development like the one
proposed will make this situation even worse, and the fact that the traffic
report does not even address it is cause for concern in and of itself.
>
> Again, this is an issue that cannot be mitigated through conditions of
approval, and that will injuriously affect the interests of all homeowners in
the neighborhood, including us.
>
> 4. The proposal fails to adequately mitigate noise pollution from this
project into the property of adjacent owners to the west.
>
> Per §11-7-8(J4), a Conditional Use Permit may be granted only if the
proposal effectively deals with the detrimental neighborhood impact of
noise. This proposal does not even substantively address noise, let alone
effectively deal with it. The only language we could find is that “limited
noise…[is] anticipated for the project.” This says and means nothing. The
development contains outdoor common area, including an outdoor hot tub,
but no restrictions whatsoever in terms of the noise generated by those
amenities, which will be located adjacent to our property. There are no
restrictions on the number of people who can use the hot tub at once, no
restrictions on the hours during which the hot tub may be used, and no
restrictions on noise generated by those using the hot tub. As far as we
can tell, residents will be able to use the hot tub 24 hours per day without
restriction, which will inevitably result in additional noise coming into our
bedrooms at night, in addition to the light discussed above. The proposal
contains no restrictions whatsoever regarding dogs, either, which given
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the density of this development creates a significant noise concern.
>
> 5. The proposed development conflicts with the present community
character, scale, and context of the surrounding neighborhood.
>
> Per §11-7-8(J4), a Conditional Use Permit may be granted only if the
proposal is compatible with the surrounding neighborhood in terms of
structural bulk and massing, scale, context, density, and community
character. This proposal is not. There is simply no residential construction
of this scale present in the neighborhood. The condos to the north of the
project on Pine that the developer references (CUP Answers at Question 8)
contain 12 units, not 36, and do not come close in height to what the
developer proposes here. The homes to the west of the project are single
family homes. School and church facilities along with a small Northwestern
Energy facility border the project to the east and south; none of these are
residential construction. Thus, it is difficult to discern what the developer
meant when it asserted generally that the project “fits well” with what is
nearby (CUP Answers at Question 8).
>
> This concern cannot be mitigated with conditions of approval, as
addressing it meaningfully would require substantive alteration of the
proposal.
>
> 6. Given the extreme proximity to and significant effect upon three
schools and four preschools, this project should be the subject of a
complete and transparent public process, not approved quietly through an
administrative conditional use permit.
>
> Because it affects two public schools, one private school, and four
preschools, this project constitutes a matter of concern to all residents of
the school district, not just adjacent property owners. For this reason, the
City should welcome and encourage full transparency about the project
and full opportunity for public comment; it should not issue a quiet
administrative approval with no public board or council meeting. As the
City Code provides, “The granting of a conditional use permit is a matter of
grace, resting in the discretion of the City Council and a refusal is not the
denial of a right, conditional or otherwise.” §11-7-8(K).
>
> For all of the reasons stated above, our request is that a public hearing
on this project be scheduled before the Planning Board and City Council
according to the process outlined in the Whitefish City Code.
John Fleming
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Mayre Flowers
CommUnity Consulting, LLC
PO Box 3094
Kalispell, MT 59903
(406) 755-4521
MayreFlowers@Montanasky.net
To: The Whitefish Zoning Administrator regarding the proposed 7th Street Apartments
Please accept the following comments from CommUnity Consulting on behalf of Whitefish
residents in and around the city as well as in the neighborhood where the 7th Street
Apartments are located.
1. As this is I understand the first potential Administrative CUP under the Legacy
Housing program the current process of notifying the public and providing easily
accessible and well organized information makes it difficult for the public to access
information for the following reasons and should be referred to the planning board
for formal public hearing:
§ Critical information is not available online at the city web site as it is for
more public hearings like planning board,
§ No preliminary staff report is available to aid the public in understanding
this project and to provide context for consideration of this proposal as is
typically done for a planning board hearing. Instead a hodgepodge of
numerous documents are sent to those who request information where the
applicant makes his case for the development, but the public is not afforded
any review of this proposal by the planning office which taxpayers pay for
such assistance for.
§ The scale and density proposed in this Administrative-CUP is more than
double the permitted density and warrants a much more public process for
a full CUP if those who live in this area of direct impact or elsewhere in the
city are to be well-informed and able to comprehend and comment as to
how this proposal would adversely or injuriously affect their personal
and/or legal interest.
2. As proposed this Administrative-CUP appears to be in conflict with Whitefish
regulations that require as establish under 11-7-8M that “M. Administrative
Conditional Use Permit Required: An administrative conditional use permit must be
obtained by the property owner when specifically required by this title or for minor
amendments to an already approved conditional use permit. In no case, may a project
requiring a standard conditional use permit be allowed to utilize the administrative
conditional use permit process.” This development does not appear to have
obtained a standard conditional use for increased density at this site. A standard
conditional use permit would have required a public hearing with more
information and staff report. This reflects an issue that needs correction in these
regulations in the future as allowing for more than double the density in the
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underlying zone should not be considered as an administrative conditional use.
Allowing this to proceed as an administrative conditional use further raises legal
questions as to the fundamental legal basis of allowing this level of density in a zone
where the underlying permitted uses in this zoning district is far less.

3. The applicant has failed to show how this multifamily housing density and types of
units are justified. The applicant has failed to show how the city’s needs for
multifamily has not already been met by the number of multifamily units the city
has already approved since the city’s Strategic Housing Needs study was
completed. This is of added concern given that this type of expanded multifamily
housing poses a risk to the retention of existing single family housing or infill with
single family housing which is a critical identified need in the city

4. The applicant has failed to provide a copy of covenants and conditions that will
govern the use of these units so there are significant concerns not addressed about
potential noise issues associated with the clubhouse and hot tub and hours of
operation. How will the hot tub be secured to prevent neighborhood children from
accessing it and potential risks of drowning?

5. With only 52 parking spaces for 36 units the potential impact of off-site on street
parking on the neighborhood and on heavily uses narrow city streets has not been
considered or conditioned. I do not see provisions for recreational vehicles parking
or potential loss of parking due to snow storage.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Melissa Lanza
Wendy Compton-Ring
Opposition to Conditional Use Permit-Park AVe & 7th St
Friday, November 22, 2019 3:56:05 PM

I am writing this letter to show sincere opposition to the CUP recently submitted by Central AVE WF developers.
As a resident of this lovely neighborhood and a mother of an almost school aged daughter, I have very reasonable
concerns with the 36 unit CUP request. I feel a request for a development of this size in such a congested area would
have severe detrimental affects on many sensitive groups in our community, namely our children! As you must be
aware, the immediate area already features a high school, an expanding elementary school, a soon to be expanded
WF Christian School, four preschools, a nursing home, a church, and a fairly quiet neighborhood. Traffic issues are
a huge concern In this area already. I can only imagine that an increase of “196” more vehicle trips a day would
most definitely have negative affects on the safety of our most vulnerable citizens, our children!
A CUP of this size and concern should most definitely be put to the planning board for further review and made into
a public hearing, ultimately left to city council to deliberate. These channels have been established for just such a
request.
The character of this community deserves better then this type of development but what really alarms me the most is
the increase in traffic around our children, that will definitely come with A 36 unit apartment complex. Surely there
is a more suitable place for this type of development, right?!
The conditional Use permit should not be granted for a development of this nature. One that seeks to double the
amount of zoned units, substantially increase traffic in a very sensitive area of town, and Most definitely degrade the
Safety of our children who use this area heavily.
Aren’t our children’s lives in this lovely community important enough to step back and look at the bigger picture of
development. I hope so!
Sincerely,
Melissa Gonser
433 7th Street W
Whitefish, MT
Sent from my iPhone
EXTERNAL SENDER verified by City of Whitefish IT
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Trevor Gonser
Wendy Compton-Ring
Proposed Apartment Buildings - CUP requested.
Thursday, November 21, 2019 8:24:02 PM

Dear Whitefish Planning Department,
I'm writing to ask that you deny the request for an administrative conditional use permit for the
apartment project on the east side of Whitefish and refer the matter to the Planning Board.
As a parent of a young daughter who is just around the corner of school age, it’s upsetting to see
further congestion in the area of East 7th and the surrounding neighborhood. This area is flush with
homes, schools, daycares, churches, playgrounds; a whole vibrant side of our community. This
same community has invested in a new elementary school in that area and we
have expectations that come with that investment.
I would second Rob Akey's Letter to editor in the Whitefish pilot on November 20th, that the size of
this project is excessive for the neighborhood and that it will have very real consequences on
traffic, safety and the character of the neighborhood. Regarding safety, just this month a child was
hit by a car while exiting a school bus outside of Whitefish. The traffic study for this project
estimated 196 new vehicle trips in this vicinity. Rubber-stamping the request for additional units
provides for that many more opportunities for an accident to happen again.
This project would adversely affect both the residents in the surrounding
neighborhoods, and anyone with school age children in the community. If approved, this
project increases the likelihood of traffic conflicts, accidents and injury. Therefore, I would like to see
this request sent to the Planning Board and then City Council for any further consideration.
Sincerely,
Trevor Gonser
433 7th St. W
Whitefish, MT 59937

EXTERNAL SENDER verified by City of Whitefish IT
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Hidalgo, Nate
Wendy Compton-Ring
Hidalgo, Matt; Hidalgo, Barbara
Apartment Development off Park and 7th
Friday, November 22, 2019 10:04:19 AM
image001.png
image002.png

Good morning,
I am one of many residents in the area that would be affected by the proposed apartment building.
Like many have said, despite whatever study may have been conducted, I don’t see how the current
infrastructure can sustain an influx of this nature. The area is already densely trafficked given the
academic facilities which is a blessing to the city, but adding a complex of this sort further hampers
an already struggling zone of the town for accessibility. While I agree apartments or affordable
housing options and the like are direly needed in Whitefish or the Flathead Valley for that matter, it
is my strong feeling this is not the right spot for such a project.
The real concern is how many units could potentially be put in the area. The max of 36 is the real
catcher here and in my opinion excessive. I don’t think many would have an objection to the
minimum end of what is allowed per zoning but to grant the exception that appears to be sought
after would be detrimental. My family and I oppose the project. Especially if the real goal here is
maximum profit for the developer and not the best interest of the immediate neighborhood and
town that would have to live with the decision for many years to come.
Thank you for your time and I truly hope this matters.
All the best.      

***We will be Closed for the 28th and 29th of November... Wishing you a
Happy and Safe Thanksgiving***

Nate Hidalgo
Escrow Officer
284 Flathead Ave., Suite 101 | Whitefish, MT 59937
O: (406) 862-7914 | F: (866) 269-7802 | D: (406) 863-5001
Visit Us Online | Connect on Facebook
Please send new orders to: WFNewOrders@fnf.com
Request Listing Packages via email to: MT-Listing@fnf.com

See what my clients are saying about me!
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Amanda Holliday
Wendy Compton-Ring
Proposal for apartment building on East Eighth Street and East Seventh Street
Wednesday, November 20, 2019 9:37:57 AM

Hello,
I am writing to express my concern regarding the proposed 36 unit apartment building
on East Eighth and East Seventh Street in Whitefish.
My biggest concern is the safety of the children attending schools in the area. I live on
Park Avenue, just blocks from this development. My son attends preschool at
Whitefish Community School which is located on East Eighth street adjacent to the
proposed development. There are 6 schools that surround this development—
Muldown, Camas, Children's House Montessori, Whitefish Christian Academy,
Whitefish Community School, and Whitefish High School.
For a traffic study to state that "no roadway capacity problems would be created in the
area and no mitigation would be necessary" seems unrealistic.  
Seventh Street already has huge congestion during school drop off and pick up times.
I cross Seventh Street to walk my son to school daily and the addition of 36 housing
units will undoubtedly affect traffic during those hours.
It is my understanding the site is zoned for 16 units. I feel it should remain at 16 and
approval for additional units beyond what the city has zoned for should not be
approved.
Thank you,
Amanda Holliday
-Amanda Holliday
amandarholliday@gmail.com
916.220.5597
linkedin.com/in/amandaholliday
FREE Guide—How To Write Subject Lines That Get People To Actually Open Your Emails

EXTERNAL SENDER verified by City of Whitefish IT
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Holly Huntsberger
Wendy Compton-Ring
Fwd: Letter of Opposition to 56 Unit Apartment Building Near Muldown Elementary
Thursday, November 21, 2019 10:52:56 AM

*correction to subject line: should have read "36 unit".
---------- Forwarded message --------From: Holly Huntsberger <hollyhuntsberger@gmail.com>
Date: Thu, Nov 21, 2019 at 10:45 AM
Subject: Letter of Opposition to 36 Unit Apartment Building Near Muldown Elementary
To: <wcompton-ring@cityofwhitefish.org>
Whitefish Planning and Building Department
City Hall
PO Box 158
Whitefish, MT 59937
wcompton-ring@cityofwhitefish.org
406-863-2410
Dear Whitefish Planning and Building Department –
I adamantly oppose the idea of constructing two 18 unit apartment buildings potentially
located on Eighth Street and Seventh Street near the Church of the Nazarene and Whitefish
Christian Academy.
I currently have a young child that attends Growing in God’s Love (GIGL) which is the
daycare/pre-school attached to the Church of the Nazarene and anyone who thinks that
adding 36 new units to this physical area in Whitefish, Montana is a good idea clearly has not
attempted to commute to school or work during pre or post school hours. This area is
extremely congested at present and an addition of that magnitude would only cause an
increased amount of traffic. The traffic study for this project clearly points out the issues that
would be created with an addition of multi-family units of this number. An increase of 196
new daily vehicle trips should be a clear indicator of why this is a bad idea.
In addition, for the past 10 years I have lived at 574 Somers Avenue which is in the direct
vicinity of this proposed project. The amount of traffic that our residential area receives is
already high volume due to the location of the elementary school and high school and I do not
think adding a 52 multi-family unit building project to this physical area in Whitefish is
sensible!
Also, in general, I do not like the idea of adding an increase in occupancy at that level to my
quaint neighborhood; nor do I like the idea of an apartment building being constructed and
inhabited mere feet away from where my child attends pre-school and will eventually attend
elementary school.
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The “avenues” of Whitefish are a special place. Please do NOT approve this project.
Concerned downtown Whitefish resident,
Holly Huntsberger

Holly Huntsberger

574 Somers Avenue
Whitefish, MT
hollyhuntsberger@gmail.com
406-570-4115
EXTERNAL SENDER verified by City of Whitefish IT
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Andy Huntsberger
Wendy Compton-Ring
Proposal for Two 18 Unit Apartments
Thursday, November 21, 2019 9:22:27 PM

City of Whitefish,
I am responding the the project listed below.
- A proposal to construct two apartment buildings on property between East Eighth Street and
East Seventh Street has been submitted to the City of Whitefish. Central Ave WF has
requested two administrative conditional use permit to develop two 18-unit apartment
buildings. The south building would be located on Eighth Street and the north building on
Seventh Street, along with a clubhouse on the property. Mick Ruis is listed as the developer of
the project, according to the application with the city.
I, Andy Huntsberger, a resident of 574 Somers Avenue Whitefish, MT I’m opposed to this
proposed project in its current state. I recognize that this location is zoned WR-4 High
Density residential, but there are some unique factors at this location.
First, it is my opinion that 36 Apartments and a clubhouse is too much to add in this specific
location. Between the schools, daycare facilities and church that are already located in this
area there is a ton of vehicle and pedestrian traffic. Also, I live in the neighborhood and the
traffic issues are not limited to school hours. I would ask that you come down to 6th street any
time day or night and observe the traffic and the speed of that traffic. I don’t believe that the
traffic study adequately takes into account the added volume, potential disruptions and issues.
The vehicle traffic and vehicle vs. pedestrian traffic at this site needs to be addressed prior to
approval.
2nd, it is my opinion that if this location was going to be approved I feel that 36 units is
entirely too many apartments. The cumulative effects of the other construction around town
and in the neighborhood needs to be considered. Numerous garage appartmens in the
neighborhood have been contstucted, along with a new subdivision in Cow Creek, numerous
units are being constructed south of town and there is another subdivision being planned by
the sewage plant to name a few. All of this new construction is placing a strain on Whitefish’s
infrastructure, traffic volume and overall quality of life.
I recognize that somebody has purchased this property and would like to build something on
it. This being said, I feel that the current project is going to add to much traffic and people to
this location. I ask that you not approve this project in its present state and look at an option
with alot less units or single family homes. It is currently zoned WR-4 high density
residential but the zoning can be changed and definitely feel this should be looked at prior to
approval.
Once projects like this are approved and constructed there is no turning back. Please take the
time to carefully consider this project and the impacts to the immediate area and
neighborhood.
Thank you for you time. Please contact me if you need any additional information.
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Andy Huntsberger
574 Somers Ave. Whitefish, MT
andyhuntsberger@gmail.com
(406) 249-5786

EXTERNAL SENDER verified by City of Whitefish IT
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sordid Seeds
Wendy Compton-Ring
Proposed Land Use Actions
Monday, November 18, 2019 10:17:12 PM

November 22, 2019
VIA EMAIL ONLY
Whitefish Planning Department
P.O. Box 158
Whitefish, MT 59937
wcompton-ring@cityofwhitefish.org
RE:

 ublic Comment
P
Proposed Land Use Actions: 1013 E. 7th Street & 1022 E. 8th Street
Commenting Owners: Alison Jameson & Brent Jameson 1009 8th St


To Whom It May Concern:
We own a single family home with a basement rental at 1009 8th St located less
than a block west of the proposed projects referenced above. Please consider the
following as a portion our comments pertaining to both proposed projects. We
believe that each of these comments demonstrates that this project would adversely
and injuriously affect our personal and legal interests not only by devaluing our
property, but also by detracting from our legal right to quiet enjoyment
of our property, reasonable amounts of vehicular traffic, and safety of our
neighborhood. Additionally, many of them cannot be mitigated through conditions
of approval without materially altering the proposal.
1.

The proposal includes an inappropriately large number of units for the
location.

These properties are zoned WR-4. This allows as a matter of right only
7 dwelling units per lot, which would make the right maximum for this project a
total of 14 units, per WCC §11-21-2. This project involves 36 units, more than
double what the zoning allows as a matter of right.
This number is too large given the extreme proximity of the development to three
schools, four preschools, and several facilities housing elderly tenants. The project
will create increased traffic and the resulting decreased pedestrian and bicycle
safety in an already traffic-stressed corridor, all of which will disproportionately
and adversely affect school children and the elderly, two vulnerable populations
whose long-standing interests in this particular neighborhood should be given
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strong consideration.
That the zoning allows only 7 units per lot as a matter of right is significant because
those restrictions were put in place for good reasons and after multiple studies and
years of planning. Conditional uses should be the exception to those rules; they
should not themselves evolve into more lenient rules under which every conditional
use permit applied for is granted.
In addition, as discussed in more detail below, there is simply no residential
construction on this scale nearby, and therefore the project would change the nature
of the neighborhood, not to abe compatible with it as required by §11-7-8(J7).
This excessive number of units cannot be mitigated through conditions of approval.

2.

Rather than addressing the additional traffic this project
will create in an already traffic clogged corridor, the
proposal seems to deny the existence of the problem.

Per §11-7-8(J6), a Conditional Use Permit may be granted only if the proposal
effectively deals with traffic circulation. This proposal does not. The traffic report
submitted by the developer does not appear to provide or address facts that would
be key to any traffic analysis of this project, and comes to the incredible conclusion
that the development will essentially have no effect on traffic in a neighborhood
already stressed by it.
First, the traffic data provided by the report (Traffic Report at Appendix
A) contains no data for the intersections most affected by the proposed
development: Columbia and 7th, and Spokane and 13th. While it purports to
provide some analysis of the impact of the development on Columbia and 7th
(Traffic Report at 8-9), these are based upon a figure of 13 AM peak hour trips for a
36 unit development (Traffic Report at 6). The report does not address the basis for
its reality-defying assumption that 36 units will generate only 13 AM peak hour
trips. Does the report contemplate that most of the development’s residents will be
unemployed? Does it contemplate that most of them will not have vehicles? Does it
contemplate that each unit will have only one resident? If so, this contradicts what
we know about the nature of most Whitefish residents, i.e. that they are employed,
that they do own vehicles, and that they often live with others.
Additionally, the description of one of our streets, Park Avenue (Traffic Study at 2),
neglects to describe or address the portions of Park Avenue most affected by the
development—the portions between 8th and 6th—and instead states only that Park
Avenue “extends south from 8th Street and connects with Voerman Road to the
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southeast” and describes the vehicle count on that section of the road only.
Finally, the report contains no discussion at all of the well-known traffic problems
which already exist in the area, particularly along 7th Street during school pick-up,
drop-off, and event times, let alone how a 36-unit development will not have any
adverse impact on this already existent problem on 7th Street when, in the words of
the developer’s own traffic study, “total traffic on 8th Street will remain relatively
low” (Traffic Study at 8). During those peak AM hours, traffic hazards already
exist, due to drivers using 8th and Park as well as 8th and the alleyway between
Park and the proposed development to avoid the traffic along Columbia and 7th,
often at unsafe speeds. A high-density residential development like the one
proposed will make this situation even worse, and the fact that the traffic report
does not even address it is cause for concern in and of itself.
Again, this is an issue that cannot be mitigated through conditions of approval, and
that will injuriously affect the interests of all homeowners in the neighborhood,
including us.
4.

The proposal fails to adequately mitigate noise pollution from this project
into the property of adjacent owners to the west and those to the west of
them.

Per §11-7-8(J4), a Conditional Use Permit may be granted only if the proposal
effectively deals with the detrimental neighborhood impact of noise. This proposal
does not even substantively address noise, let alone effectively deal with it. The
only language we could find is that “limited noise…[is] anticipated for the project.”
This says and means nothing. The development contains outdoor common area,
including an outdoor hot tub, but no restrictions whatsoever in terms of the noise
generated by those amenities, which will be located adjacent to our property. There
are no restrictions on the number of people who can use the hot tub at once, no
restrictions on the hours during which the hot tub may be used, and no restrictions
on noise generated by those using the hot tub. As far as we can tell, residents will be
able to use the hot tub 24 hours per daywithout restriction, which will inevitably
result in additional noise. The proposal contains no restrictions whatsoever
regarding dogs, either, which given the density of this development creates a
significant noise concern.
4.

The proposed development conflicts with the present community character,
scale, and context of the surrounding neighborhood.

Per §11-7-8(J4), a Conditional Use Permit may be granted only if the proposal is
compatible with the surrounding neighborhood in terms of structural bulk and
massing, scale, context, density, and community character. This proposal is
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not. There is simply no residential construction of this scale present in the
neighborhood. The condos to the north of the project on Pine that the developer
references (CUP Answers at Question 8) contain 12 units, not 36, and do not come
close in height to what the developer proposes here. The homes to the west of the
project are single family homes. School and church facilities along with a small
Northwestern Energy facility border the project to the east and south; none of these
are residential construction. Thus, it is difficult to discern what the developer meant
when it asserted generally that the project “fits well” with what is nearby (CUP
Answers at Question 8).
This concern cannot be mitigated with conditions of approval, as addressing it
meaningfully would require substantive alteration of the proposal.
6. Given

the extreme proximity to and significant effect upon three schools and
four preschools, this project should be the subject of a complete and
transparent public process, not approved quietly through an administrative
conditional use permit.

Because it affects two public schools, one private school, and four preschools, this
project constitutes a matter of concern to all residents of the school district, not just
adjacent property owners. For this reason, the City should welcome and encourage
full transparency about the project and full opportunity for public comment; it
should not issue a quiet administrative approval with no public board or council
meeting. As the City Code provides, “The granting of a conditional use permit is a
matter of grace, resting in the discretion of the City Council and a refusal is not the
denial of a right, conditional or otherwise.” §11-7-8(K).
For all of the reasons stated above, our request is that a public hearing on this
project be scheduled before the Planning Board and City Council according to the
process outlined in the Whitefish City Code.
Sincerely,
Alison Jameson & Brent Jameson

EXTERNAL SENDER verified by City of Whitefish IT
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Teddi Johannsen
Wendy Compton-Ring
CUP on 8th Street
Thursday, November 21, 2019 8:11:18 PM

I oppose the proposed CUP that the developer Central Ave WF has submitted to develop two
18 unit apartment buildings on 8th Street.
The traffic in the neighborhood is already congested, the buildings would not add any more
affordable housing for the working forces of Whitefish, and there is no reason we need that
many units; it doesn't fit with the character of the downtown neighborhood.
For these reasons, I believe the planning department should deny the CUP.
EXTERNAL SENDER verified by City of Whitefish IT
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Cassi Johannsen
Wendy Compton-Ring
Proposed CUP on 8th Street
Wednesday, November 20, 2019 2:38:38 PM

I live in Old Town and I oppose the proposed CUP that the developer Central Ave WF has
submitted to develop two 18 unit apartment buildings on 8th Street.
The traffic in the neighborhood is already congested, the buildings would not add any more
affordable housing for the working forces of Whitefish, and there is no reason we need that
many units; it doesn't fit with the character of the downtown neighborhood.
For these reasons, I believe the planning department should deny the CUP.
--

Cassi Johannsen
Office Assistant/Realtor
601 Spokane Avenue
Whitefish, MT 59937
www.NationalParksRealty.com
Office: 406.862.8400
Cell: 406.250.2765
Licensed in the State of Montana
License #RRE-RBS-LIC-54271

EXTERNAL SENDER verified by City of Whitefish IT
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Paul Johannsen
Wendy Compton-Ring
Conditional Use Permit on 8th Street
Thursday, November 21, 2019 12:53:15 PM

I oppose the proposed CUP that the developer Central Ave WF has submitted to develop two
18 unit apartment buildings on 8th Street.
The traffic in the neighborhood is already congested, the buildings would not add any more
affordable housing for the working forces of Whitefish, and there is no reason we need that
many units; it doesn't fit with the character of the downtown neighborhood.
For these reasons, I believe the planning department should deny the CUP.
Best regards
Paul Johannsen
EXTERNAL SENDER verified by City of Whitefish IT
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From:
To:
Date:

Marie Fleming
Wendy Compton-Ring
Thursday, November 21, 2019 11:35:37 AM

November 22, 2019
VIA EMAIL ONLY
Whitefish Planning Department
P.O. Box 158
Whitefish, MT 59937
wcompton-ring@cityofwhitefish.org
RE:Public Comment
Proposed Land Use Actions:1013 E. 7th Street & 1022 E. 8th Street
Commenting Owners: John and Marie Fleming 622 Park Avenue
To Whom It May Concern:
My husband and I own 622 Park, where we've lived for 31 years. Our home is
across 7th St from the proposed projects referenced above. We believe that
these comments clearly show that this project would negatively and
injuriously affect our personal and legal interests not only be devaluing
our property but also by detracting from our quiet and safe enjoyment of
our property and neighborhood. Additionally, these proposed projects would
significantly increase the traffic in an already congested and high risk
area, near 4 schools, 2 day cares, a church and the Whitefish Manor. The
proposal found an increase of 198 vehicles per day, which will
significantly and negatively impact our neighborhood. Vehicles already
travel far above the posted speed limit, putting the children that live and
play in our area at extreme risk. I would like you to consider the homeowners that have owned and lived in this
neighborhood for 10 ,20,30 and yes 60+ years . , any of my below concerns
cannot be mitigated through the process of approval without significantly
altering the proposal.
1. The proposal includes an inappropriately large number of units for the location.
These properties are zoned WR-4. This allows as a matter of right only 7 dwelling units per lot, which would make
the of right maximum for this project a total of 14 units, per WCC §11-21-2. This project involves 36 units, more
than double what the zoning allows as a matter of right.
This number is too large given the extreme proximity of the development to three schools, four preschools, and
several facilities housing elderly tenants. The project will create increased traffic and the resulting decreased
pedestrian and bicycle safety in an already traffic-stressed corridor, all of which will disproportionately and
adversely affect school children and the elderly, two vulnerable populations whose long-standing interests in this
particular neighborhood should be given strong consideration.
That the zoning allows only 7 units per lot as a matter of right is significant because those restrictions were put in
place for good reasons and after multiple studies and years of planning. Conditional uses should the exception to
those rules; they should not themselves evolve into more lenient rules under which every conditional use permit
applied for is granted.
In addition, as discussed in more detail below, there is simply no residential construction on this scale nearby, and
therefore the project would change the nature of the neighborhood, not be compatible with it as required by §11-78(J7).
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This excessive number of units cannot be mitigated through conditions of approval.
2. The proposal does not adequately mitigate light pollution from this project into the property of adjacent owners to
the west.
Our home is among several single family homes adjacent to the proposed project to the west. Both our bedroom
window and our seven-year-old son’s face east toward the project’s parking lot. Sheet A2.0 of the site plans calls for
four street lights in the parking area adjacent to our bedrooms where presently there are no lights. Per Sheet A9.2,
these lights are two stories tall, and per the GARDCO specifications submitted, these lights have no side shielding
whatsoever. This means that all four of them will shine directly into our bedrooms all night, every night, that we
cannot enjoy having our windows open at night in the warmer months, and that we cannot avoid imprisoning
ourselves in our own bedrooms with blackout curtains. As if this were not enough, the plans (Sheet A9.2) depict a
fence facing our property that is only 5’ tall and that is not opaque, meaning that every single vehicle which turns to
enter or exit the parking lot will shine its headlights into our bedrooms, and that the fence will do nothing to mitigate
light from the street lights. This is extremely detrimental to our right to quiet enjoyment of our property because it
interferes with our ability to open our windows or curtains and to sleep in our bedrooms, and decreases the property
value because potential buyers are not interested in illuminated bedrooms which are not conducive to sleep or
relaxation.
Despite purporting to do so, the proposal does not actually address this concern. In the developer’s answer to
Question 8 of the CUP application, it states only that “we propose to keep sight lighting to a minimum and use the
exterior fixtures planned for the elementary school and keep the building lighting to a minimum at the entrances and
at the private patios.” In reality, this means nothing because “keeping lighting to a minimum” is subjective, and the
plans call for lighting that will obviously have a negative impact on our property. The developer says also nothing
about side guards which would help to direct at least some light away from the single family homes to the west,
meaning that it does not intend to install any, either on the street lights or on the building’s exterior lights.
Constant light shining into our bedrooms all night, every night would not only devalue our property, but would also
detracting from our right to quiet enjoyment of our property.
3. Rather than addressing the additional traffic this project will create in an already traffic clogged corridor, the
proposal seems to deny the existence of the problem.
Per §11-7-8(J6), a Conditional Use Permit may be granted only if the proposal effectively deals with traffic
circulation. This proposal does not. The traffic report submitted by the developer does not appear to provide or
address facts that would be key to any traffic analysis of this project, and comes to the incredible conclusion that the
development will essentially have no effect on traffic in a neighborhood already stressed by it.
First, the traffic data provided by the report (Traffic Report at Appendix A) contains no data for the intersections
most affected by the proposed development: Columbia and 7th, and Spokane and 13th. While it purports to provide
some analysis of the impact of the development on Columbia and 7th (Traffic Report at 8-9), these are based upon a
figure of 13 AM peak hour trips for a 36 unit development (Traffic Report at 6). The report does not address the
basis for its reality-defying assumption that 36 units will generate only 13 AM peak hour trips. Does the report
contemplate that most of the development’s residents will be unemployed? Does it contemplate that most of them
will not have vehicles? Does it contemplate that each unit will have only one resident? If so, this contradicts what
we know about the nature of most Whitefish residents, i.e. that they are employed, that they do own vehicles, and
that they often live with others.
Additionally, the description of our street, Park Avenue (Traffic Study at 2), neglects to describe or address the
portions of Park Avenue most affected by the development—the portions between 8th and 6th—and instead states
only that Park Avenue “extends south from 8th Street and connects with Voerman Road to the southeast” and
describes the vehicle count on that section of the road only.
Finally, the report contains no discussion at all of the well-known traffic problems which already exist in the area,
particularly along 7th Street during school pick-up, drop-off, and event times, let alone how a 36-unit development
will not have any adverse impact on this already existent problem on 7th Street when, in the words of the
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developer’s own traffic study, “total traffic on 8th Street will remain relatively low” (Traffic Study at 8). During
those peak AM hours, traffic hazards already exist, due to drivers using 8th and Park as well as 8th and the alleyway
between Park and the proposed development to avoid the traffic along Columbia and 7th, often at unsafe speeds. A
high-density residential development like the one proposed will make this situation even worse, and the fact that the
traffic report does not even address it is cause for concern in and of itself.
Again, this is an issue that cannot be mitigated through conditions of approval, and that will injuriously affect the
interests of all homeowners in the neighborhood, including us.
4. The proposal fails to adequately mitigate noise pollution from this project into the property of adjacent owners to
the west.
Per §11-7-8(J4), a Conditional Use Permit may be granted only if the proposal effectively deals with the detrimental
neighborhood impact of noise. This proposal does not even substantively address noise, let alone effectively deal
with it. The only language we could find is that “limited noise…[is] anticipated for the project.” This says and
means nothing. The development contains outdoor common area, including an outdoor hot tub, but no restrictions
whatsoever in terms of the noise generated by those amenities, which will be located adjacent to our property. There
are no restrictions on the number of people who can use the hot tub at once, no restrictions on the hours during
which the hot tub may be used, and no restrictions on noise generated by those using the hot tub. As far as we can
tell, residents will be able to use the hot tub 24 hours per day without restriction, which will inevitably result in
additional noise coming into our bedrooms at night, in addition to the light discussed above. The proposal contains
no restrictions whatsoever regarding dogs, either, which given the density of this development creates a significant
noise concern.
5. The proposed development conflicts with the present community character, scale, and context of the surrounding
neighborhood.
Per §11-7-8(J4), a Conditional Use Permit may be granted only if the proposal is compatible with the surrounding
neighborhood in terms of structural bulk and massing, scale, context, density, and community character. This
proposal is not. There is simply no residential construction of this scale present in the neighborhood. The condos to
the north of the project on Pine that the developer references (CUP Answers at Question 8) contain 12 units, not 36,
and do not come close in height to what the developer proposes here. The homes to the west of the project are single
family homes. School and church facilities along with a small Northwestern Energy facility border the project to the
east and south; none of these are residential construction. Thus, it is difficult to discern what the developer meant
when it asserted generally that the project “fits well” with what is nearby (CUP Answers at Question 8).
This concern cannot be mitigated with conditions of approval, as addressing it meaningfully would require
substantive alteration of the proposal.
6. Given the extreme proximity to and significant effect upon three schools and four preschools, this project should
be the subject of a complete and transparent public process, not approved quietly through an administrative
conditional use permit.
Because it affects two public schools, one private school, and four preschools, this project constitutes a matter of
concern to all residents of the school district, not just adjacent property owners. For this reason, the City should
welcome and encourage full transparency about the project and full opportunity for public comment; it should not
issue a quiet administrative approval with no public board or council meeting. As the City Code provides, “The
granting of a conditional use permit is a matter of grace, resting in the discretion of the City Council and a refusal is
not the denial of a right, conditional or otherwise.” §11-7-8(K).
For all of the reasons stated above, our request is that a public hearing on this project be scheduled before the
Planning Board and City Council according to the process outlined in the Whitefish City Code.
Sincerely,
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Brian Joos and Mariah Joos
EXTERNAL SENDER verified by City of Whitefish IT
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Brian & Mariah Joos
PO Box 1433
Whitefish, MT 59937

November 22, 2019
VIA EMAIL ONLY
Whitefish Planning Department
P.O. Box 158
Whitefish, MT 59937
wcompton-ring@cityofwhitefish.org
RE:

Public Comment
Proposed Land Use Actions: 1013 E. 7th Street & 1022 E. 8th Street
Commenting Owners:
Brian & Mariah Joos, 711 Park Avenue

To Whom It May Concern:
We own a single family home at 711 Park Avenue located west of and adjacent to the proposed
projects referenced above. Please consider the following as our comments pertaining to both
proposed projects. We believe that each of these comments demonstrates that this project would
adversely and injuriously affect our personal and legal interests not only by devaluing our
property, but also by detracting from our legal right to quiet enjoyment of our property.
Additionally, many of them cannot be mitigated through conditions of approval without
materially altering the proposal.
1. The proposal includes an inappropriately large number of units for the location.
These properties are zoned WR-4. This allows as a matter of right only 7 dwelling units per lot,
which would make the of right maximum for this project a total of 14 units, per WCC §11-21-2.
This project involves 36 units, more than double what the zoning allows as a matter of right.
This number is too large given the extreme proximity of the development to three schools, four
preschools, and several facilities housing elderly tenants. The project will create increased traffic
and the resulting decreased pedestrian and bicycle safety in an already traffic-stressed corridor,
all of which will disproportionately and adversely affect school children and the elderly, two
vulnerable populations whose long-standing interests in this particular neighborhood should be
given strong consideration.
That the zoning allows only 7 units per lot as a matter of right is significant because those
restrictions were put in place for good reasons and after multiple studies and years of planning.
Conditional uses should the exception to those rules; they should not themselves evolve into
more lenient rules under which every conditional use permit applied for is granted.
In addition, as discussed in more detail below, there is simply no residential construction on this
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Whitefish Planning Department
November 22, 2019
Page 2 of 4
scale nearby, and therefore the project would change the nature of the neighborhood rather than
being compatible with it as required by §11-7-8(J7).
This excessive number of units cannot be mitigated through conditions of approval.
2. The proposal does not adequately mitigate light pollution from this project into the
property of adjacent owners to the west.
Our home is among several single family homes adjacent to the proposed project to the west.
Both our bedroom window and that of our seven-year-old son face east toward the project’s
parking lot. Sheet A2.0 of the site plans calls for four street lights in the parking area adjacent to
our bedrooms where presently there are no lights. Per Sheet A9.2, these lights are two stories tall,
and per the GARDCO specifications submitted, these lights have no side shielding whatsoever.
This means that all four of them will shine directly into our bedrooms all night, every night, that
we cannot enjoy having our windows open at night in the warmer months, and that we cannot
avoid imprisoning ourselves in our own bedrooms with blackout curtains. As if this were not
enough, the plans (Sheet A9.2) depict a fence facing our property that is only 5’ tall and that is
not opaque, meaning that every single vehicle which turns to enter or exit the parking lot will
shine its headlights into our bedrooms, and that the fence will do nothing to mitigate light from
the street lights. This is extremely detrimental to our right to quiet enjoyment of our property
because it interferes with our ability to open our windows or curtains and to sleep undisturbed in
our bedrooms. It decreases our property value because potential buyers are not interested in
illuminated bedrooms which are not conducive to sleep or relaxation.
Despite purporting to do so, the proposal does not actually address this concern. In the
developer’s answer to Question 8 of the CUP application, it states only that “we propose to keep
sight lighting to a minimum and use the exterior fixtures planned for the elementary school and
keep the building lighting to a minimum at the entrances and at the private patios.” In reality, this
means nothing because “keeping lighting to a minimum” is subjective, and the plans could not
more clearly call for lighting that will obviously have a negative impact on our property. The
developer also says nothing about side guards which would help to direct at least some light
away from the single family homes to the west, meaning that it does not intend to install any,
either on the street lights or on the building’s exterior lights.
Constant light shining into our bedrooms all night, every night would not only devalue our
property, but would also detract from our right to quiet enjoyment of our property.
3. Rather than addressing the additional traffic this project will create in an already
traffic clogged corridor, the proposal seems to deny the existence of the problem.
Per §11-7-8(J6), a Conditional Use Permit may be granted only if the proposal effectively deals
with traffic circulation. This proposal does not. The traffic report submitted by the developer
does not appear to provide or address facts that would be key to any traffic analysis of this
project, and comes to the incredible conclusion that the development will essentially have no
effect on traffic in a neighborhood already stressed by it.
First, the traffic data provided by the report (Traffic Report at Appendix A) contains no data for
the intersections most affected by the proposed development: Columbia and 7th, and Spokane
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Whitefish Planning Department
November 22, 2019
Page 3 of 4
and 13th. While it purports to provide some analysis of the impact of the development on
Columbia and 7th (Traffic Report at 8-9), these are based upon a figure of 13 AM peak hour trips
for a 36 unit development (Traffic Report at 6). The report does not address the basis for its
reality-defying assumption that 36 units will generate only 13 AM peak hour trips. Does the
report contemplate that most of the development’s residents will be unemployed? Does it
contemplate that most of them will not have vehicles? Does it contemplate that each unit will
have only one resident and only one car? If so, this contradicts what we know about the nature of
most Whitefish residents, i.e. that they are employed, that they do own vehicles, and that they
often live with others, and that most adults own a vehicle of their own.
Additionally, the description of our street, Park Avenue (Traffic Study at 2), neglects to describe
or address the portions of Park Avenue most affected by the development—the portions between
8th and 6th—and instead states only that Park Avenue “extends south from 8th Street and
connects with Voerman Road to the southeast” and then goes on to describe the vehicle count on
that section of the road only, ignoring the section of Park Avenue most affected.
Finally, the report contains no discussion at all of the well-known traffic problems which already
exist in the area, particularly along 7th Street during school pick-up, drop-off, and event times,
let alone how a 36-unit development will not have any adverse impact on this already existent
problem on 7th Street when, in the words of the developer’s own traffic study, “total traffic on 8th
Street will remain relatively low” (Traffic Study at 8). During those peak AM hours, traffic
hazards already exist, due to drivers using 8th and Park as well as 8th and the alleyway between
Park and the proposed development to avoid the traffic along Columbia and 7th, often at unsafe
speeds. A high-density residential development like the one proposed will make this situation
even worse, and the fact that the traffic report does not even address it is cause for concern in and
of itself. Further, the proposed fence, which as discussed above does nothing to mitigate light
pollution, will act as a barrier so that pedestrians in the alleyway can no longer get out of the way
of shortcutters in vehicles speeding through the alley.
Again, this is an issue that cannot be mitigated through conditions of approval, and that will
injuriously affect the interests of all homeowners in the neighborhood, including us.
4. The proposal fails to adequately mitigate noise pollution from this project into the
property of adjacent owners to the west.
Per §11-7-8(J4), a Conditional Use Permit may be granted only if the proposal effectively deals
with the detrimental neighborhood impact of noise. This proposal does not even substantively
address noise, let alone effectively deal with it. The only language we could find is that “limited
noise…[is] anticipated for the project.” This says and means nothing. The development contains
outdoor common area, including an outdoor hot tub, but no restrictions whatsoever in terms of
the noise generated by those amenities, which will be located adjacent to our property. There are
no restrictions on the number of people who can use the hot tub at once, no restrictions on the
hours during which the hot tub may be used, and no restrictions on noise generated by those
using the hot tub. As far as we can tell, residents will be able to use the hot tub 24 hours per day
without restriction, which will inevitably result in additional noise coming into our bedrooms at
night, in addition to the light discussed above. The proposal contains no restrictions whatsoever
regarding dogs, either, which given the density of this development creates a significant noise
concern. The developer must be made to address these problems meaningfully as required by law
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Whitefish Planning Department
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before any conditional use permit can be considered.
5. The proposed development conflicts with the present community character, scale, and
context of the surrounding neighborhood.
Per §11-7-8(J4), a Conditional Use Permit may be granted only if the proposal is compatible with
the surrounding neighborhood in terms of structural bulk and massing, scale, context, density,
and community character. This proposal is not. There is simply no residential construction of this
scale present in the neighborhood. The condos to the north of the project on Pine that the
developer references (CUP Answers at Question 8) contain 12 units, not 36, and do not come
close in height to what the developer proposes here. The homes to the west of the project are
single family homes. School and church facilities along with a small Northwestern Energy
facility border the project to the east and south; none of these are residential construction. Thus,
it is difficult to discern what the developer meant when it asserted generally that the project “fits
well” with what is nearby (CUP Answers at Question 8). Anyone who takes the time to walk the
neighborhood can plainly see that it is inaccurate to say that something like what is proposed
here “fits well.”
This concern cannot be mitigated with conditions of approval, as addressing it meaningfully
would require substantive alteration of the proposal.
6. Given the extreme proximity to and significant effect upon three schools and four
preschools, this project should be the subject of a complete and transparent public
process, not approved quietly through an administrative conditional use permit.
Because it affects two public schools, one private school, and four preschools, this project
constitutes a matter of concern to all residents of the school district, not just adjacent property
owners. For this reason, the City should welcome and encourage full transparency about the
project and full opportunity for public comment; it should not issue a quiet administrative
approval with no public board or council meeting. As the City Code provides, “The granting of a
conditional use permit is a matter of grace, resting in the discretion of the City Council and a
refusal is not the denial of a right, conditional or otherwise.” §11-7-8(K).
For all of the reasons stated above, our request is that a public hearing on this project be
scheduled before the Planning Board and City Council according to the process outlined in the
Whitefish City Code.
Sincerely,
/s/ Brian Joos
/s/ Mariah Joos
Brian Joos and Mariah Joos
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

christina larsen
Wendy Compton-Ring
Concern about higher density development on 7th street near schools
Friday, November 22, 2019 11:17:42 AM

Dear Ms. Compton-Ring,
I understand the developer for the field on 7st Street near the schools is requesting a
conditional use permit so that he or she may increase the density and double the number of
housing units. As a homeowner and full time resident of the 7th block of Somers Avenue I am
concerned about the impact of increased vehicle traffic resulting from this proposal.
The proposed increased units, along with the recently approved expansion of the Whitefish
Christian School, the new development off JP Road, and the new development slated for the
former North Valley Hospital site seem likely to increase vehicle traffic and congestion on
residential streets such as 7th and 8th street tremendously, and to increase the pressure on
the intersection of 13st St. and Spokane Avenue/Hwy 93. That intersection already has so
much congestion that drivers on 13th Street must often wait through 2-3 cycles of the traffic
light.
Certainly growth is in Whitefish is inevitable, but I have noted that growth in recent years has
made it increasingly for resident drivers and even bicyclists and pedestrians to go about their
business in town. The increased density proposed for this development seems likely to
exacerbate the problem.
I oppose granting a conditional use permit to the 7th Street developer because of my concerns
about increased traffic and congestion.
I also note that much of the traffic in the neighborhood comes from school pick ups and drop
offs. I encourage the City to work with the school district to find better solutions, such as
increased school bus/shuttle service, to mitigate this vehicle congestion and its attendant
safety risks, inconvenience, and air pollution for neighborhood residents.
Thank you for considering my opinion.
Sincerely,
Christina Larsen

EXTERNAL SENDER verified by City of Whitefish IT
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Chad Lessard
Wendy Compton-Ring
1013 E 7th St. C.U.P.
Tuesday, November 19, 2019 3:45:59 PM

To whom it may concern,
           The proposed land use (CUP) issued for this property should be denied by the zoning
administration.
East 7th street is a dead end road with only a few ways to exit this neighborhood, all of which are
through
residential neighborhoods with school zones and 25mph speed limits.
East 7th street is the main route in to access multiple public and commercial properties that already
exist.
A list of what is already adjacent E.7th street.
Three Schools, two daycares, two senior living apartment complexes, a nursing home (which
operates 24/7 with 90
employees), a employee housing apartment building, a larger apartment complex and a church.
In this area, Whitefish has the largest elementary school in the state. Current traffic issues will not
be lessoned
just because of a school being built with a slight re-routing of school traffic. Most all of the traffic is
along Columbia
and down seventh, then right back the same way out because of the dead end.
   Other than more traffic, allowing more units will degrade the quality of the neighborhood other
ways:
Overcrowding , noise, light pollution and devaluing the surrounding properties should all be
considered.
I hope Whitefish can deny the deep pockets of developers wanting to create whatever they want
wherever they want.
Best,
Chad Lessard (22 year Whitefish Resident)

EXTERNAL SENDER verified by City of Whitefish IT
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Judi Lessard
Wendy Compton-Ring
Muldown Neighborhood Votes NO on CUP for 36 Unit Appt Complex
Wednesday, November 20, 2019 9:07:13 PM

City of Whitefish; To Whom it May Concern,
I am a property owner and reside at 705 Somers Ave, along with ownership of property of 725
Kalispell Ave writing in response to the Administrative Conditional Use Permit to develop 2 18 Unit apartment buildings at 1013 E 7th Street. I strongly oppose the CUP for the following
reasons:
CURRENT WR4 ZONING
This is above and beyond what the property is zoned WR4 for; 7 units per parcel,
totaling 14 total units per WCC §11-21-2. This CUP involves 36 units, more than
double what the zoning allows. Not the proposed 36 total units.
There is no commercial construction on this scale within the neighborhood
resulting in changing the nature, feel and value of the neighborhood. Conversely
not being compatible as required by § 11-7-8(J7)
City of Whitefish should have denied the inappropriate proposal before getting to
this point.
TRAFFIC:
Per §11-7-8(J6), a Conditional Use Permit may be granted only if the proposal effectively
deals with traffic circulation.

The neighborhood currently is at it's MAX for high capacity traffic given the
commercial property(s) already in place at a dead end outlet;
Muldown Elementary, Whitefish High school, Children's House
Montessori, Gigl Daycare and Whitefish Community School, Whitefish
Manor, Whitefish Center Nursing Home & apartments adjacent to these
locations.
This is an issue at ALL times of day, not just AM/PM high traffic times.
The addition of 36 units will adversely affect school children, the elderly and all
neighbors.
7th street currently has the feel of a "busy", "commercial" street and I
question allowing my children to play on the sidewalks during high traffic
times.
Speeding currently is an issue that needs to be addressed on 7th street.
Allotted parking for the complex will spill over into the street resulting in traffic
issues such as safety and snow removal concerns including those children that
walk to school, including my children and neighbors.
Increase traffic results in increased vehicle collision & pedestrian harm.
A traffic study needs to be completed to address the current issues at hand.
FINANCIAL
Apartment complexes in neighborhoods devalue surrounding properties
financially affecting all adjacent and surrounding properties, including the two my
spouse and I current own; directly affecting our financial future.
NOISE
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Per §11-7-8(J4), a CUP may be granted only if the proposal effectively deals with
the detrimental neighborhood impact of noise.
More population = increase Light & Decibel noise. Simple.
CITY OF WHITEFISH INFRASTRUCTURE
Water rates continually rise and cannot keep up with the growing population.
Need the City be reminded of current sewer issues needing addressed?
KEEP WHITEFISH - WHITEFISH
Ask yourself: "Would I want a 36 unit apartment complex built in my backyard?"
Don't succumb to developers attempting to take over what makes Whitefish a
place we all want to live and call home.
Sincerely,
Judi Lessard
Resident Homeowner
705 Somers Ave
Whitefish, MT
EXTERNAL SENDER verified by City of Whitefish IT
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Judith Little
Wendy Compton-Ring
your apt complex!!
Friday, November 22, 2019 8:27:08 AM

I do NOT feel this is a good place for an apt complex! You already have traffic problems in
the morning, afternoon and after school! There is no way you can get on the main streets from
this side of town!
You have all the schools, preschools & daycare in this part of town! Now your going to put
apartment complexes in here! They just fill up with people selling drugs you will have even
more problems with your drugs in this town! I have seen what these places do for the drug
sellers & you already have problems with drugs!
Just a couple of reasons I see that this is not a good place! Kind of putting the cart before the
horse!
Thanks,
Judi
743 Somers Ave
EXTERNAL SENDER verified by City of Whitefish IT
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

greg loberg
Wendy Compton-Ring
E 7th Street Apartments North and South
Friday, November 22, 2019 8:29:12 AM

I reside at 707 Park Ave. adjacent to proposed apartments. I would like to add my comments
to the others you have received from affected neighbors. We largely agree that the current
zoning for the property is acceptable and should remain unchanged. You no doubt have read
the numerous reasons for concern about changing the zoning to afford more units. We do not
agree with the finding that there will be minimal traffic congestion resulting from the proposed
units. There is very limited egress to Spokane Avenue where currently during school drop off
time it is common to have traffic backed up to the river and often 10th Street to get the traffic
light at 13th Street. I would like to see more study on this project by the city planning board.
Sincerely Greg Loberg
EXTERNAL SENDER verified by City of Whitefish IT
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November 19, 2019
Whitefish Planning Department
P.O. Box 158
Whitefish, MT 59937
dtaylor@cityofwhitefish.org
RE: Public Comment
Proposed Land Use Actions:
1013 E. 7th Street & 1022 E. 8th Street
Commenting Owner:
Sara Lombardi-Thorman 709 Park Ave. Whitefish
Attention Whitefish City Planning Board and City Council Members:
I am the owner of a home at 709 Park Ave. adjacent and directly west of the proposed
apartment complex. I moved to this neighborhood in 1982 and have seen neighbors come
and go, raise their children and die in there homes. I have made many friends through
the years and have felt safe and welcome. My hope is to die in my home and pass on the
opportunity for my grown children to choose to remodel or rebuild on the property and join
the neighborhood where they grew up. It is my understanding that the 2-lot properties
behind mine and my neighbors homes are zoned for 16 residential units total, which I feel
is acceptable for the size of the two lots and the density of the neighborhood. Considering
building 36 apartment units on these two lots concerns me on many levels. I feel that the
proposed Administrative Conditional Use Permit is forcing overcrowding; air, noise, and
light pollution; greater traffic congestion and deflated property values onto our community.
In addressing the pollution, I have reviewed the blue prints and the second mapping of
the proposed parking lot. The plans appears to place the larger parking area at the west
end of the property—indicating that cars will be moving in and out of spaces whenever
they need to using their head lights when warranted. Therefore, one can conclude that
lights will be streaming constantly after dark into our bedrooms and living rooms even
kitchens daily. Added to that is the concern that light posts will be required for security
reasons in the parking areas as well as on the two complexes buildings. I already suffer
the light invasions from the Whitefish Christian School and The new Muldown Elementary
school. I liken the experience to living next door to a shopping mall. Sleep deprivation is
detrimental to our health in several areas of body and mind. The noise from the hot tube
being placed next to the alley will contribute to a party like atmosphere and could
potentially create excessive noise. The exhausts from the cars will add to the air pollution.
It is my understanding that the traffic survey was completed during the summer months
rather than during the nine months of school. To state that 36 units will only generate 52
cars is speculation. But to consider that our workforce will be working on Big Mountain (I
know its Whitefish Resort), at the hospital or on construction crews and expect them to
walk to work is unrealistic. Even service workers and restaurant personnel will not be
walking or riding their bikes to town during the winter months. One can realistically expect
70 cars to be present in a complex this size while adding visitors; so 52 spaces will not
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accommodate the realistic amount of cars. One can only infer cars will be congesting the
side streets of 7th and 8th. To see all that additional traffic added to the existing school
traffic is scary. We have no idea how the 8th street extension will play out or what will
happen at the corner of Pine and 7th when Muldown is opened.
Lastly I would like to address the deflation of property values. Our neighborhood is
constantly growing and changing in a healthy manner at this time. People are buying older
and smaller homes to live in this neighborhood. They choose to remodel or rebuild,
preventing the neighborhood from falling into decay. To understand this concern of
deflation one just has to visit west Kalispell off Meridian both east and west or west off 5th
Ave W. to see what happens to neighborhoods that experience the arrival of apartment
complexes. The majority of Kalispell neighborhood growth is outside the city. New housing
divisions are sprouting up on the outskirts because people don’t want to buy, rebuild or
remodel in the city when they can buy or rent in a neighborhood without severe density
and decay. People move to Whitefish for the joy of being a part of a neighborhood. Too
high density takes that away. Allow folks to breathe fresh air, walk safe streets, and enjoy
a few stars once-in-awhile—even the full autumn moon. When I leave this planet and my
children inherit my home, I want them to have a place of value.
I would now like to include the shared details and research the Muldown neighborhood
members have complied.
1. The proposal includes an inappropriately large number of units for the location.
These properties are zoned WR-4. This allows as a matter of right only 8 dwelling units
per lot, which would make the of right maximum for this project a total of 16 units, per the
letter sent to adjacent landowners by the developer’s architect. This project involves 36
units, more than double what the zoning allows as a matter of right.
This number is too large given the extreme proximity of the development to three schools,
four preschools, and several facilities housing elderly tenants. The project will create
increased traffic and the resulting decreased pedestrian and bicycle safety in an already
traffic-stressed corridor, all of which will disproportionately and adversely affect school
children and the elderly, two vulnerable populations whose long-standing interests in this
particular neighborhood should be given strong consideration.
That the zoning allows only 8 units per lot as a matter of right is significant because those
restrictions were put in place for good reasons and after multiple studies and years of
planning. Conditional uses should be the exception to those rules; they should not
themselves evolve into more lenient rules under which every conditional use permit
applied for is granted. Why spend the time, money, and manpower putting together the
Whitefish Master Plan with zoning, if anyone can come in and change it for any reason?
Do we really want to have a lot of “spot zoning” throughout our town, or do we want to
take advantage of being able to plan what Whitefish will look like before it’s too late? I
feel it is a slap in the face to the people who spent so much time and energy helping
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create our vision for the future.
In addition, as discussed in more detail below, there is simply no residential construction
on this scale nearby, and therefore the project would change the nature of the
neighborhood, not be compatible with it as required by §11-7-8(J7).
This excessive number of units cannot be mitigated through conditions of approval.
2. The proposal does not adequately mitigate light pollution from this project into
the property of adjacent owners to the west.
My home is among several single family homes adjacent to the proposed project to the
west. My master bedroom window would be lit up like Times Square if this project is built
out to plan. Sheet A2.0 of the site plans calls for four street lights in the parking area
adjacent to our bedrooms where presently there are no lights. Per Sheet A9.2, these lights
are two stories tall, and per the GARDCO specifications submitted, these lights have no
side shielding whatsoever. This means that all four of them will shine directly into my
bedroom all night, every night. Stargazing our beautiful Montana Sky? Not anymore.
This definitely affects my lifestyle and enjoyment of this quaint, quiet, dark neighborhood.
The value of my property is definitely affected as well. As if this were not enough, the
plans (Sheet A9.2) depict a fence facing our property that is only 5’ tall and that is not
opaque, meaning that every single vehicle which turns to enter or exit the parking lot will
shine its headlights into our bedrooms, and that the fence will do nothing to mitigate light
from the street lights. This is extremely detrimental to our right to quiet enjoyment of our
property because it interferes with our ability to open our windows or curtains and to sleep
in our bedrooms, and decreases the property value because potential buyers are not
interested in illuminated bedrooms which are not conducive to sleep or relaxation.
Despite purporting to do so, the proposal does not actually address this concern. In the
developer’s answer to Question 8 of the CUP application, it states only that “we propose
to keep sight lighting to a minimum and use the exterior fixtures planned for the
elementary school and keep the building lighting to a minimum at the entrances and at
the private patios.” In reality, this means nothing because “keeping lighting to a minimum”
is subjective, and the plans call for lighting that will obviously have a negative impact on
our property. The developer says also nothing about side guards which would help to
direct at least some light away from the single family homes to the west, meaning that it
does not intend to install any, either on the street lights or on the building’s exterior lights.
Constant light shining into my bedrooms all night, every night would not only devalue my
property, but would also detract from our right to quiet enjoyment of our neighborhood.
3. Traffic is already at max capacity in this neighborhood. Rather than addressing
the additional traffic this project will create in an already traffic clogged corridor,
the proposal seems to deny the existence of the problem.
Per §11-7-8(J6), a Conditional Use Permit may be granted only if the proposal effectively
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deals with traffic circulation. This proposal does not. The traffic report submitted by the
developer does not appear to provide or address facts that would be key to any traffic
analysis of this project, and comes to the incredible conclusion that the development will
essentially have no effect on traffic in a neighborhood already stressed by it. How can
that be? 36 units? Averaging 1.5 cars per unit (when in reality you all know that there
will be more vehicles there).
First, the traffic data provided by the report (Traffic Report at Appendix A) contains no
data for the intersections most affected by the proposed development: Columbia and 7th,
and Spokane and 13th. While it purports to provide some analysis of the impact of the
development on Columbia and 7th (Traffic Report at 8-9), these are based upon a figure
of 13 AM peak hour trips for a 36 unit development (Traffic Report at 6). The report does
not address the basis for its reality-defying assumption that 36 units will generate only 13
AM peak hour trips. Does the report contemplate that most of the development’s residents
will be unemployed? Does it contemplate that most of them will not have vehicles? Does
it contemplate that each unit will have only one resident? If so, this contradicts what we
know about the nature of most Whitefish residents, i.e. that they are employed, that they
do own vehicles, and that they often live with others.
Additionally, the description of our street, Park Avenue (Traffic Study at 2), neglects to
describe or address the portions of Park Avenue most affected by the development—the
portions between 8th and 6th—and instead states only that Park Avenue “extends south
from 8th Street and connects with Voerman Road to the southeast” and describes the
vehicle count on that section of the road only. How will this development affect the roads
through Creekwood? How will this development affect use of my alley as a through street
and short cut? My alley already is heavily used as a short cut for parents dropping off
kids. I can’t imagine it’s use if there are 36 additional units with residents using the alley
and 8th street as a short cut.
Finally, the report contains no discussion at all of the well-known traffic problems which
already exist in the area, particularly along 7th Street during school pick-up, drop-off, and
event times, let alone how a 36-unit development will not have any adverse impact on
this already existent problem on 7th Street when, in the words of the developer’s own
traffic study, “total traffic on 8th Street will remain relatively low” (Traffic Study at 8). During
those peak AM hours, traffic hazards already exist, due to drivers using 8th and Park as
well as 8th and the alleyway between Park and the proposed development to avoid the
traffic along Columbia and 7th, often at unsafe speeds. A high-density residential
development like the one proposed will make this situation even worse, and the fact that
the traffic report does not even address it is cause for concern in and of itself.
Again, this is an issue that cannot be mitigated through conditions of approval, and that
will injuriously affect the interests of all homeowners in the neighborhood, including me.
4. The proposal fails to adequately mitigate noise pollution from this project into
the property of adjacent owners to the west.
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Per §11-7-8(J4), a Conditional Use Permit may be granted only if the proposal effectively
deals with the detrimental neighborhood impact of noise. This proposal does not even
substantively address noise, let alone effectively deal with it. The only language I could
find is that “limited noise…[is] anticipated for the project.” This says and means nothing.
The development contains outdoor common area, including an outdoor hot tub, but no
restrictions whatsoever in terms of the noise generated by those amenities, which will be
located adjacent to our property. There are no restrictions on the number of people who
can use the hot tub at once, no restrictions on the hours during which the hot tub may be
used, and no restrictions on noise generated by those using the hot tub. As far as I can
tell, residents will be able to use the hot tub 24 hours per day without restriction, which
will inevitably result in additional noise coming into our bedrooms at night, in addition to
the light discussed above. The proposal contains no restrictions whatsoever regarding
dogs, either, which given the density of this development creates a significant noise
concern. Again, this affects my quality of life and overall value of my property.
5. The proposed development conflicts with the present community character,
scale, and context of the surrounding neighborhood.
Per §11-7-8(J4), a Conditional Use Permit may be granted only if the proposal is
compatible with the surrounding neighborhood in terms of structural bulk and massing,
scale, context, density, and community character. This proposal is not. There is simply no
residential construction of this scale present in the neighborhood. The condos to the north
of the project on Pine that the developer references (CUP Answers at Question 8) contain
12 units, not 36, and do not come close in height to what the developer proposes here.
The homes to the west of the project are single family homes. School and church facilities
along with a small Northwestern Energy facility border the project to the east and south;
none of these are residential construction. Thus, it is difficult to discern what the developer
meant when it asserted generally that the project “fits well” with what is nearby (CUP
Answers at Question 8). There is nothing like this anywhere “near by”. I ask the
developer, would you want this next to you? Or would you be happier with something half
this size, as designated by right? Walk a mile in my shoes sir. And where we do have
some multi family residential, everything is one story or at most 1.5 stories with a split
level design.
This concern cannot be mitigated with conditions of approval, as addressing it
meaningfully would require substantive alteration of the proposal.
6. Given the extreme proximity to and significant effect upon three schools and
four preschools, this project should be the subject of a complete and
transparent public process, not approved quietly through an administrative
conditional use permit.
Because it affects two public schools, one private school, and four preschools, this project
constitutes a matter of concern to all residents of the school district, not just adjacent
property owners. For this reason, the City should welcome and encourage full
transparency about the project and full opportunity for public comment; it should not issue
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a quiet administrative approval with no public board or council meeting. As the City Code
provides, “The granting of a conditional use permit is a matter of grace, resting in the
discretion of the City Council and a refusal is not the denial of a right, conditional or
otherwise.” §11-7-8(K).
I would like to thank you all for considering my concerns about our neighborhood’s future.
I have joined my neighbors in hoping for the opportunity to address these concerns in
front of the planning board. It is very worrisome that we are unable to present our ideas
before a government body to work out a healthier plan that gives all parties equitable
resolutions.
Sincerely,
Sara Lombardi-Thorman
e-signature
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a quiet administrative approval with no public board or council meeting. As the City Code
provides, 'The granting of a conditional use permit is a matter of grace, resting in the
discretion of the City Council and a refusal is not the denial of a right, conditional or
otherwise." §11-7-B(K).
I would like to thank you all for considering my concerns about our neighborhood's future.
I have joined rny neighbors in hoping for the opportunity to address these concerns in
front of the planning board. It is very worrisome that we are unable to present our ideas
before a government body to work out a healthier plan that gives all parties equitable
resolutions.
Sincerely,
Sara Lombardi-Thorman
e-signature
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Doug Reed
Wendy Compton-Ring; David Taylor
7th and Park Apartments
Thursday, November 21, 2019 10:17:31 AM

Hello Wendy and Dave,
I am notifying you my feelings against approval of Central Ave WF administrative CUP
application. The two lots zoned W-4 allowing up to 7 units per lot is adequate. 36 units is too
much.
Thank you for all your hard work.
Sincerely,
Doug Reed
520 Somers Ave
EXTERNAL SENDER verified by City of Whitefish IT
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

John shigo
Wendy Compton-Ring
Apartment Comments 7th and 8th Street CUP
Thursday, November 21, 2019 5:23:33 PM

To Whom it may concern,
I am a property owner and live on the 700 block of Somers Ave, to be exact I live at 725 Somers Ave,
right in the middle of the block. I am writing as I am concerned that the city has continued to approve
development conditional use permits resulting in high density residential apartments with many
detrimental effects to our town, the most significant being traffic and traffic congestion.
I am aware the property in question is currently zoned WR-4 and has been zoned WR-4 for quite some
time. I am also aware that Whitefish needs more affordable housing than what we have currently and this
type of infill helps with this problem. I moved here myself almost 30 years ago and have seen the
changes this town has gone through, some bad but most for the good of the town and its residents. I
know affordable housing is critical for Whitefish and understand the desire to add more when
development opportunities exist, but I hope we do not discount the impact that increased density has on
existing residents and towns people.
My biggest concern with this development request for a CUP is the increased traffic on 7th, 8th, Park Ave
and Columbia Ave. I am aware that a traffic study was commissioned and noted the number of additional

daily trips being within accepted limits of what 7th and 8th street permits. My concern is I see a bigger
traffic problem, than just the traffic generated by this development, though it will be part of the collective
congestion problem.
Recent approvals
Whitefish Christin Academy - expansion to increase enrollment, more kids, more cars, more traffic.
Approval of an additional 234 apartments built at the site of the old hospital on 13th street and Hwy 93,

with, I am sure all that traffic moving on to 13th street before going to the Hwy 93 since there is no plan to
put a traffic light on the Hwy 93 entrance.
Oh, what about the new development going in off of JP road? Where are those vehicle trips going to go?
My hunch is anyone not wanting to drive the dirt on JP or anyone heading north into town, will travel up

Park Ave to 8th street, or cut through Creekwood to 7th street and eventually on to Columbia Avenue and

then either through the residential neighborhood or out to Hwy 93 at 13th street.

Speaking of 13th street, have you seen the traffic on 13th street in the morning and in the evening? It is
at times backed up around the corner down the hill to the Whitefish River with a several minute wait for
the light, often not making it through on one signal cycle. Now with the addition of the planned 234

apartments at Hwy 93, the JP Road development and if approved, the 36 apartments off of 7th and 8th
street all using this same traffic route and access to Hwy 93, we might as well be in Seattle, well maybe
not Seattle, but you get the gist
I am not anti-growth, I am for affordable housing, and I ask that I would like you to look holistically at the
problem that all of these smaller projects have on the infrastructure of this town and the impacts that they
have on the residents of Whitefish.
Thanks for your time and I hope you can keep this development as small as possible.

John Shigo
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725 Somers Ave
Whitefish, MT 59937
406-270-7477

EXTERNAL SENDER verified by City of Whitefish IT
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Nnvember 20, 2019
W~ndy ComptQn·IUng

WtiiteflSli Planni111l 'Md BUHdinil tilepart;nent

418 ~ 2.,. Sneet
Whltl!lisll, MT 5!1931
Dea1 W~lldy.,

Please accepl my commer.ts .aMJ canc;eroi:regard(hg the pr<1p.osed two 18-umt apanmem bvll\IJflgs
RiiW (~at tl\I!' rorners of'll1" 51, aroJ Park.Ave:. <111d 711' St. ana Park Ave),

located tn se!ltiori 31, T3'1N,

M-;: under.sta1idlng,is t11al thtsproperty js.qment1v,zo11ed for S·llnil:sanO: file Conclilit>nal Use Permit
WQJJld allow tfte ln<:reased density to 16 units. Iwould svpi;iort development ofttw8 untu but·am
·011110.sed,tu in'Feasin~ the densityfo 36 units. A 3G·1mit deve(opmenl would adver.s.ely affe<tt the
surrounding nei!lliborh(jod, school~, <incl daycares, A hi~h densJty deve(opn'\ent this close to Muldown
and Wllitellsh Hieh school would have negative impacts to .school ch11tJren and tl\elf'fawllr~,
:Sp'ecifica(ly, the l11crease In.tfa'fflcwould' overl.oad -an already tong't!!sted mea a.ru.I vo:se M llltrttas.etl
~fety r-lsk to school children walking.and blki11l! tl! M:ukfown and Wt\ltel\sh"tlighScho.ok EKtept for 2M
and 7«o sireel$and Nne, aJlihe"other avenues and ~tree~ aro.und Mi,ildown antl tne nigh school are
es!el\lially slng(!!·lallli!. ro;11Js, As 7"' and i"d.Strllrtts be~ome. rrtor-e coni:ested1,traffic Is inorl!a&lng on 1he
othi!t a11WJU~$ aml stre,en. oventie- l<1n s~ral years t\vo of. 0~1r vahldefo e:1pe:tll!ru:ed.a hit a11d run
while pa1·1fect In front of our hou~e. (73.5 5cmers Ave). I know o~e of my nelghborS' e~pE1'lenced' a hit.and
run«Jn'Somers Ave~S'well within the last2 year.s. The .othert!'Etltl th•t·is ~ompou11drns thi•r.ongeslion
and safe~v is~illl.t~ the. irl~re3Sing,amountof house rentals in •our11efghnoftiood. What often occurs is
that yo.u gftt 4 to Sadults lrvrng rn a1..o r3·bedroom hou~e to make tlie reht moreafforchible. So, yoo
get 11 or !l\/ehlcles par household instead or?. ·An eJcampleWo,Uld be ttJOS s11i St1e,et wliere at any•gi11en
!fine, there ate 4' to svehides•p.1rked along 'the street. I sus11eet.you would see:th.e~ame trend in .the
propot.ed 1 afld :z,b,ellmohl apartme.nts, 'fliere would be3 to 4 <id!Jlts lillin~ in 11 Z·tiedro.om af'artmel'lt
<in'd ·Would •retulr in mllel\ 'largef'than e~pectett increase in Veilrcres anct sUbseque11ttra(flt.

l uid l111v~ the ormoMllnitY -to re.view.tha t~fflc studv·-afld have ·two major o:oncrems With t11~ study;. Fii·st~
as l mentioM.:1 above, t would not:da.•sfly 8~1 Slreet,, columbia twe (north of·1~') or ah'I other oi 11\estreeu between i!'d Street and 11~ Street-a:> l"ane. W11eil i:ars park on each ,i;ide of \he::Stree\ ot even
one·side.of the ~t1·eet, theft? is only room 'for.One car to travel'd6Wn the ioad. 1'his'lssUe is compoundtd
in th&·wrn1er due to the·MoWploWfh!l' l'lilrroWing·the. road~. UnfortWiatel~, many iesiilel')lsdo not
adnere·to the C:it\I ord'inanee-reqilfnng_ \/ehicleS' to p~r'k. oo Ole odd side-of tl\e street:on otld·numbered,
daY,s.11nd<1il !lie even•side of the street on eve·n-nU{l1beted days belWeeri Dc1. 'land Ajirll l5.

My second m~Jot toll@rti Is 1he amount of il!!hlde trips llsted p111 day, 'l'lte 5tlldV says the: development
could predutit up•to 19& new Clally trlps {li!r day. lhis rs about 5 trips •pl!1' unit. MY 11nt1er~iinding Is ttiJJI
Fl~thead COllllty U51!S a ta•ve'hi11le:'trip per·day estimate per·unit:or l\ollseholtL Take into ai:tpUn! 'that
thP.re Will likely Ile more th~n 2. adults per Unit and'more than l cars"p·er 11nr.t1 the cinioUnt of vehic;le ~rps
it. ,BHls$l9 u11deFe£t.imarei:l. The· einoUil~.of petkinjl Uiat1s go,ing to be needed 'Is -.slso very
underestimated. Wnere wthe oVeiiloW jliltking goif1lil to eo1 Most likely o.n the ·side street~and
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uvenues further compoundfng congestion and safety issues. If you use a more realistic \/ehlcle count,
the pereent.increase Tn traffic goes up significantly.
t believe the higher density development would adversely affect my personal Interest, enjoyment, and
potentially the value•ol my property (735 Somers Ave). Specifically, the incre.ase in traffic directly on the
route mv children walk to school would pose an increased safuty risk to my family. I do believe the
proposed 36·unit development would have an adver~e lmpaGt to property values for those properties
loca.ted in dose proximity to the proposed development (see article
hrtps://www.realtor.com/news/trend s/tl'rings-that-affect -your-prooertv-value/i. 1'his study st<1tes tha(
high rental·concentrations·can reduce property values bY 13.8%.
This project needs to be evalJ.J.ated 1n the larger context of what ls occurring in the 'esidential are;,
around the schools. Housing rentals are becoming more prevalent with mora adults living per unit or
house. Aslmple trip up and down any stteet or avenue wlll reveal many c-ars parked along the road
making a narrow1 slngfe·lane road. tn Winter months, the toads become even more narrow. I also
believecthaf putting a 35-unit in the middle oft he main SEhool route to Muldown and Whitefish High
School fs ill advised and would dump more tl'affic onto an already Very congested area·(comer of .7111 and
Pine). The safety' of our school children ~hould tie lop priority.
I do support 111e current ioning of 8 units lilnd ;ippreciate the opportunlly to comment. l believe this
proposal needs to be brought before the Planning aoard and City Council prior. to approval.

Pe;~upd (} • . ~

73SSomers~
WhiteflslJ, MT 59937
(406) 210· 5903
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Alison Smith
Wendy Compton-Ring
Sordid Seeds
Proposed Land Use Actions
Monday, November 18, 2019 10:12:00 PM

November 22, 2019
VIA EMAIL ONLY
Whitefish Planning Department
P.O. Box 158
Whitefish, MT 59937
wcompton-ring@cityofwhitefish.org
RE:

 ublic Comment
P
Proposed Land Use Actions: 1013 E. 7th Street & 1022 E. 8th Street
Commenting Owners: Alison Jameson & Brent Jameson 1009 8th St


To Whom It May Concern:
We own a single family home with a basement rental at 1009 8th St located less
than a block west of the proposed projects referenced above. Please consider the
following as a portion our comments pertaining to both proposed projects. We
believe that each of these comments demonstrates that this project would adversely
and injuriously affect our personal and legal interests not only by devaluing our
property, but also by detracting from our legal right to quiet enjoyment
of our property, reasonable amounts of vehicular traffic, and safety of our
neighborhood. Additionally, many of them cannot be mitigated through conditions
of approval without materially altering the proposal.
1.

The proposal includes an inappropriately large number of units for the
location.

These properties are zoned WR-4. This allows as a matter of right only
7 dwelling units per lot, which would make the right maximum for this project a
total of 14 units, per WCC §11-21-2. This project involves 36 units, more than
double what the zoning allows as a matter of right.
This number is too large given the extreme proximity of the development to three
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schools, four preschools, and several facilities housing elderly tenants. The project
will create increased traffic and the resulting decreased pedestrian and bicycle
safety in an already traffic-stressed corridor, all of which will disproportionately
and adversely affect school children and the elderly, two vulnerable populations
whose long-standing interests in this particular neighborhood should be given
strong consideration.
That the zoning allows only 7 units per lot as a matter of right is significant because
those restrictions were put in place for good reasons and after multiple studies and
years of planning. Conditional uses should be the exception to those rules; they
should not themselves evolve into more lenient rules under which every conditional
use permit applied for is granted.
In addition, as discussed in more detail below, there is simply no residential
construction on this scale nearby, and therefore the project would change the nature
of the neighborhood, not to abe compatible with it as required by §11-7-8(J7).
This excessive number of units cannot be mitigated through conditions of approval.

2.

Rather than addressing the additional traffic this project
will create in an already traffic clogged corridor, the
proposal seems to deny the existence of the problem.

Per §11-7-8(J6), a Conditional Use Permit may be granted only if the proposal
effectively deals with traffic circulation. This proposal does not. The traffic report
submitted by the developer does not appear to provide or address facts that would
be key to any traffic analysis of this project, and comes to the incredible conclusion
that the development will essentially have no effect on traffic in a neighborhood
already stressed by it.
First, the traffic data provided by the report (Traffic Report at Appendix
A) contains no data for the intersections most affected by the proposed
development: Columbia and 7th, and Spokane and 13th. While it purports to
provide some analysis of the impact of the development on Columbia and 7th
(Traffic Report at 8-9), these are based upon a figure of 13 AM peak hour trips for a
36 unit development (Traffic Report at 6). The report does not address the basis for
its reality-defying assumption that 36 units will generate only 13 AM peak hour
trips. Does the report contemplate that most of the development’s residents will be
unemployed? Does it contemplate that most of them will not have vehicles? Does it
contemplate that each unit will have only one resident? If so, this contradicts what
we know about the nature of most Whitefish residents, i.e. that they are employed,
that they do own vehicles, and that they often live with others.
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Additionally, the description of one of our streets, Park Avenue (Traffic Study at 2),
neglects to describe or address the portions of Park Avenue most affected by the
development—the portions between 8th and 6th—and instead states only that Park
Avenue “extends south from 8th Street and connects with Voerman Road to the
southeast” and describes the vehicle count on that section of the road only.
Finally, the report contains no discussion at all of the well-known traffic problems
which already exist in the area, particularly along 7th Street during school pick-up,
drop-off, and event times, let alone how a 36-unit development will not have any
adverse impact on this already existent problem on 7th Street when, in the words of
the developer’s own traffic study, “total traffic on 8th Street will remain relatively
low” (Traffic Study at 8). During those peak AM hours, traffic hazards already
exist, due to drivers using 8th and Park as well as 8th and the alleyway between
Park and the proposed development to avoid the traffic along Columbia and 7th,
often at unsafe speeds. A high-density residential development like the one
proposed will make this situation even worse, and the fact that the traffic report
does not even address it is cause for concern in and of itself.
Again, this is an issue that cannot be mitigated through conditions of approval, and
that will injuriously affect the interests of all homeowners in the neighborhood,
including us.
4.

The proposal fails to adequately mitigate noise pollution from this project
into the property of adjacent owners to the west and those to the west of
them.

Per §11-7-8(J4), a Conditional Use Permit may be granted only if the proposal
effectively deals with the detrimental neighborhood impact of noise. This proposal
does not even substantively address noise, let alone effectively deal with it. The
only language we could find is that “limited noise…[is] anticipated for the project.”
This says and means nothing. The development contains outdoor common area,
including an outdoor hot tub, but no restrictions whatsoever in terms of the noise
generated by those amenities, which will be located adjacent to our property. There
are no restrictions on the number of people who can use the hot tub at once, no
restrictions on the hours during which the hot tub may be used, and no restrictions
on noise generated by those using the hot tub. As far as we can tell, residents will be
able to use the hot tub 24 hours per daywithout restriction, which will inevitably
result in additional noise. The proposal contains no restrictions whatsoever
regarding dogs, either, which given the density of this development creates a
significant noise concern.
4.

The proposed development conflicts with the present community character,
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scale, and context of the surrounding neighborhood.
Per §11-7-8(J4), a Conditional Use Permit may be granted only if the proposal is
compatible with the surrounding neighborhood in terms of structural bulk and
massing, scale, context, density, and community character. This proposal is
not. There is simply no residential construction of this scale present in the
neighborhood. The condos to the north of the project on Pine that the developer
references (CUP Answers at Question 8) contain 12 units, not 36, and do not come
close in height to what the developer proposes here. The homes to the west of the
project are single family homes. School and church facilities along with a small
Northwestern Energy facility border the project to the east and south; none of these
are residential construction. Thus, it is difficult to discern what the developer meant
when it asserted generally that the project “fits well” with what is nearby (CUP
Answers at Question 8).
This concern cannot be mitigated with conditions of approval, as addressing it
meaningfully would require substantive alteration of the proposal.
6. Given

the extreme proximity to and significant effect upon three schools and
four preschools, this project should be the subject of a complete and
transparent public process, not approved quietly through an administrative
conditional use permit.

Because it affects two public schools, one private school, and four preschools, this
project constitutes a matter of concern to all residents of the school district, not just
adjacent property owners. For this reason, the City should welcome and encourage
full transparency about the project and full opportunity for public comment; it
should not issue a quiet administrative approval with no public board or council
meeting. As the City Code provides, “The granting of a conditional use permit is a
matter of grace, resting in the discretion of the City Council and a refusal is not the
denial of a right, conditional or otherwise.” §11-7-8(K).
For all of the reasons stated above, our request is that a public hearing on this
project be scheduled before the Planning Board and City Council according to the
process outlined in the Whitefish City Code.
Sincerely,
Alison Jameson & Brent Jameson

EXTERNAL SENDER verified by City of Whitefish IT
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November 19, 2019
Whitefish Planning Department
P.O. Box 158
Whitefish, MT 59937
dtaylor@cityofwhitefish.org
RE: Public Comment
Proposed Land Use Actions: 1013 E. 7th Street & 1022 E. 8th Street
Commenting Owners:
Josh and Judy Smith, 1012 8th Street, Whitefish
Hello City Planners and Council:
I own a home at 1014 8th Street, directly West of this proposed project. I have known since
purchasing this property that one day, with the lots being zoned Multi-Family, that apartments, or
from what I heard, proposed townhouses could be built here. I agree that although it would take
away from my view of the mountains to the east, and take away my dog walking area, that this
private land could be developed by right. The only way to prevent something to be built next door
is to buy the land yourself, right? Well, I couldn’t afford to do that so be it. However, I feel very
strongly that the proposed Administrative Conditional Use Permit is too much and too big for this
area. I understand that it is zoned for 16 units. This is acceptable considering the size of the lot
and the very heavily trafficked and congested area that exists here. Yes, the neighborhood will
change, but 16 units would be tolerable. And “by right”, and the current zoning that is in place,
we can and will have to live with that. I am not, in any way, saying “NIMBY”. Build the 16 as
by right the property owner can do. But 36 units and over 50 parking spots? Two separate two
story buildings with 18 units each, with a central “club house” and lighting? I hope we can agree
on the fact that this would be overkill and the scale would not fit with the neighborhood or
surrounding landscape. The traffic is already at a maximum density in this area and this project,
while providing much needed housing, is going to just add too many additional vehicles and
pedestrians using the area as a major thoroughfare to schools and daycares. The density of this
project will indeed change the quality of life for the existing home owners and also will adversely
affect the value of properties with something of this scale right next door. As we look to the future
of what Whitefish will be, and what it is currently, let’s not forget about the people who have made
it what it is and have contributed so much to the “Grit” of Whitefish that makes us so attractive as
a community. Let’s not destroy the “community” that people envy us for, in the guise of progress.
The developer looks at this as helping provide for our community. Does he not care about how
this actually affects the community that is already here? Or is this more about maximizing his
profit by making this as dense as he can? I really don’t think the developer cares that much about
keeping Whitefish gritty. As Whitefish grows and develops and yes, changes, will it be at the cost
of the people who are already here and who have already contributed so much to this amazing little
town? Now let me itemize and dive into the details of why this is not an appropriate project for
this area in a more detailed, legal way.
1. The proposal includes an inappropriately large number of units for the location.
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These properties are zoned WR-4. This allows as a matter of right only 8 dwelling units per lot,
which would make the of right maximum for this project a total of 16 units, per the letter sent to
adjacent landowners by the developer’s architect. This project involves 36 units, more than double
what the zoning allows as a matter of right.
This number is too large given the extreme proximity of the development to three schools, four
preschools, and several facilities housing elderly tenants. The project will create increased traffic
and the resulting decreased pedestrian and bicycle safety in an already traffic-stressed corridor, all
of which will disproportionately and adversely affect school children and the elderly, two
vulnerable populations whose long-standing interests in this particular neighborhood should be
given strong consideration.
That the zoning allows only 8 units per lot as a matter of right is significant because those
restrictions were put in place for good reasons and after multiple studies and years of planning.
Conditional uses should be the exception to those rules; they should not themselves evolve into
more lenient rules under which every conditional use permit applied for is granted. Why spend
the time, money, and manpower putting together the Whitefish Master Plan with zoning, if anyone
can come in and change it for any reason? Do we really want to have a lot of “spot zoning”
throughout our town, or do we want to take advantage of being able to plan what Whitefish will
look like before it’s too late? I feel it is a slap in the face to the people who spent so much time
and energy helping create our vision for the future.
In addition, as discussed in more detail below, there is simply no residential construction on this
scale nearby, and therefore the project would change the nature of the neighborhood, not be
compatible with it as required by §11-7-8(J7).
This excessive number of units cannot be mitigated through conditions of approval.
2. The proposal does not adequately mitigate light pollution from this project into the
property of adjacent owners to the west.
My home is among several single family homes adjacent to the proposed project to the west. My
master bedroom window would be lit up like Times Square if this project is built out to plan. Sheet
A2.0 of the site plans calls for four street lights in the parking area adjacent to our bedrooms where
presently there are no lights. Per Sheet A9.2, these lights are two stories tall, and per the GARDCO
specifications submitted, these lights have no side shielding whatsoever. This means that all four
of them will shine directly into my bedroom all night, every night. Stargazing our beautiful
Montana Sky? Not anymore. This definitely affects my lifestyle and enjoyment of this quaint,
quiet, dark neighborhood. The value of my property is definitely affected as well. As if this were
not enough, the plans (Sheet A9.2) depict a fence facing our property that is only 5’ tall and that is
not opaque, meaning that every single vehicle which turns to enter or exit the parking lot will shine
its headlights into our bedrooms, and that the fence will do nothing to mitigate light from the street
lights. This is extremely detrimental to our right to quiet enjoyment of our property because it
interferes with our ability to open our windows or curtains and to sleep in our bedrooms, and
decreases the property value because potential buyers are not interested in illuminated bedrooms
which are not conducive to sleep or relaxation.
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Despite purporting to do so, the proposal does not actually address this concern. In the developer’s
answer to Question 8 of the CUP application, it states only that “we propose to keep sight lighting
to a minimum and use the exterior fixtures planned for the elementary school and keep the building
lighting to a minimum at the entrances and at the private patios.” In reality, this means nothing
because “keeping lighting to a minimum” is subjective, and the plans call for lighting that will
obviously have a negative impact on our property. The developer says also nothing about side
guards which would help to direct at least some light away from the single family homes to the
west, meaning that it does not intend to install any, either on the street lights or on the building’s
exterior lights.
Constant light shining into my bedrooms all night, every night would not only devalue my
property, but would also detract from our right to quiet enjoyment of our neighborhood.
3. Traffic is already at max capacity in this neighborhood. Rather than addressing the
additional traffic this project will create in an already traffic clogged corridor, the
proposal seems to deny the existence of the problem.
Per §11-7-8(J6), a Conditional Use Permit may be granted only if the proposal effectively deals
with traffic circulation. This proposal does not. The traffic report submitted by the developer does
not appear to provide or address facts that would be key to any traffic analysis of this project, and
comes to the incredible conclusion that the development will essentially have no effect on traffic
in a neighborhood already stressed by it. How can that be? 36 units? Averaging 1.5 cars per unit
(when in reality you all know that there will be more vehicles there).
First, the traffic data provided by the report (Traffic Report at Appendix A) contains no data for
the intersections most affected by the proposed development: Columbia and 7th, and Spokane and
13th. While it purports to provide some analysis of the impact of the development on Columbia
and 7th (Traffic Report at 8-9), these are based upon a figure of 13 AM peak hour trips for a 36
unit development (Traffic Report at 6). The report does not address the basis for its reality-defying
assumption that 36 units will generate only 13 AM peak hour trips. Does the report contemplate
that most of the development’s residents will be unemployed? Does it contemplate that most of
them will not have vehicles? Does it contemplate that each unit will have only one resident? If so,
this contradicts what we know about the nature of most Whitefish residents, i.e. that they are
employed, that they do own vehicles, and that they often live with others.
Additionally, the description of our street, Park Avenue (Traffic Study at 2), neglects to describe
or address the portions of Park Avenue most affected by the development—the portions between
8th and 6th—and instead states only that Park Avenue “extends south from 8th Street and connects
with Voerman Road to the southeast” and describes the vehicle count on that section of the road
only. How will this development affect the roads through Creekwood? How will this development
affect use of my alley as a through street and short cut? My alley already is heavily used as a short
cut for parents dropping off kids. I can’t imagine it’s use if there are 36 additional units with
residents using the alley and 8th street as a short cut.
Finally, the report contains no discussion at all of the well-known traffic problems which already
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exist in the area, particularly along 7th Street during school pick-up, drop-off, and event times, let
alone how a 36-unit development will not have any adverse impact on this already existent problem
on 7th Street when, in the words of the developer’s own traffic study, “total traffic on 8th Street
will remain relatively low” (Traffic Study at 8). During those peak AM hours, traffic hazards
already exist, due to drivers using 8th and Park as well as 8th and the alleyway between Park and
the proposed development to avoid the traffic along Columbia and 7th, often at unsafe speeds. A
high-density residential development like the one proposed will make this situation even worse,
and the fact that the traffic report does not even address it is cause for concern in and of itself.
Again, this is an issue that cannot be mitigated through conditions of approval, and that will
injuriously affect the interests of all homeowners in the neighborhood, including me.
4. The proposal fails to adequately mitigate noise pollution from this project into the
property of adjacent owners to the west.
Per §11-7-8(J4), a Conditional Use Permit may be granted only if the proposal effectively deals
with the detrimental neighborhood impact of noise. This proposal does not even substantively
address noise, let alone effectively deal with it. The only language I could find is that “limited
noise…[is] anticipated for the project.” This says and means nothing. The development contains
outdoor common area, including an outdoor hot tub, but no restrictions whatsoever in terms of the
noise generated by those amenities, which will be located adjacent to our property. There are no
restrictions on the number of people who can use the hot tub at once, no restrictions on the hours
during which the hot tub may be used, and no restrictions on noise generated by those using the
hot tub. As far as I can tell, residents will be able to use the hot tub 24 hours per day without
restriction, which will inevitably result in additional noise coming into our bedrooms at night, in
addition to the light discussed above. The proposal contains no restrictions whatsoever regarding
dogs, either, which given the density of this development creates a significant noise concern.
Again, this affects my quality of life and overall value of my property.
5. The proposed development conflicts with the present community character, scale, and
context of the surrounding neighborhood.
Per §11-7-8(J4), a Conditional Use Permit may be granted only if the proposal is compatible with
the surrounding neighborhood in terms of structural bulk and massing, scale, context, density, and
community character. This proposal is not. There is simply no residential construction of this scale
present in the neighborhood. The condos to the north of the project on Pine that the developer
references (CUP Answers at Question 8) contain 12 units, not 36, and do not come close in height
to what the developer proposes here. The homes to the west of the project are single family homes.
School and church facilities along with a small Northwestern Energy facility border the project to
the east and south; none of these are residential construction. Thus, it is difficult to discern what
the developer meant when it asserted generally that the project “fits well” with what is nearby
(CUP Answers at Question 8). There is nothing like this anywhere “near by”. I ask the developer,
would you want this next to you? Or would you be happier with something half this size, as
designated by right? Walk a mile in my shoes sir. And where we do have some multi family
residential, everything is one story or at most 1.5 stories with a split level design.
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This concern cannot be mitigated with conditions of approval, as addressing it meaningfully would
require substantive alteration of the proposal.
6. Given the extreme proximity to and significant effect upon three schools and four
preschools, this project should be the subject of a complete and transparent public
process, not approved quietly through an administrative conditional use permit.
Because it affects two public schools, one private school, and four preschools, this project
constitutes a matter of concern to all residents of the school district, not just adjacent property
owners. For this reason, the City should welcome and encourage full transparency about the project
and full opportunity for public comment; it should not issue a quiet administrative approval with
no public board or council meeting. As the City Code provides, “The granting of a conditional use
permit is a matter of grace, resting in the discretion of the City Council and a refusal is not the
denial of a right, conditional or otherwise.” §11-7-8(K).
I understand the idea of making Government more efficient and cutting the red tape to make it a
more friendly, hospitable place to do business. Only Government works at the speed of
Government. I understand also the need for affordable housing in our town. I sat through a few
of the original planning meetings discussing this fact. But this doesn’t mean we just slam and
cram this stuff in anywhere we can. But something of this size and scope doesn’t affect just the
adjacent land owners. It affects our entire City. Our entire Community. If this can happen here,
it can happen anywhere in our town. That nice piece of land next to the golf course, that nice piece
of land on Wisconsin…oh wait….too late. The use of an administrative CUP is great for someone
who wants to perhaps build a 6 plex instead of a 4 plex, perhaps putting a fly fishing shop where
it might not be spelled out as a conditional use, but just makes sense, or perhaps someone trying
to build a three story structure with a hot tub on the roof and a full liquor license next to a school.
Ahem. How the heck did they get away with that anyway? I just strongly feel that the
Administrative CUP for projects like this, and there will be more, does not fit. This should be a
public process, involving all and anyone who has concerns.
With the Whitefish Christian Academy expanding, and the Muldown Elementary buildout coming
to completion, why don’t we put this project on hold until the community and neighborhood can
truly feel the effects of these expansions, before adding more to the already congested area?
For all of the reasons stated above, my request is that a public hearing on this project be scheduled
before the Planning Board and City Council according to the process outlined in the Whitefish
City Code.
Sincerely,
Josh Smith Judy Smith

Josh and Judy Smith, residents
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

J Stanley
Wendy Compton-Ring
Proposed Apartments on 7th & 8th Street Whitefish
Thursday, November 21, 2019 12:13:40 PM

Hello Wendy & to whom it may concern,
Please accept this letter as my SINCERE CONCERN for the proposed building [36-unit
apartment complex] on 7th & 8th street, Whitefish MT. I am a mother of two small children,
one is in third grade and the other in first grade and they attend Muldown Elementary. My
niece [their babysitter] is a senior at Whitefish High School. We live on Somers Avenue [near
7th street] and I work part time [mostly during school hours]. I can attest personally that
there is NO DOUBT that this proposed building will have a dramatic [in my opinion NEGATIVE]
effect on the neighborhood. The recent trend of building accessory apartments has already
impacted our immediate neighborhood in terms of traffic, parking and noise. Unfortunately it
is quite rare that a single person rents out these accessory units and usually the apartment is
occupied by two people which also means two cars. Rarely are these tenants "long term" and
therefore they tend not to engage in respecting the neighborhood and the surrounding
neighbors, including school traffic. Our family has made a concerted effort to walk to and
from school and we often walk our dog during these trips as well. It is nothing short of
SHOCKING how many times we have had "near misses" by neighbors [mostly in the
apartments on Pine and some of the accessory units] where they are traveling in the opposite
direction and refuse to comply with normal traffic regulations not including "yielding" to
pedestrians especially during school hours. I have stopped and spoken with many of these
drivers and I often get a response to the tune of "I have to get to work, you should watch
where you are going", etc. Some of these incidents have lead to profanities being shouted at
me in front of my children when all we are doing is traveling "the safe route" to school. My
point is that from the time of my first child entering school [three years ago] to this year the
amount of traffic and near misses has more than doubled. A couple of weeks ago when the
power went out due to wind, and the traffic lights were out, the amount of traffic backed up
on Columbia Avenue and Spokane Avenue was shocking! It is normal to have at least a one
mile back up during the end of the school day which in and of itself is a safety concern. We
have three assisted living facilities in that area and I know first had that when an ambulance
has had to commute to the area during school traffic hours they are often re-routed through
Creekwood just to get out of the neighborhood and NOW there is another development going
in just south of Creekwood and we have already seen increased traffic through that
neighborhood by the workers and the impact of that traffic is already having a negative
impact.  
My point is that this area is far too congested as it is. I understand that zoning is supposed to
allow for such building but I highly doubt that the zoning was put in place with the current
school attendance and traffic count taken into consideration. Yes, we need affordable
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housing, but we DO NOT NEED the negative impact it will have in an already problematic
area!  
Please consider the children riding bikes and walking to the elementary schools during the
winter hours in restricted visibility. I can assure you that this building will surely cause more
accidents and have harmful effects.
Thank you for your time and consideration,
Respectfully,
Jay & Jessica Stanley
Somers Avenue residents of 18 years.
EXTERNAL SENDER verified by City of Whitefish IT
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Casey Tate
Wendy Compton-Ring
No to Megaplex next to Muldown
Wednesday, November 20, 2019 1:58:10 PM

To whom it may concern,
I would like to express a resounding NO to the proposal and approval of the construction of a
Megaplex next to Muldown school. Here are my concerns:
1. Traffic.
Adding all of these units to this section of a very busy area will cause traffic back ups, much
worse than we are currently experiencing. Any person or study that claims otherwise is pulling
the wool over your eyes. 196 new daily vehicle trips would leave us scrambling to solve an
overwhelming traffic problem.
I love where our family lives, 3 blocks from the new Muldown school, and often see vehicles
racing to and from school to arrive on time. I question if it will be safe to let my kids walk to
school after adding all of these vehicles to the area. Also, the traffic jam at Walgreens turning
onto 93 at school pick up and drop off is consistently backed up to the Columbia Street bridge.
Imagine if we squeeze in all of these units and vehicles, what will that look like?
The developer states that due to the location, it will limit the use for car usage. Yet, there are
52 parking spots proposed? We all know that most tenants will have at least one vehicle and
will make frequent trips in town and beyond.
Pulling into Hwy 93 from 6th St in the summer can take 5-10 minutes, making a simple right
hand turn. Imagine another 196 new daily vehicle trips added to this scenario, we are currently
overwhelmed!
Also, the two other small and old commercial apartment type buildings nearby on Pine Ave
are not comparable to this maxed out Megaplex. It is like comparing apples and oranges, look
at their size and density.
2. This is a neighborhood, and it currently feels like one.
Please consider many people in this neighborhood are building garages with living quarters
above the garages. Instead of your average sized lot having 4 people on the footprint, we now
are looking at 6-8 people on the footprint with that additional living space.
We are all aware of the water, sewer treatment plant issues and tens of millions of dollars
needed to address the problem. Last summer there was a noticeable odor present in our
neighborhood.
The city needs to prioritize and keep their focus on their current residential needs and manage
the footprint they currently service.
Our water rates keep going up and the environment is trying to keep up.
Meanwhile, we see no conscious effort by the city to deny or limit these Megaplex
developments in the past or the present.
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We can hope for the future, that is why I wrote this letter.
I’m very proud to be a third generation Montanan and Whitefish native, raising our fourth
generation and sending them to Muldown, just like I did.
I humbly ask the city council to deeply consider denying this proposal.
Please realize how it will negatively impact the feel of our neighborhood, traffic, utilities, and
kids safety. Once these buildings are constructed, we will have to reap the consequences for
decades to come.
It’s a slippery slope when you give a green light to a developer and development like this. I
was discouraged when the houses behind the Firebrand were leveled. It opens the floodgates
for many more to start eyeballing nearby properties and build as high and densely as possible.
Thank you,
Casey Tate
605 Columbia Ave
Whitefish, MT
Sent from my iPhone
EXTERNAL SENDER verified by City of Whitefish IT
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November 19, 2019
Whitefish Planning Department
P.O. Box 158
Whitefish, MT 59937
wcompton-ring@cityofwhitefish.org
RE:

Public Comment
Proposed Land Use Actions: 1013 E. 7th Street & 1022 E. 8th Street
Commenting Owners:
Tony Veseth, 1014 8th Street, Whitefish

Hello City Planners and Council:
I own a home at 1014 8th Street, directly West of this proposed project. I have known since
purchasing this property that one day, with the lots being zoned Multi-Family, that apartments, or
from what I heard, proposed townhouses could be built here. I agree that although it would take
away from my view of the mountains to the east, and take away my dog walking area, that this
private land could be developed by right. The only way to prevent something to be built next door
is to buy the land yourself, right? Well, I couldn’t afford to do that so be it. However, I feel very
strongly that the proposed Administrative Conditional Use Permit is too much and too big for this
area. I understand that it is zoned for 16 units. This is acceptable considering the size of the lot
and the very heavily trafficked and congested area that exists here. Yes, the neighborhood will
change, but 16 units would be tolerable. And “by right”, and the current zoning that is in place,
we can and will have to live with that. I am not, in any way, saying “NIMBY”. Build the 16 as
by right the property owner can do. But 36 units and over 50 parking spots? Two separate two
story buildings with 18 units each, with a central “club house” and lighting? I hope we can agree
on the fact that this would be overkill and the scale would not fit with the neighborhood or
surrounding landscape. The traffic is already at a maximum density in this area and this project,
while providing much needed housing, is going to just add too many additional vehicles and
pedestrians using the area as a major thoroughfare to schools and daycares. The density of this
project will indeed change the quality of life for the existing home owners and also will adversely
affect the value of properties with something of this scale right next door. As we look to the future
of what Whitefish will be, and what it is currently, let’s not forget about the people who have made
it what it is and have contributed so much to the “Grit” of Whitefish that makes us so attractive as
a community. Let’s not destroy the “community” that people envy us for, in the guise of progress.
The developer looks at this as helping provide for our community. Does he not care about how
this actually affects the community that is already here? Or is this more about maximizing his
profit by making this as dense as he can? I really don’t think the developer cares that much about
keeping Whitefish gritty. As Whitefish grows and develops and yes, changes, will it be at the cost
of the people who are already here and who have already contributed so much to this amazing little
town? Now let me itemize and dive into the details of why this is not an appropriate project for
this area in a more detailed, legal way.
1. The proposal includes an inappropriately large number of units for the location.
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These properties are zoned WR-4. This allows as a matter of right only 8 dwelling units per lot,
which would make the of right maximum for this project a total of 16 units, per the letter sent to
adjacent landowners by the developer’s architect. This project involves 36 units, more than double
what the zoning allows as a matter of right.
This number is too large given the extreme proximity of the development to three schools, four
preschools, and several facilities housing elderly tenants. The project will create increased traffic
and the resulting decreased pedestrian and bicycle safety in an already traffic-stressed corridor, all
of which will disproportionately and adversely affect school children and the elderly, two
vulnerable populations whose long-standing interests in this particular neighborhood should be
given strong consideration.
That the zoning allows only 8 units per lot as a matter of right is significant because those
restrictions were put in place for good reasons and after multiple studies and years of planning.
Conditional uses should be the exception to those rules; they should not themselves evolve into
more lenient rules under which every conditional use permit applied for is granted. Why spend
the time, money, and manpower putting together the Whitefish Master Plan with zoning, if anyone
can come in and change it for any reason? Do we really want to have a lot of “spot zoning”
throughout our town, or do we want to take advantage of being able to plan what Whitefish will
look like before it’s too late? I feel it is a slap in the face to the people who spent so much time
and energy helping create our vision for the future.
In addition, as discussed in more detail below, there is simply no residential construction on this
scale nearby, and therefore the project would change the nature of the neighborhood, not be
compatible with it as required by §11-7-8(J7).
This excessive number of units cannot be mitigated through conditions of approval.
2. The proposal does not adequately mitigate light pollution from this project into the
property of adjacent owners to the west.
My home is among several single family homes adjacent to the proposed project to the west. My
master bedroom window would be lit up like Times Square if this project is built out to plan. Sheet
A2.0 of the site plans calls for four street lights in the parking area adjacent to our bedrooms where
presently there are no lights. Per Sheet A9.2, these lights are two stories tall, and per the GARDCO
specifications submitted, these lights have no side shielding whatsoever. This means that all four
of them will shine directly into my bedroom all night, every night. Stargazing our beautiful
Montana Sky? Not anymore. This definitely affects my lifestyle and enjoyment of this quaint,
quiet, dark neighborhood. The value of my property is definitely affected as well. As if this were
not enough, the plans (Sheet A9.2) depict a fence facing our property that is only 5’ tall and that is
not opaque, meaning that every single vehicle which turns to enter or exit the parking lot will shine
its headlights into our bedrooms, and that the fence will do nothing to mitigate light from the street
lights. This is extremely detrimental to our right to quiet enjoyment of our property because it
interferes with our ability to open our windows or curtains and to sleep in our bedrooms, and
decreases the property value because potential buyers are not interested in illuminated bedrooms
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which are not conducive to sleep or relaxation.
Despite purporting to do so, the proposal does not actually address this concern. In the developer’s
answer to Question 8 of the CUP application, it states only that “we propose to keep sight lighting
to a minimum and use the exterior fixtures planned for the elementary school and keep the building
lighting to a minimum at the entrances and at the private patios.” In reality, this means nothing
because “keeping lighting to a minimum” is subjective, and the plans call for lighting that will
obviously have a negative impact on our property. The developer says also nothing about side
guards which would help to direct at least some light away from the single family homes to the
west, meaning that it does not intend to install any, either on the street lights or on the building’s
exterior lights.
Constant light shining into my bedrooms all night, every night would not only devalue my
property, but would also detract from our right to quiet enjoyment of our neighborhood.
3. Traffic is already at max capacity in this neighborhood. Rather than addressing the
additional traffic this project will create in an already traffic clogged corridor, the
proposal seems to deny the existence of the problem.
Per §11-7-8(J6), a Conditional Use Permit may be granted only if the proposal effectively deals
with traffic circulation. This proposal does not. The traffic report submitted by the developer does
not appear to provide or address facts that would be key to any traffic analysis of this project, and
comes to the incredible conclusion that the development will essentially have no effect on traffic
in a neighborhood already stressed by it. How can that be? 36 units? Averaging 1.5 cars per unit
(when in reality you all know that there will be more vehicles there).
First, the traffic data provided by the report (Traffic Report at Appendix A) contains no data for
the intersections most affected by the proposed development: Columbia and 7th, and Spokane and
13th. While it purports to provide some analysis of the impact of the development on Columbia
and 7th (Traffic Report at 8-9), these are based upon a figure of 13 AM peak hour trips for a 36
unit development (Traffic Report at 6). The report does not address the basis for its reality-defying
assumption that 36 units will generate only 13 AM peak hour trips. Does the report contemplate
that most of the development’s residents will be unemployed? Does it contemplate that most of
them will not have vehicles? Does it contemplate that each unit will have only one resident? If so,
this contradicts what we know about the nature of most Whitefish residents, i.e. that they are
employed, that they do own vehicles, and that they often live with others.
Additionally, the description of our street, Park Avenue (Traffic Study at 2), neglects to describe
or address the portions of Park Avenue most affected by the development—the portions between
8th and 6th—and instead states only that Park Avenue “extends south from 8th Street and connects
with Voerman Road to the southeast” and describes the vehicle count on that section of the road
only. How will this development affect the roads through Creekwood? How will this development
affect use of my alley as a through street and short cut? My alley already is heavily used as a short
cut for parents dropping off kids. I can’t imagine it’s use if there are 36 additional units with
residents using the alley and 8th street as a short cut.
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Finally, the report contains no discussion at all of the well-known traffic problems which already
exist in the area, particularly along 7th Street during school pick-up, drop-off, and event times, let
alone how a 36-unit development will not have any adverse impact on this already existent problem
on 7th Street when, in the words of the developer’s own traffic study, “total traffic on 8th Street
will remain relatively low” (Traffic Study at 8). During those peak AM hours, traffic hazards
already exist, due to drivers using 8th and Park as well as 8th and the alleyway between Park and
the proposed development to avoid the traffic along Columbia and 7th, often at unsafe speeds. A
high-density residential development like the one proposed will make this situation even worse,
and the fact that the traffic report does not even address it is cause for concern in and of itself.
Again, this is an issue that cannot be mitigated through conditions of approval, and that will
injuriously affect the interests of all homeowners in the neighborhood, including me.
4. The proposal fails to adequately mitigate noise pollution from this project into the
property of adjacent owners to the west.
Per §11-7-8(J4), a Conditional Use Permit may be granted only if the proposal effectively deals
with the detrimental neighborhood impact of noise. This proposal does not even substantively
address noise, let alone effectively deal with it. The only language I could find is that “limited
noise…[is] anticipated for the project.” This says and means nothing. The development contains
outdoor common area, including an outdoor hot tub, but no restrictions whatsoever in terms of the
noise generated by those amenities, which will be located adjacent to our property. There are no
restrictions on the number of people who can use the hot tub at once, no restrictions on the hours
during which the hot tub may be used, and no restrictions on noise generated by those using the
hot tub. As far as I can tell, residents will be able to use the hot tub 24 hours per day without
restriction, which will inevitably result in additional noise coming into our bedrooms at night, in
addition to the light discussed above. The proposal contains no restrictions whatsoever regarding
dogs, either, which given the density of this development creates a significant noise concern.
Again, this affects my quality of life and overall value of my property.
5. The proposed development conflicts with the present community character, scale, and
context of the surrounding neighborhood.
Per §11-7-8(J4), a Conditional Use Permit may be granted only if the proposal is compatible with
the surrounding neighborhood in terms of structural bulk and massing, scale, context, density, and
community character. This proposal is not. There is simply no residential construction of this scale
present in the neighborhood. The condos to the north of the project on Pine that the developer
references (CUP Answers at Question 8) contain 12 units, not 36, and do not come close in height
to what the developer proposes here. The homes to the west of the project are single family homes.
School and church facilities along with a small Northwestern Energy facility border the project to
the east and south; none of these are residential construction. Thus, it is difficult to discern what
the developer meant when it asserted generally that the project “fits well” with what is nearby
(CUP Answers at Question 8). There is nothing like this anywhere “near by”. I ask the developer,
would you want this next to you? Or would you be happier with something half this size, as
designated by right? Walk a mile in my shoes sir. And where we do have some multi family
residential, everything is one story or at most 1.5 stories with a split level design.
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This concern cannot be mitigated with conditions of approval, as addressing it meaningfully would
require substantive alteration of the proposal.
6. Given the extreme proximity to and significant effect upon three schools and four
preschools, this project should be the subject of a complete and transparent public
process, not approved quietly through an administrative conditional use permit.
Because it affects two public schools, one private school, and four preschools, this project
constitutes a matter of concern to all residents of the school district, not just adjacent property
owners. For this reason, the City should welcome and encourage full transparency about the project
and full opportunity for public comment; it should not issue a quiet administrative approval with
no public board or council meeting. As the City Code provides, “The granting of a conditional use
permit is a matter of grace, resting in the discretion of the City Council and a refusal is not the
denial of a right, conditional or otherwise.” §11-7-8(K).
I understand the idea of making Government more efficient and cutting the red tape to make it a
more friendly, hospitable place to do business. Only Government works at the speed of
Government. I understand also the need for affordable housing in our town. I sat through a few
of the original planning meetings discussing this fact. But this doesn’t mean we just slam and
cram this stuff in anywhere we can. But something of this size and scope doesn’t affect just the
adjacent land owners. It affects our entire City. Our entire Community. If this can happen here,
it can happen anywhere in our town. That nice piece of land next to the golf course, that nice piece
of land on Wisconsin…oh wait….too late. The use of an administrative CUP is great for someone
who wants to perhaps build a 6 plex instead of a 4 plex, perhaps putting a fly fishing shop where
it might not be spelled out as a conditional use, but just makes sense, or perhaps someone trying
to build a three story structure with a hot tub on the roof and a full liquor license next to a school.
Ahem. How the heck did they get away with that anyway? I just strongly feel that the
Administrative CUP for projects like this, and there will be more, does not fit. This should be a
public process, involving all and anyone who has concerns.
With the Whitefish Christian Academy expanding, and the Muldown Elementary buildout coming
to completion, why don’t we put this project on hold until the community and neighborhood can
truly feel the effects of these expansions, before adding more to the already congested area?
For all of the reasons stated above, my request is that a public hearing on this project be scheduled
before the Planning Board and City Council according to the process outlined in the Whitefish
City Code.
Sincerely,

Tony Veseth, resident
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Whitefish Community School
Wendy Compton-Ring
Proposed buildings on property between East Eight Street and East Seventh Street
Friday, November 22, 2019 9:53:55 AM

Hello,
My name is Johnna Knoerr. I am the director of Whitefish Community School, a non profit
preschool located at 805 Park Ave. The proposed apartment complex is directly to the north
east of our school. We have grave concerns about the increased traffic in front of our school
this apartment complex would create, specifically during our drop off and pick up times. Our
area has already seen an increase in traffic with the opening of 8th street, with many drivers
speeding through the intersection, not obeying the stop sign, and driving the wrong way down
the one way street. This area is already congested and unsafe for small children entering and
exiting our school and their vehicles. We respectfully request the city to reconsider the traffic
analysis and make appropriate changes to ensure the safety of our students and community. If
the proposed building is approved, please consider making traffic changes such as
implementing a school zone with lower speed limits and increased enforcement of traffic
laws.
We continually strive to make our school safe, welcoming, and nurturing. We hope you join us
in creating a safe environment outside of our school as well.
Respectfully,
Johnna Knoerr, Director
Whitefish Community School
805 Park Ave. Whitefish, MT 59937
(406)862-1216
Like us on Facebook and follow us on Instagram to see what we are up to!
EXTERNAL SENDER verified by City of Whitefish IT
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jeanne Tallman
Wendy Compton-Ring
Fwd: “Town” and proposed golf course
Saturday, November 23, 2019 4:33:19 PM

Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
> I think it’s time for Whitefish to slow down, take a hard look at the unprecedented growth in our town and ask the
community what legacy we want to leave for future generations.
>
> Those of us who live here and cherish the beauty and charm of Whitefish want to have a voice in the big projects
being proposed now and in the future.
>
> This community voice might have to include implementing some zoning changes in order to protect established
neighborhoods. Traffic congestion and safety issues for children, pedestrians and bicyclists is already a major
concern without adding a golf facility on Wisconsin Avenue or another apartment complex on Seventh and Park.
>
> Let’s be smart, Whitefish, and slow down the growth before we lose the town we all love.
>
> Jeanne Tallman, Whitefish
>
> Sent from my iPhone
EXTERNAL SENDER verified by City of Whitefish IT
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

chad lessard
Wendy Compton-Ring
No more on E 7th st
Friday, November 22, 2019 5:10:01 PM
IMG_1290.jpg
ATT00001.txt

Today’s traffic at Columbia Ave bridge.
Got sick from carbon monoxide fumes.
This happens every school day for an hour each time, drop off and pick up.
Please include with rest of the letters.
EXTERNAL SENDER verified by City of Whitefish IT
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Wendy Compton-Ring
From:
Sent
To:
Subject

Christina Larsen <stinamt@icloud.com>
Saturday, November 23, 2019 9:02 AM
Wendy Compton-Ring
Congestion on E 13th

Hi Wendy, he re's a photo of the congestion on 13th St before the light on 93. I referenced this in my email to you
yesterday opposing the CUP for the 7th St development.
Sincerely,
Christina Larsen
EXTERNAL SENDER verified by City of Whitefish IT
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Morgan Cawdrey
Wendy Compton-Ring
Central Ave WF Apt. project comment
Saturday, December 7, 2019 6:50:36 PM

Hi Wendy,
While I recognize the need for more housing in town, this Development will have an
enormous impact on traffic and safety in the neighborhood surrounding the three schools and
four preschools. With Muldown and the Christian Academy both already expanding at the
same time in ways actually approved by the residents of Whitefish, the traffic needs will
already increase, augmenting an already severe traffic problem each morning when schools
open and residents head to work simultaneously. There needs to be another traffic study
done during the school year, not during the summer when school is not in session.
Thanks,
Morgan Cawdrey
EXTERNAL SENDER verified by City of Whitefish IT
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Calida Cogan
Wendy Compton-Ring
Apartments on 7/8th
Monday, December 9, 2019 6:47:17 PM

Hello,
I am writing in regards to the proposed apartments on 7th and 8th in Whitefish. This will have
a huge impact on the schools in the very near vicinity. My hopes is that a traffic impact study
can be done during the school year as these streets get very busy during the week around
school hours.
Thanks for considering,
Calida Fuerst
2188218885
EXTERNAL SENDER verified by City of Whitefish IT
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Christiane Hinterman
Wendy Compton-Ring
New apartment complex concern
Thursday, December 5, 2019 2:03:36 PM

Hello,
Thank you for your time.
I am writing to express concern about the proposed housing development between 7th and
8th Streets on the East side of Whitefish. I have two children who attend Muldown
Elementary and The Whitefish Community School. Traffic and safety in that area are already
incredibly hectic and challenged. School drop off and pick up time is incredibly congested. 8th
street is often used as a back up route for rushed parents and causes dangerous conditions for
preschool drop off. It is my understanding that there was a traffic study done during summer
months. I urge you to halt progress until a comprehensive study is done during the months
that school is in full session. I do not support such a development to that specific site in
Whitefish.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Christiane Hinterman
EXTERNAL SENDER verified by City of Whitefish IT
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November 19, 2019
Whitefish Planning Department
P.O. Box 158
Whitefish, MT 59937
dtaylor@cityofwhitefish.org
RE: Public Comment
Proposed Land Use Actions:
1013 E. 7th Street & 1022 E. 8th Street
Commenting Owner:
Sara Lombardi-Thorman 709 Park Ave. Whitefish
Attention Whitefish City Planning Board and City Council Members:
I am the owner of a home at 709 Park Ave. adjacent and directly west of the proposed
apartment complex. I moved to this neighborhood in 1982 and have seen neighbors come
and go, raise their children and die in there homes. I have made many friends through
the years and have felt safe and welcome. My hope is to die in my home and pass on the
opportunity for my grown children to choose to remodel or rebuild on the property and join
the neighborhood where they grew up. It is my understanding that the 2-lot properties
behind mine and my neighbors homes are zoned for 16 residential units total, which I feel
is acceptable for the size of the two lots and the density of the neighborhood. Considering
building 36 apartment units on these two lots concerns me on many levels. I feel that the
proposed Administrative Conditional Use Permit is forcing overcrowding; air, noise, and
light pollution; greater traffic congestion and deflated property values onto our community.
In addressing the pollution, I have reviewed the blue prints and the second mapping of
the proposed parking lot. The plans appears to place the larger parking area at the west
end of the property—indicating that cars will be moving in and out of spaces whenever
they need to using their head lights when warranted. Therefore, one can conclude that
lights will be streaming constantly after dark into our bedrooms and living rooms even
kitchens daily. Added to that is the concern that light posts will be required for security
reasons in the parking areas as well as on the two complexes buildings. I already suffer
the light invasions from the Whitefish Christian School and The new Muldown Elementary
school. I liken the experience to living next door to a shopping mall. Sleep deprivation is
detrimental to our health in several areas of body and mind. The noise from the hot tube
being placed next to the alley will contribute to a party like atmosphere and could
potentially create excessive noise. The exhausts from the cars will add to the air pollution.
It is my understanding that the traffic survey was completed during the summer months
rather than during the nine months of school. To state that 36 units will only generate 52
cars is speculation. But to consider that our workforce will be working on Big Mountain (I
know its Whitefish Resort), at the hospital or on construction crews and expect them to
walk to work is unrealistic. Even service workers and restaurant personnel will not be
walking or riding their bikes to town during the winter months. One can realistically expect
70 cars to be present in a complex this size while adding visitors; so 52 spaces will not
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accommodate the realistic amount of cars. One can only infer cars will be congesting the
side streets of 7th and 8th. To see all that additional traffic added to the existing school
traffic is scary. We have no idea how the 8th street extension will play out or what will
happen at the corner of Pine and 7th when Muldown is opened.
Lastly I would like to address the deflation of property values. Our neighborhood is
constantly growing and changing in a healthy manner at this time. People are buying older
and smaller homes to live in this neighborhood. They choose to remodel or rebuild,
preventing the neighborhood from falling into decay. To understand this concern of
deflation one just has to visit west Kalispell off Meridian both east and west or west off 5th
Ave W. to see what happens to neighborhoods that experience the arrival of apartment
complexes. The majority of Kalispell neighborhood growth is outside the city. New housing
divisions are sprouting up on the outskirts because people don’t want to buy, rebuild or
remodel in the city when they can buy or rent in a neighborhood without severe density
and decay. People move to Whitefish for the joy of being a part of a neighborhood. Too
high density takes that away. Allow folks to breathe fresh air, walk safe streets, and enjoy
a few stars once-in-awhile—even the full autumn moon. When I leave this planet and my
children inherit my home, I want them to have a place of value.
I would now like to include the shared details and research the Muldown neighborhood
members have complied.
1. The proposal includes an inappropriately large number of units for the location.
These properties are zoned WR-4. This allows as a matter of right only 8 dwelling units
per lot, which would make the of right maximum for this project a total of 16 units, per the
letter sent to adjacent landowners by the developer’s architect. This project involves 36
units, more than double what the zoning allows as a matter of right.
This number is too large given the extreme proximity of the development to three schools,
four preschools, and several facilities housing elderly tenants. The project will create
increased traffic and the resulting decreased pedestrian and bicycle safety in an already
traffic-stressed corridor, all of which will disproportionately and adversely affect school
children and the elderly, two vulnerable populations whose long-standing interests in this
particular neighborhood should be given strong consideration.
That the zoning allows only 8 units per lot as a matter of right is significant because those
restrictions were put in place for good reasons and after multiple studies and years of
planning. Conditional uses should be the exception to those rules; they should not
themselves evolve into more lenient rules under which every conditional use permit
applied for is granted. Why spend the time, money, and manpower putting together the
Whitefish Master Plan with zoning, if anyone can come in and change it for any reason?
Do we really want to have a lot of “spot zoning” throughout our town, or do we want to
take advantage of being able to plan what Whitefish will look like before it’s too late? I
feel it is a slap in the face to the people who spent so much time and energy helping
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create our vision for the future.
In addition, as discussed in more detail below, there is simply no residential construction
on this scale nearby, and therefore the project would change the nature of the
neighborhood, not be compatible with it as required by §11-7-8(J7).
This excessive number of units cannot be mitigated through conditions of approval.
2. The proposal does not adequately mitigate light pollution from this project into
the property of adjacent owners to the west.
My home is among several single family homes adjacent to the proposed project to the
west. My master bedroom window would be lit up like Times Square if this project is built
out to plan. Sheet A2.0 of the site plans calls for four street lights in the parking area
adjacent to our bedrooms where presently there are no lights. Per Sheet A9.2, these lights
are two stories tall, and per the GARDCO specifications submitted, these lights have no
side shielding whatsoever. This means that all four of them will shine directly into my
bedroom all night, every night. Stargazing our beautiful Montana Sky? Not anymore.
This definitely affects my lifestyle and enjoyment of this quaint, quiet, dark neighborhood.
The value of my property is definitely affected as well. As if this were not enough, the
plans (Sheet A9.2) depict a fence facing our property that is only 5’ tall and that is not
opaque, meaning that every single vehicle which turns to enter or exit the parking lot will
shine its headlights into our bedrooms, and that the fence will do nothing to mitigate light
from the street lights. This is extremely detrimental to our right to quiet enjoyment of our
property because it interferes with our ability to open our windows or curtains and to sleep
in our bedrooms, and decreases the property value because potential buyers are not
interested in illuminated bedrooms which are not conducive to sleep or relaxation.
Despite purporting to do so, the proposal does not actually address this concern. In the
developer’s answer to Question 8 of the CUP application, it states only that “we propose
to keep sight lighting to a minimum and use the exterior fixtures planned for the
elementary school and keep the building lighting to a minimum at the entrances and at
the private patios.” In reality, this means nothing because “keeping lighting to a minimum”
is subjective, and the plans call for lighting that will obviously have a negative impact on
our property. The developer says also nothing about side guards which would help to
direct at least some light away from the single family homes to the west, meaning that it
does not intend to install any, either on the street lights or on the building’s exterior lights.
Constant light shining into my bedrooms all night, every night would not only devalue my
property, but would also detract from our right to quiet enjoyment of our neighborhood.
3. Traffic is already at max capacity in this neighborhood. Rather than addressing
the additional traffic this project will create in an already traffic clogged corridor,
the proposal seems to deny the existence of the problem.
Per §11-7-8(J6), a Conditional Use Permit may be granted only if the proposal effectively
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deals with traffic circulation. This proposal does not. The traffic report submitted by the
developer does not appear to provide or address facts that would be key to any traffic
analysis of this project, and comes to the incredible conclusion that the development will
essentially have no effect on traffic in a neighborhood already stressed by it. How can
that be? 36 units? Averaging 1.5 cars per unit (when in reality you all know that there
will be more vehicles there).
First, the traffic data provided by the report (Traffic Report at Appendix A) contains no
data for the intersections most affected by the proposed development: Columbia and 7th,
and Spokane and 13th. While it purports to provide some analysis of the impact of the
development on Columbia and 7th (Traffic Report at 8-9), these are based upon a figure
of 13 AM peak hour trips for a 36 unit development (Traffic Report at 6). The report does
not address the basis for its reality-defying assumption that 36 units will generate only 13
AM peak hour trips. Does the report contemplate that most of the development’s residents
will be unemployed? Does it contemplate that most of them will not have vehicles? Does
it contemplate that each unit will have only one resident? If so, this contradicts what we
know about the nature of most Whitefish residents, i.e. that they are employed, that they
do own vehicles, and that they often live with others.
Additionally, the description of our street, Park Avenue (Traffic Study at 2), neglects to
describe or address the portions of Park Avenue most affected by the development—the
portions between 8th and 6th—and instead states only that Park Avenue “extends south
from 8th Street and connects with Voerman Road to the southeast” and describes the
vehicle count on that section of the road only. How will this development affect the roads
through Creekwood? How will this development affect use of my alley as a through street
and short cut? My alley already is heavily used as a short cut for parents dropping off
kids. I can’t imagine it’s use if there are 36 additional units with residents using the alley
and 8th street as a short cut.
Finally, the report contains no discussion at all of the well-known traffic problems which
already exist in the area, particularly along 7th Street during school pick-up, drop-off, and
event times, let alone how a 36-unit development will not have any adverse impact on
this already existent problem on 7th Street when, in the words of the developer’s own
traffic study, “total traffic on 8th Street will remain relatively low” (Traffic Study at 8). During
those peak AM hours, traffic hazards already exist, due to drivers using 8th and Park as
well as 8th and the alleyway between Park and the proposed development to avoid the
traffic along Columbia and 7th, often at unsafe speeds. A high-density residential
development like the one proposed will make this situation even worse, and the fact that
the traffic report does not even address it is cause for concern in and of itself.
Again, this is an issue that cannot be mitigated through conditions of approval, and that
will injuriously affect the interests of all homeowners in the neighborhood, including me.
4. The proposal fails to adequately mitigate noise pollution from this project into
the property of adjacent owners to the west.
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Per §11-7-8(J4), a Conditional Use Permit may be granted only if the proposal effectively
deals with the detrimental neighborhood impact of noise. This proposal does not even
substantively address noise, let alone effectively deal with it. The only language I could
find is that “limited noise…[is] anticipated for the project.” This says and means nothing.
The development contains outdoor common area, including an outdoor hot tub, but no
restrictions whatsoever in terms of the noise generated by those amenities, which will be
located adjacent to our property. There are no restrictions on the number of people who
can use the hot tub at once, no restrictions on the hours during which the hot tub may be
used, and no restrictions on noise generated by those using the hot tub. As far as I can
tell, residents will be able to use the hot tub 24 hours per day without restriction, which
will inevitably result in additional noise coming into our bedrooms at night, in addition to
the light discussed above. The proposal contains no restrictions whatsoever regarding
dogs, either, which given the density of this development creates a significant noise
concern. Again, this affects my quality of life and overall value of my property.
5. The proposed development conflicts with the present community character,
scale, and context of the surrounding neighborhood.
Per §11-7-8(J4), a Conditional Use Permit may be granted only if the proposal is
compatible with the surrounding neighborhood in terms of structural bulk and massing,
scale, context, density, and community character. This proposal is not. There is simply no
residential construction of this scale present in the neighborhood. The condos to the north
of the project on Pine that the developer references (CUP Answers at Question 8) contain
12 units, not 36, and do not come close in height to what the developer proposes here.
The homes to the west of the project are single family homes. School and church facilities
along with a small Northwestern Energy facility border the project to the east and south;
none of these are residential construction. Thus, it is difficult to discern what the developer
meant when it asserted generally that the project “fits well” with what is nearby (CUP
Answers at Question 8). There is nothing like this anywhere “near by”. I ask the
developer, would you want this next to you? Or would you be happier with something half
this size, as designated by right? Walk a mile in my shoes sir. And where we do have
some multi family residential, everything is one story or at most 1.5 stories with a split
level design.
This concern cannot be mitigated with conditions of approval, as addressing it
meaningfully would require substantive alteration of the proposal.
6. Given the extreme proximity to and significant effect upon three schools and
four preschools, this project should be the subject of a complete and
transparent public process, not approved quietly through an administrative
conditional use permit.
Because it affects two public schools, one private school, and four preschools, this project
constitutes a matter of concern to all residents of the school district, not just adjacent
property owners. For this reason, the City should welcome and encourage full
transparency about the project and full opportunity for public comment; it should not issue
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a quiet administrative approval with no public board or council meeting. As the City Code
provides, “The granting of a conditional use permit is a matter of grace, resting in the
discretion of the City Council and a refusal is not the denial of a right, conditional or
otherwise.” §11-7-8(K).
I would like to thank you all for considering my concerns about our neighborhood’s future.
I have joined my neighbors in hoping for the opportunity to address these concerns in
front of the planning board. It is very worrisome that we are unable to present our ideas
before a government body to work out a healthier plan that gives all parties equitable
resolutions.
Sincerely,
Sara Lombardi-Thorman
e-signature
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a quiet administrative approval with no public board or council meeting. As the City Code
provides, 'The granting of a conditional use permit is a matter of grace, resting in the
discretion of the City Council and a refusal is not the denial of a right, conditional or
otherwise." §11-7-B(K).
I would like to thank you all for considering my concerns about our neighborhood's future.
I have joined rny neighbors in hoping for the opportunity to address these concerns in
front of the planning board. It is very worrisome that we are unable to present our ideas
before a government body to work out a healthier plan that gives all parties equitable
resolutions.
Sincerely,
Sara Lombardi-Thorman
e-signature
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File #:

City of Whitefish

Date:

Planning & Building Dept
418 E 2nd St │PO Box 158
Whitefish, MT 59937
Phone: 406-863-2460
Fax: 406-863-2419

Intake Staff:
Check #:
Amount:
Date Complete:

CONDITIONAL USE PERMIT
FEE ATTACHED $ _______________
(see current fee schedule)

INSTRUCTIONS:
A Site Review Meeting with city staff is required. Date of Site Review Meeting: 8/29/19

❑
✔
❑
✔

Submit the application fee, completed application, and appropriate attachments to the Whitefish Planning &
Building Department a minimum of forty-five (45) days prior to the Planning Board meeting at which this
application will be heard.

✔
❑

The regularly scheduled meeting of the Whitefish City Planning Board is the third Thursday of each month
at 6:00PM in the Council Chambers at 418 E 2nd Street.

❑
✔

After the Planning Board hearing, the application is forwarded with the Board’s recommendation to the next
available City Council meeting for hearing and final action.

A. PROJECT INFORMATION:
Project Name: 7th Street Apartments
Street Address: 1013 E 7th St
Assessor’s Tract No.(s) 0800450, 0800500,
Lot No(s) Tract ID - 3121X31-XXX-1GAC, 3121X31Block #
Subdivision Name
Section __________ Township __________ Range___________
I hereby certify that the information contained or accompanied in this application is true and correct to the best of my
knowledge. The signing of this application signifies approval for the Whitefish Staff to be present on the property for
routine monitoring and inspection during the approval and development process.
_________________________________________
Owner’s Signature**

__________________________
Date

_________________________________________
Print Name
_________________________________________
Applicant’s Signature

12/5/19
__________________________
Date

Mick Ruis
_________________________________________
Print Name
_________________________________________
Representative’s Signature

Aaron Wallace
_________________________________________
Print Name

12/5/19
__________________________
Date

**May be signed by the applicant or representative, authorization

letter from owner must be attached. If there are multiple owners, a
letter authorizing one owner to be the authorized representative for
all must be included.
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B. APPLICATION CONTENTS:
Attached

ALL ITEMS MUST BE INCLUDED - INCOMPLETE APPLICATIONS WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED

✔
❑

Eight (8) copies of the Conditional Use Permit Application

❑
✔
❑
✔

Eight (8) copies of the written description of how the project meets the criteria in
Section E
Eight (8) copies of the Site Plan – drawn to scale, which shows in detail the proposed
use, property lines and setback lines, existing and proposed buildings, traffic circulation,
driveways, parking, landscaping, fencing, signage, and any unusual topographic features
such as slopes, drainage, ridges, etc.

❑
✔

Housing Mitigation Plan (unless exempt)

✔
❑

Where new buildings or additions are proposed, building sketches and elevations must
be submitted

✔
❑

Tree Preservation Plan – show a site plan with trees 6-inch DBH or greater to be
preserved with project

❑
✔

If the project is a multi-family development, complete the Multi-Family Development
Standards Supplemental

❑

If the project is a mixed-use or non-residential development, complete the Mixed-Use
and Non-Residential Building Development Standards Supplemental

✔
❑

Electronic version of entire application (i.e. pdf)

❑
✔

Any additional information requested during the pre-application process

When all application materials are submitted to the Planning & Building Department, the application will be
scheduled for public hearing before the Planning Board and City Council.
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C. OWNER/APPLICANT INFORMATION
OWNER(S) OF RECORD:
Name: Reisch Family Partnership

Phone:

Mailing Address: 9 Baker Ave
City, State, Zip: Whitefish, MT 59937
Email:
APPLICANT (if different than above):
Name: Central Ave WF

Phone: 1-619-889-7749

Mailing Address: 2389 Victoria Circle
City, State, Zip: Alpine, CA 91901
Email: mruis@amscaff.com
OTHER TECHNICAL/PROFESSIONAL:
Name: Aaron Wallace , Montana Creative

Phone: 406-862-8152

Mailing Address: 158 Railway St
City, State, Zip: Whitefish, MT 59937
Email: aaron@mt-creative.com

D. DESCRIBE PROPOSED USE:

The overall project consists of (2) New 18 unit apartment buildings and Clubhouse on (2) lots off
7th St E. Includes 20% IZ zoning requirements of 7 units overall. Each building is (2) stories
with (6) 2 bedrooms, (4) 1 bedroom and (8) Studio Units.
54 parking spots are provided to meet the required parking requirements, Common outside and
Clubhouse space with Bike racks, benches, landscaping. Clubhouse includes bathroom,
common room, Hot tub, patio and Grills. We are also providing multiple bike racks, benches and
common space per the multifamily requirements.

WR4
ZONING DISTRICT: ___________________________
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E. FINDINGS: The following criteria form the basis for approval or denial of the Conditional Use Permit. The
burden of satisfactorily addressing these criteria lies with the applicant. Review the criteria below and
discuss how the proposal conforms to the criteria. If the proposal does not conform to the criteria, describe
how it will be mitigated.
1. Describe how the proposal conforms to the applicable goals and policies of the Whitefish City-County
Growth Policy.

This project conforms to the goals and policies of the Whitefish Growth policy in the following
manners:
Land use meets the High Density Residential outlined. It will be connected to all City services
and meet the Cities requirements for storm drainage control. The project is located on an in
fill site within walking distances of the schools, downtown and other services such as grocery
stores and public facilities, limiting needed car usage. The project is providing Affordable
housing per the goals of the City, recycling drop off for uses. These are high quality buildings
that meet current energy efficient and sustainable design through its mechanical, electrical
and building materials. The project will extend sidewalks along its property which currently do
not exist and two way traffic on 8th where currently there is only 1 way traffic. It connects to
the bike paths
located
around
the high
school
and elementary.
The project
is intended
2. Describe
how the
proposal
is consistent
with
the purpose,
intent and applicable
provisions
of theto be
work
force
housing
with
deed
restricted
affordable
units
per
the
new
IZ
program.
We
will be
regulations.
improving the street scape along 8th street and providing better access with the two way
The WR4
allows
unitsforbythe
right
lot and units
with these
wethe
could
to 55of
traffic.
Thedistrict
project
if we 7went
fullper
allowable
on sitelots
plus
20%propose
densityup
bonus
units
on
the
two
lots
and
up
to
64
units
overall
with
the
20%
IZ
Density
bonus.
We
are
the IZ program could request up to 64 units on the site, we are requesting 36.
requesting 36 units. The building size totals 9,788 for the ground floor this is 29% coverage
vs the 40% allowed.
Each Lot width is 217 feet, 50 ft min. is required. The setbacks all meet the standards of 20'
front, 15' side and 15' rear. The maximum height allowed is 35' with 5' extra per IZ. Our
buildings are shown at 35' high from natural grade. Our off street parking per building is
calculated as the following: Studio: 8 units x 1.25 + 1 Bed: 4 units x 1.5 + (2 Bed: 6 units x
2.3)x20% IZ reduction = 26.6 spots required. 27 spots provided including (2) ADA spots.
Accessory Clubhouse meets standard setbacks. Landscaping is provided at 10% of the lot
and meets the tree counts required. We are providing a 5' tall wood fence plus landscaping
shrubs and Douglas fir planting @ every 20' on the landscape buffer/setback on the west side
of the property between the alleyway and the parking spots. We are also providing
landscaping groupings of new trees along the building and also on the lot. We are saving as
3. How
the property
suitable
forconflicting
the proposed
use?
there adequate
manyis(7+)
mature location
trees that
are not
with
theIscurrent
layout. usable land area? Does
the access, including emergency vehicle access, meet the current standards? Are environmentally
sensitive areas present on the property that would render the site inappropriate for the proposed use?

The property is appropriately located for the proposed use due to its location. It is
appropriately located between single family residences and commercial uses and near other
multifamily buildings on Pine. On the block north of this lot on Pine, there are multifamily
buildings that also total 36 units in two buildings plus temporary work force housing in a
separate structure. Its location adjacent to the Schools and near the downtown area provides
walking access for its users. The buildings meet all the required lot coverage, parking spots
and landscape requirements. Per zoning it would allow up to 54 units and we are providing
only 36 It provides through access for emergency vehicles and access around all the
buildings. There are no environmentally sensitive areas on the property. During Site review
no concerns were presented by the City related to access or standards.
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4. How are the following design issues addressed on the site plan?
a. Parking locations and layout
b. Traffic circulation
c. Open space
d. Fencing/screening
e. Landscaping
f. Signage
g. Undergrounding of new utilities
h. Undergrounding of existing utilities

A.Parking locations and layout – The subject property consists of two lots which will remain
after completion of a boundary line adjustment. As such, each lot will consists of 18-unit
building which has a minimum parking requirement of 27 spaces per lot. A total of 54 total
parking spaces have been provided as required.
b) Traffic circulation - Access to the proposed development will be provided from either 7th
Street on the north or from 8th Street to the south. Within the development, internal drive isles
have been provided as part of the proposed parking lot improvements allowing for access to
either 7th or 8th Street from within the development. Speed bumps have been included as well
5. Are all necessary public services and facilities available and adequate? If not, how will public services
to
traffic between 7th and 8th Street.
andprevent
facilitiescut
be through
upgraded?
c.)We
are providing over 10% required open and common space per the guidelines including
a.
Sewer
grassed
b. Waterareas in the front setbacks along the street, side setbacks and areas between the
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also providing landscape
h.
Sidewalks
around
the Grill and hot tub area of the clubhouse is being provided.
i. Bike/pedestrian ways – including connectivity to existing and proposed developments
E. Landscaping along the parking areas that will also work for snow storage and along the
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Signage (related to traffic) – Traffic flow/direction in the parking lots will be signed/striped as
necessary.
“Local
TraffictoOnly”
signage may
be provided
necessary
requested
b)
Water - Water
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the proposed
development
willifbe
provided and
by aorpublic
water to
deter
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through
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supply system owned, operated and maintained by the City of Whitefish. There is an existing
12” water main in the alley just west of the development which will provide both domestic and
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Whitefish public water system. As part of the review and approval process the Public Works
the east, a small amount of traffic from the 7th Street Apartments may use this route to

7. What are the proposed hours of operation?

The apartments will be accessed 24/7, 365 days a year. No commercial activities are
planned.

8. How is the proposal compatible with the surrounding neighborhood and community in general in terms
of the following:
a. Structural bulk and massing
b. Scale
c. Context of existing neighborhood
d. Density
e. Community Character

The project has been designed to be compatible with the surrounding neighborhood and
community in general. We have designed the building to be two stories that meet current
setbacks and height limits. We have located the buildings to the East side of the property so
that we give as much distance between these buildings and the single family homes to the
West. The building will fit in with the scale of the adjacent larger buildings including the High
School, new Muldown Elementary, Whitefish Christian academy and other pre-schools in the
area. It also fits well with the other Multifamily buildings along Pine Avenue. The buildings
are designed to have a modern but classical look with white board and baton siding and trim
and gable roofs with grey shingles. Large windows and doors look onto the site and each
unit has an exterior covered deck area providing interaction with the street scape. This
project is located at a natural transition area of public schools and high density residential to
single family homes. The project has been presented to Architectural review and was
received positively for its concept design. As part of the initial process a letter was sent out to
residences within 300' of the project to inform them of the project, outline what the scope and
design was and to let us know of any concerns they may have. We received (3) emails
expressing concern of site and car lights, additional traffic flow and the overall scale of the
project. As such we propose to keep sight lighting to a minimum and use the exterior fixtures
planned for the elementary school and keep the building lighting to a minimum at the
entrances and at the private patios. We have provided a 5' tall fence and the landscaping
buffer between the alleyway and our parking area. We will also be providing speed bumps at
the entrances to slow or reduce traffic flow through our site. Our project also fits in with the
overall mass and scale of the buildings to the East along 7th and along Pine. We have kept
the proposed project at two stories vs. the allowed three and the height at the tops of the
gables at 35' vs. the allowed 40' with IZ zoning. We are also only using 28% of the land
coverage vs. the allowed 40%.
In the letters we received Density and neighborhood size was a main concern. The letters of
concern are primarily referencing what the project is relative to what exists towards the West
but if it is looked at in relationship to the area in all directions, it provides a good transitional
use and scale to those areas. Any project that borders between two different zoning areas
such as the transition between WR2 and WR4 as this project does, will create friction in use.
The site and project type are typically identified as a natural transitional project from the
large-scale public or residential uses in those directions to the single-family residential homes
to the West and South West. This is an appropriate use of the site to provide High Density
housing as allowed per the zone and creates a positive transition between single family
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1. Describe how the proposal conforms to the applicable goals and policies of the Whitefish City-County
Growth Policy.
This project conforms to the goals and policies of the Whitefish Growth policy in the following manners:
Land use meets the High Density Residential outlined. It will be connected to all City services and meet the
Cities requirements for storm drainage control. The project is located on an in fill site within walking
distances of the schools, downtown and other services such as grocery stores and public facilities, limiting
needed car usage. The project is providing Affordable housing per the goals of the City, recycling drop off
for uses. These are high quality buildings that meet current energy efficient and sustainable design through
its mechanical, electrical and building materials. The project will extend sidewalks along its property which
currently do not exist and two way traffic on 8th where currently there is only 1 way traffic. It connects to
the bike paths located around the high school and elementary. The project is intended to be work force
housing with deed restricted affordable units per the new IZ program. We will be improving the street
scape along 8th street and providing better access with the two way traffic. The project if we went for the
full allowable units on site plus the 20% density bonus of the IZ program could request up to 64 units on the
site, we are requesting 36.
2. Describe how the proposal is consistent with the purpose, intent and applicable provisions of the
regulations.
The WR4 district allows 7 units by right per lot and with these lots we could propose up to 55 units on the
two lots and up to 64 units overall with the 20% IZ Density bonus. We are requesting 36 units. The
building size totals 9,788 for the ground floor this is 29% coverage vs the 40% allowed.
Each Lot width is 217 feet, 50 ft min. is required. The setbacks all meet the standards of 20' front, 15' side
and 15' rear. The maximum height allowed is 35' with 5' extra per IZ. Our buildings are shown at 35' high
from natural grade. Our off street parking per building is calculated as the following: Studio: 8 units x 1.25 +
1 Bed: 4 units x 1.5 + (2 Bed: 6 units x 2.3)x20% IZ reduction = 26.6 spots required. 27 spots provided
including (2) ADA spots. Accessory Clubhouse meets standard setbacks. Landscaping is provided at 10% of
the lot and meets the tree counts required. We are providing a 5' tall wood fence plus landscaping shrubs
and Douglas fir planting @ every 20' on the landscape buffer/setback on the west side of the property
between the alleyway and the parking spots. We are also providing landscaping groupings of new trees
along the building and also on the lot. We are saving as many (7+) mature trees that are not conflicting
with the current layout.
3. How is the property location suitable for the proposed use? Is there adequate usable land area? Does
the access, including emergency vehicle access, meet the current standards? Are environmentally
sensitive areas present on the property that would render the site inappropriate for the proposed use?
The property is appropriately located for the proposed use due to its location. It is appropriately located
between single family residences and commercial uses and near other multifamily buildings on Pine. On
the block north of this lot on Pine, there are multifamily buildings that also total 36 units in two buildings
plus temporary work force housing in a separate structure. Its location adjacent to the Schools and near
the downtown area provides walking access for its users. The buildings meet all the required lot coverage,
parking spots and landscape requirements. Per zoning it would allow up to 54 units and we are providing
only 36 It provides through access for emergency vehicles and access around all the buildings. There are no
environmentally sensitive areas on the property. During Site review no concerns were presented by the
City related to access or standards.
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4. How are the following design issues addressed on the site plan? a. Parking locations and layout
b. Traffic circulation
c. Open space
d. Fencing/screening
e. Landscaping
f. Signage
g. Undergrounding of new utilities
h. Undergrounding of existing utilities
A.Parking locations and layout – The subject property consists of two lots which will remain after
completion of a boundary line adjustment. As such, each lot will consists of 18-unit building which has a
minimum parking requirement of 27 spaces per lot. A total of 54 total parking spaces have been provided
as required.
b) Traffic circulation - Access to the proposed development will be provided from either 7th Street on the
north or from 8th Street to the south. Within the development, internal drive isles have been provided as
part of the proposed parking lot improvements allowing for access to either 7th or 8th Street from within
the development. Speed bumps have been included as well to prevent cut through traffic between 7th and
8th Street.
c.)We are providing over 10% required open and common space per the guidelines including grassed areas
in the front setbacks along the street, side setbacks and areas between the parking lot and the building
itself. We are also providing a common clubhouse as part of the open space.
D. We are providing a 5' Landscape fence with landscaping shrubs and conifer trees between the single
family homes and alleyway to the west and the parking area of this project. We are also providing
landscape screening along areas of the building. Also a fence and low wall around the Grill and hot tub
area of the clubhouse is being provided.
E. Landscaping along the parking areas that will also work for snow storage and along the building will be
provided. Groupings of native trees will be provided on site. Grass areas for use of the tenants will be
provided between the buildings and the sidewalks and parking areas. We will meet the required 10% of
landscaping and be using native plants per the Cities list.
F. A monument sign may be placed adjacent to the entrances on 7th and 8th street to identify the
buildings name and address. Minimal building number sign age will be located on each building near the
entrance ways.
Signage (related to traffic) – Traffic flow/direction in the parking lots will be signed/striped as necessary.
“Local Traffic Only” signage may be provided if necessary and or requested to deter cut through traffic.
g) Undergrounding of new utilities – As required by City Engineering Standards, new water (domestic/fire)
and sewer services for each building will be provided and buried as required to prevent freezing. The
proposed detention system will also be placed underground and will consist of large diameter detention
pipes which will provide flow control and storage of stormwater during storm events.
h) Undergrounding of existing utilities – Existing overhead utilities in 7th Street will remain. All proposed
dry utility extensions (power/phone/cable/data) to the proposed development will be placed underground.
5. Are all necessary public services and facilities available and adequate? If not, how will public services
and facilities be upgraded? a. Sewer
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b. Water
c. Stormwater
d. Fire Protection
e. Police Protection
f. Street (public or private)
g. Parks (residential only)
h. Sidewalks
i. Bike/pedestrian ways – including connectivity to existing and proposed developments
Sewer - Sewer service to the proposed structures will be provided by a public wastewater collection and
treatment system owned, operated and maintained by the City of Whitefish. There is an existing 8” sewer
main in E. 7th Street which will service the north building and the existing main in 8th Street will be
extended to provide service for the south building (see attached existing utility map). Proposed sewer
service connection points have been shown on the CUP Drawing accompanying this submittal for
connection details.
b) Water - Water service to the proposed development will be provided by a public water supply system
owned, operated and maintained by the City of Whitefish. There is an existing 12” water main in the alley
just west of the development which will provide both domestic and fire water service to each structure. In
addition to the services, one fire hydrant will also be added in order to provide the minimum amount of
coverage for all structures. Proposed water service connection points and the additional fire hydrant have
been shown on the CUP Drawing accompanying this submittal for connection details.
c) Stormwater – The CUP drawing shows the topography of the subject property and surrounding areas.
Minimal run-on from adjacent sites is expected as the site is bordered by 7th Street to the north, a public
alley to the west, 8th Street to the south and an existing parking lot area to the east. There is an existing
24” public storm drain main that runs from north to south on the east side of the property. Additional runoff associated with the proposed development of the lots will be collected, conveyed, treated and detained
in an underground chamber system prior to connection to the existing public storm system.
d) Fire Protection – The proposed development is located within the Whitefish Fire Department Service
Area and the city limits of Whitefish. The development will connect to the Whitefish public water system.
As part of the review and approval process the Public Works and the Fire Department will review the sizing,
pressure, and location of hydrants needed to serve the proposed development.
e) Police Protection - The proposed subdivision is within city limits, and is in the City of Whitefish Police
Department response area.
f) Street – A complete traffic impact study with findings and recommendations has been completed and is
included with the CUP submittal.
g) Parks – Parkland dedication is not a requirement of the proposed multi-family development therefore no
additional maintenance/management or upgrades of park areas will be required. Residents of the
development will utilize existing City parks.
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h) Sidewalks – Currently there is an existing sidewalk on the south side of 7th Street and new sidewalks will
be constructed to provide pedestrian movement throughout the development as well as a connection to
the sidewalk on 7th Street.
i) Bike/Pedestrian ways – Bikes and pedestrians will connect to the existing sidewalk on 7th Street which
provides connection to the adjacent neighborhood.
6. How will your project impact on adjacent properties, the nearby neighborhoods and the community in
general? Describe any adverse impacts under the following categories.
a. Excessive traffic generation and/or infiltration of traffic into neighborhoods
b. Noise, vibration, dust, glare, heat, smoke, fumes, odors
Excessive traffic generation and/or infiltration of traffic into neighborhoods – The existing public streets are
adequate to handle the additional traffic from the proposed development. A complete traffic impact study
with findings and recommendations has been completed and is included with the CUP submittal. We have
completed a traffic study for the project which is attached. Its summery outlines the following:The 7th
Street Apartments development would increase traffic volumes on by 80 to 100 VPD on 7th Street and 8th
Street. Traffic volumes on Columbia Avenue will increase by 50 VPD (2%) and traffic volumes on Park
Avenue will increase be 20 VPD (7%). Total traffic volumes at the intersection of Highway 93 and 8th Street
will increase by approximately 1-2 vehicles per hour. Overall vehicle delay at the area intersections will
change by 0.1 seconds per vehicle at most locations. In the future when 8th Street is extended from the 7th
Street Apartments development property to Ashar Avenue to the east, a small amount of traffic from the
7th Street Apartments may use this route to circulate around the adjacent neighborhoods (~20 VPD), but
the total traffic on 8th Street will remain relatively low. No roadway or intersection modifications are
recommended with this project. Traffic concerns are the main concern during the Admin CUP process and
as such we forwarded the letters of concern to the Traffic Engineer who did the study and asked him to
review and respond to their concerns addressing the issues and validity of them. Please see the response:
Aaron, thank you for providing the initial public comments for the 7th Street Apartments project in
Whitefish. Some neighborhood residents are concerned about the traffic impacts from the apartment
complex and the methods used to produce the traffic impact study. Several comments expressed a
concern that the 36 unit apartment complex would produce significantly more vehicle traffic than
calculated within the traffic impact study. Apartments produce vehicle trips at a lower rate than single
family residential units. This has been well established by the Institute of Transportation Engineers with
over 100 studies done throughout the United States and has been confirmed by Abelin Traffic Services with
field studies in Montana. In general, apartments and condominiums/townhouses produce trips at a rate of
50%-75% that of a single family residence. The estimated 196 daily vehicle trips produced by the
apartments is reasonable for this project.
The peak vehicle trip generation from an apartment complex does not generally occur at the same times as
the peak traffic periods for a typical school. Peak vehicle trip generation from residential developments
generally occur before the peak AM school traffic period and well after the PM peak school traffic period.
As stated in the
report, the 7th Street Apartments project will increase traffic volumes on the surrounding roadways by 110%, which will not make a critical operational difference on the roadways within the study area.
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Congestion occurs around most schools during the morning and afternoon pick-up and drop-off periods.
The 2018 TIS prepared for the Muldown Elementary School identified some of these issues and provided
recommendations for roadway and pedestrian improvements. If additional mitigation measures are
necessary to address existing traffic concerns in this area or the traffic impacts from the Muldown
Elementary School, these issues should be addressed in the future regardless of the construction of the 7th
Street apartments. If you have any additional questions or concerns please feel free to contact me 406459-1443.
Bob Abelin P.E. PTOE
Abelin Traffic Services
Overall, the project is addressing traffic as outlined in the Traffic study. While this is a busy area during the
specific times of pick up and drop off, nothing has been presented in the letters of concern other than in
general the perception that this project would overburden the area with “too many cars” contradicting the
traffic report. The reality is that this project does not create, or overburden, the existing situation. The
traffic study shows that this project should have limited impact at those times especially considering since if
people live there and have kids, they would most likely walk them to school, or if they are working go
before or after the peak hours. At other times during the day there seems to be limited issues.
Accordingly, the amount of traffic generated at that time by these units would be minimal in numbers to
the amount of cars at peak times compared to the impact of the High School, Muldown Elementary School,
Nazarene Church, the Christian Academy, The Montessori School, two large retirement home communities
and (2) multifamily residential units totaling 36 (2) bedroom units just across the street from this project.
When the new Elementary School was in the design process it was reviewed whether to relocate the school
or splitting it up into smaller ones and dispersing them throughout the City. The end result approved by
the community was to keep it as one larger school adjacent to the existing location despite any concerns
the community had about traffic in the area. With the new design of the elementary school and its traffic
flow, there is hope that its design will help reduce some congestion in the area. This project also is one of
the last undeveloped lots in the area which could be developed in this manner and we would anticipate
limited further development of this scale in the future.
The School system must also feel that this is a relatively safe area for children walking to school in its
current state, in fact it has sent out direction over the last few years to parents to help address the traffic
issue by dropping off their children blocks away from the school. The school has outlined that this is a safe
way get children to the schools and have crosswalk attendants at the major intersections to help with
safety.
By making 8th from a one way to two-way street it provides alternate routes for people in the area and
should help disperse people dropping off children in the morning. Also, with expanding the sidewalks on
8th street and condensing the access to (1) drive lane going north/south we feel that issues of safety should
not be exuberated by this project.
It is important to note that the project consists of (16) studio apartments, (8) 1-bedroom units and (12) 2bedroom units. The total amount of beds and the ability to have multiple roommates and people sharing
the units is much less than 36 units that are all two-bedroom units. The ones primarily considered as an
option for families would only be the (12) two-bedroom units. Those units are providing a reasonable
option for families to live close to schools where their children would be able to walk to school and help
lessen the impact of additional drop offs in the area that might possibly help the overall traffic instead of
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make it worse. With the balance of the 24 units being studio and (1) bedroom units including (6) of the
total units deed restricted as affordable, it’s expected that many of them will be rented by either workers in
the service or retail industry or possible older retirees that often do not work typical 9 to 5 jobs helping
disperse the traffic to other times than the peak hours of pickup and drop off during school.
b. Limited Noise, vibration, dust, glare, heat, smoke, fumes, odors are anticipated for the project. Dogs
barking was a concern as part of the Admin CUP process Since we do not have a dog park, dogs would
either be on leashes outside or in the individuals apartments so we do not feel that is a legitimate concerns.
This project is a residential use and we anticipate it to function similarly to the nearby residences. We are
putting a landscape buffer and fence to help block any lighting issues towards the neighbors to the west
across the alleyway.
The lighting fixtures proposed for the site are downcast lights that will meet the night sky and city
requirements and will be put on timers and motion sensors to help with any off lighting.
7. What are the proposed hours of operation?
The apartments will be accessed 24/7, 365 days a year. No commercial activities are planned.
8. How is the proposal compatible with the surrounding neighborhood and community in general in
terms of the following: a. Structural bulk and massing
b. Scale
c. Context of existing neighborhood
d. Density
e. Community Character
The project has been designed to be compatible with the surrounding neighborhood and community in
general. We have designed the building to be two stories that meet current setbacks and height limits. We
have located the buildings to the East side of the property so that we give as much distance between these
buildings and the single family homes to the West. The building will fit in with the scale of the adjacent
larger buildings including the High School, new Muldown Elementary, Whitefish Christian academy and
other pre-schools in the area. It also fits well with the other Multifamily buildings along Pine Avenue. The
buildings are designed to have a modern but classical look with white board and baton siding and trim and
gable roofs with grey shingles. Large windows and doors look onto the site and each unit has an exterior
covered deck area providing interaction with the street scape. This project is located at a natural transition
area of public schools and high density residential to single family homes. The project has been presented
to Architectural review and was received positively for its concept design. As part of the initial process a
letter was sent out to residences within 300' of the project to inform them of the project, outline what the
scope and design was and to let us know of any concerns they may have. We received (3) emails
expressing concern of site and car lights, additional traffic flow and the overall scale of the project. As such
we propose to keep sight lighting to a minimum and use the exterior fixtures planned for the elementary
school and keep the building lighting to a minimum at the entrances and at the private patios. We have
provided a 5' tall fence and the landscaping buffer between the alleyway and our parking area. We will also
be providing speed bumps at the entrances to slow or reduce traffic flow through our site. Our project also
fits in with the overall mass and scale of the buildings to the East along 7th and along Pine. We have kept
the proposed project at two stories vs. the allowed three and the height at the tops of the gables at 35' vs.
the allowed 40' with IZ zoning. We are also only using 28% of the land coverage vs. the allowed 40%.
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In the letters we received Density and neighborhood size was a main concern. The letters of concern are
primarily referencing what the project is relative to what exists towards the West but if it is looked at in
relationship to the area in all directions, it provides a good transitional use and scale to those areas. Any
project that borders between two different zoning areas such as the transition between WR2 and WR4 as
this project does, will create friction in use. The site and project type are typically identified as a natural
transitional project from the large-scale public or residential uses in those directions to the single-family
residential homes to the West and South West. This is an appropriate use of the site to provide High
Density housing as allowed per the zone and creates a positive transition between single family homes or
duplexes to the West and the Institutional or High-Density residential uses to the North, South and East.
The project could be made larger and denser than what is proposed and still meet all the City’s Zoning,
design and multifamily requirements. The two lots total 65,007 sf after taking away the square footage of
the proposed easement to the south. Per WR4 zoning this allows for a total up to 55 units with a full CUP.
If the density bonus of 20% for Legacy Homes program is used, which the project is not taking advantage of,
a total 66 units could be proposed. The projects have a lot coverage of 28% max and are allowed up to 40%
not taking advantage of the Legacy homes program which would allow up to 44% coverage. The project is
proposing 36 units with (16) studio apartments, (8) 1 Bedroom units and (12) 2-bedroom units. The unit
sizes and types will limit the amount of room sharing and overall bed counts in the project. The comments
that there are no other buildings of this size or density in the area is just not accurate. Directly North of this
site on the adjacent block are two multifamily buildings of similar square footage as our buildings (1 is apx.
200 sf larger one is apx. 200 sf smaller) totaling (36) units, per Flathead GIS, with typically (2) bedroom type
units on approximately the same size of lot with slightly more (apx. 6 stalls) parking. Between those
buildings and the projects site is another multifamily residential building for workforce housing and a
vacant lot that can be developed in a similar manner. This immediately adjacent block, is almost identical
in numbers to the project we are proposing and does not seems to create limited issues with the
neighborhood in size, scale or density per the comments received. In the immediate neighborhood to the
North, West and South are the Whitefish Highschool, New Muldown Elementary, a Church, the Montessori
School, the Whitefish Christian Academy and (2) large assisted living/retirement homes. These buildings
are all either similar or much larger in scale of size, density of people or traffic impact than the projects.
The project has several design aspects to mitigate the relationships to the single family homes to the west
including but not limited to; locating the buildings to the East side of the property to give as much open
space and separation from the residential buildings, doubling the amount of open space as is required in
the multifamily standards, locating as much of the parking as is possible between the two buildings on the
center of the site, providing fencing and landscape buffer between the parking area and the adjacent
alleyway, orientating the buildings primarily to 7th and 8th streets and the middle with entrances and unit
layouts, providing landscaping around the building and between the buildings and the streets with new
trees and providing bump strips in the drive lane to slow down traffic on the site.
The original design proposed two (3) story buildings but was pulled back in stories and height to better fit
the character of the neighborhood. The buildings are (2) stories in height with residential forms and
features such as gable roofs, porches and decks and multi paned windows that open. The project was
received positively in look and scale in preliminary meeting with the Architectural Review committee. In
the received letters, many people outline this as a “historic” or area identified as “Old town.” In reviewing
the Growth policy, Architectural review Standards and Zoning documents, I have not found anything to
specifically identify that this neighborhood has an actual historical designation that would limit the project
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in any manner. This project does fit the requirements of the zoning and growth policy as an infill high
density residential project.
While the project is proposing 22 units more than what is allowed without a CUP all aspects outline that the
project is not “maxing” out what is allowed or could fit on the site per an allowed CUP approval process and
that it is in the middle ground of what is allowed or could fit. It also uses design tools to help limit the
impact on the single family residences to help blend in with the existing neighborhood as much as possible.
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Aaron Wallace
Ryan Purdy
Wednesday, October 9, 2019 2:28 PM
'Aaron Wallace'
Mick Ruis (mickruis@sbcglobal.net)
FW: 1013 E 7th street Reisch

From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Aaron, see below an email from Dale Reisch, general partner of Reisch Family Partnership, the owner of the property at
1013 E 7th street, Whitefish MT. Will this suffice.

Best regards,
Ryan D . Purdy
FRAMPTON PURDY LAW FIRM
530 W. 19'" St., Suite
White.fish. M T 59937

30 I

Email: ryan@framptonpurdy.com
Phone: (406)862-9600
Fax: (406)862-96 11
CONFIDENTIALITY WARNING:
Any advice included in this communication may not contain a full description of all rele\·ant facts or a complete analysis of
all relevant legal issues or authorities. This communication is solely for the intended recipient's benefit and may not be relied upon by
any other person or entity.
This message and any a ttachments are intended only for the use of the intended r ecipient(s), a r e confi dential, and may be
privileged. If you are not the intended r ecipient, you are her eby notified tbat a ny review, r etransmission, conve rsion to hard
copy, copying, circulation or other use of this message and any attachments is strictly prohibited. If you a re not the intended
r ecipient, please notify the sender immediately by return e-mail, and delete this messa ge a nd any a ttachments from your
system. Thank You.
From: dale reisch <eladhcsier@yahoo.ca>

Sent: Wednesday, October 9, 2019 1:35 PM
To: Ryan Purdy <ryan@framptonpurdy.com>
Subject: 1013 E 7th street Reisch
Reisch Family Partnership hereby approves Central Ave WF,LLC applying for permits with the city of Whitefish regarding
property located at 1013 E 7th street, Whitefish MT
Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android

1
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City of Whitefish

Planning & Building Dept
418 E 2nd St │PO Box 158
Whitefish, MT 59937
Phone: 406-863-2460
Fax: 406-863-2419

MULTI-FAMILY DEVELOPMENT STANDARDS
Review the criteria below and discuss how the proposal conforms to the criteria. If the proposal does not
conform to the standards, describe why and how this design will better implement the multi-family
development standards (link to §11-3-42):
1. How does the project further the purpose and intent of the multi-family development standards?

The 7th St Apartments is tailored made to fit the Multifamily Development standards. The
project is situated adjacent to the High School and Elementary Schools as well as the Whitefish
Christian academy and several preschools. It is near other multifamily projects along Pine
street and set on the side of the site to provide space for the residential units to the West. It is
within walking distance to downtown and shopping to the East. The projects are two story
buildings with patios and common spaces directed towards 7th and 8th streets. 8th street is
being improved to a full two way city street with boulevard trees and sidewalks along the
properties length to promote an extension of the street scape. The buildings only occupy 28%
of the site vs the allowed 40% providing natural light and airspace. The buildings will provide
bike racks and common space in the form of a clubhouse and hot tub/grill/patio area. The
2. How does the project integrate the requirements of the orientation and multiple building standards?
buildings are designed to be of a classical gable farmhouse look but with modern characters
tics that
shouldare
last
the
time.
The colors
of the buildings
will be
lightcommon
and open
feeling.
The
buildings
set
at test
the of
front
setback
with landscape
and green
open
space
between it and the street. There are patios that face on all sides of the building to promote
active edges. There are two primary entrances, one towards the center of the site and a
parking lane and one towards 7th on the North Building and 8th on the South Building. A
concrete sidewalk connects the main entrance to the sidewalks along the street. The buildings
are two story like many of the buildings in the area and with varied roof lines and bump outs to
provide visual interest. By grouping, similar materials and colors and orientating the buildings
as we have along with a complimentary unified design, we will be providing both private and
public spaces within the development for different users and groups. This includes green
spaces between the buildings and streets, common areas at the entrances, clubhouse and
privateinclude
patios/decks
for each of
units. parking location and design?
3. patio
Howand
doesthen
the project
the requirements
forthe
off-street

The main drive and parking isle runs N/S with parking along the Western side with a
landscaping buffer and fence along the west side to visually screen this area from the
neighbors to the East that also has landscaping screen wraps and run between the parking
areas and the streets to screen the parking from the streets as much as possible. The parking
frontage is only the 24' drive isle and then one parking spot along the front scape which is apx.
20%. We have a center parking area that is screened by the buildings and provides direct
access to the units. We will be lighting the parking area off the buildings at the entrances and
minimal lighting fixtures on the site to provide safety but not light spill onto the neighbors to the
East. We will be using the same site light fixtures as the new elementary school across the
street. The parking lots are broken up into areas with landscaping in-between. Snow storage
will be off the parking areas to the East. (1) 5 loop bike rack will be located at each of the (4)
entrances to meet the bike storage requirement.
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4. If fences or walls are included, how will be features meet city requirements?

A 5 foot fence will be installed along the east side of the property creating a buffer between
our parking area and the alleyway. The fence would meet the city standards of heights and
screening and materials. We would propose using a white vinyl to match the white siding and
provide longevity but are open to natural materials if required. There will be an open metal
fence along the east face of the hottub patio area to provide light an visibility into the space
along with a solid fence on the other 2 open sides up to 6' to provide screening.

5. Describe how site lighting and support facilities will meet the standards.

Site lighting will be located off the buildings at the main entrances primarily through down/can
lighting and limited sconces. Lighting off the building will also be provided at each of the
private patios per code. All fixtures will be night sky compliant. We will also have minimal site
lighting with street lighting in the parking areas to meet safety requirements and will be using a
fixture similiar or the same as those being used at the elemtary school across the street. We
will be directing this away from the single family homes to the East. A final lighting design has
not been developed but a concept plan is included. This will need to be verified with light
levels a the time of permit application.
6. How is this project minimizing the impacts to existing topography and vegetation?

The existing site has limited topography change and vegetation. We will retain (4) trees of 12"
in diameter that do not conflict with the layout. We have limited fill and excavation due to the
existing topo of the site and the proposed development.

7. Provide a calculation of required open space and describe how the open space meets the required
standards.

Please see the attached spread sheet. The common space includes the clubhouse, lawn
areas between the buildings and parking areas, between the buildings and sidewalks and the
common entrances with bike racks and benches. We are at 28% common/open space which
meets the 10% requirement

8. Describe how the project is meeting the neighborhood scale requirements.

Our buildings are apx. 8,500 sf in footprint, two stories in height and at or under 35' in height.
This places it in the middle of all the adjacent buildings in the neighborhood. The
neighborhood has a series of larger school buildings to the North and East which our project
will be at or smaller in scale with. Along Pine to the North is a series of multifamily housing
that are similar in scale. There is a series of single family homes to the West and south
which are smaller in scale. Our project is a natural transition from institutional uses with the
schools to multifamily larger housing to single family homes that we already see in the area
and is called out for in the growth policy.
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1. How does the project further the purpose and intent of the multi-family development standards?
The 7th St Apartments is tailored made to fit the Multifamily Development standards. The project is
situated adjacent to the High School and Elementary Schools as well as the Whitefish Christian academy
and several preschools. It is near other multifamily projects along Pine street and set on the side of the site
to provide space for the residential units to the West. It is within walking distance to downtown and
shopping to the East. The projects are two story buildings with patios and common spaces directed towards
7th and 8th streets. 8th street is being improved to a full two way city street with boulevard trees and
sidewalks along the properties length to promote an extension of the street scape. The buildings only
occupy 28% of the site vs the allowed 40% providing natural light and airspace. The buildings will provide
bike racks and common space in the form of a clubhouse and hot tub/grill/patio area. The buildings are
designed to be of a classical gable farmhouse look but with modern characters tics that should last the test
of time. The colors of the buildings will be light and open feeling.
2. How does the project integrate the requirements of the orientation and multiple building standards?
The buildings are set at the front setback with landscape and green open common space between it and
the street. There are patios that face on all sides of the building to promote active edges. There are two
primary entrances, one towards the center of the site and a parking lane and one towards 7th on the North
Building and 8th on the South Building. A concrete sidewalk connects the main entrance to the sidewalks
along the street. The buildings are two story like many of the buildings in the area and with varied roof
lines and bump outs to provide visual interest. By grouping, similar materials and colors and orientating
the buildings as we have along with a complimentary unified design, we will be providing both private and
public spaces within the development for different users and groups. This includes green spaces between
the buildings and streets, common areas at the entrances, clubhouse and patio and then private
patios/decks for each of the units.
3. How does the project include the requirements for off-street parking location and design?
The main drive and parking isle runs N/S with parking along the Western side with a landscaping buffer and
fence along the west side to visually screen this area from the neighbors to the East that also has
landscaping screen wraps and run between the parking areas and the streets to screen the parking from
the streets as much as possible. The parking frontage is only the 24' drive isle and then one parking spot
along the front scape which is apx. 20%. We have a center parking area that is screened by the buildings
and provides direct access to the units. We will be lighting the parking area off the buildings at the
entrances and minimal lighting fixtures on the site to provide safety but not light spill onto the neighbors to
the East. We will be using the same site light fixtures as the new elementary school across the street. The
parking lots are broken up into areas with landscaping in-between. Snow storage will be off the parking
areas to the East. (1) 5 loop bike rack will be located at each of the (4) entrances to meet the bike storage
requirement.
4. If fences or walls are included, how will be features meet city requirements?
A 5 foot fence will be installed along the east side of the property creating a buffer between our parking
area and the alleyway. The fence would meet the city standards of heights and screening and materials.
We would propose using a white vinyl to match the white siding and provide longevity but are open to
natural materials if required. There will be an open metal fence along the east face of the hottub patio
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area to provide light an visibility into the space along with a solid fence on the other 2 open sides up to 6' to
provide screening.
5. Describe how site lighting and support facilities will meet the standards.
Site lighting will be located off the buildings at the main entrances primarily through down/can lighting and
limited sconces. Lighting off the building will also be provided at each of the private patios per code. All
fixtures will be night sky compliant. We will also have minimal site lighting with street lighting in the
parking areas to meet safety requirements and will be using a fixture similiar or the same as those being
used at the elemtary school across the street. We will be directing this away from the single family homes
to the East. A final lighting design has not been developed but a concept plan is included. This will need to
be verified with light levels a the time of permit application.
6. How is this project minimizing the impacts to existing topography and vegetation?
The existing site has limited topography change and vegetation. We will retain (4) trees of 12" in diameter
that do not conflict with the layout. We have limited fill and excavation due to the existing topo of the site
and the proposed development.
7. Provide a calculation of required open space and describe how the open space meets the required
standards.
Please see the attached spread sheet. The common space includes the clubhouse, lawn areas between the
buildings and parking areas, between the buildings and sidewalks and the common entrances with bike
racks and benches. We are at 28% common/open space which meets the 10% requirement
8. Describe how the project is meeting the neighborhood scale requirements.
Our buildings are apx. 8,500 sf in footprint, two stories in height and at or under 35' in height. This places it
in the middle of all the adjacent buildings in the neighborhood. The neighborhood has a series of larger
school buildings to the North and East which our project will be at or smaller in scale with. Along Pine to
the North is a series of multifamily housing that are similar in scale. There is a series of single family homes
to the West and south which are smaller in scale. Our project is a natural transition from institutional uses
with the schools to multifamily larger housing to single family homes that we already see in the area and is
called out for in the growth policy.
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City of Whitefish

Date Submitted:

Planning & Building Dept
418 E 2nd St │PO Box 158
Whitefish, MT 59937
Phone: 406-863-2460
Fax: 406-863-2419

Associated File #:

HOUSING MITIGATION PLAN

INSTRUCTIONS:

 A Pre-Submission Meeting with city staff and the Legacy Homes Coordinator is required.
Date of Meeting: 8/19
 Attach the following:
• Standardized deed restriction(s) for the Legacy Homes
• Site plan
• Unit designs
• Details on amenities and heating systems
• Estimated utility costs for Legacy rental units; the monthly rental prices should be adjusted if heat,
electric, or water utilities are not included (Appendix B of Legacy Homes Program Administration)
• Estimated homeowner’s association (HOA) structure and fees, if applicable
• A separate narrative, as needed
 A complete Housing Mitigation Plan must accompany a land use permit application and will not be
accepted alone (§11-1A-5, WCC).
 The Housing Mitigation Plan will be approved as part of the land use permit.
A. PROJECT INFORMATION:
Project Name:
7th Street Apartments
Street Address:

1013 E 7th St

Assessor’s Tract No.(s) 0800450, 0800500, Lot No(s)
Tract ID - 3121X31-XXX-1GAC, 3121X31XXX-1H Block #
Subdivision Name
Section __________ Township __________ Range___________
I hereby certify that the information contained or accompanied in this application is true and correct to the best of my
knowledge.
_________________________________________
12/5/19_________________________
Applicant’s Signature
Date
Aaron Wallace
_________________________________________
Print Name

B. INCENTIVES USED
not both):

(check all that apply to this project; Planned Unit Development projects may use one column or the other but

Conditional Use Permits:
X Reduced Parking for 2+ Bedroom: 20%
X Increased Maximum Bldg Height: 5-feet (3 floor
max and not permitted in the WB-3 zoning district)

Subdivision:
 Reduced Lot Size: 20%
 Reduce Lot Width: 10%

 Increase Lot Coverage: 10%

 Increase Lot Coverage: 10%

 Increase Density: 20%

 Increase Density: 20%
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C. LAND USE PERMIT TYPE ACCOMPANYING THIS HMP (check all that apply):

Administrative Conditional Use Permit  Minor Subdivision

X Conditional Use Permit

 Major Subdivision

 Planned Unit Development
D. OWNER/APPLICANT INFORMATION
OWNER(S) OF RECORD:
Name:

Reisch Family Partnership

Mailing Address:

Phone:

9 Baker Ave

City, State, Zip:

Whitefish MT 59937

Email:
APPLICANT (if different than above):
Name:

Central Ave WF

Phone: 1-619-889-7749

Mailing Address:

2389 Victoria Circle

City, State, Zip:

Alpine, CA 91901

Email:

mruis@amscaff.com

OTHER TECHNICAL/PROFESSIONAL:
Name:

Aaron Wallace , Montana Creative

Phone:

Mailing Address: 158 Railway St
City, State, Zip: Whitefish, MT 59937
Email:

aaron@mt-creative.com

-------------------- For City Staff Use Only ------------------- Approved:
 Approved with conditions:
 Denied:
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406-862-8152

PROJECT DETAILS
1. Total Number of Residential Units Proposed by Type:
_____ Single-family detached homes
_____ Single-family attached homes (townhouses); in what number of buildings _____
__36_Multi-family (duplex, triplex, apartments, condominiums); in what number of buildings _2_
36_TOTAL
__7.2___Number of Legacy Home Units Required for Project (20% of TOTAL above)
2. Are the Legacy Units proposed to be integrated into the project?
____x_ Yes (Continue to Question 3)
_____ No (Skip to Question 11)
3.

__3.6___ Number of Legacy Home Units Required for Project (See #1 above)
Type and Number of Legacy Homes Units Proposed On-Site:
_____ Single-family detached home
_____ Single-family attached home (townhouses); in what number of buildings _____
___7__Multi-family apartments; in what number of buildings _2____
_____Multi-family condominiums; in what number of buildings _____
_____Fraction of unit left over, for which in-lieu fee (ILF) will be paid
$_15,590.80__ ILF to be paid ($77,954 x fraction of unit)

4. If the type of Legacy units does not match the type of Market units (single-family detached or attached,
townhome, multi-family, etc.), provide justification below. Note: If all Market units are single-family detached
homes, up to half of the required Legacy units may be attached single-family homes (townhomes) and the
type of Legacy units required will be based on the needs identified annually by the City.
NA

5. Indicate the price Legacy units are to be offered at and the household income levels (percent of Area Median
Income [AMI]) those units are meant to target. Rental units are meant to be affordable to households earning
60%-80% of AMI and the average price of all Legacy rental units in the project must be affordable to
households earning 70% AMI. Ownership units are meant to be affordable to households earning 80.1%120% AMI and the average price of all ownership Legacy units in the project must be affordable to
households earning 100% AMI. Attach additional sheet if more rows are needed.

Sales Price

Monthly
Rent 1
732.00
854.00
976.00
1045.00
914.00
941.00
1097.00

Target
Household
Income
(%AMI)
60%
70%
80%
80%
70%
60%
70%

Type of Unit

Size
of Unit
(sf)

# Bedrooms
in Unit

# of Units Offered
at Price

Studio
Studio
Studio
1 Bedroom
1 Bedroom
2 Bedroom
2 Bedroom

483
483
501
962
865
1019
1142

0
0
0
1
1
2
2

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
Indicate whether heat, electric, and water utilities are included in the rental prices provided. Rental prices must be reduced if these utilities are not
included.
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Heat, electric and Water utilities will be included in the prices provided. The units will be heated by PTAC
through wall efficient through wall units. All appliances and heating systems will be electric and be energy
star efficient
6. Number of bedrooms per unit in Project:

Studio/0
Bedroom
1 Bedroom
2 Bedroom
3+ Bedroom
Total

All Units
# Units

Legacy
# Units

16

3

Proportion of Legacy Units
for Each Bedroom Count
3/16

8
12

2
2

1/4
1/6

The mix of the number of bedrooms offered in Legacy units must mirror the mix of bedrooms offered in the
Market units, provided the mix is responsive to the needs and demographics of Whitefish residents. Legacy
Homes with more than 3 bedrooms are not desirable. If Legacy bedroom numbers are not proportionate to
Market bedroom numbers, provide rationale or justification:
7 units are required. We are providing one of each type of unit with as close an equal ratio as possible even
though the units are not easily balanced proportionally through the project per type.

7. The size of each Legacy unit may vary within a development, but no unit will be smaller than the minimum
sizes, and the size of all units by type must meet the average sizes shown below.
# Bedrooms
Studio/0
Bedroom
1 Bedroom
2 Bedroom
3 Bedroom

Legacy Rental Units
Minimum
Average Size
Size (sf)
(sf)
350
450
550
725
900

650
825
1000

Legacy Ownership Units
Minimum Size
Average Size (sf)
(sf)
400
500
700
800
1,100

1,000
1,150
1,300

Indicate the project’s minimum and average size per Legacy unit type:
# Bedrooms
Studio/0
Bedroom
1 Bedroom
2 Bedroom
3 Bedroom

Legacy Rental Units
Minimum
Average Size
Size (sf)
(sf)
483
489
865
1019

Legacy For-Sale Units
Minimum Size
Average Size (sf)
(sf)

913.50
1080.50
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8. If a project’s HOA’s Covenants, Conditions and Restrictions (CC&Rs) define a minimum square footage for
homes in the development, an exemption for Legacy Homes and their smaller square footages must be
made. Provide the CC&R’s and exemptions, if applicable.

9. Provide plans to illustrate, and indicate location of Legacy Homes relative to market rate units:
___x__ Distributed evenly throughout development and/or buildings
_____ Clustered on same site as market rate units
_____ Different site from market rate units
Provide rationale or justification if Legacy units are not distributed evenly throughout the market rate units:
Per our understanding of the Legacy program, we will identify the initial (3) units to be provided. If the renter
does not meet the IZ program in the future, the unit they are renting will be adjusted to current market rates
and the next available unit of that type will become available to the IZ program at the current AMI rates at that
time. As such the any of the units may become available during this process.

10. When phased construction is planned for a development, the proportion of Legacy units must be
constructed in proportion to the market rate units constructed during each phase of development. Attach a
proposed production schedule of Market and Legacy Homes, including issuance of building permits.
Both buildings are planned to be built at the same time.

11. If the percentage of Legacy Homes provided on-site (plus a fractional ILF) in the project is less than 20%,
what is the method of alternative compliance proposed?
_____ Provide Legacy Homes in off-site location
_____ Pay fee in lieu of Legacy Homes ($116,930 x required units = $______________________)
_____ Provide land in lieu of Legacy Homes
_____ Provide a combination of methods listed above
_____ Other method proposed
Describe why and how the alternative method of compliance is justified and how it helps the City achieve its
housing goals as established in the Strategic Housing Plan and meet the needs of the most current Housing
Needs Assessment. (attach narrative on separate piece of paper, if needed)
NA
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12. Any other information to help City staff and the Whitefish Housing Authority determine compliance with the
Legacy Homes Program.
Our plan is not to use the 5’ extra allowed height but due to natural grade, we may exceed 35’ at the roof peak
in areas once the final design is completed.
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7th Street Apartments Analysis
Breakdowns

studio

Parking factor

1 bed

2bed

8

4

6

1.25

1.5

2
1.33

extra factor for 2 beds
parking per unit type

10

6

12

total parking‐IZ reduction20% for two bedroom +
Parking proposed per plan

10

6

9.6

25.6
26

6.40
1.60

3.20
0.80

4.80
1.20

14.40
3.60

Rate
Factor
77954.00

0.60

Fee
46772.40

Proposed
# OF Units at market rates
# OF Units at IZ rates
Fractional unit Fee

Building 1
Square footages
UNIT 100
UNIT 101
UNIT 102
UNIT 103
UNIT 104
UNIT 105
UNIT 106
UNIT 107
UNIT 108
UNIT 200
UNIT 201
UNIT 202
UNIT 203
UNIT 204
UNIT 205
UNIT 206
UNIT 207
UNIT 208

LEGACY REQUIREMENTS
STUDIO
1 BED
2 BED
Building 2
Square footages
UNIT 100
UNIT 101
UNIT 102
UNIT 103
UNIT 104
UNIT 105
UNIT 106
UNIT 107
UNIT 108
UNIT 200
UNIT 201
UNIT 202
UNIT 203
UNIT 204
UNIT 205
UNIT 206
UNIT 207
UNIT 208

LEGACY REQUIREMENTS SF
STUDIO
1 BED
2 BED

Bike Racks
1 Per 4 units
Units
total per building
(1) 5 loop bike rack at each entrance

Tree Density
North Lot
South Lot

North
E
E
E

South
E
Lot Coverage
North

15
3

Rental Rates for Legacy Units
STUDIO

ONE BED

TWO BED
1142
1019

483

$854.00
962
865

501
501
501
1142
1142
1019

$1,097.00

483
962
865

$914.00

501
501
501
1142

MIN

Proposed
MIN
AVG
483
865
1019

AVG
350
550
725

STUDIO

450
650
825

ONE BED

483
865
1019

TWO BED
1142
1019

483

$854.00
962
865

501
501
501
1142
1142
1019

$1,097.00

483
962
865

$914.00

501
501
501
1142

MIN

Proposed
MIN
AVG
483
865
1019

AVG
350
550
725

450
650
825

483
865
1019

4
18
4.5

0.78
0.71

16
16

12.48
11.36

12
8
12

1
1
1

0.8
0.4
0.8

2

21

0.5

12

0.8

0.8
0.4
0.8
0
10.5
12.5

Lot size Building size
Coverage % Allowed Common space Coverage % Minimum Coverage
33849
8250
9592 0.28337617
1538
9788 0.28916659
40%

South

31158

8250 0.26477951

with easement

37644

8250 0.21915843

40%

8062 0.25874575
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10%

10%

Site & Area
EcoForm
ECF-S small area light
Gardco EcoForm Gen-2 combines economy with performance in an LED area
luminaire. Capable of delivering up to 26,400 lumens or more in a compact, low
profile LED luminaire, EcoForm offers a new level of customer value. EcoForm
features an innovative retrofit arm kit, simplifying site conversions to LED by
eliminating the need to drill additional holes in most existing poles. Integral
control systems available for further energy savings. Includes Service Tag, our
innovative way to provide assistance throughout the life of the product.

Ordering guide		

Prefix

Number
of LEDs

Drive
LED Color Current Generation

Project:
Location:
Cat.No:
Type:
Lamps:

Qty:

Notes:

example: ECF-S-64L-900-NW-G2-AR-5-120-HIS-MGY

Options
Mounting

Distribution

Voltage

Dimming controls

Motion sensing lens Photo-sensing Electrical

Type 2

120 120V
208 208V
240 240V
277 277V
347 347V
480 480V
120-277V
UNV	
(50/60Hz)
HVU	347-480V
(50/60Hz)

DD	0-10V External
dimming (by others) 4
DCC	Dual Circuit Control 4,5,6
FAWS	Field Adjustable
Wattage Selector 4,5
SW	Interface module
for SiteWise 4,6,7
LLC	Integral wireless
module 4,6,8
BL Bi-level functionality1,4

IMRI3
Integral with
#3 lens 15

PCB
Photocontrol
Button 8,9

IMRI7
Integral with
#7 lens 16

TLRD5
Twist Lock
Receptacle
5 Pin 10

Luminaire

Finish

ECF-S
ECF-S
EcoForm
site and
area,
small

WW-G2
530
AR
32L
530 mA Warm White Arm Mount
32 LEDs
3000K, 70 CRI (standard) 2
(2 modules) 700
700 mA Generation 2
1A
1050 mA
1.2A
1200 mA
48L
900
48 LEDs
900 mA
(3 modules) 1A
1050 mA
1.2A
1200 mA
900
64L
900 mA
64 LEDs
(4 modules) 1A
1050 mA

2 Type 2
2-90 Rotated
left 90°
2-270 Rotated
right
270°

The
following
mounting
kits must
be ordered Type 3
CW-G2
separately 3 Type 3
Cool White
3-90 Rotated
(See
5000K, 70 CRI accessories)
left 90°
Generation 2
3-270 Rotated
SF
right
Slip Fitter
270°
Mount 3
(fits to 2 3⁄8" Type 4
O.D. tenon)
4 Type 4
WS
4-90 Rotated
Wall mount
left 90°
with surface 4-270 Rotated
conduit
right
rear entry
270°
permitted
Type 5
RAM
Retrofit arm 5 Type 5
5W Type 5W
mount kit 2
NW-G2
Neutral White
4000K, 70 CRI
Generation 2

AFR
Auto Front Row

IMRO
Pole mounted
motion sensor 15
(see accessories)

DynaDimmer: Automatic
Profile Dimming
CS50	Safety 50%
Dimming, 7 hours 4,8
CM50	Median 50% Dimming,
8 hours 4,8
CE50	Economy 50%
Dimming, 9 hours 4,8
DA50	All Night 50%
Dimming 4,8

TLRD7
Twist Lock
Receptacle
7 Pin 10

Fusing

Square Pole
Adapter
F1 Single
(120, 277, 347VAC) 9 included in
standard
F2 Double
product
(208, 240, 480VAC) 9
TB
Pole Mount Fusing Terminal
FP1 Single
Block 12
(120, 277, 347VAC) 9 RPA

Textured
BK Black
WH White
BZ Bronze
DGY	Dark Gray
MGY	Medium Gray
Customer
specified

RAL	Specify
FP2 Double
Round Pole
optional
(208, 240, 480VAC) 9 Adapter
color or RAL
(fits
to
3"TLRPC
FP3 Canadian
(ex: RAL7024)
O.D.
3.9"
Twist Lock
Double Pull (208,
CC Custom color
13
9
pole)
Receptacle w/ 240, 480VAC)
(Must supply
HIS
Photocell 9,11
Surge Protection
color chip
Internal
(10kA standard)
for required
Housing
factory quote)
SP2	Increased 20kA
14
Side Shield

CS30	Safety 30%
Dimming, 7 hours 4,8
CM30	Median 30% Dimming,
8 hours 4,8
CE30	Economy 30%
Dimming, 9 hours 4,8
DA30	All Night 30%
Dimming 4,8

AFR-90
Auto Front Row,
Rotated left 90°
AFR-270
Auto Front Row,
Rotated right
270°
1. BL-IMRI3/7 equipped with out-boarded sensor housing
when voltage is HVU (347-480V)
2. Mounts to a 4" round pole with adapter included for
square poles.
3. Limited to a maximum of 45 degrees aiming above
horizontal.
4. Not available with other dimming control options.
5. Not available with motion sensor.
6. Not available with photocontrol.

7. Available only in 120 or 277V.
8. Not available in 347 or 480V
9. Must specify input voltage.
10. Dimming will not be connected to NEMA receptacle if
ordering with other control options.
11. Not available in 480V.
12. Not available with DCC.
13. Not available with SF and WS. RPAs provided with black
finish standard.

14. HIS not available with Type 5 and 5W optics.
15. Available only with SW, LLC, and BL control options.
16. Available only with SW and BL control options.

ECF-S_EcoForm_area_small 04/19 page 1 of 8
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ECF-S

EcoForm small

Area luminaire
EcoForm Accessories (ordered separately, field installed)
Controls Accessories

Shielding Accessories

Pole Mount Motion Sensor

House Side shield

MS-A-120V
MS-A-277V

Standard optic orientation:
HIS-80-H 14	Internal House Side Shield for 80 LEDs (5 modules)
HIS-96-H 14	Internal House Side Shield for 96 LEDs (6 modules)

120V Input
277V Input

Wireless system
Remote mount module
LLCR3-(F)

Optic at 90 or 270 orientation:
HIS-80-V 14	Internal House Side Shield for 80 LEDs (5 modules)
HIS-96-V 14	Internal House Side Shield for 96 LEDs (6 modules)

#3 lens

Central Remote Motion Response
(used connected to SiteWise main panel)

MS2-A-FVR-3
MS2-A-FVR-7

14. Not available with Type 5 or 5W optics

Luminaire Accessories

ECF-BD-G2
Bird deterrent
ECF-RAM-G2-(F)
Retrofit Arm mount kit
ECF-SF-G2-(F)	Slip Fitter Mount (fits to 2 3⁄8" O.D. tenon)
ECF-WS-G2-(F)	Wall mount with surface conduit rear entry permitted
EcoForm PTF2
(pole top fitter fits 23⁄8-21⁄2" OD x 4" depth tenon)

EcoForm PTF3
(pole top fitter fits 3-31⁄2" OD x 6" depth tenon)

EcoForm PTF4
(pole top fitter fits 31⁄2-4" OD x 6" depth tenon)

PTF2-ECF-S/L-1-90-(F)
PTF2-ECF-S/L-2-90-(F)
PTF2-ECF-S/L-2-180-(F)
PTF2-ECF-S/L-3-90-(F)
PTF2-ECF-S/L-4-90-(F)
PTF2-ECF-S/L-3-120-(F)

PTF3-ECF-S/L-1-90-(F)
PTF3-ECF-S/L-2-90-(F)
PTF3-ECF-S/L-2-180-(F)
PTF3-ECF-S/L-3-90-(F)
PTF3-ECF-S/L-4-90-(F)
PTF3-ECF-S/L-3-120-(F)

PTF4-ECF-S/L-1-90-(F)
PTF4-ECF-S/L-2-90-(F)
PTF4-ECF-S/L-2-180-(F)
PTF4-ECF-S/L-3-90-(F)
PTF4-ECF-S/L-4-90-(F)
PTF4-ECF-S/L-3-120-(F)

1 luminaire at 90°
2 luminaires at 90°
2 luminaires at 180°
3 luminaires at 90°
4 luminaires at 90°
3 luminaires at 120°

1 luminaire at 90°
2 luminaires at 90°
2 luminaires at 180°
3 luminaires at 90°
4 luminaires at 90°
3 luminaires at 120°

1 luminaire at 90°
2 luminaires at 90°
2 luminaires at 180°
3 luminaires at 90°
4 luminaires at 90°
3 luminaires at 120°

(F) = Specify finish

Predicted Lumen Depreciation Data
Predicted performance derived from LED manufacturer’s data and engineering design estimates, based on IESNA LM-80 methodology.
Actual experience may vary due to field application conditions.L70 is the predicted time when LED performance depreciates to 70% of
initial lumen output. Calculated per IESNA TM21-11. Published L70 hours limited to 6 times actual LED test hours

Ambient Temperature °C

Driver mA

Calculated L70 Hours

L70 per TM-21

Lumen Maintenance % at 60,000 hrs

25°C

up to 1200 mA

>100,000 hours

>60,000 hours

>88%

Optical distribution
Based on configuration ECF-S-48L-1A-NW-G2 (159W) mounted at 20ft.
4 MH

4 MH

4 MH

3 MH

3 MH

3 MH

2 MH

2 MH

1 MH

1 MH

0

1 fc

0.5 fc

2 fc

0

1 MH
0.2 fc

2 MH
3 MH
4 MH

5 MH 4 MH 3 MH 2 MH 1 MH 0 1 MH 2 MH 3 MH 4 MH 5 MH

1 fc

2 fc

1 MH

2 MH

2 MH

3 MH

3 MH
5 MH 4 MH 3 MH 2 MH 1 MH 0 1 MH 2 MH 3 MH 4 MH 5 MH

2 MH
1 MH
0

4 MH

4 MH
3 MH

0.5 fc

2 MH

1 fc

1 MH

2 fc

0

5 MH 4 MH 3 MH 2 MH 1 MH 0 1 MH 2 MH 3 MH 4 MH 5 MH
Type 4

0.2 fc
0.5 fc
1 fc
2 fc

4 MH
3 MH
2 MH
1 MH

1 MH

1 MH

2 MH

2 MH

2 MH

3 MH

3 MH

3 MH

4 MH

4 MH
Type 5

1 fc

0

1 MH

5 MH 4 MH 3 MH 2 MH 1 MH 0 1 MH 2 MH 3 MH 4 MH 5 MH

0.5 fc

2 fc

Type 3

4 MH
0.2 fc

1 fc

0

1 MH

4 MH

0.2 fc

2 MH
1 MH

0.5 fc

Type 2

3 MH

0.2 fc

2 fc

0.5 fc

0.2 fc

4 MH
5 MH 4 MH 3 MH 2 MH 1 MH 0 1 MH 2 MH 3 MH 4 MH 5 MH

5 MH 4 MH 3 MH 2 MH 1 MH 0 1 MH 2 MH 3 MH 4 MH 5 MH

Type 5W

ECF-S_EcoForm_area_small 04/19 page 2 of 8
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AFR

ECF-S

EcoForm small

Area luminaire
3000K LED Wattage and Lumen Values

Ordering Code

Total
LEDs

LED
Current
(mA)

Color
Temp.

Average
System
Watts

Type 2
Lumen
Output

BUG
Rating

Type 3
Efficacy
(LPW)

Lumen
Output

Type 4

BUG
Rating

Efficacy
(LPW)

Lumen
Output

BUG
Rating

Efficacy
(LPW)
114

ECF-S-32L-530-WW-G2-x

32

530

3000

56

6,178

B2-U0-G1

111

6,044

B1-U0-G2

109

6,323

B1-U0-G2

ECF-S-32L-700-WW-G2-x

32

700

3000

73

7,968

B2-U0-G2

109

7,795

B1-U0-G2

107

8,156

B1-U0-G2

112

ECF-S-32L-1A-WW-G2-x

32

1050

3000

106

11,218

B2-U0-G2

106

10,974

B2-U0-G2

104

11,482

B2-U0-G2

109

ECF-S-32L-1.2A-WW-G2-x

32

1200

3000

122

12,443

B3-U0-G2

102

12,173

B2-U0-G2

100

12,736

B2-U0-G3

105

ECF-S-48L-900-WW-G2-x

48

900

3000

135

14,768

B3-U0-G3

109

14,448

B2-U0-G3

107

15,116

B2-U0-G3

112

ECF-S-48L-1A-WW-G2-x

48

1050

3000

159

16,723

B3-U0-G3

105

16,360

B3-U0-G3

103

17,116

B2-U0-G3

108

ECF-S-48L-1.2A-WW-G2-x

48

1200

3000

183

18,564

B3-U0-G3

102

18,162

B3-U0-G3

99

19,001

B3-U0-G4

104

ECF-S-64L-900-WW-G2-x

64

900

3000

178

19,545

B3-U0-G3

110

19,121

B3-U0-G3

108

20,005

B3-U0-G4

113

ECF-S-64L-1A-WW-G2-x

64

1050

3000

206

22,020

B3-U0-G3

107

21,543

B3-U0-G4

105

22,538

B3-U0-G4

109

Total
LEDs

LED
Current
(mA)

Color
Temp.

Average
System
Watts

Lumen
Output

BUG
Rating

Efficacy
(LPW)

Lumen
Output

BUG
Rating

Efficacy
(LPW)

Lumen
Output

Ordering Code

Type 5

Type 5W

Type AFR
BUG
Rating

Efficacy
(LPW)

ECF-S-32L-530-WW-G2-x

32

530

3000

56

6,400

B2-U0-G1

115

6,672

B3-U0-G2

120

6,458

B3-U0-G2

116

ECF-S-32L-700-WW-G2-x

32

700

3000

73

8,254

B2-U0-G1

113

8,606

B3-U0-G2

118

8,330

B4-U0-G2

114

ECF-S-32L-1A-WW-G2-x

32

1050

3000

106

11,621

B3-U0-G2

110

12,116

B4-U0-G2

115

11,727

B4-U0-G2

111

ECF-S-32L-1.2A-WW-G2-x

32

1200

3000

122

12,890

B3-U0-G2

106

13,440

B4-U0-G2

111

13,008

B4-U0-G2

107

ECF-S-48L-900-WW-G2-x

48

900

3000

135

15,299

B3-U0-G2

113

15,951

B4-U0-G2

118

15,438

B4-U0-G2

114

ECF-S-48L-1A-WW-G2-x

48

1050

3000

159

17,324

B3-U0-G2

109

18,062

B4-U0-G2

114

17,482

B5-U0-G3

110

ECF-S-48L-1.2A-WW-G2-x

48

1200

3000

183

19,231

B3-U0-G2

105

20,051

B5-U0-G3

110

19,407

B5-U0-G3

106

ECF-S-64L-900-WW-G2-x

64

900

3000

178

20,247

B3-U0-G2

114

21,111

B5-U0-G3

119

20,432

B5-U0-G3

115

ECF-S-64L-1A-WW-G2-x

64

1050

3000

206

22,811

B3-U0-G2

111

23,784

B5-U0-G3

116

23,020

B5-U0-G3

112

BUG
Rating

Efficacy
(LPW)

Lumen
Output

Efficacy
(LPW)

Lumen
Output

4000K LED Wattage and Lumen Values

Ordering Code

Total
LEDs

Type 2

LED
Current
(mA)

Color
Temp.

Average
System
Watts

Lumen
Output

Type 3
BUG
Rating

Type 4
BUG
Rating

Efficacy
(LPW)

ECF-S-32L-530-NW-G2-x

32

530

4000

56

6,864

B2-U0-G2

123

6,715

B1-U0-G2

121

7,025

B1-U0-G2

126

ECF-S-32L-700-NW-G2-x

32

700

4000

73

8,853

B2-U0-G2

121

8,661

B2-U0-G2

119

9,062

B1-U0-G2

124

ECF-S-32L-1A-NW-G2-x

32

1050

4000

106

12,464

B3-U0-G2

118

12,194

B2-U0-G2

115

12,757

B2-U0-G3

121

ECF-S-32L-1.2A-NW-G2-x

32

1200

4000

122

13,826

B3-U0-G3

114

13,526

B2-U0-G3

111

14,151

B2-U0-G3

116

ECF-S-48L-900-NW-G2-x

48

900

4000

135

16,409

B3-U0-G3

121

16,053

B2-U0-G3

119

16,795

B2-U0-G3

124

ECF-S-48L-1A-NW-G2-x

48

1050

4000

159

18,581

B3-U0-G3

117

18,178

B3-U0-G3

115

19,018

B2-U0-G4

120

ECF-S-48L-1.2A-NW-G2-x

48

1200

4000

183

20,627

B3-U0-G3

113

20,180

B3-U0-G4

110

21,112

B3-U0-G4

116

ECF-S-64L-900-NW-G2-x

64

900

4000

178

21,717

B3-U0-G3

122

21,246

B3-U0-G4

119

22,228

B3-U0-G4

125

ECF-S-64L-1A-NW-G2-x

64

1050

4000

206

24,467

B3-U0-G3

119

23,936

B3-U0-G4

116

25,043

B3-U0-G4

122

Total
LEDs

LED
Current
(mA)

Color
Temp.

Average
System
Watts

Lumen
Output

BUG
Rating

Efficacy
(LPW)

Lumen
Output

BUG
Rating

Efficacy
(LPW)

Lumen
Output

Ordering Code

Type 5

Type 5W

Type AFR
BUG
Rating

Efficacy
(LPW)

ECF-S-32L-530-NW-G2-x

32

530

4000

56

7,414

B3-U0-G2

133

7,175

B3-U0-G2

129

7,111

B2-U0-G1

128

ECF-S-32L-700-NW-G2-x

32

700

4000

73

9,563

B3-U0-G2

131

9,255

B4-U0-G2

127

9,172

B2-U0-G1

126
122

ECF-S-32L-1A-NW-G2-x

32

1050

4000

106

13,462

B4-U0-G2

127

13,030

B4-U0-G2

123

12,912

B3-U0-G2

ECF-S-32L-1.2A-NW-G2-x

32

1200

4000

122

14,933

B4-U0-G2

123

14,453

B4-U0-G2

119

14,322

B3-U0-G2

118

ECF-S-48L-900-NW-G2-x

48

900

4000

135

17,723

B4-U0-G2

131

17,154

B5-U0-G3

127

16,999

B3-U0-G2

126

ECF-S-48L-1A-NW-G2-x

48

1050

4000

159

20,069

B5-U0-G3

126

19,424

B5-U0-G3

122

19,248

B3-U0-G2

121

ECF-S-48L-1.2A-NW-G2-x

48

1200

4000

183

22,279

B5-U0-G3

122

21,563

B5-U0-G3

118

21,368

B3-U0-G2

117

ECF-S-64L-900-NW-G2-x

64

900

4000

178

23,456

B5-U0-G3

132

22,702

B5-U0-G3

128

22,497

B3-U0-G2

127

ECF-S-64L-1A-NW-G2-x

64

1050

4000

206

26,427

B5-U0-G3

128

25,577

B5-U0-G4

124

25,346

B3-U0-G2

123
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5000K LED Wattage and Lumen Values

Ordering Code

Total
LEDs

LED
Current
(mA)

Color
Temp.

Average
System
Watts

Type 2
Lumen
Output

Type 3

BUG
Rating

Efficacy
(LPW)

Lumen
Output

BUG
Rating

Type 4
Efficacy
(LPW)

Lumen
Output

BUG
Rating

Efficacy
(LPW)

ECF-S-32L-530-CW-G2-x

32

530

5000

56

6,658

B2-U0-G2

120

6,514

B1-U0-G2

117

6,815

B1-U0-G2

122

ECF-S-32L-700-CW-G2-x

32

700

5000

73

8,588

B2-U0-G2

118

8,402

B2-U0-G2

115

8,790

B1-U0-G2

121

ECF-S-32L-1A-CW-G2-x

32

1050

5000

106

12,090

B3-U0-G2

114

11,828

B2-U0-G2

112

12,375

B2-U0-G3

117

ECF-S-32L-1.2A-CW-G2-x

32

1200

5000

122

13,411

B3-U0-G3

110

13,120

B2-U0-G3

108

13,726

B2-U0-G3

113

ECF-S-48L-900-CW-G2-x

48

900

5000

135

15,917

B3-U0-G3

118

15,572

B2-U0-G3

115

16,291

B2-U0-G3

121

ECF-S-48L-1A-CW-G2-x

48

1050

5000

159

18,023

B3-U0-G3

114

17,633

B3-U0-G3

111

18,447

B2-U0-G4

116

ECF-S-48L-1.2A-CW-G2-x

48

1200

5000

183

20,008

B3-U0-G3

110

19,574

B3-U0-G4

107

20,479

B3-U0-G4

112

ECF-S-64L-900-CW-G2-x

64

900

5000

178

21,065

B3-U0-G3

118

20,609

B3-U0-G4

116

21,561

B3-U0-G4

121

ECF-S-64L-1A-CW-G2-x

64

1050

5000

206

23,733

B3-U0-G3

115

23,218

B3-U0-G4

113

24,291

B3-U0-G4

118

Total
LEDs

LED
Current
(mA)

Color
Temp.

Average
System
Watts

Lumen
Output

Efficacy
(LPW)

Lumen
Output

BUG
Rating

Efficacy
(LPW)

Lumen
Output

Ordering Code

Type 5
BUG
Rating

Type 5W

Type AFR
BUG
Rating

Efficacy
(LPW)
125

ECF-S-32L-530-CW-G2-x

32

530

5000

56

6,897

B2-U0-G1

124

7,191

B3-U0-G2

129

6,960

B3-U0-G2

ECF-S-32L-700-CW-G2-x

32

700

5000

73

8,896

B2-U0-G1

122

9,276

B3-U0-G2

127

8,978

B4-U0-G2

123

ECF-S-32L-1A-CW-G2-x

32

1050

5000

106

12,524

B3-U0-G2

119

13,058

B4-U0-G2

124

12,639

B4-U0-G2

120

ECF-S-32L-1.2A-CW-G2-x

32

1200

5000

122

13,893

B3-U0-G2

114

14,485

B4-U0-G2

119

14,020

B4-U0-G2

115

ECF-S-48L-900-CW-G2-x

48

900

5000

135

16,489

B3-U0-G2

122

17,192

B4-U0-G2

127

16,639

B5-U0-G3

123
119

ECF-S-48L-1A-CW-G2-x

48

1050

5000

159

18,671

B3-U0-G2

118

19,467

B5-U0-G3

123

18,841

B5-U0-G3

ECF-S-48L-1.2A-CW-G2-x

48

1200

5000

183

20,727

B3-U0-G2

113

21,611

B5-U0-G3

118

20,916

B5-U0-G3

114

ECF-S-64L-900-CW-G2-x

64

900

5000

178

21,822

B3-U0-G2

123

22,753

B5-U0-G3

128

22,021

B5-U0-G3

124

ECF-S-64L-1A-CW-G2-x

64

1050

5000

206

24,586

B3-U0-G2

119

25,634

B5-U0-G3

124

24,810

B5-U0-G4

120
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Dimensions
Standard Arm (AR)

Wall (WS)

Weight: 22 Lbs (9.9 Kg) EPA: 0.21ft2 (.019m2)

Weight: 27 Lbs. (12. 2Kg) EPA: 0.27ft2 (.025m2)

2.4"
(6cm)

14.9"
(37.9cm)

14.9"
(37.9cm)

2.0"
(5.1cm)
5.7"
(14.6cm)

7.6" (19.4cm)
29.3" (74.5cm)

27.5" (69.7cm)

5.0"
(12.7cm)

6.5"
(16.5cm)
27.5" (69.7cm)

29.3" (74.5cm)

Retrofit Arm (RAM)

Slip fitter (SF)

Weight: 24 Lbs (10.9 Kg) EPA: 0.24ft2 (.022m2)

Weight: 27 Lbs (12.2 Kg) EPA: 0.33ft2 (.031m2)

5.4"
(13.6cm)

2.2"
(5.7cm)

14.9"
(37.9cm)

14.9"
(37.9cm)
1.3"
(3.2cm)

9.7" (24.7cm)
7.0"
(17.8cm)

15.4" (39.2cm)

28.7" (73cm)

37.2" (94.4cm)
37.2" (94.4cm)
5.0"
(12.7cm) 3.6"
(9cm)

6.5"
(16.5cm)
28.7" (73cm)

Outboard IMR-HVU sensor
3.4"
(8.6cm)
5.3" )
(13.4cm

Standard Arm (AR)
drill pattern

Retrofit Arm (RAM)
drill pattern
0.41"
(1.04cm)

0.41"
(1.04cm)

1.0"
(2.5cm)

1.0"
(2.5cm)
1.0"
(2.5cm)

1.0"
(2.5cm)
1.0"
(2.5cm)

2"
(5.1cm)
3"
(7.6cm)
0.41"
(1.04cm)

5.2"
(13.2cm)

3.1"
(7.9cm)
4.7"
(11.9cm)
0.41"
(1.04cm)
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Optical Orientation Information
Standard Optic Position

Optic Rotated Left (90°) Optic Position

Luminaires ordered with asymmetric optical systems in the standard
optic position will have the optical system oriented as shown below:

Luminaires ordered with optical systems in the Optic Rotated Left (90°)
optic position will have the optical system oriented as shown below (Type
5 and 5W optics are not available with factory set rotatable optics):

Left side
of pole

Street Side
Curbline

Left side
of pole

Right side
of pole

Right side
of pole

Street Side
90°

270°

House Side

Curbline

90°

270°

House Side

0°

0°

Note: The hand hole will normally
be located on the pole at the 0° point.

Note: The hand hole will normally
be located on the pole at the 0° point.

Optic Rotated Right (270°) Optic Position

Twin Luminaire Assemblies with Type-90/Type-270
Rotated Optical Systems

Luminaires ordered with optical systems in the Optic Rotated
Right (270°) optic position will have the optical system oriented
as shown below (Type 5 and 5W optics are not available with
factory set rotatable optics):

Left side
of pole

Twin luminaire assemblies installed with rotated optical systems are an
excellent way to direct light toward the interior of the site (Street Side)
without additional equipment. It is important, however, that care be
exercised to insure that luminaires are installed in the proper location.
Left side
of pole

Right side
of pole

Right side
of pole
180°

Luminaire with
Type-270
Street Side
Curbline

Luminaire with
Type-90

Street Side
90°

270°

House Side

Curbline
House Side

0°

Note: The hand hole will normally
be located on the pole at the 0° point.

0°
Luminaires with Optic
Rotated Right (270°) are
installed on the LEFT
Side of Pole
Note: The hand hole location will depend
on the drilling configuration ordered for the pole.
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Luminaires with Optic
Rotated Left (90°) are
installed on the RIGHT Side
of Pole

ECF-S
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Area luminaire
Specifications
Housing
One-piece die cast aluminum housing with integral arm and separate, selfretained hinged, one-piece die cast door frame. Luminaire housing rated to
IP66, tested in accordance to Section 9 of IEC 60598-1.
Vibration resistance

Field Adjustable Wattage Selector (FAWS): Luminaire equipped with the ability
to manually adjust the wattage in the field to reduce total luminaire lumen
output and light levels. Comes pre-set to the highest position at the lumen
output selected. Use chart below to estimate reduction in lumen output
desired. Cannot be used with other control options or motion response.
FAWS
Position

Luminaire is tested and rated 3G over 100,000 cycles conforming to
standards set forth by ANSI C136.31-2010. Testing includes vibration in three
axes, all performed on the same luminaire.
Light engine
Light engine comprises of a module of 16-LED aluminum metal clad board
fully sealed with optics offered in multiples of 2, 3, and 4 modules or 32, 48,
and 64 LEDs. Module is RoHS compliant. Color temperatures: 3000K +/-125K,
4000K, 5000K +/- 200K. Minimum CRI of 70. LED light engine is rated IP66 in
accordance to Section 9 of IEC 60598-1.

Percent of
Typical Lumen Output

1

25%

2

50%

3

55%

4

65%

5

75%

6

80%

7

85%

Energy saving benefits

8

90%

System efficacy up to 133 lms/W with significant energy savings over Pulse
Start Metal Halide luminaires. Optional control options provide added energy
savings during unoccupied periods.

9

95%

10

100%

Optical systems
Type 2, 3, 4, 5, 5W, and AFR distributions available. Internal Shield option
mounts to LED optics and is available with Type 2, 3, 4, and AFR distributions.
Types 2, 3, 4, and AFR when specified and used as rotated, are factory
set only. Performance tested per LM-79 and TM-15 (IESNA) certifying its
photometric performance. Luminaire designed with 0% uplight (U0 per IESNA
TM-15).
Mounting
Standard luminaire arm mounts to 4" O.D. round poles. Can also be used with
5” O.D. poles. Square pole adapter included with every luminaire. Round Pole
Adapter (RPA) required for 3-3.9" poles. EcoForm features a retrofit arm
kit. When specified with the retrofit arm (RAM) option, EcoForm seamlessly
simplifies site conversions to LED by eliminating the need for additional pole
drilling on most existing poles. RAM will be boxed separately. Also optional are
slipfitter and wall mounting accessories.
Control options
0-10V dimming (DD): Access to 0-10V dimming leads supplied through back of
luminaire (for secondary dimming controls by others). Cannot be used with
other control options.
Dual Circuit Control (DCC): Luminaire equipped with the ability to have two
separate circuits controlling drivers and light engines independently. Permits
separate switching of separate modules controlled by use of two sets of
leads, one for each circuit. Not recommended to be used with other control
options, motion response, or photocells.
SiteWise (SW): SiteWise system includes a controller fully integrated in
the luminaire that enables the luminaires to communicate with a dimming
signal transmitter cabinet located on site using patented central dimming
technology. A locally accessible mobile app allows users to access the system
and set functionalities such as ON/OFF, dimming levels and scheduling.
SiteWise is available with motion response options in order to bring the light
back to 100% when motion is detected. Cannot be used with other control
options or photocell options. Additional functionalities are available such
as communication with indoor lighting and connection to BMS systems.
Complete information on the control system can be found on the SiteWise
website at philips.com/sitewise.
Automatic Profile Dimming (CS/CM/CE/CA): Standard dimming profile of
30% or 50% provide flexibility towards energy savings goals while optimizing
light levels during specific dark hours. When used in combination with not
programmed motion response it overrides the controller’s schedule when
motion is detected. After 5 minutes with no motion, it will return to the
automatic diming profile schedule. Automatic dimming profile scheduled with
the following settings:
•
•
•
•

CS50/CS30: Security for 7 hours night duration (Ex., 11 PM - 6 AM)
CM50/CM30: Median for 8 hours night duration (Ex., 10 PM - 6 AM)
CE50/CE30: Economy for 9 hours night duration (Ex., 9 PM - 6 AM)
CA50/CA30: for all night (during all dark hours)

Note: Typical value accuracy +/- 5%

Wireless system (LLC): Optional wireless controller integral to luminaire
ready to be connected to a Limelight system (sold by others). The system
30'
allows you to wirelessly manage the entire site, independent lighting groups
20'
or individual luminaires while on-site or remotely.
Based on a high-density
mesh network with an easy to use web-based
portal, you can conveniently
10'
access, monitor and manage your lighting network remotely. Wireless
0'
44 ft
controls can be combined with site and area, pedestrian, and parking garage
10'
luminaires as well, for a completely connected
outdoor solution. Equipped
0'
with motion response with #3 lens for 8-25'
20' mounting heights. Also available
8'
with
remote pod accessory where pod is mounted separate from luminaire to
24'
0' 10'
20'
20' 10'
pole 24'
or wall.1 1 ' 7' 3' 0' 3' 7' 11'
LLC wireless controller with #3 lens
20'

0'

10'

5'

40'

0'

10'

10'

15'
20'
20' 18' 15' 12'

9'

6'

3'

0

3'

6'

9'

12' 15' 18' 20'

Motion response options

20'
20'

10'

0'

10'

20'

30'

27'
Bi-Level Infrared Motion Response (BL-IMRI):
Motion Response module is
mounted integral to luminaire factory20' pre-programmed to 50% dimming
when
not ordered with other control12'options. BL-IMRI is set/operates in the
0'
following fashion: The motion sensor 6'is set to a constant 50%. When motion is
3'
10'
0'
60'
detected
by the PIR sensor, the luminaire
returns to full power/light
output.
3'
Dimming on low is factory set to 50% 6'with 5 minutes default in "full power"
20'
12' motion is detected for 5 minutes, the
prior to dimming back to low. When no
motion
response system reduces the20'wattage by 50%, to 50% of the normal
30'
constant wattage reducing the light 27'
level. Other dimming settings can be
40'
provided
if12'different
dimming
levels are
required.
This can also be done with
30' 27'
30'
20'
6' 0 6' 12'
20'
30'
20' 12' 6' 3' 0 3' 6' 12' 20' 27' 30'
FSIR-100 Wireless Remote Programming Tool (contact Technical Support for
details).
50'When used in combination
Infrared Motion Response with Other Controls:
with other controls (Automatic Dimming Profile and SiteWise), motion
25'
response device will simply override controller’s
schedule with the added
0'
benefits
of a combined dimming profile and sensor
detection. In this 100'
0'
configuration, the motion response device cannot be re-programmed with
FSIR-100 Wireless Remote Programming Tool. The
profile can only be re25'
27'
programmed via the controller.
40'
50' 40'

30'

20'

10'

0

10'

20'

All above profiles are calculated from mid point of the night. Dimming is set
for 6 hours after the mid point and 1, 2, or 3 hours before depending of the
duration of dimming. Cannot be used with other dimming control options.
ECF-S_EcoForm_area_small 04/19 page 7 of 8
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30'

40'

50'

50'
50'

25'

0'

25'

50'

0'

44 ft

10'
0'

20'

ECF-S

EcoForm small

8'

24'

1 1 ' 7'

3' 0' 3' 7' 11'

24'

10'

20'

Area luminaire

0'

10'

20'

20'

0'

30' 10'

5'
Specifications

20'

40'

0'

10'
Infrared
Motion Response Lenses (IMRI3/IMRI7):
Infrared Motion Response
10'
Integral module is available with two different
10' sensor lens types to
15'
0'
44 ft
accommodate various mounting heights and occupancy detection
ranges.
10'
Lens
#3
(IMRI3)
is
designed
for
mounting
heights
up
to
20’
with
a
40’
20'
20'
10'
0'
10'
20'
0'20' 18' 15' 12' 9' 6' 3' 0
20'
3' Lens
6' 9' #7
12' 15'
18' 20'
diameter
coverage area.
is designed
for higher
mounting
heights
20'
up8' to 40’ with larger coverage areas up to 100’ diameter coverage area. See
24' for approximate
1 1 ' 7' 3' 0' 3' 7' 11'
2 4 ' patterns:
charts
detection
0' 10'
20'
20' 10'
30'
27'

IMRI3 Luminaire or remote mount controller
20' with #3 lens
6'
3'
0'
3'
6'

10'
5'
20'
10'

10'

60'

10'

20'

20'
40'
30' 18' 20'
12' 9'6' 6'0 3' 6' 0 12' 3' 20'
20'
15' 12'
6'

Twist-Lock Receptacle (TLRD5/TLRD7/ TLRPC): Twist Lock Receptacle with
5 pins enabling dimming or with 7 pins with additional functionality (by others)
can be used with a twistlock photoelectric cell or a shorting cap. Dimming
Receptacle Type B (5-pin) and Type D-24 (7-pin) in accordance to ANSI
C136.41. Can be used with third-party control system. Receptacle located
on top of luminaire housing. When specifying receptacle with twistlock
photoelectric cell, voltage must be specified. When ordering Twist-lock
receptacle (TLRD5 or TLRD7), photocell or shorting cap is not included.

40'

0'

12'

15'
30'

Electrical

20'

12'

0'0'

27'

20'
20'20' 12'

30' 20'27'
9' 30' 12' 15' 18'

6'10'3' 0 3' 6'0' 12' 10'
20'

27'20'30'

Driver: Driver efficiency (>90% standard). 120-480V available (restrictions
apply). Open/short circuit protection. Optional 0-10V dimming to 10% power.
RoHS compliant.

IMRI7 Luminaire or remote mount controller with #7 lens
30'
27'

50'

20'

25'

12'

0'0'

6'
3'
0'
3'
6'

10'
27'
20'
40'
30' 50' 40'

30'

20'

10'

0

10'

20'

30'

20'
40'

100'

0'
60'
25'

12'
50'

50'
50'

25'

0'

25'

50'

27'

40'

30'
30'
20' Motion
12' 6' Response
0 6' 12'
20' Outboard
30'
27' 20' Infrared
12' 6' 3' 0 3' Motion
6' 12' 20' Response
27' 30'
Infrared
(IMRO):
Outboard can be used in combination with automatic profile dimming and
stand alone motion response. The pole mounted motion sensor is a PIR
(passive infrared) device that can be mounted 50'
to a pole. One motion sensor
per pole is required. Sensor finish is white Wattstopper EW-200-120-W or
25'
the EW-200-277-W. Order MS-A-120 or MS-A-277 separately. IMRO sensors
0'
require
single voltage 120V or 277V input. If motion
is detected during100'the
0'
time that the luminaire is operating at profile dimming mode specified, the
25'
luminaire returns to 100% power and light output.
The luminaire remains
27'
on high until no motion is detected for the duration period, after which
40'
the luminaire returns back to automatic profile50'dimming.
Duration
period
50'
25'
0'
25'
50'
50' 40'
30' 20' 10'
0
10'
20' 30' 40' 50'
is factory
set
at 15 minutes,
and
is field adjustable from 5 minutes up to 15
minutes. The area motion detector provides coverage equal to up to 6 times
the sensor height above ground, 270° from the front-center of the sensor
(see chart for approximate detection patterns).

270° Front Coverage

90°

90°
90°

Distances are
approximate.
H = height above ground
Height

8 ft
(2.4 m) 8 ft
(2.4 m)
9.5ft
25ft
(3m) 9.5ft
(8m) 25ft
(3m) (8m)

1H

3H

which includes the hand hole and a special hand hole cover plate for the
sensor with a 1/2" NPT receptacle centered on the hand hole cover plate into
which the motion sensor mounts. Once the motion sensor is connected to
the hand hole cover plate, then wiring connections are completed in the pole.
The plate (complete with motion sensor attached and wired) is then mounted
to the hand hole. If poles are supplied by others, the customer is responsible
for providing suitable mounting accommodations for the motion sensor in the
pole (see Gardco Poles specification sheets for more information).

52.5ft
6H
(16m)52.5ft
(16m)

8 ft
(2.4m) 8ft
(2.4m)
9.5 ft
25 ft
(3 m) 9.5(8
ft m) 25 ft
(3 m) (8 m)

Pole Details: IMRO requires
that the pole include additional hand hole 15 feet
52.5 ft
(16 m)52.5 ft
above the pole base, normally
oriented 180° to the standard hand hole. For
(16 m)
Gardco poles, order the pole with the Motion Sensor Mounting (MSM) option

Button Photocontrol (PCB): Button style design for internal luminaires
mounting applications. The photocontrol is constructed of a high impact UV
stabilized polycarbonate housing. Rated voltage of 120V or 208-277V with a
load rating of 1000 VA. The photocell will turn on with 1-4Fc of ambient light.
Surge protection (SP1/SP2): Surge protection device tested in accordance
with ANSI/IEEE C62.45 per ANSI/IEEE C62.41.2 Scenario I Category C High
Exposure 10kV/10kA waveforms for Line-Ground, Line-Neutral and NeutralGround, and in accordance with DOE MSSLC Model Specification for LED
Roadway Luminaires Appendix D Electrical Immunity High test level 10kV/10kA.
20kV / 10kA surge protection device that provides extra protection beyond
the SP1 10kV/10kA level.
Listings
UL/cUL wet location listed to the UL 1598 standard, suitable for use in
ambient temperatures from -40° to 40°C (-40° to 104°F). Most EcoForm
configurations are qualified under Premium and Standard DesignLights
Consortium® categories. Consult DLC Qualified Products list to confirm your
specific luminaire selection is approved. CCTs 3000K and warmer are Dark
Sky Approved.
Finish
Each standard color luminaire receives a fade and abrasion resistant,
electrostatically applied, thermally cured, triglycidal isocyanurate (TGIC)
textured polyester powdercoat finish. Standard colors include bronze (BZ),
black (BK), white (WH), dark gray (DGY), and medium gray (MGY). Consult
factory for specs on optional or custom colors.
Service Tag
Each individual luminaire is uniquely identifiable, thanks to the Service tag
application. With a simple scan of a QR code, placed on the inside of the
mast door, you gain instant access to the luminaire configuration, making
installation and maintenance operations faster and easier, no matter what
stage of the luminaire’s lifetime. Just download the APP and register your
product right away. For more details visit: signify.com
Warranty
EcoForm luminaires feature a 5-year limited warranty
See signify.com/warranties for complete details and exclusions.

The information presented in this document is not intended as any commercial offer and does not form part of any quotation or contract.

© 2019 Signify Holding. All rights reserved. This document contains information
relating to the product portfolio of Signify which information may be subject to
change. No representation or warranty as to the accuracy or completeness of the
information included herein is given and any liability for any action in reliance thereon
is disclaimed. All trademarks are owned by Signify Holding or their respective owners.
ECF-S_EcoForm_area_small 04/19 page 8 of 8
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7th Street Apartments
Traffic Impact Study
Whitefish, Montana

A.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The 7th Street Apartments development is a 1.6-acre/36-unit residential project located between 7th
Street and 8th Street near Muldown Elementary School in Whitefish, Montana. Upon completion,
the project would produce up to 196 new daily vehicle trips. As proposed, the 7th Street
Apartments would not create any new roadway capacity problems in this area. Overall, the 7th
Street Apartments will account for a 1% to 10% percent increase in traffic volumes on the
surrounding road network. No mitigation measures are recommended at this time with the
development of the 7th Street Apartments.
B.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

This document studies the possible effects on the surrounding road system from a proposed
residential apartment complex located south of 7th Street in Whitefish. The document provides
information regarding possible traffic impacts in the area and identifies traffic mitigation efforts
that the development may require. The development would include up to 36 residential apartment
units.
C.

EXISTING CONDITIONS

The proposed development property currently consists of a 1.6-acre parcel of land located east of
Park Avenue between 7th Street and 8th Street to the southwest of the Whitefish High School and
the Muldown Elementary School. The property currently consists of one existing residential home.
The surrounding area is comprised of a mix of residential areas and schools to the east of the
Highway 93 commercial corridor. See Figure 1 for a location map of the proposed development.
Adjacent Roadways
7th Street is a two-lane east/west collector roadway which extends from Kalispell Avenue
to the Muldown Elementary School. 7th Street has a paved width of 38 feet with on-street
parking on both sides, except near Muldown Elementary School. All cross-streets with 7th
Street are STOP controlled on the minor legs except for the intersection with Columbia
Avenue which is controlled by a four-way STOP. The intersection of 7th Street with Pine
Avenue currently has separated left and right-turn lanes on all three approaches. The road
currently carries approximately 4,000 VPD.
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Figure 1- Proposed Development Site

7th Street
Apartments
Project Site
= Study Intersection
8th Street is a two-lane east/west local roadway which extends from Highway 93 to Ashar
Avenue. 8th Street has a paved width of 30 feet with on-street parking and provides access
to the residential neighborhoods in this area. The intersections along 8th Street are
generally uncontrolled. 8th Street has STOP controls at the intersections with Columbia
Avenue and Highway 93. The intersection with Park Avenue is also STOP controlled for
northbound traffic. Between Park Avenue and Ashar Avenue the road narrows to one lane
and is currently a one-way access for the Whitefish Christian Academy in the westbound
direction.
Columbia Avenue is a two-lane north/south collector route which extends north from 13th
Street and parallels Highway 93 two blocks to the west. The road has a paved width of 30
feet with on-street parking and sidewalks along both sides. The posted speed limit on
Columbia Avenue is 25 MPH. Data obtained from MDT indicates that the roadway carried
3,000 VPD north of 13th Street in 2018.
Park Avenue is a two-lane north/south local route which extends south from 8th Street and
connects with Voerman Road to the southeast. Between 8th Street and 10th Street the road
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has curb and gutter and a paved width of 28 feet. South of 19th Street the road has a rural
cross-section and a paved width of 24 feet. Data obtained from MDT indicates that the
roadway carried 300 VPD south of 8th Street in 2018.
Traffic Data
In September 2019 Abelin Traffic Services (ATS) collected traffic data at area intersections in
coordination with TD&H in Whitefish to evaluate current operation characteristics. These
counts included peak-hour turning movement counts at nearby intersections. The peak-hour
turning movement counts were performed at the intersection of 8th Street and Highway 93. The
raw traffic data is included in Appendix A of this report. Additional data for the area
intersections was obtained from the 2018 traffic impact study prepared by Morrison Maierle
for the Muldown Elementary School on 7th Street. This report contained current and future
2021 traffic projections for the local street network in the area of impact of the 7th Street
Apartments.
Historic Traffic Data
Abelin Traffic Services obtained historic traffic data for the surrounding road network from
the Montana DOT. This data is presented in Table 1. The traffic data history shows that traffic
volumes on this section of Highway 93 have increased at an annual rate of 1.9% over the last
ten years and traffic volumes on 13th Street (Columbia Avenue) have remained relatively flat
over the time period. Traffic volume data on Park Avenue has only been collected over the
last two years and volumes are relatively low (less than 500 VPD).
Location

US 93 S of
Riverside
#15-4A-021
13TH ST (Columbia
Ave) E of HWY 93
#15-4A-050
Park Ave S of
8th St
#15-4A-089

Table 1 – Historic Traffic Data
2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

11,810

12,800

11,530

15,170

15,400

15,470

13,310

15,907

16,187

12,771

4,000

4,230

4,210

4,180

3,950

4,680

2,980

3,016

2,992

3,037

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

316

321

Planned Road Improvements
The 2009 Whitefish Transportation Plan provides a variety or recommendations for roadway
improvements that may impact traffic volumes and traffic patterns within this area in the future.
MSN-5, MSN-6, and MSN-7 all relate to creating an arterial east/west corridor along 7th Street
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that would run from Baker Avenue to Voerman Road. The corridor development plan would
create a bridge over the Whitefish River that would connect Baker Avenue to Highway 93
(MSN-5). MSN-6 would then connect 7th Street from Highway 93 to Kalispell Avenue, and
MSN-7 would complete the connection from Kalispell Avenue to Voerman Road. This route
would create a major east/west arterial route through Whitefish and would significantly change
vehicle flow patterns through this area. The project would also necessitate a new traffic signal
or roundabout at the intersection of 7th Street and Highway 93. When constructed, this section
of road could carry between 10,000 to 12,000 VPD. However, the development of this corridor
is currently considered a long-term plan for the City with no funding currently in place to
implement the construction of the arterial corridor.
Whitefish Christian Academy, which is located just to the east of the 7th Street Apartments
development property, is in the process of an expansion project which will ultimately extend
8th Street to the east to Ashar Avenue as a local two-way street built to City of Whitefish
standards.
Muldown Elementary School Project
The existing Muldown Elementary school located north of 7th Street is currently planned for
reconstruction. This reconstruction will increase the student capacity of the school and
improve building facilities. The reconstruction will include a new school building next to the
existing school. Portions of the existing school will be demolished and other sections will be
repurposed by the school district for administration. The 2018 TIS prepared for this project
did not indicate any major roadway improvements would be needed in this area with the
development of the new school, but did provide some recommendations for road lane, parking,
and pedestrian facility improvements in this area. The project will be completed in 2020 or
2021.
Level of Service
Using the data collected for this project, ATS conducted a Level of Service (LOS) analysis at
area intersections. This evaluation was conducted in accordance with the procedures outlined
in the Transportation Research Board’s Highway Capacity Manual (HCM) - Special Report
209 and the Highway Capacity Software (HCS) version 7.8. Intersections are graded from A
to F representing the average delay that a vehicle entering an intersection can expect. Typically,
a LOS of C or better is considered acceptable for peak-hour conditions. The traffic data used
for this analysis was from the information collected in September 2019 by ATS and from the
2021 traffic volume projections from the Muldown TIS. This traffic analysis only provides an
assessment of the AM peak hour and the PM peak hour traffic periods. Local school traffic
also has an afternoon peak traffic period associated with the release of students which was
studied in the Muldown Elementary School TIS. This time period was not studied in detail for
7th Street Apartments project because the major traffic generation periods for residential
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developments do not generally overlap with the afternoon school release periods. Therefore,
the impact of a nearby residential development on the school release period traffic will be
minimal.
Table 2 – Level of Service Summary with Muldown School
AM Peak Hour
PM Peak Hour
Intersection
Delay (Sec.)
LOS
Delay (Sec.)
LOS
th
7 Street & Columbia
10.4
B
8.1
A
Avenue
7th Street & Pine
14.8
B
9.3
A
Avenue*
8th Street & Highway
17.7/18.1
C/C
25.7/25.8
D/D
93*
8th Street & Columbia
14.2/14.3
B/B
11.0/11.0
B/B
Avenue*
*Northbound/Southbound or Eastbound/Westbound LOS & Delay.

Table 2 shows the projected 2021 LOS with the construction of the new Muldown School
along 7th Avenue. These results closely match the projected LOS calculations from the 2018
TIS for the Muldown School project. In general, the nearby roadways are busiest during the
morning peak-hours due to the overlap of school traffic with commuter traffic. The peak traffic
period on Highway 93 to the west is during the evening peak period. The LOS calculations
are included in Appendix C. The table shows that most of the area intersections will function
with minimal delay with the planned Muldown School project.
The analyzed traffic data does suggest that traffic turning onto Highway 93 at 8th Street are
currently experiencing higher levels of delay during the PM peak hour periods. The traffic
congestion issues along this section of Highway 93 are a known issue which will be addressed
by future roadway reconstruction projects that will provide additional through lanes on
Highway 93 and a new east-west connection at 7th Street. Currently no roadway modifications
in this area are recommended until the future roadway modification plans have been finalized.
D.

PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT

The development to be constructed on this site includes 1.6 acres of land located west of Pine
Avenue between 7th Street and 8th Street which would be developed into a 36 unit residential
apartment complex distributed between two residential buildings. Access to the 7th Street
Apartments would be provided through new approaches onto 7th Street and 8th Street 192 feet west
of Pine Avenue. The existing residential home on the property would be removed. The project
would also develop 8th Street to full City of Whitefish standards along the southern border of the
property, including sidewalks and curb and gutter. The project would include 51 on-site parking
spaces to meet current City of Whitefish parking standards. The 7th Street Apartments
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development plan is shown in Figure 2. The project is expected to be completed by the end of
2021.
E.

TRIP GENERATION AND ASSIGNMENT

ATS performed a trip generation analysis to determine the anticipated future traffic volumes from
the proposed developments using the trip generation rates contained in Trip Generation (Institute
of Transportation Engineers, Tenth Edition). These rates are the national standard and are based
on the most current information available to planners. A vehicle “trip” is defined as any trip that
either begins or ends at the development site. ATS determined that the critical traffic impacts on
the intersections and roadways would occur during the weekday morning and evening peak hours.
According to the ITE trip generation rates, at full build-out the development would produce 13
AM peak hour trips, 16 PM peak hour trips, and 196 daily trips. See Table 3 for detailed trip
generation information.
Table 3 - Trip Generation Rates

Land Use

Apartment
ITE #221
F.

Units

AM Peak
Hour Trip
Ends per
Unit

Total AM
Peak
Hour Trip
Ends

PM Peak
Hour Trip
Ends per
Unit

Total PM
Peak
Hour Trip
Ends

Weekday
Trip Ends
per Unit

Total
Weekday
Trip Ends

36

0.36

13

0.44

16

5.44

196

TRIP DISTRIBUTION

The traffic distribution and assignment for the proposed subdivision was based upon the existing
ADT volumes along the adjacent roadways and peak-hour volumes. Drivers are expected to
distribute onto the surrounding road network as shown on Figure 3.
G.

TRAFFIC IMPACTS OUTSIDE OF THE DEVELOPMENT

Using the trip generation and trip distribution rates, ATS determined the future Level of Service
for the area intersections. The anticipated intersection LOS with the proposed development is
shown in Table 4. This analysis includes the projected traffic from the Muldown Elementary
School reconstruction project. The LOS calculations are included in Appendix C of this report.
The table indicates that the construction of the 7th Street Apartments will not cause any new
roadway capacity problems in this area. All nearby intersections will continue to function with
acceptable delay with the proposed project.
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Figure 2 – Proposed 7th Street Apartments Development
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Figure 3 – Peak-Hour Trip Distribution

7th Street

0%

7th Street
Apartments
Development
Site

25%

10%

Park Avenue

2%

Pine Avenue

18%

Columbia Avenue

40%

Highway 93

5%

8th Street

The 7th Street Apartments development would increase traffic volumes on by 80 to 100 VPD on
7th Street and 8th Street. Traffic volumes on Columbia Avenue will increase by 50 VPD (2%) and
traffic volumes on Park Avenue will increase be 20 VPD (7%). Total traffic volumes at the
intersection of Highway 93 and 8th Street will increase by approximately 1-2 vehicles per hour.
Overall vehicle delay at the area intersections will change by 0.1 seconds per vehicle at most
locations. In the future when 8th Street is extended from the 7th Street Apartments development
property to Ashar Avenue to the east, a small amount of traffic from the 7th Street Apartments may
use this route to circulate around the adjacent neighborhoods (~20 VPD), but the total traffic on
8th Street will remain relatively low. No roadway or intersection modifications are recommended
with this project.
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Table 4 – Level of Service Summary with 7th Street Apartments
AM Peak Hour
PM Peak Hour
Intersection
Delay (Sec.)
LOS
Delay (Sec.)
LOS
th
7 Street & Columbia
10.4
B
8.1
A
Avenue
7th Street & Apartment
11.1
B
9.4
A
Approach
7th Street & Pine
14.9
B
9.3
A
Avenue*
8th Street & Highway
17.7/18.1
C/C
25.7/25.8
D/D
93*
8th Street & Columbia
14.3/14.3
B/B
11.1/11.1
B/B
Avenue*
*Northbound/Southbound or Eastbound/Westbound LOS & Delay.

H.

IMPACT SUMMARY & RECOMMENDATIONS

As proposed, the 7th Street Apartments would not create any new roadway capacity problems in
this area. Overall, the 7th Street Apartments will account for a 1% to 10% percent increase in
traffic volumes on the surrounding road network. No mitigation measures are recommended at
this time with the development of the 7th Street Apartments.
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APPENDIX A
Traffic Data
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TD&H Engineering
Kalispell, Montana, 59901

Turn Count Summary
Location:
Spokane Avenue at E 8th Street, Whitefish, MT
GPS Coordinates: Lat=48.404289, Lon=-114.335515
Date:
2019-09-17
Day of week:
Tuesday
Weather:
Cloudy, 51
Analyst:
Janessa Courtney

Total vehicle traffic
SouthBound
Interval starts

Westbound

Right Left

Thru

Northbound

Left

Thru

Right Left

07:29

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Thru

Eastbound

Right Left

Thru

Right

Total

0

0

0

0

0

0

07:30

0

97

0

2

0

2

0

77

2

0

0

0

180

07:45

0

88

0

2

0

1

0

118

2

0

0

0

211

08:00

0

89

0

5

0

9

0

157

0

0

0

0

260

08:15

0

120

0

7

0

10

0

119

1

0

0

0

257

08:30

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

Car traffic
SouthBound
Interval starts

Left

Thru

Westbound

Right Left

Thru

Northbound

Right Left

Thru

Eastbound

Right Left

Thru

Right

Total

07:29

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

07:30

0

97

0

2

0

2

0

73

2

0

0

0

176

07:45

0

82

0

2

0

1

0

107

2

0

0

0

194

08:00

0

85

0

5

0

9

0

153

0

0

0

0

252

08:15

0

117

0

7

0

10

0

114

1

0

0

0

249

08:30

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

Truck traffic
SouthBound
Interval starts

Westbound

Right Left

Thru

Northbound

Right Left

Thru

Eastbound

Right Left

Thru

Right

Total

Left

Thru

07:29

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

07:30

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

4

0

0

0

0

4

07:45

0

6

0

0

0

0

0

11

0

0

0

0

17

08:00

0

4

0

0

0

0

0

4

0

0

0

0

8

08:15

0

3

0

0

0

0

0

5

0

0

0

0

8

08:30

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Pedestrian volumes
NE
Interval starts

Left

NW

Right Total

Left

SW

Right Total

Left

SE

Right Total

Left

Right Total

Total

07:29

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

07:30

1

0

1

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

07:45

1

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

2

08:00

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

1

0

0

0

1

08:15

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

0

2

0

0

0

2

08:30

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
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TD&H Engineering
Kalispell, Montana, 59901

Turn Count Summary
Location:
Spokane Avenue at E 8th Street, Whitefish, MT
GPS Coordinates: Lat=48.404164, Lon=-114.335574
Date:
2019-09-17
Day of week:
Tuesday
Weather:
Cloudy, 59
Analyst:
Janessa Courtney

Total vehicle traffic
Interval starts

SouthBound

Westbound

Right Left

Thru

Northbound

Right Left

Thru

Eastbound

Right Left

Thru

Right

Total

Left

Thru

16:30

3

150

0

0

0

2

3

153

2

1

0

1

315

16:45

2

129

4

1

0

2

0

185

0

0

0

0

323

17:00

4

155

0

2

0

5

1

190

0

2

0

1

360

17:15

2

147

2

0

0

7

0

170

2

0

0

1

331

17:30

0

6

0

1

0

0

0

14

0

0

0

0

21

Car traffic
Interval starts

SouthBound

Westbound

Right Left

Thru

Northbound

Right Left

Thru

Eastbound

Right Left

Thru

Right

Total

Left

Thru

16:30

3

141

0

0

0

2

3

151

2

1

0

1

304

16:45

2

125

4

1

0

2

0

183

0

0

0

0

317

17:00

4

150

0

2

0

5

1

189

0

2

0

1

354

17:15

2

144

2

0

0

7

0

168

2

0

0

1

326

17:30

0

5

0

1

0

0

0

14

0

0

0

0

20

Truck traffic
Interval starts

SouthBound

Westbound

Right Left

Thru

Northbound

Right Left

Thru

Eastbound

Right Left

Thru

Right

Total

Left

Thru

16:30

0

9

0

0

0

0

0

2

0

0

0

0

11

16:45

0

4

0

0

0

0

0

2

0

0

0

0

6

17:00

0

5

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

6

17:15

0

3

0

0

0

0

0

2

0

0

0

0

5

17:30

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

Pedestrian volumes
Interval starts

NE
Left

NW

Right Total

Left

SW

Right Total

Left

SE

Right Total

Left

Right Total

Total

16:30

0

1

1

0

0

0

3

0

3

0

1

1

5

16:45

1

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

17:00

1

0

1

0

1

1

5

0

5

0

0

0

7

17:15

1

0

1

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

17:30

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
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APPENDIX B
Traffic Model
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7th Street Apartments
Traffic Model
2021
AM Peak

Hwy 93

Pine Ave

7th

8th

4
356
4
4
0
4
372

7th Street Apartments
Traffic Model
2021
PM Peak

17.7/18.1 C/C
36
40
8
0
356 283
20
24
8
4
8
8
628 628 20
4
8
8
692 ####

8th

223

14.2/14.3 B/B
8
20
8
8
312
8

30
167
52
215
464

14.8 B
126 156
193 360
52
215
319 783

Park Ave

Hwy 93

Pine Ave

7th

4
620
16
8
0
4
652

1
92
32
0
6
2
133

Columbia
10.4 B
36
37
6
98
189 221
3
3 267
69
75
240 242
543 676

2
44
8
0
1
2
57

25.7/25.8 D/D
20
24
8
0
620 143
8
24
8
4
12
4
760 760 12
0
4
4
792 ####

Columbia
8.1 A
14
16
3
47
97
105
2
2
67
68
91
93
274 331

109
93

11.0/11.0 B/B
4
12
4
8
160
8
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53
48
38
55
194

Park Ave

9.3 A
39 92
56 104
38
55
95 289

7th Street Apartments
Traffic Model
Site Generated Traffic
AM Peak

Pine Ave

Hwy 93

Columbia
4
7th

1
1

1
8th

0

1
3

0
0

0

7th Street Apartments
Traffic Model
Site Generated Traffic
PM Peak

3
1
1

60%

1

1
4
2

2

IN
OUT

40%

3
10

0
0

1

1

Park Ave

Hwy 93

Pine Ave

Columbia
3
7th

4
4

0
8th

1

0
2

0

0

1

3

2
0
3

60%

40%

2

2
3
1

1

IN
OUT

10
6

1
1

0
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Park Ave

7th Street Apartments
Traffic Model
Total Projected Traffic
AM Peak

Pine Ave

Hwy 93

1
92
33
0
6
2
134

8th

4
356
4
4
0
4
372

7th Street Apartments
Traffic Model
Total Projected Traffic
PM Peak

17.7/18.1 C/C
37
41
8
0
356 283
20
24
8
4
8
8
628 628 20
4
8
8
693 #### 335
#### 0.1%

8th

11.1 B
223
1
4
2

14.9 B
126 157
193 360
54
215
319 785
#### 0.3%

31
167
54
215
466

0
0

0

1
Park Ave

Hwy 93

Pine Ave

2
44
12
0
1
2
61

4
620
17
8
0
4
653

Columbia
10.4 B
40
41
6
98
189 222
3
3 267
69
75
1
240 242
547 681
#### 0.8%
14.3/14.1 B/B
8
16
21
304
3
11
19
1
8
16
1
312 332
0
9
17
368 703

25.7/25.8 D/D
20
24
8
0
620 143
8
25
8
4
12
4
760 760 13
0
4
4
793 #### 180
#### 0.1%

Columbia
8.1 A
17
19
3
47
97
109
2
2 93
67
68
4
91
93
277 338
#### 2.0%
11.1/11.1 B/B
4
12
12
155
2
6
14
0
8
12
3
160 173
0
11
15
200 380

9.4 A
109
2
3
1

1
0

1

0
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9.3 A
39
94
56
104
39
55
95
292
#### 1.0%

55
48
39
55
197

Park Ave

APPENDIX C
LOS Calculations
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HCS7 All-Way Stop Control Report
General Information

Site Information

Analyst

RLA

Intersection

Columbia & 7th

Agency/Co.

ATS

Jurisdiction

City of Whitefish

Date Performed

9/30/2019

East/West Street

7th Street

Analysis Year

2021

North/South Street

Columbia Avenue

Analysis Time Period (hrs)

0.25

Peak Hour Factor

0.92

Time Analyzed

AM Peak With Muldown Elem

Project Description

7th Street Apartments

Lanes

Vehicle Volume and Adjustments
Approach

Eastbound

Westbound

Northbound

Southbound

Movement

L

T

R

L

T

R

L

T

R

L

T

R

Volume

1

6

2

189

6

36

3

69

240

32

92

1

Lane

L1

L2

L3

L1

L2

L3

L1

L2

L3

L1

L2

L3

Configuration

LTR

LTR

LTR

LTR

Flow Rate, v (veh/h)

10

251

339

136

Percent Heavy Vehicles

2

2

2

2

% Thrus in Shared Lane

Departure Headway and Service Time
Initial Departure Headway, hd (s)

3.20

3.20

3.20

3.20

Initial Degree of Utilization, x

0.009

0.223

0.301

0.121

Final Departure Headway, hd (s)

5.34

5.13

4.37

5.09

Final Degree of Utilization, x

0.015

0.358

0.411

0.192

Move-Up Time, m (s)

2.0

2.0

2.0

2.0

Service Time, ts (s)

3.34

3.13

2.37

3.09

Capacity, Delay and Level of Service
Flow Rate, v (veh/h)

10

251

339

136

Capacity

674

702

824

707

95% Queue Length, Q₉₅ (veh)

0.0

1.6

2.0

0.7

Control Delay (s/veh)

8.4

11.0

10.4

9.3

Level of Service, LOS

A

B

B

A

Approach Delay (s/veh)
Approach LOS

8.4

11.0

10.4

9.3

A

B

B

A

Intersection Delay, s/veh | LOS

10.4

Copyright © 2019 University of Florida. All Rights Reserved.
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HCS7 All-Way Stop Control Report
General Information

Site Information

Analyst

RLA

Intersection

Columbia & 7th

Agency/Co.

ATS

Jurisdiction

City of Whitefish

Date Performed

9/30/2019

East/West Street

7th Street

Analysis Year

2021

North/South Street

Columbia Avenue

Analysis Time Period (hrs)

0.25

Peak Hour Factor

0.92

Time Analyzed

PM Peak With Muldown Elem

Project Description

7th Street Apartments

Lanes

Vehicle Volume and Adjustments
Approach

Eastbound

Westbound

Northbound

Southbound

Movement

L

T

R

L

T

R

L

T

R

L

T

R

Volume

1

1

2

97

3

14

8

67

91

8

44

2

Lane

L1

L2

L3

L1

L2

L3

L1

L2

L3

L1

L2

L3

Configuration

LTR

LTR

LTR

LTR

Flow Rate, v (veh/h)

4

124

180

59

Percent Heavy Vehicles

2

2

2

2

% Thrus in Shared Lane

Departure Headway and Service Time
Initial Departure Headway, hd (s)

3.20

3.20

3.20

3.20

Initial Degree of Utilization, x

0.004

0.110

0.160

0.052

Final Departure Headway, hd (s)

4.34

4.54

3.98

4.42

Final Degree of Utilization, x

0.005

0.156

0.200

0.072

Move-Up Time, m (s)

2.0

2.0

2.0

2.0

Service Time, ts (s)

2.34

2.54

1.98

2.42

4

124

180

59

Capacity

830

792

904

814

95% Queue Length, Q₉₅ (veh)

0.0

0.6

0.7

0.2

Control Delay (s/veh)

7.4

8.4

8.0

7.8

Level of Service, LOS

A

A

A

A

Capacity, Delay and Level of Service
Flow Rate, v (veh/h)

Approach Delay (s/veh)
Approach LOS

7.4

8.4

8.0

7.8

A

A

A

A

Intersection Delay, s/veh | LOS

8.1
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HCS7 Two-Way Stop-Control Report
General Information

Site Information

Analyst

RLA

Intersection

Pine & 7th Street

Agency/Co.

ATS

Jurisdiction

City of Whitefish

Date Performed

9/30/2019

East/West Street

7th Street

Analysis Year

2021

North/South Street

Pine Avenue

Time Analyzed

AM Peak with Muldown Elem

Peak Hour Factor

1.00

Intersection Orientation

East-West

Analysis Time Period (hrs)

0.25

Project Description

7th Street Apartments

Lanes

Major Street: East-West

Vehicle Volumes and Adjustments
Approach

Eastbound

Westbound

Northbound

Movement

U

L

T

R

U

L

T

R

Priority

1U

1

2

3

4U

4

5

0

1

1

0

0

0

1

Number of Lanes
Configuration

U

Southbound

L

T

R

6

7

8

1

0

0

U

L

T

R

9

10

11

12

0

1

0

1

L

T

T

R

L

R

Volume (veh/h)

52

215

193

126

167

30

Percent Heavy Vehicles (%)

2

2

2

Proportion Time Blocked
Percent Grade (%)

0

Right Turn Channelized

No

Median Type | Storage

No

Undivided

Critical and Follow-up Headways
Base Critical Headway (sec)

4.1

7.1

6.2

Critical Headway (sec)

4.12

6.42

6.22

Base Follow-Up Headway (sec)

2.2

3.5

3.3

Follow-Up Headway (sec)

2.22

3.52

3.32

167

30

Delay, Queue Length, and Level of Service
Flow Rate, v (veh/h)

52

Capacity, c (veh/h)

1241

500

849

v/c Ratio

0.04

0.33

0.04

95% Queue Length, Q₉₅ (veh)

0.1

1.5

0.1

Control Delay (s/veh)

8.0

15.8

9.4

Level of Service (LOS)

A

C

A

Approach Delay (s/veh)

1.6

14.8

Approach LOS

B
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HCS7 Two-Way Stop-Control Report
General Information

Site Information

Analyst

RLA

Intersection

Pine & 7th Street

Agency/Co.

ATS

Jurisdiction

City of Whitefish

Date Performed

9/30/2019

East/West Street

7th Street

Analysis Year

2021

North/South Street

Pine Avenue

Time Analyzed

PM Peak with Muldown Elem

Peak Hour Factor

1.00

Intersection Orientation

East-West

Analysis Time Period (hrs)

0.25

Project Description

7th Street Apartments

Lanes

Major Street: East-West

Vehicle Volumes and Adjustments
Approach

Eastbound

Westbound

Northbound

Movement

U

L

T

R

U

L

T

R

Priority

1U

1

2

3

4U

4

5

0

1

1

0

0

0

1

Number of Lanes
Configuration

U

Southbound

L

T

R

6

7

8

1

0

0

U

L

T

R

9

10

11

12

0

1

0

1

L

T

T

R

L

R

Volume (veh/h)

38

55

56

39

48

53

Percent Heavy Vehicles (%)

2

2

2

Proportion Time Blocked
Percent Grade (%)

0

Right Turn Channelized

No

Median Type | Storage

No

Undivided

Critical and Follow-up Headways
Base Critical Headway (sec)

4.1

7.1

6.2

Critical Headway (sec)

4.12

6.42

6.22

Base Follow-Up Headway (sec)

2.2

3.5

3.3

Follow-Up Headway (sec)

2.22

3.52

3.32

48

53

Delay, Queue Length, and Level of Service
Flow Rate, v (veh/h)

38

Capacity, c (veh/h)

1499

782

1011

v/c Ratio

0.03

0.06

0.05

95% Queue Length, Q₉₅ (veh)

0.1

0.2

0.2

Control Delay (s/veh)

7.5

9.9

8.8

Level of Service (LOS)

A

Approach Delay (s/veh)

A
3.0

A
9.3

Approach LOS

A
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HCS7 Two-Way Stop-Control Report
General Information

Site Information

Analyst

RLA

Intersection

Hwy 93 & 8th Street

Agency/Co.

ATS

Jurisdiction

City of Whitefish

Date Performed

9/30/2019

East/West Street

8th Street

Analysis Year

2021

North/South Street

Hwy 93

Time Analyzed

AM Peak with Muldown Elem

Peak Hour Factor

1.00

Intersection Orientation

North-South

Analysis Time Period (hrs)

0.25

Project Description

7th Street Apartments

Lanes

Major Street: North-South

Vehicle Volumes and Adjustments
Approach
Movement

Eastbound
U

Westbound

L

T

R

Priority

10

11

Number of Lanes

0

1

Configuration

U

Northbound

Southbound

L

T

R

U

L

T

R

U

L

T

R

12

7

8

9

1U

1

2

3

4U

4

5

6

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

628

4

356

LTR

LTR

LTR

LTR

Volume (veh/h)

4

1

4

20

1

36

4

Percent Heavy Vehicles (%)

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

0.100

0.100

0.100

0.100

0.100

0.100

0.100

0.100

Proportion Time Blocked
Percent Grade (%)

0

4

4

0

Right Turn Channelized
Median Type | Storage

Undivided

Critical and Follow-up Headways
Base Critical Headway (sec)

7.1

6.5

6.2

7.1

6.5

6.2

4.1

4.1

Critical Headway (sec)

7.12

6.52

6.22

7.12

6.52

6.22

4.12

4.12

Base Follow-Up Headway (sec)

3.5

4.0

3.3

3.5

4.0

3.3

2.2

2.2

Follow-Up Headway (sec)

3.52

4.02

3.32

3.52

4.02

3.32

2.22

2.22

57

4

4

Delay, Queue Length, and Level of Service
Flow Rate, v (veh/h)

9

Capacity, c (veh/h)

294

332

1201

929

v/c Ratio

0.03

0.17

0.00

0.00

95% Queue Length, Q₉₅ (veh)

0.1

0.6

0.0

0.0

Control Delay (s/veh)

17.7

18.1

8.0

8.9

C

A

Level of Service (LOS)
Approach Delay (s/veh)
Approach LOS

C
17.7

18.1

C

C
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HCS7 Two-Way Stop-Control Report
General Information

Site Information

Analyst

RLA

Intersection

Hwy 93 & 8th Street

Agency/Co.

ATS

Jurisdiction

City of Whitefish

Date Performed

9/30/2019

East/West Street

8th Street

Analysis Year

2021

North/South Street

Hwy 93

Time Analyzed

PM Peak with Muldown Elem

Peak Hour Factor

1.00

Intersection Orientation

North-South

Analysis Time Period (hrs)

0.25

Project Description

7th Street Apartments

Lanes

Major Street: North-South

Vehicle Volumes and Adjustments
Approach
Movement

Eastbound
U

Westbound

L

T

R

Priority

10

11

Number of Lanes

0

1

Configuration

U

Northbound

Southbound

L

T

R

U

L

T

R

U

L

T

R

12

7

8

9

1U

1

2

3

4U

4

5

6

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

760

16

620

LTR

LTR

LTR

LTR

Volume (veh/h)

4

1

8

8

1

20

4

Percent Heavy Vehicles (%)

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

0.150

0.150

0.150

0.150

0.150

0.150

0.150

0.150

Proportion Time Blocked
Percent Grade (%)

0

1

4

0

Right Turn Channelized
Median Type | Storage

Undivided

Critical and Follow-up Headways
Base Critical Headway (sec)

7.1

6.5

6.2

7.1

6.5

6.2

4.1

4.1

Critical Headway (sec)

7.12

6.52

6.22

7.12

6.52

6.22

4.12

4.12

Base Follow-Up Headway (sec)

3.5

4.0

3.3

3.5

4.0

3.3

2.2

2.2

Follow-Up Headway (sec)

3.52

4.02

3.32

3.52

4.02

3.32

2.22

2.22

4

16

Delay, Queue Length, and Level of Service
Flow Rate, v (veh/h)

13

29

Capacity, c (veh/h)

187

202

928

809

v/c Ratio

0.07

0.14

0.00

0.02

95% Queue Length, Q₉₅ (veh)

0.2

0.5

0.0

0.1

Control Delay (s/veh)

25.7

25.8

8.9

9.5

D

A

Level of Service (LOS)
Approach Delay (s/veh)
Approach LOS

D
25.7

25.8

D

D
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HCS7 Two-Way Stop-Control Report
General Information

Site Information

Analyst

RLA

Intersection

Columbia & 8th Street

Agency/Co.

ATS

Jurisdiction

City of Whitefish

Date Performed

9/30/2019

East/West Street

8th Street

Analysis Year

2021

North/South Street

Columbia Avenue

Time Analyzed

AM Peak with Muldown Elem

Peak Hour Factor

1.00

Intersection Orientation

North-South

Analysis Time Period (hrs)

0.25

Project Description

7th Street Apartments

Lanes

Major Street: North-South

Vehicle Volumes and Adjustments
Approach
Movement

Eastbound
U

Westbound

L

T

R

Priority

10

11

Number of Lanes

0

1

Configuration

U

Northbound

Southbound

L

T

R

U

L

T

R

U

L

T

R

12

7

8

9

1U

1

2

3

4U

4

5

6

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

312

8

283

LTR

LTR

LTR

LTR

Volume (veh/h)

8

20

8

8

20

8

8

8

Percent Heavy Vehicles (%)

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

8

Proportion Time Blocked
Percent Grade (%)

0

0

Right Turn Channelized
Median Type | Storage

Undivided

Critical and Follow-up Headways
Base Critical Headway (sec)

7.1

6.5

6.2

7.1

6.5

6.2

4.1

4.1

Critical Headway (sec)

7.12

6.52

6.22

7.12

6.52

6.22

4.12

4.12

Base Follow-Up Headway (sec)

3.5

4.0

3.3

3.5

4.0

3.3

2.2

2.2

Follow-Up Headway (sec)

3.52

4.02

3.32

3.52

4.02

3.32

2.22

2.22

36

8

8

Delay, Queue Length, and Level of Service
Flow Rate, v (veh/h)

36

Capacity, c (veh/h)

426

424

1271

1240

v/c Ratio

0.08

0.08

0.01

0.01

95% Queue Length, Q₉₅ (veh)

0.3

0.3

0.0

0.0

Control Delay (s/veh)

14.2

14.3

7.9

7.9

B

A

Level of Service (LOS)
Approach Delay (s/veh)
Approach LOS

B
14.2

14.3

B

B
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HCS7 Two-Way Stop-Control Report
General Information

Site Information

Analyst

RLA

Intersection

Columbia & 8th Street

Agency/Co.

ATS

Jurisdiction

City of Whitefish

Date Performed

9/30/2019

East/West Street

8th Street

Analysis Year

2021

North/South Street

Columbia Avenue

Time Analyzed

PM Peak with Muldown Elem

Peak Hour Factor

1.00

Intersection Orientation

North-South

Analysis Time Period (hrs)

0.25

Project Description

7th Street Apartments

Lanes

Major Street: North-South

Vehicle Volumes and Adjustments
Approach
Movement

Eastbound
U

Westbound

L

T

R

Priority

10

11

Number of Lanes

0

1

Configuration

U

Northbound

Southbound

L

T

R

U

L

T

R

U

L

T

R

12

7

8

9

1U

1

2

3

4U

4

5

6

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

160

8

143

LTR

LTR

LTR

LTR

Volume (veh/h)

4

12

4

4

12

4

8

8

Percent Heavy Vehicles (%)

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

8

Proportion Time Blocked
Percent Grade (%)

0

0

Right Turn Channelized
Median Type | Storage

Undivided

Critical and Follow-up Headways
Base Critical Headway (sec)

7.1

6.5

6.2

7.1

6.5

6.2

4.1

4.1

Critical Headway (sec)

7.12

6.52

6.22

7.12

6.52

6.22

4.12

4.12

Base Follow-Up Headway (sec)

3.5

4.0

3.3

3.5

4.0

3.3

2.2

2.2

Follow-Up Headway (sec)

3.52

4.02

3.32

3.52

4.02

3.32

2.22

2.22

20

8

8

Delay, Queue Length, and Level of Service
Flow Rate, v (veh/h)

20

Capacity, c (veh/h)

618

616

1430

1410

v/c Ratio

0.03

0.03

0.01

0.01

95% Queue Length, Q₉₅ (veh)

0.1

0.1

0.0

0.0

Control Delay (s/veh)

11.0

11.0

7.5

7.6

B

A

Level of Service (LOS)
Approach Delay (s/veh)
Approach LOS

B
11.0

11.0

B

B
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HCS7 All-Way Stop Control Report
General Information

Site Information

Analyst

RLA

Intersection

Columbia & 7th

Agency/Co.

ATS

Jurisdiction

City of Whitefish

Date Performed

9/30/2019

East/West Street

7th Street

Analysis Year

2021

North/South Street

Columbia Avenue

Analysis Time Period (hrs)

0.25

Peak Hour Factor

0.92

Time Analyzed

AM Peak With 7th St Apt.

Project Description

7th Street Apartments

Lanes

Vehicle Volume and Adjustments
Approach

Eastbound

Westbound

Northbound

Southbound

Movement

L

T

R

L

T

R

L

T

R

L

T

R

Volume

1

6

2

189

6

40

3

69

240

33

92

1

Lane

L1

L2

L3

L1

L2

L3

L1

L2

L3

L1

L2

L3

Configuration

LTR

LTR

LTR

LTR

Flow Rate, v (veh/h)

10

255

339

137

Percent Heavy Vehicles

2

2

2

2

% Thrus in Shared Lane

Departure Headway and Service Time
Initial Departure Headway, hd (s)

3.20

3.20

3.20

3.20

Initial Degree of Utilization, x

0.009

0.227

0.301

0.122

Final Departure Headway, hd (s)

5.35

5.12

4.38

5.11

Final Degree of Utilization, x

0.015

0.363

0.413

0.194

Move-Up Time, m (s)

2.0

2.0

2.0

2.0

Service Time, ts (s)

3.35

3.12

2.38

3.11

Capacity, Delay and Level of Service
Flow Rate, v (veh/h)

10

255

339

137

Capacity

673

703

822

705

95% Queue Length, Q₉₅ (veh)

0.0

1.7

2.0

0.7

Control Delay (s/veh)

8.4

11.0

10.4

9.3

Level of Service, LOS

A

B

B

A

Approach Delay (s/veh)
Approach LOS

8.4

11.0

10.4

9.3

A

B

B

A

Intersection Delay, s/veh | LOS

10.4
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HCS7 All-Way Stop Control Report
General Information

Site Information

Analyst

RLA

Intersection

Columbia & 7th

Agency/Co.

ATS

Jurisdiction

City of Whitefish

Date Performed

9/30/2019

East/West Street

7th Street

Analysis Year

2021

North/South Street

Columbia Avenue

Analysis Time Period (hrs)

0.25

Peak Hour Factor

0.92

Time Analyzed

PM Peak With 7th St Apt

Project Description

7th Street Apartments

Lanes

Vehicle Volume and Adjustments
Approach

Eastbound

Westbound

Northbound

Southbound

Movement

L

T

R

L

T

R

L

T

R

L

T

R

Volume

1

1

2

97

3

17

2

67

91

12

44

2

Lane

L1

L2

L3

L1

L2

L3

L1

L2

L3

L1

L2

L3

Configuration

LTR

LTR

LTR

LTR

Flow Rate, v (veh/h)

4

127

174

63

Percent Heavy Vehicles

2

2

2

2

% Thrus in Shared Lane

Departure Headway and Service Time
Initial Departure Headway, hd (s)

3.20

3.20

3.20

3.20

Initial Degree of Utilization, x

0.004

0.113

0.155

0.056

Final Departure Headway, hd (s)

4.34

4.52

3.98

4.43

Final Degree of Utilization, x

0.005

0.160

0.192

0.078

Move-Up Time, m (s)

2.0

2.0

2.0

2.0

Service Time, ts (s)

2.34

2.52

1.98

2.43

4

127

174

63

Capacity

830

796

905

812

95% Queue Length, Q₉₅ (veh)

0.0

0.6

0.7

0.3

Control Delay (s/veh)

7.4

8.4

7.9

7.8

Level of Service, LOS

A

A

A

A

Capacity, Delay and Level of Service
Flow Rate, v (veh/h)

Approach Delay (s/veh)
Approach LOS

7.4

8.4

7.9

7.8

A

A

A

A

Intersection Delay, s/veh | LOS

8.1
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HCS7 Two-Way Stop-Control Report
General Information

Site Information

Analyst

RLA

Intersection

Approach & 7th Street

Agency/Co.

ATS

Jurisdiction

City of Whitefish

Date Performed

9/30/2019

East/West Street

7th Street

Analysis Year

2021

North/South Street

Approach

Time Analyzed

AM Peak with 7th St Apt

Peak Hour Factor

1.00

Intersection Orientation

East-West

Analysis Time Period (hrs)

0.25

Project Description

7th Street Apartments

Lanes

Major Street: East-West

Vehicle Volumes and Adjustments
Approach

Eastbound

Westbound

Northbound

Movement

U

L

T

R

U

L

T

R

Priority

1U

1

2

3

4U

4

5

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

Number of Lanes
Configuration
Volume (veh/h)

267

TR

LT

1

1

Percent Heavy Vehicles (%)

U

Southbound

L

T

R

6

7

8

0

0

1

U

L

T

R

9

10

11

12

0

0

0

0

LR
223

2

4

2

2

2

Proportion Time Blocked
Percent Grade (%)

0

Right Turn Channelized
Median Type | Storage

Undivided

Critical and Follow-up Headways
Base Critical Headway (sec)

4.1

7.1

6.2

Critical Headway (sec)

4.12

6.42

6.22

Base Follow-Up Headway (sec)

2.2

3.5

3.3

Follow-Up Headway (sec)

2.22

3.52

3.32

Delay, Queue Length, and Level of Service
Flow Rate, v (veh/h)

1

Capacity, c (veh/h)

1296

596

v/c Ratio

0.00

0.01

95% Queue Length, Q₉₅ (veh)

0.0

0.0

Control Delay (s/veh)

7.8

11.1

Level of Service (LOS)

A

Approach Delay (s/veh)

6

B
0.0

Approach LOS

11.1
B
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HCS7 Two-Way Stop-Control Report
General Information

Site Information

Analyst

RLA

Intersection

Approach & 7th Street

Agency/Co.

ATS

Jurisdiction

City of Whitefish

Date Performed

9/30/2019

East/West Street

7th Street

Analysis Year

2021

North/South Street

Approach

Time Analyzed

PM Peak with 7th St Apt

Peak Hour Factor

1.00

Intersection Orientation

East-West

Analysis Time Period (hrs)

0.25

Project Description

7th Street Apartments

Lanes

Major Street: East-West

Vehicle Volumes and Adjustments
Approach

Eastbound

Westbound

Northbound

Movement

U

L

T

R

U

L

T

R

Priority

1U

1

2

3

4U

4

5

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

Number of Lanes
Configuration
Volume (veh/h)

93

TR

LT

4

2

Percent Heavy Vehicles (%)

U

Southbound

L

T

R

6

7

8

0

0

1

U

L

T

R

9

10

11

12

0

0

0

0

LR
109

2

3

1

2

2

Proportion Time Blocked
Percent Grade (%)

0

Right Turn Channelized
Median Type | Storage

Undivided

Critical and Follow-up Headways
Base Critical Headway (sec)

4.1

7.1

6.2

Critical Headway (sec)

4.12

6.42

6.22

Base Follow-Up Headway (sec)

2.2

3.5

3.3

Follow-Up Headway (sec)

2.22

3.52

3.32

Delay, Queue Length, and Level of Service
Flow Rate, v (veh/h)

2

Capacity, c (veh/h)

1496

818

v/c Ratio

0.00

0.00

95% Queue Length, Q₉₅ (veh)

0.0

0.0

Control Delay (s/veh)

7.4

9.4

Level of Service (LOS)

A

Approach Delay (s/veh)

4

A
0.1

Approach LOS

9.4
A
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HCS7 Two-Way Stop-Control Report
General Information

Site Information

Analyst

RLA

Intersection

Pine & 7th Street

Agency/Co.

ATS

Jurisdiction

City of Whitefish

Date Performed

9/30/2019

East/West Street

7th Street

Analysis Year

2021

North/South Street

Pine Avenue

Time Analyzed

AM Peak with 7th St Apt

Peak Hour Factor

1.00

Intersection Orientation

East-West

Analysis Time Period (hrs)

0.25

Project Description

7th Street Apartments

Lanes

Major Street: East-West

Vehicle Volumes and Adjustments
Approach

Eastbound

Westbound

Northbound

Movement

U

L

T

R

U

L

T

R

Priority

1U

1

2

3

4U

4

5

0

1

1

0

0

0

1

Number of Lanes
Configuration

U

Southbound

L

T

R

6

7

8

1

0

0

U

L

T

R

9

10

11

12

0

1

0

1

L

T

T

R

L

R

Volume (veh/h)

54

215

193

126

167

31

Percent Heavy Vehicles (%)

2

2

2

Proportion Time Blocked
Percent Grade (%)

0

Right Turn Channelized

No

Median Type | Storage

No

Undivided

Critical and Follow-up Headways
Base Critical Headway (sec)

4.1

7.1

6.2

Critical Headway (sec)

4.12

6.42

6.22

Base Follow-Up Headway (sec)

2.2

3.5

3.3

Follow-Up Headway (sec)

2.22

3.52

3.32

167

31

Delay, Queue Length, and Level of Service
Flow Rate, v (veh/h)

54

Capacity, c (veh/h)

1241

497

849

v/c Ratio

0.04

0.34

0.04

95% Queue Length, Q₉₅ (veh)

0.1

1.5

0.1

Control Delay (s/veh)

8.0

15.9

9.4

Level of Service (LOS)

A

C

A

Approach Delay (s/veh)

1.6

14.9

Approach LOS

B
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HCS7 Two-Way Stop-Control Report
General Information

Site Information

Analyst

RLA

Intersection

Pine & 7th Street

Agency/Co.

ATS

Jurisdiction

City of Whitefish

Date Performed

9/30/2019

East/West Street

7th Street

Analysis Year

2021

North/South Street

Pine Avenue

Time Analyzed

PM Peak with 7th St Apt

Peak Hour Factor

1.00

Intersection Orientation

East-West

Analysis Time Period (hrs)

0.25

Project Description

7th Street Apartments

Lanes

Major Street: East-West

Vehicle Volumes and Adjustments
Approach

Eastbound

Westbound

Northbound

Movement

U

L

T

R

U

L

T

R

Priority

1U

1

2

3

4U

4

5

0

1

1

0

0

0

1

Number of Lanes
Configuration

U

Southbound

L

T

R

6

7

8

1

0

0

U

L

T

R

9

10

11

12

0

1

0

1

L

T

T

R

L

R

Volume (veh/h)

39

55

56

39

48

55

Percent Heavy Vehicles (%)

2

2

2

Proportion Time Blocked
Percent Grade (%)

0

Right Turn Channelized

No

Median Type | Storage

No

Undivided

Critical and Follow-up Headways
Base Critical Headway (sec)

4.1

7.1

6.2

Critical Headway (sec)

4.12

6.42

6.22

Base Follow-Up Headway (sec)

2.2

3.5

3.3

Follow-Up Headway (sec)

2.22

3.52

3.32

48

55

Delay, Queue Length, and Level of Service
Flow Rate, v (veh/h)

39

Capacity, c (veh/h)

1499

779

1011

v/c Ratio

0.03

0.06

0.05

95% Queue Length, Q₉₅ (veh)

0.1

0.2

0.2

Control Delay (s/veh)

7.5

9.9

8.8

Level of Service (LOS)

A

Approach Delay (s/veh)

A
3.1

A
9.3

Approach LOS

A
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HCS7 Two-Way Stop-Control Report
General Information

Site Information

Analyst

RLA

Intersection

Hwy 93 & 8th Street

Agency/Co.

ATS

Jurisdiction

City of Whitefish

Date Performed

9/30/2019

East/West Street

8th Street

Analysis Year

2021

North/South Street

Hwy 93

Time Analyzed

AM Peak with 7th St Apt

Peak Hour Factor

1.00

Intersection Orientation

North-South

Analysis Time Period (hrs)

0.25

Project Description

7th Street Apartments

Lanes

Major Street: North-South

Vehicle Volumes and Adjustments
Approach
Movement

Eastbound
U

Westbound

L

T

R

Priority

10

11

Number of Lanes

0

1

Configuration

U

Northbound

Southbound

L

T

R

U

L

T

R

U

L

T

R

12

7

8

9

1U

1

2

3

4U

4

5

6

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

628

4

356

LTR

LTR

LTR

LTR

Volume (veh/h)

4

1

4

20

1

37

4

Percent Heavy Vehicles (%)

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

0.100

0.100

0.100

0.100

0.100

0.100

0.100

0.100

Proportion Time Blocked
Percent Grade (%)

0

4

4

0

Right Turn Channelized
Median Type | Storage

Undivided

Critical and Follow-up Headways
Base Critical Headway (sec)

7.1

6.5

6.2

7.1

6.5

6.2

4.1

4.1

Critical Headway (sec)

7.12

6.52

6.22

7.12

6.52

6.22

4.12

4.12

Base Follow-Up Headway (sec)

3.5

4.0

3.3

3.5

4.0

3.3

2.2

2.2

Follow-Up Headway (sec)

3.52

4.02

3.32

3.52

4.02

3.32

2.22

2.22

58

4

4

Delay, Queue Length, and Level of Service
Flow Rate, v (veh/h)

9

Capacity, c (veh/h)

293

333

1201

929

v/c Ratio

0.03

0.17

0.00

0.00

95% Queue Length, Q₉₅ (veh)

0.1

0.6

0.0

0.0

Control Delay (s/veh)

17.7

18.1

8.0

8.9

C

A

Level of Service (LOS)
Approach Delay (s/veh)
Approach LOS

C
17.7

18.1

C

C
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HCS7 Two-Way Stop-Control Report
General Information

Site Information

Analyst

RLA

Intersection

Hwy 93 & 8th Street

Agency/Co.

ATS

Jurisdiction

City of Whitefish

Date Performed

9/30/2019

East/West Street

8th Street

Analysis Year

2021

North/South Street

Hwy 93

Time Analyzed

PM Peak with 7th St Apt

Peak Hour Factor

1.00

Intersection Orientation

North-South

Analysis Time Period (hrs)

0.25

Project Description

7th Street Apartments

Lanes

Major Street: North-South

Vehicle Volumes and Adjustments
Approach
Movement

Eastbound
U

Westbound

L

T

R

Priority

10

11

Number of Lanes

0

1

Configuration

U

Northbound

Southbound

L

T

R

U

L

T

R

U

L

T

R

12

7

8

9

1U

1

2

3

4U

4

5

6

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

760

16

620

LTR

LTR

LTR

LTR

Volume (veh/h)

4

1

8

8

1

20

4

Percent Heavy Vehicles (%)

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

0.150

0.150

0.150

0.150

0.150

0.150

0.150

0.150

Proportion Time Blocked
Percent Grade (%)

0

1

4

0

Right Turn Channelized
Median Type | Storage

Undivided

Critical and Follow-up Headways
Base Critical Headway (sec)

7.1

6.5

6.2

7.1

6.5

6.2

4.1

4.1

Critical Headway (sec)

7.12

6.52

6.22

7.12

6.52

6.22

4.12

4.12

Base Follow-Up Headway (sec)

3.5

4.0

3.3

3.5

4.0

3.3

2.2

2.2

Follow-Up Headway (sec)

3.52

4.02

3.32

3.52

4.02

3.32

2.22

2.22

4

16

Delay, Queue Length, and Level of Service
Flow Rate, v (veh/h)

13

29

Capacity, c (veh/h)

187

202

928

809

v/c Ratio

0.07

0.14

0.00

0.02

95% Queue Length, Q₉₅ (veh)

0.2

0.5

0.0

0.1

Control Delay (s/veh)

25.7

25.8

8.9

9.5

D

A

Level of Service (LOS)
Approach Delay (s/veh)
Approach LOS

D
25.7

25.8

D

D
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HCS7 Two-Way Stop-Control Report
General Information

Site Information

Analyst

RLA

Intersection

Columbia & 8th Street

Agency/Co.

ATS

Jurisdiction

City of Whitefish

Date Performed

9/30/2019

East/West Street

8th Street

Analysis Year

2021

North/South Street

Columbia Avenue

Time Analyzed

AM Peak with 7th St Apt

Peak Hour Factor

1.00

Intersection Orientation

North-South

Analysis Time Period (hrs)

0.25

Project Description

7th Street Apartments

Lanes

Major Street: North-South

Vehicle Volumes and Adjustments
Approach
Movement

Eastbound
U

Westbound

L

T

R

Priority

10

11

Number of Lanes

0

1

Configuration

U

Northbound

Southbound

L

T

R

U

L

T

R

U

L

T

R

12

7

8

9

1U

1

2

3

4U

4

5

6

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

312

8

283

LTR

LTR

LTR

LTR

Volume (veh/h)

8

20

8

8

21

11

8

9

Percent Heavy Vehicles (%)

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

8

Proportion Time Blocked
Percent Grade (%)

0

0

Right Turn Channelized
Median Type | Storage

Undivided

Critical and Follow-up Headways
Base Critical Headway (sec)

7.1

6.5

6.2

7.1

6.5

6.2

4.1

4.1

Critical Headway (sec)

7.12

6.52

6.22

7.12

6.52

6.22

4.12

4.12

Base Follow-Up Headway (sec)

3.5

4.0

3.3

3.5

4.0

3.3

2.2

2.2

Follow-Up Headway (sec)

3.52

4.02

3.32

3.52

4.02

3.32

2.22

2.22

40

8

8

Delay, Queue Length, and Level of Service
Flow Rate, v (veh/h)

36

Capacity, c (veh/h)

425

437

1271

1239

v/c Ratio

0.08

0.09

0.01

0.01

95% Queue Length, Q₉₅ (veh)

0.3

0.3

0.0

0.0

Control Delay (s/veh)

14.3

14.1

7.9

7.9

B

A

Level of Service (LOS)
Approach Delay (s/veh)
Approach LOS

B
14.3

14.1

B

B
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HCS7 Two-Way Stop-Control Report
General Information

Site Information

Analyst

RLA

Intersection

Columbia & 8th Street

Agency/Co.

ATS

Jurisdiction

City of Whitefish

Date Performed

9/30/2019

East/West Street

8th Street

Analysis Year

2021

North/South Street

Columbia Avenue

Time Analyzed

PM Peak with 7th St Apt

Peak Hour Factor

1.00

Intersection Orientation

North-South

Analysis Time Period (hrs)

0.25

Project Description

7th Street Apartments

Lanes

Major Street: North-South

Vehicle Volumes and Adjustments
Approach
Movement

Eastbound
U

Westbound

L

T

R

Priority

10

11

Number of Lanes

0

1

Configuration

U

Northbound

Southbound

L

T

R

U

L

T

R

U

L

T

R

12

7

8

9

1U

1

2

3

4U

4

5

6

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

160

8

143

LTR

LTR

LTR

LTR

Volume (veh/h)

4

13

4

6

12

4

8

11

Percent Heavy Vehicles (%)

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

8

Proportion Time Blocked
Percent Grade (%)

0

0

Right Turn Channelized
Median Type | Storage

Undivided

Critical and Follow-up Headways
Base Critical Headway (sec)

7.1

6.5

6.2

7.1

6.5

6.2

4.1

4.1

Critical Headway (sec)

7.12

6.52

6.22

7.12

6.52

6.22

4.12

4.12

Base Follow-Up Headway (sec)

3.5

4.0

3.3

3.5

4.0

3.3

2.2

2.2

Follow-Up Headway (sec)

3.52

4.02

3.32

3.52

4.02

3.32

2.22

2.22

22

8

8

Delay, Queue Length, and Level of Service
Flow Rate, v (veh/h)

21

Capacity, c (veh/h)

614

612

1430

1406

v/c Ratio

0.03

0.04

0.01

0.01

95% Queue Length, Q₉₅ (veh)

0.1

0.1

0.0

0.0

Control Delay (s/veh)

11.1

11.1

7.5

7.6

B

A

Level of Service (LOS)
Approach Delay (s/veh)
Approach LOS

B
11.1

11.1

B

B
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Aaron Wallace
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

judithsmith@bresnan.net
Sunday, September 22, 2019 5:54 PM
aaron@mt-creative.com
7th Ave. Apartments

Aaron,
Thank you for the note on the project. I recognize the need for affordable housing in our community. Obviously, I
would prefer not to have additional high density housing a block away. My husband will probably reach out with
his concerns separately.
Thank you,
Judy Smith
1012 8th Street East
My top 3 concerns:
1. Traffic and speed of traffic. Kids play in our neighborhood between homes and do lots of bike riding.
cars makes this less likely. I would prefer the traffic be kept away from 8th street as much as possible.

More

2. Maintaining the safety of the homes and area nearby. Wil l the development have requirements for appropriate
t enants or expectations of behavior? We do not currently have a problem with crime in our neighborhood and prefer
t o keep it that way.
3. Sidewalks on one block of 8th seem rather useless and not likely to improve safety for pedestrians. If you are
doing sidewalks on 8th they should go out out to Columbia so that the connect the pedestrians to current network
of sidewalks.
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Thorman Counseling & Consulting
530 W. 1gt11 St. Suite 103
Whitefish, MT 59937
Bus: (406) 862-3898 Fax: (406) 300-4096
September 24, 2019
Arron Wallace, AJA
158 Railway St.
Whitefish MT 59937
arron@mt-creative.com
To whom it may concern,
My residence is at 709 Park: Ave. and my back: yard faces your property development. I would like

to express my grievances, as follows:
•

•

•

•

Traffic: You are expecting to provide 18 rentals for each bldg., which equates to 36 units,
which would indicate approximately 72. cars driving in and out daily. Yet you state you
are only providing 50 spaces, which doesn't provide enough for the renters let alone their
quests. On average there are 50 car trips through my alley daily except on weekends.
With your design of entrance roadway, those cars with your renter's cars will converge at
the same point on stt1 street and ]th street daily as well. {Traffic jam being the results.)
Zoning: It is my understanding that the property you are developing is zoned for town
houses only. So no your apartments are not welcome in our residential community. We
have five schools located in our neighborhood. Will you be vetting your renters for drug
use and pedophilia? My concern is why wouldn't you be leasing your rentals instead on
using a one month criteria? Transient living is not conducive to a safe environment for 5
schools.
Pollution: Albeit I like your entrance facing my back yard instead of a blank wall, cars
driving in and out at all times of the night will create a problem for myself. Their lights
will shine into my bedroom window continually. My suggestion is you place a solid
fencing at the top of the berm to eradicate the problem. They have a right to enter and
exit any time they wish as I have a right to be able to sleep without tin foil on my
window. To continue the theme of light pollution-what kind of lighting will be displayed
around the parking areas and building? Our neighborhood turns outside lighting off by
midnight at the latest. The Christian School has lighting that is obtrusive already but my
trees usually block it. There will be no barrier to block your lighting from anyone in the
neighborhood that's property borders the alley. Then there is noise pollution. What
curfews will be set? The car emissions are grotesque at school time already.
Untrustworthy: Your development is creating problems before you have even laid a
concrete base. By stating it is a low-rent affordable housing project but only allotting two
units for low rent is a lie. If you try to deceive us now what will happen later? You are
cha11ging the architecture of our neighborhood thereby changing the culture of our
neighborhood. We are a safe friendly neighborhood and you are trying to shove
congestion down our throats and calling it a city improvement. It is an improvement of
your pocketbooks only.

In dosing, I am against your development size and design. Find a better fitting project or a
better place.
Sincerely,
Sara Lombardi-Thonnan

~--~
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Aaron Wallace
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

greg loberg
Wednesday, October 2, 2019 1:56 PM
aaron@mt-creative.com
7th and Pine

Sir
My feeling on your proposed project is that the current multifamily zoning regs. should be adhered to. There is already
too much congestion in this neighborhood from several schools and nursing homes and multifamily units and adding a
through street at 8th will do little to fix the problem. Something on line with what exist on Pine between 6th and 7th
would be appropriate.
Greg Loberg
707 Park Ave

1
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C

c

EXISTING
RESIDENTIAL
2030 SF±

REVISION

PROJECT
LOCATION

WH
WH
WH
WH

WH

WH

WH
WH
WH

c
c
c

c

WH

BEDROOM
339

GREAT ROOM
335

BEDROOM
336

GREAT ROOM
338

BATHROOM
CLOSET 340
341

WH

BATHROOM
331

COMMON
MECHANICAL
POWDER
WH
BATHROOM 254
STORAGE 343
342

CLOSET
334

ENTRANCE
246

BATHROOM
249

WHBEDROOM
248

BATHROOM
252

BEDROOM
251

GREAT ROOM
255
BEDROOM

BATHROOM
263

WH

WHBEDROOM

262

CLOSET
319

WH

WH

4

c
c

BATHROOM
332
STORAGE
333

WH

POWDER
CLOSET
258BATHROOM
259

STORAGE
318

GREAT
314ROOM

BATHROOM
320
GREAT ROOM
247

GREAT
250ROOM

GREAT
261ROOM

BEDROOM
315

BATHROOM
317

VICINITY MAP

Engineering

LEGEND

DESCRIPTION
LOT 1& 2, COS #3103, CITY OF
WHITEFISH , T31N, R21W, PMM,
FLATHEAD COUNTY, MONTANA
ASSESSOR # - 0800450, 0800500
PROPOSED USE
MULTI-USE FAMILY
ZONING
CURRENT ZONING IS CITY OF WHITEFISH
ZONING ORDINANCE DESIGNATION WR-4
WHITEFISH HIGH DENSITY MULTI FAMILY. SETBACKS ARE BASED ON SAID
DESIGNATION

DRAWN BY:

DJK

DESIGNED BY:

DJK

QUALITY CHECK:
DATE:
11/22/2019
JOB NO.
K19-044
FIELDBOOK

c

c

c

WH

WH

WH

PARKING
41 STANDARD SPACES (9' x 20')
9 COMPACT SPACE (8' x 16')
4 ADA SPACES
LIGHTING
SITE LIGHTING WILL BE AFFIXED TO
STRUCTURES

WH

WH
WH

WH

WH

WH

WH

TRAFFIC
ACCESS OFF STREETS. PARKING ON
SITE.

WH

PROPOSED
CLUB HOUSE
1000 SQ. FT.

SITE REVIEW DRAWING

c

WH

WH

WH

PROPOSED
RESIDENTIAL
±8250 SQ. FT.
PER FLOOR

E 7th STREET

c
WH

c

WH

WH

PROPOSED
RESIDENTIAL
± 8250 SQ. FT.
PER FLOOR

LANDSCAPE
LANDSCAPING PER CITY OF WHITEFISH
STANDARD REQUIREMENTS.

7TH STREET APARTMENTS

EMERGENCY SERVICES
POLICE AND FIRE PROTECTION PROVIDED
BY THE CITY OF WHITEFISH.

WH

E 8th STREET

MAIL DELIVERY
INTERIOR CLUSTER MAILBOX.

c

c

c

1013 E 7TH STREET, WHITEFISH, MT 59937

MUNICIPAL SERVICES
SANITARY SEWER AND WATER SERVICE
BY THE CITY OF WHITEFISH. (EXISTING)
SOLID WASTE DISPOSAL BY CONTRACT
HAULER. (EXISTING)
STORM DRAINAGE TO BE COLLECTED ON
SITE, TREATED, THEN DISCHARGED TO
EXISTING SYSTEM.

TRACT 1H & 1GAC, SEC 31, T31N, R22W, PMM

EXISTING CONDITIONS

REV
450 CORPORATE DR., SUITE 101 • KALISPELL, MONTANA 59901

DATE

BEDROOM
316

406.751.5246 • tdhengineering.com

C
1G
A
TR
A
CT

CT

BEDROOM
330

GREAT ROOM
328

CORRIDOR
245
COMMON STORAGE
STORAGE
253
257

A3.1

260

TR
A

BEDROOM
329
BATHROOM
325
STORAGE
326
CLOSET
WH
327

ENTRANCE
244

WH

256

E 8th STREET

WH

337

NOTE: AMENDED PLAT OF LOTS 15, 16 &
17 TO BE COMPLETED AND FILED PRIOR
TO CONSTRUCTION.

BATHROOM BEDROOM
323
324

GREAT ROOM
321

WH

c

DATUM
THE MONTANA STATE PLANE
COORDINATE SYSTEM, FEDERAL
INFORMATION PROCESSING STANDARD
(FIPS) ZONE 2500, NORTH AMERICAN
DATUM,1983 (NAD 83), INTERNATIONAL
FEET, WAS USED FOR HORIZONTAL
CONTROL AND THE NORTH AMERICAN
VERTICAL DATUM 1988 (NAVD 88) WAS
USED FOR THE VERTICAL CONTROL.

BEDROOM
322

WH
WH

WH

E 7th STREET

c

1H

GENERAL NOTES

WH
WH

PROPOSED IMPROVEMENTS

SITE PLAN

K19-044 SITE REVIEW.DWG
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SHEET

1

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

N

217' - 3 31/32"

187' - 3 1/8"

15' - 0"

M

15' - 0"

20' - 0"

20' - 0"

MONUMENT
SIGN

L

5 LOOP
BIKE STAND
BENCH

THESE PLANS AND SPECIFICATIONS
ARE THE SOLE PROPERTY OF
MONTANA CREATIVE
ARCHITECTURE AND DESIGN ANY
REPRODUCTION OR REUSE OF
THESE DOCUMENTS IS FORBIDDEN
WITHOUT WRITTEN PERMISSION
FROM MONTANA CREATIVE
ARCHITECTURE AND DESIGN

Project Number:

2019

Date:

10.10.19

Drawn By:

Drafter

Checked By:

Checker

Revision Date:

c

SITE
LOCATION

REVISION SCHEDULE
#

DESCRIPTION

DATE

K

4' OF LANDSCAPE ROCK
W/SHRUBS AROUND
BUILDING

NORTH BUILDING

5' FENCE
ALONG
LENGTH

8,250 SF/ FLOOR
18 UNITS

J

DOUGLAS FIR
TYP
BENCH

127' - 3 1/2"

5 LOOP
BIKE STAND

c
c

5' LANDSCAPE ROCK/
SNOW STORAGE

c

I

LANDSCAPE SHRUBS
BOTH SIDES OF FENCE

CLUBHOUSE

2
A2.0

SITE IMAGE

EXISTING
12" D TREE
TO REMAIN

1" = 40'-0"

ADA

ADA

EXISTING
12" C TREE
TO REMAIN
H

ADJUSTED PROPERTY LINE

BENCH

ALPINE
CURRANT & PINK
SPIREA,
TYP

G

GRILLS
ADA

ADA

15' - 0"

5 LOOP BIKE RACK

SECOND STORY UNITS ARE SAME AS FIRST FLOOR WITH THE SAME NUMBERS BUT 2OO VS 100

FENCE AROUND
COVERED
PATIO

HOT TUB

DUMPSTERS
& RECYCLING

15' - 0"

STREET LIGHTS
TYPICAL

UNIT 101

COMMON
WH POWDER
MECHANICAL
343
254 STORAGE
BATHROOM
UNIT C102
342
337
UNIT 103

CLOSET
334

D

COMMON STORAGE
STORAGE
253
257
WH

UNIT 104

POWDER
256

4

CLOSET
258BATHROOM
259

UNIT 105

BATHROOM
249

BATHROOM
252

ENTRANCE
246

UNIT 106 UNIT 107 BATHROOM
263

504 SF
WH

BEDROOM
248

BEDROOM
WH
251

WH

LANDSCAPE SHRUGS
BOTH SIDES OF FENCE

C

BEDROOM
260

GREAT ROOM
250

BENCH

4' OF LANDSCAPE ROCK
W/SHRUBS AROUND BUILDING

GREAT ROOM
314

RIGHT OF WAY EASEMENT

MONUMENT
SIGN

STREET TREES PER CITY STANDARDS

GREAT ROOM
261

BEDROOM
316

SIDEWALK PER CITY STANDARDS

BEDROOM
315

-

LANDSCAPED
AREAS ALONG
BUILDING WITH SHRUBS
AND TREES FROM NATIVE
PLANT LIST
EACH AREA AROUND THE
BUILDING
IS 2,500 SF

BATHROOM
317
-

B

BENCH
LANDSCAPING AROUND BUILDING

186' - 4 1/32"

15' - 0"

FIRST & SECOND FLOOR PLANS
1/8" = 1'-0"

1
A2.0

A

3
A2.0

MONTANA CREATIVE
ARCHITECTURE +DESIGN
158 RAILWAY ST.
WHITEFISH, MT 59937
406.862.8152
FAX# 406.862.8153

c

WH

BATHROOM
320

GREAT ROOM
247

8,250 SF/ FLOOR
18 UNITS

5' LANDSCAPE ROCK/
SNOW STORAGE

UNIT 108
1146 SF

STORAGE
318

BEDROOM
262

GREAT ROOM
255

5 LOOP BIKE RACK

CLOSET
319

SOUTH BUILDING

5 LOOP
BIKE STAND

CORRIDOR
245

ENTRANCE
244

A3.1

WH
STORAGE
333

REMOVABLE
SPEED BUMPS

15' - 0"

SITE PLAN
1/16" = 1'-0"

7TH STREET
WHITEFISH, MT. 59937

CLOSET
327

UNIT 100

BATHROOM
331

BATHROOM
332

BEDROOM
336

15' - 0"

.

WH

5' FENCE
ALONG
LENGTH

BATHROOM
CLOSET
340
341

SITE PLAN

E

WH

GREAT ROOM
328

GREAT ROOM
338

20' - 0"

STORAGE
326

BEDROOM
330

BENCH

30' - 0"

F

BATHROOM
325

GREAT ROOM
335

MULTI STEM
PAPER BIRCH,
QUAKING ASPEN,
ROCKY
MOUNTAIN
MAPLE
TYP

5 LOOP
BIKE STAND

7TH STREET APARTMENTS

BEDROOM
339

BEDROOM
329

GREAT ROOM
321

BENCH

132' - 6 5/8"

BATHROOM
BEDROOM
323
324

BEDROOM
322

A2.0
1

2

3

4
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BIRCH, ASPEN, MOUNTAIN MAPLE

DOUGLAS FIR

MULITSTEM BIRCH

N

5 LOOP BIKE RACK

A3.1

GRASS AREAS

M
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SIDEWALK
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BATHROOM
323
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BEDROOM
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BEDROOM
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Checked By:
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Revision Date:

REVISION SCHEDULE

BEDROOM
329

BEDROOM
330

K

BATHROOM
325

CLOSET
341

GREAT ROOM
328

COMMON
MECHANICAL
254

J

UNIT 101
I

UNIT 100

STORAGE
333

BATHROOM
340

BATHROOM
331

BATHROOM
332

CLOSET
327

DATE

BEDROOM
336

WH

STORAGE
326

DESCRIPTION

GREAT ROOM
338

GREAT ROOM
321

WH

#

GREAT ROOM
335

UNIT C102

WH

BATHROOM
337

CLOSET
334

WH

POWDER
343

STORAGE
342
UNIT 103

ENTRANCE
246

CORRIDOR
245

H

ENTRANCE
244

COMMON STORAGE
253

UNIT 104

STORAGE
257

UNIT 105

BATHROOM
252

BATHROOM
249

UNIT 106

UNIT 107

UNIT 108
BATHROOM
263

G

WH

1146 SF

1

A3.1

CLOSET
319
WH

504 SF

POWDER
256
A3.1

4

WH

F

CLOSET
258

BEDROOM
248

BEDROOM
251

WH

WH

STORAGE
318

GREAT ROOM
314

BEDROOM
262

BATHROOM
259
BATHROOM
320
GREAT ROOM
255

GREAT ROOM
261

E

5 LOOP BIKE RACK

GREAT ROOM
247

GREAT ROOM
250

MONTANA CREATIVE
ARCHITECTURE +DESIGN
158 RAILWAY ST.
WHITEFISH, MT 59937
406.862.8152
FAX# 406.862.8153

BEDROOM
260
BEDROOM
315
D

BEDROOM
316
PARKING

BATHROOM
317

BENCH

3
A3.1

B

FIRST FLOOR PLAN

GRASS AREAS

FIRST FLOOR PLAN
1/4" = 1'-0"

A

1
A2.1

7TH STREET
WHITEFISH, MT. 59937

NATIVE SHRUBS
ALTERNATING WITH ALPINE
CURRANT, WOODS ROSE, PINK
SPIREA

.

C

LANDSCAPING AROUND BUILDING

7TH STREET APARTMENTS

LANDSCAPE TREES
QUAKING ASPEN,
TYP.
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KEYNOTE LEGEND
TEXT
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BATHROOM
323

BEDROOM
324

GREAT ROOM
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J

STORAGE
326

I
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Checker
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DATE

BATHROOM
340

BATHROOM
331

BATHROOM
332

COMMON
MECHANICAL
254

UNIT 201
STORAGE
333

10.10.19

BEDROOM
336

WH

UNIT 200

Date:

GREAT ROOM
338

GREAT ROOM
321

WH

2019
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#
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BEDROOM
339

K

BEDROOM
322

UNIT 202

WH

BATHROOM
337

CLOSET
334

WH

POWDER
343

STORAGE
342
UNIT 203

H

ENTRANCE
246

CORRIDOR
245

ENTRANCE
244

G

UNIT 204

COMMON STORAGE
253

STORAGE
257

BATHROOM
252

BATHROOM
249

UNIT 205

UNIT 206

UNIT 207

UNIT 208
BATHROOM
263

WH

968 SF

F

A3.1

4

WH

CLOSET
258

A3.1

1

CLOSET
319
WH

POWDER
256
BEDROOM
248

BEDROOM
251

WH

WH

STORAGE
318

GREAT ROOM
314

BEDROOM
262

BATHROOM
259
BATHROOM
320

E
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GREAT ROOM
261
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250
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260
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315

BATHROOM
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SECOND FLOOR

A

1/4" = 1'-0"

7TH STREET
WHITEFISH, MT. 59937

B

A3.1

.

SECOND FLOOR PLAN

3
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32' - 0"

SF PH
119' - 11"
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3026.88
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W
D

D

FF PH 1
109' - 1 1/8"

W

W
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D

M

18' - 0"
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D

N
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A2.4

K

2
A2.4

COMMON ROOM
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DATE

CLUBHOUSE EAST
1/4" = 1'-0"

5

I

1017
3026.98
G

R5
'-0

"

J

A2.4

#

T.O.F
96' - 0"

HOT TUB

24' - 0"

H

8' - 0"

3
A2.4

G

1
A2.4

CLUBHOUSE NORTH
1/4" = 1'-0"

CLUBHOUSE
1/4" = 1'-0"

4

E

F

A2.4
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D

4
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DESCRIPTION

DATE

K

#

REFERENCES FOR MATERIAL PALLET

NORTH BUILDING ELEVATION
3/16" = 1'-0"

F

G

H

32' - 3 11/32"

I

J

2
A3.1

SOUTH BUILDING ELEVATION
3/16" = 1'-0"

E

3
A3.1

4
A3.1
1

WEST BUILDING ELEVATION

1
A3.1

3/16" = 1'-0"
2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

EAST BUILDING ELEVATION
11

12

7TH STREET
WHITEFISH, MT. 59937

.

A3.1

3/16" = 1'-0"
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G

H

I
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217' - 3 31/32"

187' - 3 1/8"
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M
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BIKE STAND
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c

SITE
LOCATION

REVISION SCHEDULE
#

DESCRIPTION

DATE

K

4' OF LANDSCAPE ROCK
W/SHRUBS AROUND
BUILDING

NORTH BUILDING

5' FENCE
ALONG
LENGTH

DIAGONAL CROSS HATCH
IS COMMON SPACE AREA
9,592 SF SHOWN
3385 SF REQUIRED

8,250 SF/ FLOOR
18 UNITS

BENCH

c
c

1' - 5 7/8"

J

DOUGLAS FIR
TYP

127' - 3 1/2"

5 LOOP
BIKE STAND

c

5' LANDSCAPE ROCK/
SNOW STORAGE

c

I

LANDSCAPE SHRUBS
BOTH SIDES OF FENCE

CLUBHOUSE

2
A2.0

SITE IMAGE

EXISTING
12" D TREE
TO REMAIN

1" = 40'-0"

ADA

ADA

EXISTING
12" C TREE
TO REMAIN
H

ADJUSTED PROPERTY LINE

BENCH

ALPINE
CURRANT & PINK
SPIREA,
TYP

G

GRILLS
ADA

ADA

15' - 0"

5 LOOP BIKE RACK

SECOND STORY UNITS ARE SAME AS FIRST FLOOR WITH THE SAME NUMBERS BUT 2OO VS 100

FENCE AROUND
COVERED
PATIO

HOT TUB

DUMPSTERS
& RECYCLING

15' - 0"

STREET LIGHTS
TYPICAL

BATHROOM
331

STORAGE
333

WH

REMOVABLE
SPEED BUMPS

COMMON
WH
POWDER
MECHANICAL
343
254 STORAGE
BATHROOM
UNIT C102
342
337
UNIT 103

CLOSET
334

ENTRANCE
246

UNIT 104

UNIT 105

POWDER
256

4

BATHROOM
249

BATHROOM
252

UNIT 106 UNIT 107 BATHROOM
263

504 SF
BEDROOM
WH
248

CLOSET
258BATHROOM
259

BEDROOM
251

LANDSCAPE SHRUGS
BOTH SIDES OF FENCE

UNIT 108
1146 SF

STORAGE
318

WH
BEDROOM

WH

BATHROOM
320

C

GREAT ROOM
247

BEDROOM
260

GREAT ROOM
250

BENCH

RIGHT OF WAY EASEMENT

MONUMENT
SIGN

STREET TREES PER CITY STANDARDS

GREAT ROOM
261

BEDROOM
316

SIDEWALK PER CITY STANDARDS

BEDROOM
315

-

LANDSCAPED
AREAS ALONG
BUILDING WITH SHRUBS
AND TREES FROM NATIVE
PLANT LIST
EACH AREA AROUND THE
BUILDING
IS 2,500 SF

BATHROOM
317
-

B

BENCH
LANDSCAPING AROUND BUILDING

186' - 4 1/32"

15' - 0"

FIRST & SECOND FLOOR PLANS
1/8" = 1'-0"

1
A2.0

A

3
A2.0

MONTANA CREATIVE
ARCHITECTURE +DESIGN
158 RAILWAY ST.
WHITEFISH, MT 59937
406.862.8152
FAX# 406.862.8153

c

4' OF LANDSCAPE ROCK
W/SHRUBS AROUND BUILDING

GREAT ROOM
314

262

GREAT ROOM
255

5 LOOP BIKE RACK

CLOSET
319

8,250 SF/ FLOOR
18 UNITS

5' LANDSCAPE ROCK/
SNOW STORAGE

WH

D

COMMON STORAGE
STORAGE
253
257
WH

SOUTH BUILDING

5 LOOP
BIKE STAND

CORRIDOR
245

ENTRANCE
244

DIAGONAL CROSS HATCH
IS COMMON SPACE AREA
7579 SF SHOWN
3764 SF REQUIRED

15' - 0"

SITE PLAN
1/16" = 1'-0"

7TH STREET
WHITEFISH, MT. 59937

UNIT 101

WH 336

15' - 0"

.

CLOSET
WH
327

UNIT 100

A3.1

BEDROOM

BATHROOM
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340
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328
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20' - 0"

E

STORAGE
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BEDROOM
330

BENCH

30' - 0"

F

BATHROOM
325

GREAT ROOM
335

MULTI STEM
PAPER BIRCH,
QUAKING ASPEN,
ROCKY
MOUNTAIN
MAPLE
TYP

5 LOOP
BIKE STAND
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lisa Levandowski
Wendy Compton-Ring
apartments on 8th street
Tuesday, December 17, 2019 10:33:08 AM

Thank you for the notice. 2 apartment buildings at that location would cause too much congestion
in an already crowded place. It’s a given that each apartment will probably have 2 cars. That means
there would be an additional 72 vehicles (36 apartments x 2 vehicles). It’s too much.
It’s already a nightmare with traffic when school is in session. It’s impossible to access 7th street
from Ashar with the school traffic. At that intersection, there is so much traffic that they eliminated
the 3 way stop signs and now there is only a stop sign at Ashar. This does allow for easier flow on 7th
street but again it’s about impossible to get off Ashar. That’s why they made the one way next to
the Christian Academy. The one way goes from Ashar to Park.
It’s one thing to put in 1 to 4 homes, but not apartments. Homes would still provide developer with
a good chunk of money and would be an acceptable impact to the community. At that location,
apartments only benefit the developer. Thank you for your time.
Lisa Levandowski
930 Ashar
Whitefish, MT 59937
wallflower@centurylink.net

EXTERNAL SENDER verified by City of Whitefish IT
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Presentation to the City
I am here to help keep Whitefish “Gritty”. I love this town. I love our
neighborhood. I have lived in Montana for 49 years, and Whitefish for 25 years. I
am a local businessperson employing local families and spend many hours every
week volunteering and serving on numerous boards, including the Impact Fee
Advisory Committee that I am honored to be a part of. I have seen the growth
and the changes. I understand that growth and change will happen. What I am
here to do is try to convince you that the people in this town and this
neighborhood deserve thoughtful growth and change. I also know that there is a
piece of property next to us that is zoned multi family. The only way to prevent
that from happening is to buy the property and build a park. Well, I can’t afford
to do that, so I am here to appeal to your common sense and help influence what
happens on this property. And yes, to maintain our neighborhood Grit!
This Proposed apartment complex is too large for the area neighborhood.
My concerns:
Too much for the area:
3 Schools, 4 or 5 preschools, one assisted living facility, one low income
housing facility, two condo/apartment complexes, and one workforce housing
complex. Also, to the south, a high end housing development as well as a
currently being built 54 unit housing development.
Infrastructure can’t handle what we have as far as traffic and congestion. I
know a “traffic study” was completed. I don’t accept the results of that study and
would like to see a new study before any more development occurs, during
school drop off and pick up times, also, once the build out for the Christian
Academy and new Muldown are complete. This will drastically affect any future
“study”
The developer states that this project will fit in with the surrounding area.
Where in this area will you find two, two story multi-unit apartment buildings?
The schools? They are not housing. Different scale. The apartments on Park?
They are at most 1 ½ stories. The workforce housing in the old Independent
School and the old folk’s home? Single level.
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The developer says there will be adequate parking. 54 parking spaces for
36 units? Not acceptable. Most units will have at least one vehicle, and what
about guests? Safety in this area is paramount and at this point, the traffic and
speeds are already out of control. This proposed development will just add to it.
My service alley already serves as a short cut for parents dropping off kids
between 7th and 8th. With this apartment complex, it will be like grand central
station going down my service alley. Not acceptable.
Zoning:
Why have zoning at all? Why spend the millions of dollars and countless
hours of labor to put a plan in place, when all anyone has to do is ask for a CUP? I
know that Cities grow and change and the needs of the City need to be addressed
with taking a new look at zoning. Yes, this project fits into the zoning text
amendment where CUP’s are concerned. But that is just a piece of paper and
simply a guide for what “can be” allowed. It doesn’t mean it just gets to happen
without any regard for the existing neighborhood. Just because it fits in the
parameters of the zoning amendment doesn’t mean it actually fits in the
neighborhood. This property currently zoned allows for 16 units by “right”. Fine.
Build 16 units that have some character, some purpose, and some Grit. Some
style. This is your opportunity to build a nice little development that ADDS to the
character of the neighborhood, not destroy what we currently enjoy. There are
many other areas around Whitefish where something of this scale can be built.
This area is NOT one of them. Perhaps Mr. Ruiz can partner with the City and
build a project of this scale on the Snow Lot, or out by the dog park, or the
eastern portion of Edgewood?
I know the City is under a lot of pressure to build 1000 living units in the
next 5-10 years. I know the City is under a lot of pressure by developers because
of the 20% deed restriction requirements. To avoid lawsuits from developers who
say they can’t afford to build with the existing requirements unless they can
maximize density. I say that is BS. Profit margins are still there. I know that one
of the priorities for the City Council is to meet the requirements of the Whitefish
Legacy Homes project. But this doesn’t mean that we try to slam and jam this
type of housing every where we can. We need to be thoughtful about our
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approach to meeting the needs of the City as well as keeping our City a place that
people want to live and move to and help make the best City in Montana.
Planning Board and the City have the opportunity to build something for
the future that they can be proud of. To leave a legacy. Do you want your names
on two 18-unit two story apartment buildings with a hot tub and laundromat?
Lots of streetlights and noise? How does this make the neighborhood better?
We can all agree on the need for more housing in Whitefish and to keep it
affordable. Why zone the City at all if a developer can come in and just ask for a
conditional use permit and do what they want? Is the developer really
considering the existing neighborhood and how this will affect the homeowners
and families with children? Or is it about the bottom line and trying to maximize
their investment? Again, I am not asking to not build anything. This is not your
typical NIMBY situation. 16 nice townhouses or small residential units with some
creative thought put into design and build would be great. However, 36 units in
two buildings like what was constructed near the Ice Den and currently being built
in Columbia Falls neither fit into this neighborhood nor add to the value of our
property and quality of life. On the contrary, it will take away our view shed of
the mountains to the east, decrease our property values due to increased traffic
and parking nightmare, as well as increase in noise and light pollution. The
“avenues” is the hottest neighborhood in Whitefish due to its location near the
schools, Downtown Scene, and the quaint, cozy homes that are constantly being
improved, and improving the tax base of the neighborhood. If my property value
goes down so does the tax base of the neighborhood. Building massive
apartment buildings next to these “avenues” will without a doubt decrease the
quality of life in this area. Those quiet winter evenings staring at the stars? That’s
all gone. My neighbors walking by with their dogs and kids on bikes having a nice
visit? No more. Please be thoughtful about this process and your decision. Think
about the legacy you will leave when your time on the planning board and council
are behind you. Think about what makes this town the best place in America to
live and raise our families. Remember a few years ago, during the re-zoning
process, when the City Council wanted to make sure that Whitefish maintained its
“grit” with all of the growth we are seeing? This is your opportunity to keep
Whitefish Gritty! Keep a Whitefish with character and thoughtful design and
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build. Not a town that just lets rampant development overtake The Last Best
Place.
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Brian & Mariah Joos
PO Box 1433
Whitefish, MT 59937

January 14, 2020
VIA EMAIL ONLY
Whitefish City Council
418 E. Second Street
Whitefish, MT 59937
mhowke@cityofwhitefish.org
RE:

Public Comment
Proposed Land Use Actions: 1013 E. 7th Street & 1022 E. 8th Street
Commenting Owners:
Brian & Mariah Joos, 711 Park Avenue

Honorable Council Members:
We own one of the five single-family homes adjacent to the proposed project referenced above,
and the following are our comments pertaining to that project. A detailed review of the CUP
Application at issue along with the Growth Plan and the Whitefish City Code reveals that the
City Council has two options: (1) deny the CUP in compliance with the Growth Policy and City
Code, or (2) approve the CUP in violation of the Growth Policy and City Code. We, and the
many other citizens of Whitefish who will be affected adversely if this project moves forward,
hope that the Council Members will uphold their oaths of office by denying this application as
the Growth Policy and the City Code require them to do.
1. While the City Code requires substantial conformance with all criteria standards, this
project fails to conform to 14 of the 32 criteria.
Our City Code could not be more clear that the City Council may NOT approve a CUP unless it
substantially complies with ALL of the criteria standards listed. The Code does this when it states
the following:
A CUP may be granted only if the proposal substantially conforms to all of
the following criteria standards:
City Code §11-7-8(J) (emphasis added). The City Code then goes on to list 32 criteria; this
project fails to conform to nearly half of them. What follows are citations of those 14 criteria
from the City Code accompanied by a brief discussion of the way(s) in which this project fails to
comply with each.
a. “Growth Policy Compliance. The proposal conforms to applicable goals and
policies of the Whitefish city-county growth policy.” Whitefish City Code §11-78(J)(1)
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The project at issue fails to conform to the applicable goals set forth in the Growth Policy.
Among those goals and the problems to be addressed in dealing with them are the following, all
applicable to this project:
“Maintaining the character and ‘small town feel’ of Whitefish as the
community experiences rapid growth” (Growth Policy at 47-48);
“Current zoning is often inconsistent with the existing character and densities
of residential neighborhoods” (Growth Policy at 50-51);
“Whitefish High School and Muldown Elementary are located within the
eastside residential neighborhood. Therefore, daily traffic generated by the
two schools infiltrates surrounding neighborhoods, and is a source of frequent
complaints” (Growth Policy at 126);
With regard to the first Growth Policy goal, the CUP Application here provides that this project
“consists of (2) New 18 unit apartment buildings and Clubhouse” (Conditional Use Permit at 3,
Section D). In contrast, the neighborhood consists primarily of single family homes, schools,
preschools, and a church. Two 18-unit apartment buildings plus a clubhouse totaling a whopping
34,000 square feet (7th Street Apartments CUP Drawing) in no way maintains the “character and
‘small town feel’” of a neighborhood where the residential construction consists primarily of
modest single family homes next to schools and preschools. According to the data on the
Montana Cadestral, the average square footage of the single family homes adjacent to this
proposed 34,000 square foot project is 1,430.6 square feet, or about 4% of the size of this project
which would absolutely dwarf them. The proposal here is very plainly and quite wildly out of
character with the neighborhood surrounding it.
This project is precisely the kind of project that the Growth Policy addresses under the second
quoted section above as something to be avoided. In the spirit of the Growth Policy’s discussion
of this issue at Pages 50-51, just because a particular parcel was zoned WR-4 back in 1982 does
not mean that extreme high-density uses requiring a CUP are appropriate on that parcel now. In
fact, they are to be avoided when they are out of character with the existing neighborhood.
Finally, the Growth Policy specifically addresses the existent traffic problem precisely in the
neighborhood proposed for this project. Cramming a density of 36 units on 2 lots into this
already stressed corridor will exacerbate this problem, not contribute to its solution. For these
three reasons, the project as proposed fails to conform to the Growth Policy.
b. “Quality and functionality of design. The site plan for the proposed use or
development has effectively dealt with the following design issues as applicable:
a.
Parking locations and layout,
b.
Traffic circulation, …
g.
Undergrounding of new utilities, and
h.
Undergrounding existing overhead utilities based on scope and scale of
the project”
Whitefish City Code §11-7-8(J)(4)
The project at issue fails to conform to the four criteria listed here. Beginning with parking, the
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site plan shows that the project provides for only 52 spaces for 36 units (7th Street Apartments
CUP Drawing). Given that 80% of these apartments will be by definition unaffordable, it is quite
likely that many or all of them will be shared among multiple income earners, each of whom is
likely to have his or her own vehicle, meaning a likely minimum of 2 vehicles per unit. Couples
with teenage or multiple children may have more than 2 vehicles. This means a likely figure of
72 vehicles, 20 more vehicles than the number of parking spaces. Additionally, that number does
not take into consideration any visitor or guest parking, or any parking for deliveries or
household services. It is obvious given these factors that substantial spillover onto street parking
will occur if this development proceeds. With the street parking problems on 8th Street already
severe, parking from this project will spill over not only onto 8th, but onto Park and 7th as well,
increasing danger for pedestrians and traffic congestion in a corridor already stressed by both.
Traffic circulation is perhaps the project’s worst problem. The site plan demonstrates that the
project has two driveways, both adjacent to the exists of a service alley which already generate
traffic and pedestrian friction (7th Street Apartments CUP Drawing). The driveway to the south
is hazardous because it spills out directly into the parking for child drop-off at the Whitefish
Community School. The driveway to the north is hazardous because it spills out directly onto the
sidewalk which is a primary walkway for children and their parents walking to Muldown
Elementary as well as the Montessori School and Whitefish Christian Academy. Additionally, the
project exits onto 7th and 8th, two streets which already have extensively discussed traffic and
parking problems. And all of this will take place directly adjacent to the entrances and exits of an
existing alleyway.
With regard to undergrounding of utilities, this project does NOT provide for the undergrounding
of the dry utilities along 7th Street or the service alley to the west, despite its massive scale
(Conditional Use Permit at 5, Section E4). Again, the project fails to comply with the criteria
which our City Code mandates.
c. “Neighborhood/community impact. The proposed use or development will not
have detrimental effects on adjacent properties, nearby neighborhoods, and the
community in general. Adverse impacts may include, but are not necessarily
limited to:
a.
Excessive traffic generation and/or infiltration of neighborhoods,
b.
Noise or vibration
c.
Dust, smoke, glare or heat, … and
e.
Hours of operation”
Whitefish City Code §11-7-8(J)(6)
There is simply no good faith argument that the proposed development “will not have
detrimental effects on adjacent properties, nearby neighborhoods, and the community in
general.” Over 50 concerned community members do not write and attend meetings to oppose a
project when there will be no detrimental effects.
With regard to traffic generation and/or infiltration of neighborhoods, that is a topic covered
extensively by neighbors both in the subject neighborhood and in Creekwood, so it will not be
belabored here. It should be sufficient to point out that the addition of 36 units in the middle of
an already traffic stressed corridor will absolutely have a negative impact on those problems.
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Noise from the proposed development is a concern for those single family homes which are
adjacent to it. While some have seen fit to joke about a “24-hour hot tub rumor,” the fact is that
the CUP Application the Council is tasked with voting on could not more clearly provide that
those are the subject property’s hours:
“What are the proposed hours of operation? … 24/7, 365 days a year”
(Conditional Use Permit at 6, Section E7). The Council votes on what is contained in writing in
the application, not on what the developer’s architect says verbally at meetings. The
incontrovertible fact, not rumor, which is in writing as stated by the developer itself, is that the
facility’s hours of operation are “24/7, 365 days a year.” That is not reasonable when an outdoor
common area hot tub sits across a narrow alley from the bedroom windows of the adjacent
homes. Noise from this will undoubtedly cause a nuisance to the occupants of the single family
homes adjacent to the project. This also violates the specific “Hours of Operation” criterion
under Whitefish City Code §11-7-8(J)(6)(e).
With regard to lighting (under Whitefish City Code §11-7-8(J)(6)(c)), again, the Council votes on
what is contained in writing in the application, not on verbal assurances by the developer’s
architect about what might be changed later. In writing, Sheet A2.0 of the site plan calls for four
street lights in the parking area adjacent to our bedrooms where presently there are no lights. Per
Sheet A9.2, these lights are two stories tall, and per the GARDCO specifications submitted, these
lights have no side shielding whatsoever. This means that all four of them will shine directly into
our bedrooms all night, every night, that we cannot enjoy having our windows open at night in
the warmer months, and that we cannot avoid imprisoning ourselves in our own bedrooms with
blackout curtains. As if this were not enough, the plans (Sheet A9.2) depict a fence facing our
property that is only 5’ tall and that is not opaque, meaning that every single vehicle which turns
to enter or exit the parking lot will shine its headlights into our bedrooms, and that the fence will
do nothing to mitigate light from the street lights. This is extremely detrimental to our right to
quiet enjoyment of our property because it interferes with our ability to open our windows or
curtains and to sleep undisturbed in our bedrooms. It also decreases our property value because
potential buyers are not interested in illuminated bedrooms which are not conducive to sleep or
relaxation.
It is clear that the proposed project fails to meet the required criteria, which obligates the City
Council to deny the CUP.
d. “Neighborhood/community compatibility. The use or development is compatible
with the surrounding neighborhood and community in general in terms of:
a.
Structural bulk and massing,
b.
Scale,
c.
Context of existing neighborhood,
d.
Density, and
e.
Community character.”
Whitefish City Code §11-7-8(J)(7)
The structural bulk and massing and scale of this project are very plainly and quite wildly
incompatible with the other residential construction in the surrounding neighborhood. Again,
according to the data on the Montana Cadestral, the average square footage of the single family
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homes adjacent to this proposed 34,000 square foot project is 1,430.6 square feet, or about 4% of
the size of this project. This project would positively dwarf those single family homes, and the
others like them which constitute the bulk of residential construction in the neighborhood. Even
the few other multi-family developments nearby have sunken, “daylight basement” first floors to
minimize their height, which this project does not.
The context and density of the existing neighborhood is dominated by single family residences,
and cramming 36 units onto 2 lots is not compatible with that dominant use. The character of the
neighborhood is low-density, family friendly residential along with schools. A frat house-like
development with a communal, outdoor hot tub and 36 units would stick out badly. Anyone
looking at this project with an objective eye cannot argue in good faith that it is compatible with
this neighborhood when it bears so little similarity to almost everything found around it. For
these reasons, the project fails to “substantially conform” to the criteria in Whitefish City Code
§11-7-8(J)(7).
2. The City Council is obligated to follow the law, as outlined above, not red herring
arguments made by the developer or by others.
Two red herrings continue come up which have nothing to do with considering this project on its
merits under the Whitefish City Code as outlined above.
a.

Affordable Housing

The first of these is the “affordable housing” issue. Even though everyone agrees that Whitefish
needs affordable housing, even affordable housing projects must comply with the law. Even the
first project proposed under the Legacy Homes program, which we all want to succeed, must
comply with the law. A developer cannot get away with building whatever it wants, including a
project the approval of which would so plainly violate the Whitefish City Code, simply by
labeling the project “affordable housing” or by proceeding under the Legacy Homes program. In
addition, the Council needs to keep in mind that only 20% of the units here are proposed to be
affordable. 80%, the vast majority of the development, will not. Additionally, the developer has
continually failed to present real, fixed numbers showing what these units will actually cost,
preventing anyone from knowing whether even the designated 20% of units in reality will turn
out to be affordable, or not. Finally, the Council should keep in mind that the housing needs
study revealed that the “affordable housing” need in Whitefish was for modest, single family
homes with storage or garage, not for rental apartments. This project does not actually provide
what the community needs in this regard despite its misleading “affordable housing” label.
b.

Verbal Statements Contradicting the CUP Application

The developer’s architect, in arguing for approval of this CUP, has made a number of statements
that contradict the CUP Application on which the Council must vote. Most notably, he has stated
that reasonable limitations will be placed on hours of operation for the hot tub, while the CUP
Application provides that the hours will be “24/7, 365 days a year” (Conditional Use Permit at 6,
Section E7) and that lighting impact to neighboring properties will be mitigated, when the CUP
Application provides for no such mitigation, either in the form of a better fence than the useless,
light-permeable one in the plans or in the form of any side shielding on any of the site lighting
(Conditional Use Permit at 6, Section 8E). This problem persists even though the developer had
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notice of the problem (“[w]e received (3) emails expressing concern of site and car lights”). It
cannot be emphasized enough that the Council votes on the written contents of the CUP
Application, not on verbal statements contradicting or differing from the contents of that
application.
3. Conclusion
The developer’s architect stated at one of the recent meetings that other developers are watching.
We hope they are, and the City Council should send them a clear message: if you want to build in
Whitefish, you must follow the law in Whitefish. We will not approve projects that do not,
regardless of what label a developer might put on them. The Council should know that the
community is watching too, not just the developers. What we hope to see as community
members is a Council that stands up for the interests of the citizens of Whitefish, not a Council
that fears developers and caters to them when they want to force through projects that are so
clearly inappropriate for the community. We ask that you uphold your oath of office by voting
NO on this CUP application as the Whitefish City Code requires you to do.
Sincerely,
/s/ Brian Joos
/s/ Mariah Joos
Brian Joos and Mariah Joos
Cc:

wcompton-ring@cityofwhitefish.org
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PLANNING & BUILDING DEPARTMENT
418 E 2nd Street, PO Box 158, Whitefish, MT 59937
(406) 863-2410 Fax (406) 863-2409
January 13, 2020

Mayor and City Council
City of Whitefish
PO Box 158
Whitefish MT 59937
RE: Don K Expansion of Service Center at 6219 Highway 93 S (WCUP 19-22)
Honorable Mayor and Council:
Summary of Requested Action: Eagle Enterprise LLC, with technical assistance from
Montana Creative, is requesting a Conditional Use Permit to expand the service center in
an existing commercial building at 6219 Highway 93 South. The proposed expansion
would include a 4,880 square feet addition onto the southeast corner of the existing
building to provide five (5) new service bays and additional workspace. A new canopy
approximately 1,935 square feet is also proposed on the northeast corner of the
building. The property is zoned WB-2 (Secondary Business District) and the Whitefish
Growth Policy designates this property as ‘General Commercial.’
Planning & Building Department Recommendation: Staff recommended approval of
the Conditional Use Permit application subject to eleven conditions set forth in the
attached staff report.
Public Hearing: No members of the public spoke at the December 19, 2019 public
hearing. The draft minutes for this item are attached as part of this packet.
Planning Board Action: The Whitefish Planning Board met on December 19, 2019 and
considered the request. Following the hearing, the Planning Board unanimously
approved the request. In making their decision, the Planning Board adopted staff report
WCUP 19-22 with Findings of Fact and recommended Conditions of Approval.
Proposed Motion:
•

I move to approve WCUP 19-22, the Findings of Fact in the staff report and the
eleven conditions of approval, as recommended by the Whitefish Planning Board on
December 19, 2019.
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This item has been placed on the agenda for your regularly scheduled meeting on
January 21, 2020. Should Council have questions or need further information on this
matter, please contact the Planning Board or the Planning & Building Department.
Respectfully,

Bailey Minnich, AICP, CFM
Planner II
Att:

Exhibit A: Planning Board Recommended Conditions of Approval
Draft Minutes, Planning Board Meeting, 12-19-19
Exhibits from 12-12-19 Staff Packet
1. Staff Report – WCUP 19-22, 12-12-19
2. Adjacent Landowner Notice, 11-27-19
3. Advisory Agency Notice, 11-27-19
4. Public Comment – Dunn, 12-10-19
5. Public Comment – Nagel, 12-12-19
The following was submitted by the applicant:
6. Application for Conditional Use Permit, 10-25-19

c: w/att

Michelle Howke, City Clerk

c: w/o att

Eagle Enterprises LLC, 230 JP Road, Whitefish, MT 59937
Montana Creative, 158 Railway Street, Whitefish, MT 59937
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Exhibit A
Eagle Enterprise LLC
WCUP 19-22
Whitefish Planning Board
Recommended Conditions of Approval
December 19, 2019
1.

The project shall be in compliance with the site plan submitted on
October 25, 2019, except as amended by these conditions. Minor deviations
from the plans shall require review pursuant to §11-7-8E(8) and major deviations
from the plans shall require review pursuant to §11-7-8. The applicant shall
maintain and demonstrate continued compliance with all adopted City Codes and
Ordinances.

2.

The Fire Department requires the applicant to comply with all fire codes for this
classification of occupancy. Emergency vehicle access, hydrants, and any
extended fire suppression system will be reviewed by the Whitefish Fire
Department as part of the building permit. (IFC)

3.

The applicant must maintain a minimum 20-foot wide emergency fire lane around
the proposed addition in all seasons. Along the eastern side of the property, this
area must be striped as emergency fire lane and signed for no parking or blocking.

4.

An engineered stormwater plan must be submitted for review and approval to the
Public Works Department at the time of a building permit application. (Engineering
Standards)

5.

Prior to issuance of a building permit, an updated parking plan must be submitted to
the Planning Department demonstrating the required parking for the service areas
and all employees is met on-site. (§11-6-3-2(B), WCC)

6.

Prior to issuance of a building permit, the parking spaces along the eastern
property line must be paved or a bond submitted covering the cost of the work.
(§11-6-3-2(A)(6), WCC)

7.

All on-site lighting must be dark sky compliant. (§11-3-25, WCC)

8.

Changes to the refuse location must be reviewed and approved by the Public
Works Department and Republic Services. (§4-2, WCC)

9.

Compliance with the Landscaping Chapter will be confirmed at the time of
building permit. (Chapter 4, WCC)

10.

Approval from the Architectural Review Committee shall be obtained prior to
submitting an application for a building permit. (§11-3-3B, WCC)
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11.

The conditional use permit is valid for 18 months and shall terminate unless
commencement of the authorized activity has begun. (§11-7-8, WCC)
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PUBLIC HEARING 3:
EAGLE ENTERPRISES
LLC CONDITIONAL USE
PERMIT REQUEST
8:52 pm

A request by Eagle Enterprises LLC for a Conditional Use Permit to
add 4,875 square feet to an existing building. The property is
currently developed with a car dealership and associated buildings
and is zoned WB-2 (Secondary Business District). The property is
located at 6219 Highway 93 S and can be legally described as Lot 2,
Rocksund Addition Amended Lot 1 & 2 in S1, T30N, R22W, P.M.M.,
Flathead County.

STAFF REPORT
WCUP 19-22
(Minnich)

Planner Minnich reviewed her staff report and findings. Two public
comments were received with concerns about parking on the
property and overall development in the area.

Chair Qunell asked if they currently have a stormwater plan and
Minnich asked him to as the applicant.

AF

BOARD QUESTIONS
OF STAFF

T

Staff recommended adoption of the findings of fact within staff
report WCUP 19-22 and for approval of the conditional use permit to
the Whitefish City Council.

Middleton asked and Minnich said the improvement reviewed a
couple of months ago was for a different building; this is a completely
new expansion.

R

Ron Nash, partner with MT Creative and architect on this project.
There were a couple of questions Minnich had that he could not
answer before but now can. The Chrysler dealership is broken into
three main pieces, the retail car dealership, office and the service
bays. There are currently 24 service bays existing and are going to be
adding 5 more, for a total of 29, so there are 87 parking spaces
required for the service portion. They have 6,500-square feet of
retail space which requires 20 parking spaces, and an additional
2,500-square feet of business which gives them another 8, for a total
of 115 required for this building. Being a car dealership there is an
overabundance of parking on the property, either customer or
inventory. Eagle also owns the property across Highway 93 and uses
that for overflow. They are constantly moving their inventory back
and forth to make sure there are enough spaces for their clientele
coming in for service and the retail portion. They use a metric to
ensure plenty of parking for customers as well as keeping as much
inventory as possible. There are plenty of spaces to overcome this
5,000-square foot addition. Mr. Nash said regarding the portion of
the parking that is unpaved, they are more than happy to pave. Early
on they were asked to keep that unpaved for a landscaping aspect.
Dynamics have changed and they are happy to conform to what the

D

APPLICANT /
AGENCIES
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City wants to have done – pave or leave unpaved.
Ellis said most of the comment letters received were about employee
parking on Shiloh Avenue, and if they have such adequate parking,
why do their employees seem to want to park on Shiloh Avenue.

D

R

AF

T

Greg Schaffer, with Don K, 6219 Highway 93 South, regarding that
question it goes back to the inventory they are able to keep on the
lot. In his coordination with the homeowner’s association to the
east, they worked out one side of Shiloh has parking and their
employees can use it. It is a convenient, safe place for employees to
park and allows Don K to maintain the amount of inventory currently
on the lot. Nothing is keeping them from parking on Shiloh and they
will continue to do so until they are told they cannot, then they
won't. They have been more than accommodating to their
neighbors, but dealership was there long before them. He has been
there over 15 years and taken all the complaints from neighbors, and
Don K has been a good neighbor. He just met with Tom Kennelly
president of HOA and they have no problems with the expansion
they are requesting. Truck traffic has to do with transportation
trucks dropping off vehicles and they have diverted that process to
the other side of Highway 93 so that issue has already been
eliminated except for the occasional driver who does not know that
yet. In talking with Director Workman, four to five years from now
when that road is put through, they will not be opposed to taking
part of the easement and widening that road. Mr. Shaffer said the
reason for the expansion of the shop and additional storage is
because they want to keep this dealership in Whitefish. Don K has
fought with the manufacturer for eight years as the manufacturer
would like them to move to Kalispell. They assign the dealership how
many stalls they need to have as part of the dealer agreement, and
they are trying to keep the Chrysler dealership in Whitefish. They
bring in 200 customers in the service and parts end of it every day
and probably half of them do not have Whitefish addresses. Those
people come into the dealership and get shuttle rides to restaurants,
etc., which adds to the local economy. They want to keep the
dealership there and they are accommodating and growing to do so.
They have containers sitting outside to store extra items they cannot
fit in the shop now, and they could eliminate them. After this there is
nothing more they can do; they have maximized all the space they
have available.
Ellis asked Mr. Shaffer why Don K does not consider buying the
Depratu property and Mr. Shaffer said it is not feasible as it is way
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overpriced and not a nice building; the land is worth more than the
building.
Beckham asked if there is anywhere employees are directed to park
other than Shiloh. Mr. Shaffer said that would be the parking area to
the north of the main shop. He further described the adjustment of
inventory and parking and answered additional questions.
Mr. Nash said the reality is there is extra parking on the lot.
Beckham said having Mr. Shaffer's word that they will move the
inventory so employees have a space on the lot and not create
tension with their neighbors is good enough for her.

D

R

AF

T

Hildner said in previous discussions on various projects, he recalls
they have eight acres of impervious surface and asked how many
acres are paved on the other side. Mr. Shaffer replied probably 1.5
to 2 acres. Hildner said they have about 10 acres of impervious
surface and this project does not change that but regarding the need
for improved stormwater treatment, he asked if that will that also
include on the funeral home side. Mr. Shaffer said nothing changes
on the funeral home side. Regarding where the building is going to
be expanded, currently to the south of that building there is already a
sand/water separator drainage on that side that was put in place
over 20 years ago when put the building on that site. When they put
this addition on there is an elevation issue and a lot of the pavement
will have to be taken up and new elevations to get into the shop.
Another sand/water separator will be put in because they will put a
new drain in the new building which it will tie into. By the time they
get done the drainage will be much better than what is there now.
Mr. Nash pointed out of the eight acres campus, about one acre is
not impervious surface. Mr. Shaffer said when they put the Subaru
building in, on the east side behind Subaru they took half the entire
campus and they had to design it to drain into that area to the south
of Subaru. There is a huge catch basin back there. There is also yet
another sand/water separator between the body shop and Chevy
showroom by the detail shop where the aspen trees and gravel are
that the front parking lot runs into and then it runs back to the back.
After this is done there will not be anything not covered for drainage.

PUBLIC COMMENT

Chair Qunell opened the public hearing. There being no comments,
Chair Qunell closed the public hearing and turned the matter over to
the Planning Board for consideration.
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Ellis moved and Middleton seconded to adopt the findings of fact
within staff report WCUP 19-22, with the eleven (11) conditions of
approval, as proposed by City Staff.

VOTE

The motion passed unanimously. The matter is scheduled to go
before the Council on January 21, 2020.

PUBLIC HEARING 4:
CITY OF WHITEFISH
REZONE REQUEST
9:24 pm

A request by the City of Whitefish to rezone one parcel annexed into
City limits from County RR-1 (Low Density Resort Residential) to
WRR-1 (Low Density Resort Residential District). The property is
located at 1515 Highway 93 W and can be legally described as Tract
1ABD S35, T31N, R22W P.M.M., Flathead County.

STAFF REPORT
WZC 19-05
(Compton-Ring)

Senior Planner Compton-Ring reviewed her staff report and findings.
No comments have been received.

T

MOTION / BOARD
DISCUSSION

BOARD QUESTIONS
OF STAFF

Chair Qunell asked and Compton-Ring said nightly rentals are allowed
in the WRR-1 zone.

R

Middleton asked if there has been anything at site review regarding
future development and Compton-Ring said yes, we will probably see
something in the next few months.
None.

D

APPLICANT /
AGENCIES

AF

Staff recommended adoption of the findings of fact within staff
report WZC 19-05 and for approval of the zoning map amendment to
the Whitefish City Council.

PUBLIC COMMENT

Chair Qunell opened the public hearing. There being no further
comments, Chair Qunell closed the public hearing and turned the
matter over to the Planning Board for consideration.

MOTION / BOARD
DISCUSSION

Beckham moved and Ellis seconded to adopt the findings of fact
within staff report WZC 19-05 as proposed by City Staff.

VOTE

The motion passed unanimously. The matter is scheduled to go
before the Council on January 6, 2020.

NEW BUSINESS
9:26 pm

None.

GOOD AND

1.

Matters from Board. Ellis said it is very sad tonight because
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EAGLE ENTERPRISE LLC
CONDITIONAL USE PERMIT WCUP 19-22
EXHIBIT LIST
DECEMBER 12, 2019
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Staff Report – WCUP 19-22, 12-12-19
Adjacent Landowner Notice, 11-27-19
Advisory Agency Notice, 11-27-19
Public Comment – Dunn, 12-10-19
Public Comment – Nagel, 12-12-19

The following was submitted by the applicant:
6. Application for Conditional Use Permit, 10-25-19
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Exhibit 1
EAGLE ENTERPRISE LLC
CONDITIONAL USE PERMIT
WCUP 19-22
DECEMBER 12, 2019
This is a report to the Whitefish Planning Board and the Whitefish City Council regarding a
request for a conditional use permit to expand the service center in an existing commercial
building in the WB-2 (Secondary Business District) at 6219 Highway 93 S. This application
has been scheduled before the Whitefish Planning Board for a public hearing on Thursday,
December 19, 2019. A recommendation will be forwarded to the City Council for a
subsequent public hearing and final action on Tuesday, January 21, 2020.
PROJECT SCOPE
The applicant is requesting a Conditional Use Permit to expand the service center in an
existing commercial building at 6219 Highway 93 S. The applicant is requesting to construct
a 4,880 square feet addition onto the southeast corner of the existing building to provide five
(5) new service bays and additional workspace. A new canopy approximately 1,935 square
feet is also proposed on the northeast corner of the building. The current WB-2 zoning states
an expansion of an existing structure where an addition causes the total footprint to be
15,000 square feet or greater requires a Conditional Use Permit. The existing building is
29,371 square feet 1. With the proposed additions, the building will be approximately 36,186
square feet. This amount does not include the separate body shop or the Subaru building.
Access to the site is from Highway 93 S, JP Road and Shiloh Avenue, and will not be
modified with this application.
Figure 1: Location of proposed building expansion.

1

Staff calculated based on submitted scaled dimensions. The square footage referenced on the site plan is different.
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A.
OWNER:
Don Kaltschmidt
Eagle Enterprises LLC
230 JP Road
Whitefish, MT 59937
B.

TECHNICAL/PROFESSIONAL:
Ron Nash
MT Creative
158 Railway Street
Whitefish, MT 59937

SIZE AND LOCATION OF PROPERTY:
The property is located at 6219 Highway 93 S and is approximately 8.34 acres. The
project can be legally described as Lot 2, Amended Lots 1 & 2 Rocksund Addition in S1,
T30N, R22W P.M.M., Flathead County.

Subject Property in red

C.

EXISTING LAND USE:
The subject property is developed with an existing car dealership and associated
commercial uses in several buildings.

D.

ADJACENT LAND USES AND ZONING:
North:
Commercial
West:

Commercial

WB-2
WB-2
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South:

Commercial

WB-2

East:

Residential

WR-1

E.

ZONING DISTRICT:
The property is zoned WB-2 (Secondary Business District). The purpose of the WB-2
District is ‘intended to provide for those retail sales and services the operations of
which are typically characterized by the need for large display or parking areas, large
storage areas and by outdoor commercial amusement or recreational activities. This
district depends on proximity to highways or arterial streets and may be located in
business corridors or islands.’

F.

WHITEFISH CITY-COUNTY GROWTH POLICY DESIGNATION:
The Growth Policy designation is General Commercial which corresponds to the WB-2
zoning district.
“Generally applied to the Hwy 93 corridor north of the Highway 40 intersection, this
designation is defined by auto-oriented commercial and service uses. Specific land
uses include retail, restaurants of all types and quality ranges (including those with
drive-up facilities), professional offices, auto sales and services, hotels/motels,
supermarkets, shopping centers or clusters, and convenience shopping, including
the dispensing of motor fuels. Primary access is by automobile with ample parking
provided on site. Development sites are properly landscaped to screen parking and
drive areas and to provide a high-quality visual image. Zoning is generally WB-2,
but higher density residential with WR-3 zoning, and mixed-use development may
also be appropriate in this area.”

G.

UTILITIES:
Sewer:
Water:
Solid Waste:
Electric:
Natural Gas:
Phone:
Police:
Fire:

G.

PUBLIC COMMENTS:
A notice was mailed to adjacent landowners within 150-feet of the subject parcel on
November 27, 2019. A notice was emailed to advisory agencies on November 27, 2019.
A notice of the public hearing was published in the Whitefish Pilot on December 4, 2019.
As of the writing of this report, two comments have been received with concerns about
parking on the property and overall development of the area.

City of Whitefish
City of Whitefish
Republic Services
Flathead Electric Co-op
Northwestern Energy
CenturyLink
City of Whitefish
City of Whitefish
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REVIEW AND FINDINGS OF FACT
This application is evaluated based on the "criteria required for consideration of a Conditional
Use Permit," per Section 11-7-8(J) of the Whitefish Zoning Regulations.
1.

Growth Policy Compliance: The Growth Policy designates this area as General
Commercial which is consistent with the WB-2 zoning district.
Finding 1: The proposed use complies with Growth Policy Designation of General
Commercial because it is zoned WB-2 (Secondary Business District) and the proposed
use is consistent with the WB-2 zone.

2.

Compliance with regulations. The proposal is consistent with the purpose, intent,
and applicable provisions of these regulations.
The property is zoned WB-2, Secondary Business District. The development proposal is
consistent with the purpose and intent of the applicable regulations.
Setbacks:
The setbacks in the WB-2 are: 20-feet in the front, 20-feet when abutting a residential or
right-of-way, otherwise none in the side and 20-feet when abutting a residential district,
otherwise, none in the rear. The majority of the expansion is towards the southern and
eastern property lines. At completion, the closest portion of the building will be
approximately 40-feet from the eastern property line. The proposal meets the setback
requirements.
Height:
The maximum height allowed in the WB-2 zoning is 35-feet. It appears that the building
will comply with the height requirements and this will be confirmed at the time of building
permit.
Lot Coverage:
There is no maximum lot coverage required in the WB-2 zoning.
Finding 2: The project complies with the zoning regulations because all the zoning
standards are being met or will be met with conditions of approval, and this will be
reviewed at the time of building permit.

3.

Site Suitability. The site must be suitable for the proposed use or development,
including:
Adequate usable land area: The subject parcel is adequate to serve the proposed use.
Access that meets the standards set forth in these regulations, including emergency
access: Access to the site is off Highway 93, JP Road, and Shiloh Avenue. All access
requirements are being met with the existing approaches. The Fire Marshal will review
the building plan to ensure all emergency standards are being met. The northeastern
corner of the proposed new canopy is shown 40-feet from the side property line. With
the existing parking along the eastern property line, there is only 20-feet for emergency
access around the proposed building expansion. As a condition of approval, the
applicant must maintain a minimum 20-foot wide emergency fire lane around the
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proposed addition in all seasons. Additionally, this area along the eastern property line
must be striped as an emergency fire lane and signed for no parking.
Absence of environmental constraints that would render the site inappropriate for the
proposed use or development, including, but not necessarily limited to floodplains, slope,
wetlands, riparian buffers/setbacks, or geological hazards: The proposed development
is not located within the 100-year floodplain and there are no other environmental
constraints on-site.
Finding 3: Project is suitable for the site because there is adequate usable land area,
the proposed access will meet emergency standards and there are no environmental
constraints.
4.

Quality and Functionality. The site plan for the proposed use or development has
effectively dealt with the following design issues as applicable.
Parking locations and layout: The application states the addition will reduce the overall
number of parking spaces on the site by 6 spaces. Under the zoning regulations, the
dealership would be considered a retail use which requires a minimum of 1 parking
space per 300 square feet of gross floor area. Separately, service bays require 3 spaces
per bay. The addition is proposing 5 new service bays, which would require 15
dedicated parking spaces. Staff is unable to determine how many existing service bays
are within the current structure, and how much of the existing building is devoted to retail
space. Within the parking chapter of the zoning regulations, §11-6-3-2(B) regarding the
WB-2 states ‘each property owner shall be responsible to see that their employees,
visitors, guests or customers park in the designated parking areas’. Therefore, the
applicant must provide the Planning Department an accurate count and designated
location of all parking spaces for employees/customers prior to approval of a building
permit. Staff also discovered during a site visit, the parking along the eastern property
line is not paved. According to §11-6-3-2(A)(6) of the zoning regulations, all commercial
uses including non-conforming commercial uses are required to have paved parking lots
and access driveways. As a condition of approval, the parking spaces along the eastern
property must be paved.
Traffic Circulation: The traffic circulation is unchanged. Traffic will access the site off
either Highway 93 S, JP Road or Shiloh Avenue and can circulate around the entire
building complex.
Open space: Open space is not required for the proposed use. The WB-2 zoning does
not include a maximum permitted lot coverage, which can allow the full build-out of the
subject property.
Fencing/Screening: There is currently an existing fence located at the rear of the
property between the existing buildings and adjacent residential use. No additional
fencing or screening is required or proposed at this time.
Landscaping: No landscaping is being removed with this project and there is
landscaping around the site. Compliance with the landscaping chapter will be confirmed
at the time of building permit.
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Signage: Staff has not been shown any new proposed signage. All new signage is
required to obtain a permit from the Planning & Building office.
Undergrounding of new and existing utilities: New utilities will be underground.
Finding 4: The quality and functionality of the proposed development has effectively
dealt with the site design issues because the applicant must provide an updated parking
plan, traffic circulation has been evaluated, existing landscaping meets the landscaping
requirements and no additional fencing is proposed.
5.

Availability and Adequacy of Public Services and Facilities.
Sewer and Water: The property is served by both municipal water and sewer. It is
adequate to serve the project.
Storm Water Drainage: The updated Engineering Standards for stormwater, recently
adopted and effective December 2nd, 2019, requires professionally designed stormwater
plans when the cumulative amount of impervious area exceeds 10,000 square feet.
Although the applicant is removing a paved surface and replacing it with a building, under
the new standards a stormwater plan will be required with this plan prior to issuance of a
building permit.
Fire Protection: The Whitefish Fire Department serves the site and response times and
access are good. The proposed use is not expected to have significant impacts upon fire
services.
Police: The City of Whitefish serves the site; response times and access are adequate.
The proposed use is not expected to have significant impacts upon police services.
Streets: Traffic will access the site off either Highway 93 S, JP Road or Shiloh Avenue.
Finding 5: Public services and facilities are adequate and available because municipal
water and sewer serve the project, response times for police and fire are not anticipated
to be affected due to the proposed development and the property will have adequate
access off public roads.

6.

Neighborhood/Community Impact:
Traffic Generation: No Traffic Impact Study is required for the addition. It is
anticipated that the existing road system will be able to handle the additional traffic.
Noise or Vibration: No impacts are anticipated beyond what would be expected from the
existing body shop.
Dust, Smoke, Glare, or Heat: No impact is anticipated beyond what would be expected
from the existing body shop.
Smoke, Fumes, Gas, and Odor: No impact is anticipated with regards to smoke, fumes
or gas.
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Hours of Operation: The hours of operation will not change from the current hours.
Finding 6: The proposed development is not anticipated to have a negative
neighborhood impact because noise, dust, smoke, odor or other environmental
nuisances are not expected, all outdoor lighting is required to meet city standards, and
existing roads are anticipated to handle any additional traffic.
7.

Neighborhood/Community Compatibility:
Structural Bulk, Massing, and Scale: Mass is defined as a building’s bulk, size and
magnitude – the overall volume. Scale correlates to the spatial relationship with
neighboring buildings. The proposed addition will expand the existing footprint by
approximately 6,800 square feet in the southeastern portion of the property. The
proposed addition will comply with the maximum height standards of the zoning and
will be lower than the maximum height of the existing building. Massing, bulk, and
scale are part of the review by the Architectural Review Committee, and this project
will require review by the Committee as a condition of approval.
Context of Existing Neighborhood: The existing neighborhood is a mixture of commercial
and residential uses. The residential uses are to the east and south across the streets.
This property is located within the Highway 93 S Corridor Study Area. The Steering
Committee is looking at issues surrounding the corridor including land use, urban design
and transportation. A recommendation from the Committee is expected in the Spring
2020.
Density: This project will not change the density of the neighborhood.
Finding 7: The project is compatible with the neighborhood and community because
the proposed building’s scale and mass will be similar to surrounding buildings, the
existing neighborhood is a mixture of commercial uses, and the project appears
compatible with the surrounding community character.

RECOMMENDATION
It is recommended that the Whitefish Planning Board adopt the findings of fact within staff
report WCUP 19-22 and that this conditional use permit be recommended for approval to the
Whitefish City Council subject to the following conditions:
1.

The project shall be in compliance with the site plan submitted on
October 25, 2019, except as amended by these conditions. Minor deviations from the
plans shall require review pursuant to §11-7-8E(8) and major deviations from the plans
shall require review pursuant to §11-7-8.
The applicant shall maintain and
demonstrate continued compliance with all adopted City Codes and Ordinances.

2.

The Fire Department requires the applicant to comply with all fire codes for this
classification of occupancy. Emergency vehicle access, hydrants, and any extended fire
suppression system will be reviewed by the Whitefish Fire Department as part of the
building permit. (IFC)
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3.

The applicant must maintain a minimum 20-foot wide emergency fire lane around the
proposed addition in all seasons. Along the eastern side of the property, this area must
be striped as emergency fire lane and signed for no parking or blocking.

4.

An engineered stormwater plan must be submitted for review and approval to the Public
Works Department at the time of a building permit application. (Engineering Standards)

5.

Prior to issuance of a building permit, an updated parking plan must be submitted to the
Planning Department demonstrating the required parking for the service areas and all
employees is met on-site. (§11-6-3-2(B), WCC)

6.

Prior to issuance of a building permit, the parking spaces along the eastern property line
must be paved or a bond submitted covering the cost of the work. (§11-6-3-2(A)(6),
WCC)

7.

All on-site lighting must be dark sky compliant. (§11-3-25, WCC)

8.

Changes to the refuse location must be reviewed and approved by the Public Works
Department and Republic Services. (§4-2, WCC)

9.

Compliance with the Landscaping Chapter will be confirmed at the time of building
permit. (Chapter 4, WCC)

10.

Approval from the Architectural Review Committee shall be obtained prior to
submitting an application for a building permit. (§11-3-3B, WCC)

11.

The conditional use permit is valid for 18 months and shall terminate unless
commencement of the authorized activity has begun. (§11-7-8, WCC)
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Exhibit 2
Planning & Building Department
PO Box 158
418 E 2nd Street
Whitefish, MT 59937
(406) 863-2410 Fax (406) 863-2409

Public Notice of
Proposed Land Use Action
The City of Whitefish would like to inform you that Eagle Enterprises LLC is
requesting a Conditional Use Permit to add 4,875 square feet to an existing
building. The property is currently developed with a car dealership and
associated buildings and is zoned WB-2 (Secondary Business District). The
property is located at 6219 Highway 93 S and can be legally described as Lot 2,
Rocksund Addition Amended Lot 1 & 2 in S1, T30N, R22W, P.M.M., Flathead
County.
You are welcome to provide comments on the project. Comments can be in
written or email format. The Whitefish Planning Board will hold a public hearing
for the proposed project request on:

Thursday, December 19, 2019
6:00 p.m.
Whitefish City Council Chambers, City Hall
418 E 2nd Street, Whitefish MT 59937
The Whitefish Planning Board will make a recommendation to the City Council,
who will then hold a public hearing and take final action on Tuesday, January
21, 2019 at 7:10 p.m., also in the Whitefish City Council Chambers.
On the back of this flyer is a site plan of the project. Additional information on
this proposal can be obtained at the Whitefish Planning Department located at
418 E 2nd Street. The public is encouraged to comment on the above proposal
and attend the hearing. Please send comments to the Whitefish Planning
Department, PO Box 158, Whitefish, MT 59937, or by phone (406) 863-2410, fax
(406) 863-2409 or email at bminnich@cityofwhitefish.org. Comments received
by the close of business on Monday, December 9, 2019, will be included in the
packets to Board members. Comments received after the deadline will be
summarized to Board members at the public hearing.
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Exhibit 3
PLANNING & BUILDING DEPARTMENT
PO Box 158
418 E Second
Whitefish, MT 59937
(406) 863-2410 Fax (406) 863-2409
Date:

November 27, 2019

To:

Advisory Agencies & Interested Parties

From:

Whitefish Planning & Building Department

The regular meeting of the Whitefish Planning Board will be held on Thursday,
December 19, 2019 at 6:00 pm in the Whitefish City Council Chambers at 418 E
Second Street. The complete applications for these projects are available HERE
and for text amendments, contact staff.
Comments provided on these projects will be incorporated into the staff reports for
review by the City Council prior to final approval. If you have comments, concerns
or potential conditions to incorporate into the staff reports, PLEASE LET US
KNOW by Tuesday, December 10, 2019. The planner assigned to the project is
listed after each project description. Our email addresses are:
• David Taylor, Planning & Building Director: dtaylor@cityofwhitefish.org
• Wendy Compton-Ring, Senior Planner: wcompton-ring@cityofwhitefish.org
• Bailey Minnich, Planner II: bminnich@cityofwhitefish.org
• Hilary Lindh, Long-Range Planner: hlindh@cityofwhitefish.org
The full application packets along with public comments and the staff report will be
available on the City’s webpage: www.cityofwhitefish.org under ‘Whitefish
Planning Board’ six days prior to the Planning Board public hearing date noted
above.

1. A request by the City of Whitefish to rezone one parcel annexed into City
limits from County RR-1 (Low Density Resort Residential) to WRR-1 (Low
Density Resort Residential District). The property is located at 1515
Highway 93 W and can be legally described as Tract 1ABD S35, T31N,
R22W P.M.M., Flathead County. (WZC 19-05) Compton-Ring
2. A request by Central Ave WF for a Conditional Use Permit to develop two
18-unit apartment buildings. Per §11-7-8(M) of the Whitefish Zoning Code,
the Zoning Administrator has elevated this project from an Administrative
Conditional Use Permits to a full Conditional Use Permit. The property is
zoned WR-4 (High Density Multi-Family Residential District). The property
is located at 1022 E 8th & 1013 E 7th Streets and can be legally described
as Tracts 1H & 1GAC in Section 31, Township 31N, Range 21W, P.M.M.,
Flathead County, Montana (WCUP 19-24) Compton-Ring
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3. A request by Mark Fennessy, with technical assistance from Mitch Heuer,
for a Conditional Use Permit to convert an existing dwelling into a
guesthouse in order to construct a new single-family dwelling on the
property. The subject property is zoned WR-1 (One-Family Residential
District). The property is located at 1460 Barkley and can be legally
described as Lot 11A of Barkley Tr L9, 10, 11 Amd Subdivision in S24,
T31N, R22W, P.M.M., Flathead County. (WCUP 19-23) Minnich
4. A request by Eagle Enterprises LLC for a Conditional Use Permit to add
4,875 square feet to an existing building. The property is currently
developed with a car dealership and associated buildings and is zoned WB2 (Secondary Business District). The property is located at 6219 Highway
93 S and can be legally described as Lot 2, Rocksund Addition Amended
Lot 1 & 2 in S1, T30N, R22W, P.M.M., Flathead County. (WCUP 19-22)
Minnich
Upon receipt of the recommendation from the Planning Board, the Whitefish City
Council will hold subsequent public hearings for items 1-2 on Monday, January 6,
2020 and items 3-4 on Tuesday, January 21, 2020. City Council meetings start at
7:10 pm at 418 E Second Street in the Whitefish City Council Chambers on the
second floor.
For questions or further information regarding these proposals, phone 406-8632410.
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Exhibit 4
From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dunn, Teresa
Bailey Minnich
RE: Don K Expansion/Eagle Enterprises LLC
Tuesday, December 10, 2019 10:03:01 AM

Bailey:

My initial though to the request for comments was to ignore the opportunity as I think trying
to express any opposition or concern to a Don K project is futile. However, as a resident of the
Riverwalk condominiums, the more I considered, I feel compelled to state my concerns. As Don
K continues to expand on his campus, his overflow ends up on Shiloh Ave. Currently, Shiloh
Ave is his employee parking area Mon-Fri from 7:30 am to 5:30 pm. Occasionally, when the
street parking is full, employees will park on the north side of the Riverwalk parking lot. They
also use the Riverwalk parking lot as their staging area to orient prospective buyers to the
vehicle for their test drives. In addition, they use Shiloh Ave for loading and unloading vehicle
deliveries which is loud, can be a lengthy time and obstructive on a residential street.
Don K’s current use of Shiloh Ave presently encroaches the residential use of the street. My
concern is the lack of long term consideration of the impact as the properties are continuing to
be developed on the east side of the street. Riverwalk has been approved for an additional 24
condominiums, Riverwood is currently building and there is additional property for future
development. When the additional residences are factored in, the impact of Don K’s overflow is
significant and detrimental.
I realize this is most likely to be ignored but at least I tried.

Respectfully,

Terri Dunn
6211 D Shiloh Ave. Unit D
Whitefish, Montana 59937
Teresa L. Dunn, RN
Employee & Community Health
Stress Echo RN
Office: (406) 863-3648
Cell: (406) 270-7182
Fax: (406) 863-3621

1600 Hospital Way
Whitefish, MT 59937
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Exhibit 5
From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kerry Nagel
Bailey Minnich
Don K proposal
Thursday, December 12, 2019 11:30:44 AM

Good morning, Bailey. My name is Kerry Nagel, and I'm writing in regards to the proposed
expansion of the Don K automobile complex.
"Back in the day", when Don Kaltschmidt opened his business on Hwy 93, it was quite a ways
out of town. Since then, Whitefish as expanded South, and has surrounded this complex. And
the construction continues...and it continues...and it continues...
I live just behind Don K, on Shiloh Avenue. I see staff cars, delivery trucks, test drivers, etc.,
all part of doing business. But what I also see is building after building, on both sides of JP
Road, and all along Shiloh Ave. I have to wonder how all this will go once all of the
building is done, all the new residents have moved in, and all the cars begin to compete for
space.  
I understand business expansion, and I understand Don K to be a vital part of our community.
I only hope that Mr Kaltschmidt will take a walk around the back side of his business and
think about how his expansion will further impact what will become an absolute mess if
proper, coordinated neighborhood planning is not done.  
Sincerely,
Kerry Nagel
EXTERNAL SENDER verified by City of Whitefish IT
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Exhibit 6
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PLANNING & BUILDING DEPARTMENT
418 E 2nd Street, PO Box 158, Whitefish, MT 59937
(406) 863-2410 Fax (406) 863-2409
January 13, 2020

Mayor and City Council
City of Whitefish
PO Box 158
Whitefish MT 59937
RE: Fennessy Guesthouse at 1460 Barkley Lane (WCUP 19-23)
Honorable Mayor and Council:
Summary of Requested Action: Mark Fennessy, with technical assistance from Mitch
Heuer, is requesting a Conditional Use Permit to convert the existing residential structure
into a guesthouse to facilitate the construction of a new single-family dwelling at 1460
Barkley Lane. The proposed guesthouse would be located within an existing
manufactured home which is considered a legal non-conforming structure as it does not
comply with the current Class A manufactured home standards. The building, attached
carport, and deck has a total footprint of approximately 1,600 square feet. The property
is zoned WR-1 (One-Family Residential District) and the Whitefish Growth Policy
designates this property as ‘Urban.’
Planning & Building Department Recommendation: Staff recommended approval of
the Conditional Use Permit application subject to seven conditions set forth in the
attached staff report.
Public Hearing: No members of the public spoke at the December 19, 2019 public
hearing. The draft minutes for this item are attached as part of this packet.
Planning Board Action: The Whitefish Planning Board met on December 19, 2019 and
considered the request. Following the hearing, the Planning Board unanimously
approved the request. In making their decision, the Planning Board adopted staff report
WCUP 19-23 with Findings of Fact and recommended Conditions of Approval. The
Planning Board amended Condition #3 to add “The first 80-feet of” to the beginning of
the condition. This amendment passed on a 5-1 vote, with Qunell in opposition.
Proposed Motion:
•

I move to approve WCUP 19-23, the Findings of Fact in the staff report and the
seven conditions of approval, as recommended by the Whitefish Planning Board on
December 19, 2019.
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This item has been placed on the agenda for your regularly scheduled meeting on
January 21, 2020. Should Council have questions or need further information on this
matter, please contact the Planning Board or the Planning & Building Department.
Respectfully,

Bailey Minnich, AICP, CFM
Planner II
Att:

Exhibit A: Planning Board Recommended Conditions of Approval
Draft Minutes, Planning Board Meeting, 12-19-19
Public Comment submitted after PB packet, Anderson, 12-13-19
Exhibits from 12-12-19 Staff Packet
1. Staff Report – WCUP 19-23, 12-12-19
2. Adjacent Landowner Notice, 11-27-19
3. Advisory Agency Notice, 11-27-19
The following was submitted by the applicant:
4. Application for Conditional Use Permit, 10-28-19

c: w/att

Michelle Howke, City Clerk

c: w/o att

Mark Fennessy, 1460 Barkley Lane, Whitefish, MT 59937
Mitch Heuer, 5445 Highway 93 West, Whitefish, MT 59937
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Exhibit A
Fennessy
WCUP 19-23
Whitefish Planning Board
Recommended Conditions of Approval
December 19, 2019
1.

The project must be in compliance with the site plan submitted on
October 28, 2019, except as amended by these conditions. Minor deviations
from the plans require review pursuant to §11-7-8E(8) and major deviations from
the plans require review pursuant to §11-7-8. The applicant must maintain and
demonstrate continued compliance with all adopted City Codes and Ordinances.

2.

Two off-street parking spaces must be designated for the guesthouse and two offstreet parking spaces must be designated for the primary residence. (§11-3-1(D))

3.

The first 80-feet of all driveways and parking areas must be paved. (§11-6-31(D)(2))

4.

All stormwater generated by the proposal must be retained on-site. (§11-3-2(C))

5.

The applicant must obtain a building permit from the City of Whitefish for
changes to the existing structure and the future primary residence. (City Building
Code)

6.

Prior to construction of the primary residence, the property owner must provide
the City a recorded copy of either a deed restriction or a restrictive covenant that
the guesthouse may not be used for rental purposes or as a permanent
residence for anyone employed in a home occupation on the subject property.
(§11-3-12(F))

7.

The conditional use permit is valid for 18 months and shall terminate unless
commencement of the authorized activity has begun. (§11-7-8)
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WHITEFISH PLANNING BOARD
MINUTES OF MEETING
December 19, 2019
CALL TO ORDER AND
ROLL CALL

Chair Steve Qunell called the regular meeting of the Whitefish
Planning Board to order at 6:00 pm. Board members present were
Councilor Richard Hildner, Whitney Beckham, John Ellis,
Allison Linville and John Middleton. Toby Scott was absent. Planning
Director David Taylor and Planner II Bailey Minnich represented the
Whitefish Planning and Building Department. Senior Planner Wendy
Compton-Ring arrived at 8:00 pm. Public Works Senior Project
Engineer Karin Hilding also attended and left at 6:57 pm when Public
Works Director Craig Workman arrived.

T

There were approximately 30 people in the audience.
None.

APPROVAL OF
MINUTES
6:01 pm

Ellis moved and Beckham seconded to approve the
November 21, 2019 minutes without corrections. The motion passed
unanimously.

COMMUNICATIONS
FROM THE PUBLIC
(ITEMS NOT ON THE
AGENDA)
6:02 pm

None.

D

R

AF

AGENDA CHANGES
6:01 pm

OLD BUSINESS:
6:03 pm

None.

PUBLIC HEARING 1:
FENNESSY
CONDITIONAL USE
PERMIT REQUEST
6:03 pm

A request by Mark Fennessy, with technical assistance from
Mitch Heuer, for a Conditional Use Permit (CUP) to convert an
existing dwelling into a guesthouse in order to construct a new
single-family dwelling on the property. The subject property is zoned
WR-1 (One-Family Residential District). The property is located at
1460 Barkley and can be legally described as Lot 11A of Barkley Tr L9,
10, 11 Amd Subdivision in S24, T31N, R22W, P.M.M., Flathead
County.

STAFF REPORT
WCUP 19-23
(Minnich)

Planner Minnich reviewed her staff report and findings. As of the
writing of WCUP 19-23, no public comments had been received. A
comment in support of the project has since been received and was
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distributed to the board tonight.
Staff recommended adoption of the findings of fact within staff
report WCUP 19-23 and for approval of the conditional use permit to
the Whitefish City Council.
Chair Qunell asked for clarification of Condition No. 3 that reads, "All
driveways and parking areas must be paved," and Paragraph 2 of the
staff report which says, "The first 80-feet of the existing driveway and
any new driveway or parking areas will be required to be paved."
Minnich will change the staff report. Chair Qunell said the
guesthouse is a single-wide trailer and asked if the applicant could
expand the footprint if they decide to move the trailer. Minnich said
if they move the structure they cannot put it back but a different
guesthouse could have a larger footprint, but not larger than the
main house. The footprint is tied to the parking and the Conditional
Use Permit is not contingent on the size of the structure. Chair
Qunell said the parking spots appear to be next to the lot line and
asked if screening or setbacks were required. Minnich said no but
they ask paving to be at least 2' from the property line.

AF

T

BOARD QUESTIONS
OF STAFF

D

R

Hildner asked and Minnich said accessory dwelling units and
short-term rentals would not be permitted as this is the WR-1 zone.
If they wanted to do an accessory apartment, they would have to
come back and apply for one. She does not think they could do an
Administrative CUP; it would need to be a full CUP, but she wasn't
sure. Either way, going from a guesthouse to an accessory
apartment would require review and the accessory apartment would
be limited to 600-square feet. Hildner asked and Minnich said (with
Whitefish Lake on one side and a conservation easement on one
side) 23 letters were sent out to neighbors within 150-feet, including
the DNRC since it owns the bottom of Whitefish Lake. Hildner asked
how many more would have received letters if the notice area was
expanded to 300-feet and Minnich did not know as the list is
generated by the County.
Chair Qunell asked and Minnich said you can only charge rent for a
guesthouse if it is in trade for compensation for a domestic worker,
live-in caretaker or employee. That is part of the deed restriction
required to be recorded if the CUP is approved.

APPLICANT /
AGENCIES

Mitch Heuer, 5445 Highway 93 West, said the project is pretty
straight forward. They just want to keep the little trailer as a
guesthouse when they build the new home.
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PUBLIC COMMENT

Chair Qunell opened the public hearing. There being no comments,
Chair Qunell closed the public hearing and turned the matter over to
the Planning Board for consideration.

MOTION / BOARD
DISCUSSION

Middleton moved and Ellis seconded to adopt the findings of fact
within staff report WCUP 19-23, with the seven (7) conditions of
approval, as proposed by City Staff.
Ellis moved and Middleton seconded to amend Condition No. 3 to
add, "The first 80-feet of" to the front of the sentence. The motion
passed 5 to 1, with Chair Qunell voting in opposition.

AF

T

Hildner asked if it would be appropriate at this juncture to be
thinking ahead towards animal resistant containers and whether to
make that a condition. Minnich said that is not usually done with
single-family dwellings; she does not know the requirements but is
happy to look into it. Director Taylor said there are requirements
based on different areas of town and the Police department enforces
that, but it is not part of the Zoning Code. The owners indicated they
were on board with using animal resistant containers, so Hildner left
it at that.
The motion passed unanimously. The matter is scheduled to go
before the Council on January 21, 2020.

PUBLIC HEARING 2:
CENTRAL AVE WF
CONDITIONAL USE
PERMIT REQUEST
6:23 pm

A request by Central Ave WF for a Conditional Use Permit to develop
two 18-unit apartment buildings. Per § 11-7-8(M) of the Whitefish
Zoning Code, the Zoning Administrator has elevated this project from
an Administrative Conditional Use Permit to a full Conditional Use
Permit. The property is zoned WR-4 (High Density Multi-Family
Residential District). The property is located at 1022 E. 8th and
1013 E. 7th Streets and can be legally described as Tracts 1H & 1GAC
in Section 31, Township 31N, Range 21W, P.M.M., Flathead County.

STAFF REPORT
WCUP 19-24
(Compton-Ring)

Ellis said to avoid any appearance of impropriety he will not be
participating in this item as he attended a neighborhood meeting and
discussed with them the procedures around the Legacy Homes
Program. Ellis stepped down from the dais.

D

R

VOTE

Director Taylor reviewed Senior Planner Compton-Ring's staff report
and findings as Compton-Ring was absent. As of the writing of
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mary Anderson
Bailey Minnich
request for conditional use permit on Barkley Lane by Mark Fennessy
Friday, December 13, 2019 3:21:25 PM

By all means grant this request as soon as possible. We are excited about their project.
Mitzi and Bob Anderson
Sent from Mail for Windows 10

EXTERNAL SENDER verified by City of Whitefish IT
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FENNESSY
CONDITIONAL USE PERMIT WCUP 19-23
EXHIBIT LIST
DECEMBER 12, 2019
1. Staff Report – WCUP 19-23, 12-12-19
2. Adjacent Landowner Notice, 11-27-19
3. Advisory Agency Notice, 11-27-19
The following was submitted by the applicant:
4. Application for Conditional Use Permit, 10-28-19
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Exhibit 1
FENNESSY
CONDITIONAL USE PERMIT
WCUP 19-23
DECEMBER 12, 2019
This is a report to the Whitefish Planning Board and the Whitefish City Council regarding a request
for a conditional use permit to allow a guesthouse at 1460 Barkley Lane. This application has
been scheduled before the Whitefish Planning Board for a public hearing on Thursday, December
19, 2019. A recommendation will be forwarded to the City Council for a subsequent public hearing
and final action on Tuesday, January 21, 2020.
PROJECT SCOPE
The applicant is requesting a conditional use permit to convert the existing residential structure
into a guesthouse to facilitate the construction of a new single-family dwelling on the subject
property. The proposed guesthouse would be located within an existing manufactured home
which is considered a legal non-conforming structure as it does not comply with the current Class
A manufactured home standards. The building, attached carport, and deck has a total footprint
of approximately 1,600 square feet. The structure complies with all setback requirements, in
addition to building height and lot coverage requirements. The property is accessed from Barkley
Lane, a publicly maintained road.
A.

B.

OWNERS:

Technical Assistance:

Mark Fennessy
1460 Barkley Lane
Whitefish, MT 59937

Mitch Heuer
5445 Highway 93 West
Whitefish, MT 59937

SIZE AND LOCATION OF PROPERTY:
The subject property is approximately 0.7 acres. It is located at 1460 Barkley Lane and can
be described as Lot 11A of Barkley Tr L9, 10, 11 Amd Subdivision in S24, T31N, R22W,
P.M.M., Flathead County, Montana.
Figure 1: Location of subject property outlined in red.
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C.

EXISTING LAND USE:
The subject property is currently developed with a single-family residence.

D.

ADJACENT LAND USES AND ZONING:
North:
West:
South:
East:

E.

Residential
Whitefish Lake
Residential
Residential/Conservation Easement

WR-1
Unzoned
WR-1
SAG-10

ZONING DISTRICT:
The property is zoned WR-1, One-Family Residential District. The purpose of this district is
intended for residential purposes to provide for single-family dwellings in an urban setting
connected to all Municipal utilities and services.

F.

WHITEFISH CITY-COUNTY GROWTH POLICY DESIGNATION:
The Growth Policy designation for this area is ‘Urban’ which corresponds to the WR-1.
“This is generally a residential designation that defines the traditional neighborhoods near
downtown Whitefish, but it has also been applied to a second tier of neighborhoods both
east of the river and in the State Park Road area. Residential unit types are mostly one
and two-family, but town homes and lower density apartments and condominiums are also
acceptable in appropriate locations using the PUD. Densities generally range from 2 to 12
units per acre. Limited neighborhood commercial located along arterial or collector streets
are also included in this designation. Zoning includes WLR, WR-1, and WR-2.”

G.

UTILITIES:
Sewer:
Water:
Solid Waste:
Electric:
Natural Gas:
Phone:
Police:
Fire:

H.

City of Whitefish
City of Whitefish
Republic Services
Flathead Electric Co-op
Northwestern Energy
CenturyLink
City of Whitefish
Whitefish Fire Department

PUBLIC COMMENTS:
A notice was mailed to adjacent landowners within 150-feet of the subject parcel on
November 27, 2019. A notice was emailed to advisory agencies on November 27, 2019. A
notice of the public hearing was published in the Whitefish Pilot on December 4, 2019. As of
the writing of this staff report, no comments have been received on the proposed project.
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REVIEW AND FINDINGS OF FACT
This application is evaluated based on the "criteria required for consideration of a Conditional Use
Permit," per Section 11-7-8(J) of the Whitefish Zoning Regulations.
1.

Growth Policy Compliance:
Finding 1: The proposed use is compliant with the Growth Policy Designation of Urban
because the property is zoned WR-1 and the proposal is for a guesthouse in association with
a single-family residence.

2.

Compliance with regulations. The proposal is consistent with the purpose, intent, and
applicable provisions of these regulations.
The development proposal is consistent with the purpose and intent of the applicable
regulations. Section 11-3-12 describes the requirements for a guesthouse and this project
appears to meet all the requirements. The performance standards for the guesthouse state
no rent may be charged or received for any guesthouse in a non-resort residential district,
unless it is used in a compensation arrangement between domestic worker(s) and the
owners. The proposed use will become accessory to a future single-family home and
adequate parking will be provided. The existing structure is considered a legal nonconforming building as the current zoning only permits Class A (double-wide) manufactured
homes. The building has been inspected by the Fire Marshal for compliance with fire code
standards. Since it is legal non-conforming, there are no requirements to bring the structure
up to current zoning and/or building codes unless it is relocated or remodeled. The structure
complies with the setbacks required for a primary structure, as the footprint is greater than
600 square feet. The property is accessed from Barkley Lane, and the existing driveway is
currently not paved. The first 80-feet of the existing driveway and any new driveway or
parking areas will be required to be paved. The subject property complies with both the
minimum lot size and lot width requirements of the WR-1 zoning.
Figure 2: Location of existing structure.
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Finding 2: The proposed use complies with the WR-1 zoning district because it conforms to
the development standards outlined in the zoning and §11-3-12 of the Whitefish Zoning
Regulations regarding guesthouses.
3.

Site Suitability. The site must be suitable for the proposed use or development,
including:
Adequate usable land area: The subject parcel is approximately 0.7 acres in size. The
maximum permitted lot coverage in this zoning district is 35%. All setbacks and lot coverage
requirements can be met and will be confirmed at the time of building permit approval.
Access that meets the standards set forth in these regulations, including emergency access:
The guesthouse will be accessed from a private driveway onto Barkley Lane, which is a
publicly street. There is adequate access to the property from the adjacent street.
Absence of environmental constraints that would render the site inappropriate for the
proposed use or development, including, but not necessarily limited to floodplains, slope,
wetlands, riparian buffers/setbacks, or geological hazards: The property is adjacent to
Whitefish Lake which has an associated regulated floodplain. According to the Flood
Insurance Study adopted in November 2015, the 100-year floodplain elevation of Whitefish
Lake is established at 3,004.23-feet. Residential structures must be located above this
elevation and this would be confirmed at the time of building permit for the new single-family
dwelling. Additionally, there are no wetlands, riparian zones, or geological hazards on or near
the subject property. The existing structure and future single-family dwelling must be located
outside of the Lakeshore Protection Zone and Water Quality setbacks.
Finding 3: The subject property is suitable for the proposed guesthouse because the
proposal complies with the minimum lot size, minimum lot coverage, and required setbacks;
the guesthouse will access Barkley Lane from an existing private driveway; and the existing
structure and future single-family dwelling will be located outside of the Lakeshore Protection
Zone and above the 100-year floodplain of Whitefish Lake.

4.

Quality and Functionality. The site plan for the proposed use or development has
effectively dealt with the following design issues as applicable.
Parking locations and layout: Section 11-6-2(A) of the Whitefish Zoning Regulations requires
two (2) parking spaces per single family dwelling unit and §11-3-12(E) requires two (2) offstreet spaces must be provided for the guesthouse as the total floor area will be greater than
1,200 square feet. The proposed lot provides adequate space to accommodate all parking
needs on-site with the identified parking spaces located within the attached carport and the
areas adjacent to the structure. Additionally, any new driveways or parking areas are required
to be paved.
Traffic Circulation: The proposed use should not impact traffic circulation on the existing road.
Open space: The submitted site plan appears to have adequate open space.
Fencing/Screening: Fencing and screening are not required by the zoning regulations.
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Landscaping: Section 11-4-1 of the Whitefish Zoning Regulations exempts single-family
dwellings from the landscaping requirements; therefore, no landscape plan is required.
Signage: No signage is proposed for the guesthouse.
Undergrounding of new and existing utilities: Any new utilities will be required to be installed
underground.
Finding 4: The quality and functionality of the proposed development is adequate because
the applicant can meet the required number of parking spaces on-site, the proposed use will
not impact existing traffic circulation, no signage is proposed for the guesthouse, and all new
utilities will be undergrounded.
5.

Availability and Adequacy of Public Services and Facilities.
Sewer and water: The subject property is served by municipal water and sewer. Water and
sewer service will be reviewed by the Public Works Department at the time of building permit.
Storm Water Drainage: The storm water drainage will be reviewed by the City Public Works
Department at the time a building permit applicant has been submitted for the new home. If
the total impervious surface exceeds 10,000 square feet (existing and new), an engineered
stormwater plan will be required to be reviewed and approved.
Fire Protection: The Whitefish Fire Department serves the site and response times and
access are adequate. The proposed use is not expected to have significant impacts upon
fire services.
Police: The Whitefish Police Department serves the site and response times and access are
adequate. The proposed use is not expected to have significant impacts upon police
services.
Streets: The subject property is located adjacent to Barkley Lane, at the intersection of
Barkley Lane and Wisconsin Avenue. The guesthouse will access Barkley Lane from the
existing driveway. Barkley Lane is owned and maintained by the City of Whitefish.
Finding 5: The subject property appears to have adequate availability of public services
because the property is served by municipal water and sewer, is within the jurisdiction of the
Whitefish Fire Department and the Whitefish Police Department and can be accessed from
Barkley Lane, which is a public maintained street.

6.

Neighborhood/Community Impact:
Traffic Generation: Traffic impacts are anticipated to be minimal as the subject property will
include a single-family residence and is located within an existing neighborhood with similar
uses. The guesthouse should not result in a significant impact to traffic on Barkley Lane
or surrounding roadways.
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Noise or Vibration: No additional noise or vibration is anticipated to be generated from the
proposed use. Any additional noises or vibrations would be associated with construction and
are not anticipated to be permanent impacts.
Dust, Smoke, Glare, or Heat: No impact is anticipated beyond what would be expected from
the residential use currently onsite. Any new driveway or parking areas shall be paved as
required in §11-6-3-1(D)(2).
Smoke, Fumes, Gas, and Odor: No impact is anticipated with regard to smoke, fumes, gas
or odors.
Hours of Operation: There are no hours of operation anticipated with this use beyond those
that would be typical for a residential property.
Finding 6: The proposed development is not anticipated to have a negative neighborhood
impact because the guesthouse will not increase traffic generation on surrounding streets,
there will be no noise or vibration beyond associated construction disturbance, no fumes or
other odors are anticipated, and there will be no hours of operation for the residential use.
7.

Neighborhood/Community Compatibility:
Structural Bulk and Massing: The proposed guesthouse meets the lot coverage and height
standards of the zoning. The guest house will be located in the existing manufactured home
located between the future home site and the public roadway. There is no limit to total floor
area of the guest house, but the size must be accessory to a single-family dwelling. This will
reduce the overall mass of the structure.
Scale: The existing structure complies with the primary structure setbacks as the footprint is
larger than 600 square feet in size. Additionally, the future home must comply with setbacks
and this will be confirmed at the time of building permit approval. This will allow for adequate
open space within the subject property to maintain the character and scale of the
neighborhood.
Context of Existing Neighborhood: The existing neighborhood is primarily single-family
residential. The proposed use is not expected to impact or change the character of the
existing neighborhood. The proposed use is consistent with the existing zoning and the
structures already constructed within the neighborhood.
Density: The design of the proposed structure is similar to other buildings in the area. The
density is not out of character with the area as the property is located in a single-family
residential zone.
Community Character: The proposed use is similar to the immediate neighborhood integrity,
which is comprised of single-family dwellings, as the guesthouse will be utilized as an
accessory use. The structure itself is considered a legal non-conforming use as it is an older
manufactured home which would not be permitted under current zoning regulations.
However, as stated previously, the structure is permitted to remain on the property unless it
is relocated or reconstructed.
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Finding 7: The proposed guesthouse is compatible with the surrounding neighborhood
because the use is similar to existing uses in the neighborhood, it will be utilized as an
accessory use to a primary residence, and the structure is considered a legal non-conforming
building.
RECOMMENDATION
It is recommended that the Whitefish Planning Board adopt the findings of fact within staff report
WCUP 19-23 and this conditional use permit be recommended for approval to the Whitefish City
Council subject to the following conditions:
1.

The project must be in compliance with the site plan submitted on
October 28, 2019, except as amended by these conditions. Minor deviations from the
plans require review pursuant to §11-7-8E(8) and major deviations from the plans require
review pursuant to §11-7-8. The applicant must maintain and demonstrate continued
compliance with all adopted City Codes and Ordinances.

2.

Two off-street parking spaces must be designated for the guesthouse and two off-street
parking spaces must be designated for the primary residence. (§11-3-1(D))

3.

All driveways and parking areas must be paved. (§11-6-3-1(D)(2))

4.

All stormwater generated by the proposal must be retained on-site. (§11-3-2(C))

5.

The applicant must obtain a building permit from the City of Whitefish for changes to the
existing structure and the future primary residence. (City Building Code)

6.

Prior to construction of the primary residence, the property owner must provide the City a
recorded copy of either a deed restriction or a restrictive covenant that the guesthouse may
not be used for rental purposes or as a permanent residence for anyone employed in a
home occupation on the subject property. (§11-3-12(F))

7.

The conditional use permit is valid for 18 months and shall terminate unless commencement
of the authorized activity has begun. (§11-7-8)
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Exhibit 2
Planning & Building Department
PO Box 158
418 E. 2nd Street
Whitefish, MT 59937
(406) 863-2410 Fax (406) 863-2409

Public Notice of
Proposed Land Use Action
The City of Whitefish would like to inform you that Mark Fennessy, with technical
assistance from Mitch Heuer, is requesting a Conditional Use Permit to convert
an existing dwelling into a guesthouse in order to construct a new single-family
dwelling on the property. The subject property is currently developed with a
single-family dwelling and is zoned WR-1 (One-Family Residential District). The
property is located at 1460 Barkley and can be legally described as Lot 11A of
Barkley Tr L9, 10, 11 Amd Subdivision in S24, T31N, R22W, P.M.M., Flathead
County. (WCUP 19-23)
You are welcome to provide comments on the project. Comments can be in
written or email format. The Whitefish Planning Board will hold a public hearing
for the proposed project request on:

Thursday, December 19, 2019
6:00 p.m.
Whitefish City Council Chambers, City Hall
418 E. 2nd Street, Whitefish MT 59937
The Whitefish Planning Board will make a recommendation to the City Council,
who will then hold a public hearing and take final action on Tuesday, January
21, 2019 at 7:10 p.m., also in the Whitefish City Council Chambers.
On the back of this flyer is a site plan of the project. Additional information on
this proposal can be obtained at the Whitefish Planning Department located at
418 E. 2nd Street. The public is encouraged to comment on the above proposal
and attend the hearings. Please send comments to the Whitefish Planning
Department, PO Box 158, Whitefish, MT 59937, or by phone (406) 863-2410, fax
(406) 863-2409 or email at bminnich@cityofwhitefish.org. Comments received
by the close of business on Monday, December 9, 2019, will be included in the
packet to the Planning Board members. Comments received after the deadline
will be summarized to the Planning Board members at the public hearing.
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Exhibit 3
PLANNING & BUILDING DEPARTMENT
PO Box 158
418 E Second
Whitefish, MT 59937
(406) 863-2410 Fax (406) 863-2409
Date:

November 27, 2019

To:

Advisory Agencies & Interested Parties

From:

Whitefish Planning & Building Department

The regular meeting of the Whitefish Planning Board will be held on Thursday,
December 19, 2019 at 6:00 pm in the Whitefish City Council Chambers at 418 E
Second Street. The complete applications for these projects are available HERE
and for text amendments, contact staff.
Comments provided on these projects will be incorporated into the staff reports for
review by the City Council prior to final approval. If you have comments, concerns
or potential conditions to incorporate into the staff reports, PLEASE LET US
KNOW by Tuesday, December 10, 2019. The planner assigned to the project is
listed after each project description. Our email addresses are:
• David Taylor, Planning & Building Director: dtaylor@cityofwhitefish.org
• Wendy Compton-Ring, Senior Planner: wcompton-ring@cityofwhitefish.org
• Bailey Minnich, Planner II: bminnich@cityofwhitefish.org
• Hilary Lindh, Long-Range Planner: hlindh@cityofwhitefish.org
The full application packets along with public comments and the staff report will be
available on the City’s webpage: www.cityofwhitefish.org under ‘Whitefish
Planning Board’ six days prior to the Planning Board public hearing date noted
above.

1. A request by the City of Whitefish to rezone one parcel annexed into City
limits from County RR-1 (Low Density Resort Residential) to WRR-1 (Low
Density Resort Residential District). The property is located at 1515
Highway 93 W and can be legally described as Tract 1ABD S35, T31N,
R22W P.M.M., Flathead County. (WZC 19-05) Compton-Ring
2. A request by Central Ave WF for a Conditional Use Permit to develop two
18-unit apartment buildings. Per §11-7-8(M) of the Whitefish Zoning Code,
the Zoning Administrator has elevated this project from an Administrative
Conditional Use Permits to a full Conditional Use Permit. The property is
zoned WR-4 (High Density Multi-Family Residential District). The property
is located at 1022 E 8th & 1013 E 7th Streets and can be legally described
as Tracts 1H & 1GAC in Section 31, Township 31N, Range 21W, P.M.M.,
Flathead County, Montana (WCUP 19-24) Compton-Ring
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3. A request by Mark Fennessy, with technical assistance from Mitch Heuer,
for a Conditional Use Permit to convert an existing dwelling into a
guesthouse in order to construct a new single-family dwelling on the
property. The subject property is zoned WR-1 (One-Family Residential
District). The property is located at 1460 Barkley and can be legally
described as Lot 11A of Barkley Tr L9, 10, 11 Amd Subdivision in S24,
T31N, R22W, P.M.M., Flathead County. (WCUP 19-23) Minnich
4. A request by Eagle Enterprises LLC for a Conditional Use Permit to add
4,875 square feet to an existing building. The property is currently
developed with a car dealership and associated buildings and is zoned WB2 (Secondary Business District). The property is located at 6219 Highway
93 S and can be legally described as Lot 2, Rocksund Addition Amended
Lot 1 & 2 in S1, T30N, R22W, P.M.M., Flathead County. (WCUP 19-22)
Minnich
Upon receipt of the recommendation from the Planning Board, the Whitefish City
Council will hold subsequent public hearings for items 1-2 on Monday, January 6,
2020 and items 3-4 on Tuesday, January 21, 2020. City Council meetings start at
7:10 pm at 418 E Second Street in the Whitefish City Council Chambers on the
second floor.
For questions or further information regarding these proposals, phone 406-8632410.
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Exhibit 4
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RESOLUTION NO. 20-__
A Resolution of the City Council of the City of Whitefish, indicating its intent to abandon the
intersection of Lake Park Lane and State Park Road, and rename the remnant State Park
Road north of the intersection.
WHEREAS, the City Council has determined that it is not necessary to retain the portion
of State Park Road that lies South of Lot 10 and a portion of abandoned road of Block 1 of Patton's
Subdivision; and north of Lot 24 of Block 5 of Patton's Subdivision; and Lot A of an Amended
Plat of Lots 1-5 Block 5 of Patton's Subdivision; and
WHEREAS, the City of Whitefish is requesting to abandon the intersection of Lake Park
Lane and State Park Road, and
WHEREAS, it will be in the best interests of the City of Whitefish, and its inhabitants, to
rename the portion of State Park Road that lies north of the intersection of Lake Park Lane and
State Park Road to "Patton Lane" unless 51% or more of the property owners object; and
WHEREAS, as an item on the regular City Council meeting on January 21, 2020, the City
Council reviewed the State Park Road Reconstruction Phase II approval of design, and
authorization to bid, and approved a resolution of intent to set a hearing for March 2, 2020, at
7:10 p.m. before the City Council and directed the City Clerk to notify adjacent property owners
of its intent to abandon the intersection of Lake Park Lane and State Park Road and rename the
remnant of State Park Road north of the abandoned intersection to "Patton Lane" unless 51% or
more of the property owners object; and
WHEREAS, before acting upon the request to abandon the intersection of Lake Park Lane
and State Park Road and change the name of State Park Road north of the intersection to "Patton
Lane" as described above, the City will provide an opportunity for property owners to object and
to hear citizen comments at the hearing scheduled at 7:10 p.m. for the March 2, 2020 City Council
meeting.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED by the City Council of the City of
Whitefish, Montana, as follows:
Section 1: The City Council will conduct a public hearing at its regular meeting to be
held on the 2nd day of March, 2020, at the hour of 7:10 p.m., in the Council Chambers of the City
Hall Building at 418 East Second Street, Whitefish, Montana, to hear all matters pertaining to the
proposed abandonment of the intersection of Lake Park Lane and State Park Road and the
renaming of State Park Road north of the abandoned intersection to "Patton Lane."
Section 2: The City Clerk will notify the adjacent property owners of the City Council's
intent to abandon the intersection of Lake Park Lane and State Park Road and rename State Park
Road north of the abandoned intersection to "Patton Lane" as shown on Exhibit "A," attached
hereto and incorporated herein by reference.
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Section 3: This Resolution shall take effect immediately upon completion of the State
Park Road Reconstruction Project Phase II.
PASSED AND ADOPTED BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF
WHITEFISH, MONTANA, ON THIS ________ DAY OF _______________ 2020.

John M. Muhlfeld, Mayor
ATTEST:

Michelle Howke, City Clerk
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City of Whitefish
Department of Public Works
418 E. 2nd Street | PO Box 158
Whitefish, MT 59937
(406) 863-2460 | Fax (406) 863-2419

January 14, 2020

Mayor Muhlfeld and City Councilors
City of Whitefish
Whitefish, Montana

State Park Road Reconstruction Project Phase 2- Resort Tax
Approval of Design, Authorization to Bid, and Resolution of Intent
Introduction/History
The Public Works Staff has completed our review of the final designs for Phase 2 of the State Park
Road Reconstruction Project. The second phase of this important project will reconstruct State
Park Road from Haugen Heights Road to the railroad tracks. One of the highest priorities of this
job is the enhancements to driver and pedestrian safety that will be realized through intersection
improvements, roadway alignment changes, and the addition of an off-street shared use path.
City Council awarded the engineering contract to Robert Peccia & Associates (RPA) to assist with
project management, surveying and civil engineering in August 2018 and Phase 1 of the project
was completed in the Fall of 2019. Public involvement for Phase 2 began shortly thereafter.
Newsletter #5 was sent on 10/11/2019 and the first public meeting for phase 2 was held on
10/24/2019. The second public meeting for Phase 2 is scheduled for 1/23/2020.
Assuming staff is authorized to proceed with bidding, and the contract is awarded, a final Public
Information Meeting for Phase 2 will be held in March or early April 2020. This meeting will bring
residents up to speed on the final project designs, the proposed construction schedule, and what
they can expect to happen as construction begins.
Current Report
Attached to this report are several figures which provide an overview of the design for the second
phase of the project. These designs incorporate the recommendations of staff and RPA, and will
be presented at the Public Meeting scheduled for later this week. The following sections describe
the highlights of this layout.
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January 14, 2020
State Park Road Phase 2 – Authorization to Bid
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Roadway Profile & Shared Use Path
The City’s approved Transportation Plan calls for State Park Road to be an “Urban Collector”
which is 32 feet wide, and includes curb and gutter. The road width will be reduced to 28’ from
the north end of the curve to the railroad tracks. In addition, the Connect Whitefish Bike and
Pedestrian Master Plan recommends a shared use path along state Park Road as a “Tier I
Connectivity Project”. The plan specifically calls for a “path adjacent to State Park Road when
the road is rebuilt with resort tax funds to create a valuable connection to the Highway 93 Trail
and a key link in the Whitefish Lake State Park recreational loop. Therefore, the 8’ concrete path
that was installed with Phase 1 will be extended to the railroad tracks with Phase 2. City
standards also call for a landscaped boulevard between the curb and path, which is typically 6’
Wide to handle snow storage. This results in an overall road section is 42’ to 46’ wide.
Stormwater
Stormwater management is one of the key priorities of this project. A new stormwater system
shall be installed with treatment at the outfall. A new detention pond was considered as part of
the project but determined to be unnecessary due to existing treatment at the proposed outfall.
The pond would also be 14’ deep, which would be unsightly and dangerous.
Lighting
As with past road reconstruction projects, the City will be upgrading this corridor to include
decorative lighting. Similar to the recently completed reconstruction of Somers Avenue, State
Park Road will incorporate LED lights.
Traffic Control & Construction Routes
The City has experienced some issues with construction traffic patterns and traffic related control
issues on past projects. The State Park Road Project will be bid with specific traffic control plans
which must be adhered to. In addition, there will be a short detour required during the beginning
of the project.
Traffic Calming
It is our desire to reduce the rest of the roadway from 35 mph to 25 mph. We have received
significant support from the residents on this. Also, the two proposed roadway curves that will
be reconstructed on Phase II will be designed and posted for a speed of 20 mph.
Roadway Abandonment
With the proposed redesign of the road, there is a short section of State Park Road to the east of
Patton Lane that will be abandoned. In addition, there is a remnant portion of State Park Road
to the north of Lake Park Lane that will be renamed to Patton Lane and become a dead end. This
is shown on the enclosed exhibit. Should council approve the recommended design, the enclosed
resolution of intent should be adopted to proceed with these actions.
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State Park Road Phase 2 – Authorization to Bid
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Constructability/Schedule
The following schedule is proposed for Phase I of the project:
Advertise Bid – February 16, 2020
Open Bids – March 5, 2020
Award Bid – March 16, 2020
Given the magnitude and scope of the project, the second phase of the project has been divided
into several phases, as described below:
Task 1A: April 13th to June 26th (11 Weeks) – Complete water, sewer, and storm
construction from Haugen Heights to RR tracks. State Park Road will be one-lane, two-way
traffic with flaggers during the day and two-lane, two-way traffic at night.
Task 1B: April 13th to June 26th (30 Days of Contractor’s Choice) – Complete all work within
the intersection of State Park Road and Haugen Heights Road. The intersection will be
closed during this 30-day period and traffic will use Detour B, shown on the attached map.
No Work June 27th to July 5th
Task 2 – July 6th to September 4th (9 weeks) –Installation of power, gas, fiber, phone, and
cable. State Park Road will be two-lane, two-way traffic during Task 2 activities and
maintained as a gravel roadway..
No Work September 5th to September 7th
Task 3 – September 8th to October 30th (8 weeks) – Construction of curb, gutter, roadway,
sidewalk, street lighting system, signage, striping, and restoration. State Park Road will be
one-lane, two-way traffic with flaggers during the day and two-lane, two-way traffic at
night.
Financial Requirement
The State Park Reconstruction project is slated to be paid by the Resort Tax Fund. The overall
project budget is $5.3M. The current cost estimate is as follows:
Phase 1 Construction
Phase 2 Construction (est)
Land Acquisition
Utility Relocations
Professional Fees
Total Project Cost

-

$1,288,640
$2,717,300
$510,800
$90,000
$782,280
$5,389,020
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State Park Road Phase 2 – Authorization to Bid
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Recommendation
Based on the guidance and direction received to date from Council and the Resort Tax
Committee, and the public outreach that has been conducted, staff respectfully requests
approval of the design and authorization to solicit bids for Phase 2 of the State Park Road
Reconstruction Project. Staff also recommends approval of the enclosed resolution of intent to
abandon the intersection of Lake Park Lane and State Park Road and rename the remnant portion
of State Park Road north of the intersection.
Sincerely,

Craig Workman, P.E.
Public Works Director
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Robert Peccia & Associates – Kalispell, Montana
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Robert Peccia & Associates – Kalispell, Montana
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Robert Peccia & Associates – Kalispell, Montana
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RESOLUTION NO. 20-___
A Resolution of the City Council of the City of Whitefish, Montana, accepting fee ownership of the
Whitefish Trail corridor in Haskill Basin and approving the Right-of-Way Deed.
WHEREAS, F.H. Stoltze Land & Lumber Company is the owner of approximately 3,020 acres of
land located in Haskill Basin, Flathead County, Montana; and
WHEREAS, in February of 2016, the City of Whitefish and Montana Fish, Wildlife and Parks
purchased a conservation easement over the property owned by F.H. Stoltze Land & Lumber Company in
Haskill Basin; and
WHEREAS, also in February of 2016, F.H. Stoltze Land & Lumber Company granted the City of
Whitefish an easement over its property in Haskill Basin to construct a 5.5-mile section of the Whitefish
Trail; and
WHEREAS, both the "Haskill Basin Watershed Deed of Conservation Easement" and the "Public
Recreational Trail Easement" required that the City of Whitefish take fee ownership of the Whitefish Trail
corridor within four years; and
WHEREAS, the 5.5-mile section of the Whitefish Trail in Haskill Basin was constructed in 2017 and
2018; and
WHEREAS, the City of Whitefish and F.H. Stoltze Land & Lumber Company have negotiated the
"Right-of-Way Deed," attached hereto as Exhibit A; and
WHEREAS, it will be in the best interests of the City of Whitefish and its inhabitants for the City to
accept fee ownership of the Whitefish Trail corridor in Haskill Basin and to approve the "Right-of-Way
Deed."
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED by the City Council of the City of Whitefish, Montana, as
follows:
Section 1:
The City Council of the City of Whitefish, Montana, hereby accepts fee ownership of
the Whitefish Trail corridor located in Haskill Basin and approves the Right-of-Way Deed, attached hereto as
Exhibit A.
Section 2:
This Resolution shall take effect immediately upon its adoption by the City Council and
signing by the Mayor thereof.
PASSED AND ADOPTED BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE
WHITEFISH, MONTANA, ON THIS ________ DAY OF _______________ 2020.

John M. Muhlfeld, Mayor
ATTEST:

Michelle Howke, City Clerk
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ORDINANCE NO. 20-___

An Ordinance of the City Council of the City of Whitefish, Montana, amending Chapter 10,
Architectural Review Committee, of Title 2 of the Whitefish City Code to change its
membership qualifications.
WHEREAS, the City established the Architectural Review Committee in 2003 through
Ordinance No. 03-26; and
WHEREAS, Ordinance No. 03-26 is codified in Chapter 10, Title 2 of the Whitefish City
Code; and
WHEREAS, § 2-10-3-A of the Whitefish City Code requires that all seven members of the
Architectural Review Committee either reside within the corporate limits of the City, are employed
or own a business in the City, or own property in the City; and
WHEREAS, § 2-10-3-A of the Whitefish City Code requires that two members of the
Architectural Review Committee be licensed architects and one member be a licensed design
professional; and
WHEREAS, the City has experienced considerable difficulty finding architects and design
professionals to serve on the Architectural Review Committee because of the requirement that
members must either reside within the corporate limits of the City, be employed or own a business
in the City, or own property in the City; and
WHEREAS, it is in the best interests of the City and its inhabitants to amend § 2-10-3-A
of the Whitefish City Code to allow licensed architects and design professionals who reside, are
employed, or own a business or property in the 59937 zip code to be members of the Architectural
Review Committee.
NOW, THEREFORE, be it ordained by the City Council of the City of
Whitefish, Montana, as follows:
Section 1:

All of the recitals set forth above are hereby adopted as Findings of Fact.

Section 2: Whitefish City Code Section 2-10-3-A is hereby amended in its entirety to
provide as follows:
2-10-3-A: Appointment; Compensation: The committee shall have seven (7)
members who either reside within the corporate limits of the city of Whitefish, are
employed or own a business in the city of Whitefish, or own property in the city of
Whitefish. Members shall be appointed by the city council. Two (2) of the
committee members shall be Montana licensed architects and one of the members
shall be a licensed design professional (i.e., either architect, engineer or landscape
architect). If, within the discretion of the city council, less than two (2) licensed
architects or one licensed design professional, as described above, is identified after
publication of a notice of position vacancy, the city council may make an
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appointment of an individual that is not a licensed architect or licensed design
professional, or is a licensed architect or design professional who resides, is
employed, or owns a business or property in the 59937 zip code. No member of
the committee shall concurrently serve on the Whitefish city council, the Whitefish
planning board or the Whitefish board of adjustment. No member of the committee
with any interest in a project may sit in review of that project, or attempt to
influence other members of the committee other than through the normal
application and public meeting process. Committee members shall receive no
compensation.
Section 3:

All other provisions of Title 2, Chapter 10, shall remain unmodified.

Section 4: This Ordinance shall take effect thirty (30) days after its adoption by the City
Council of the City of Whitefish, Montana, and signing by the Mayor thereof.
PASSED AND ADOPTED BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF
WHITEFISH, MONTANA, ON THIS ________ DAY OF _______________ 2020.

John M. Muhlfeld, Mayor
ATTEST:

Michelle Howke, City Clerk
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CITY MANAGER’S REPORT
January 14, 2020

HYDRO REPORT
Since May 2019, the City has offset a portion of bills from Flathead Electric Cooperative with the
continued generation of power at the City’s Hydro Power Plant. As of December 31st, and after a full six
months of generating power, the City has offset approximately $25,181 of electric bills and generated
529,691 kWh. These savings in electricity costs were accounted for in the FY20 Budget in the Water and
Wastewater Funds and are tracking as projected.
MEETINGS
While I was on vacation, the Whitefish Strategic Housing Plan Steering Committee met on Thursday,
January 9th and reviewed a new scope of work proposed by Homeward for the Snow Lot Project. The
Committee asked if the financial analysis could include two different scenarios: 1) 24 townhouses and 2)
phased option of townhouses to determine if there is any value to phasing the project. The final product
will include one set of design work with the financing analysis including an option for phasing. Once the
final product is ready, the Committee would like to have a presentation by Homeward with the City Council
to save time. As you know the any funds committed to the Snow Lot Project must be spent or under contract
by July 15, 2020, when the Tax Increment District sunsets. The Committee will meet again on February
13, 2020, from 2:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m.
City staff continues to meet on a regular basis regarding the implementation of the Parking Management
Plan. At the next City Council meeting, staff anticipates that a resolution will be presented to create a
committee that will be tasked with assisting in the implementation and analysis of a pilot employee parking
permit program. We are also moving forward to increase enforcement efforts, including the possibility of
a mobile license plate recognition system along with a new parking enforcement vehicle to cover more area
more quickly.
NEXT COUNCIL MEETING
The next City Council meeting will be held on Monday, February 3rd. The topic for the work session has
yet to be determined.
Respectfully submitted,

Dana M. Smith, CPA
City Manager
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Michelle Howke
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Angela Phillips <aphillips@flathead.mt.gov>
Monday, December 16, 2019 2:25 PM
Michelle Howke
Whitefish City Planning Board - County Appointee
2020 List WCPB.pdf

Hi Michelle,
On December 11, 2019, the Flathead County Commissioners appointed Scott Freundenberger for the vacancy
representing the county. I attached the updated roster and attached it for you. If you could please update us on which
city vacancies need to be updated for our roster, we would greatly appreciate it.
If you could please
Thank you,

Angela Phillips

Planning Board Secretary
Flathead County Planning & Zoning
40 11th Street West, Ste 220
Kalispell, MT 59901
(406) 751-8200 Fax: (406) 751-8210
aphillips@flathead.mt.gov

EXTERNAL SENDER verified by City of Whitefish IT
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The following pages were handed out at the City Council meeting the night of the meeting. They are
included here as an addendum to the packet.
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City of Whitefish
Water Source and Treatment Capacity Expansion Project

Existing
Plant

Proposed
Expansion

Future
Project

3.0 MGD Capacity

5.0 MGD Capacity

7.0 MGD Capacity

• Two water sources:
Whitefish Lake and
Haskill Creek.

• Increase Whitefish
Lake intake capacity
(add 1 pump).

• Increase Whitefish
Lake intake capacity
(add 1 larger pump) .

• Conventional
treatment processes
(clarifiers and filters) .

• Add 2 treatment
trains (total of 6) .

• Add 2 treatment
trains (total of 8).

• Increase distribution
pumping capacity
(add 1 larger pump).

• Increase distribution
pumping capacity
(add 3 larger pumps).

• Include building
provisions for future
installation of 2 more
treatment trains and
ultraviolet (UV)
disinfection.

• Install UV disinfection
system.

'

• 4 treatment trains.
• Growth has
exceeded current
capacity.
• Existing facilities are
in good condition.
• Some replacements
are required to
increase capacity.

• Upgrade valves on
existing treatment
trains.
• New plant control
system.

Estimated
Construction
Cost=
$9,683,000
January 21 , 2020

Estimated
Construction
Cost (Present
Value)=
$2,868,000

RE: Request to build at 1013 East 7th St. & 1022 East 8th St.
2 18 Unit apartment buildings
To: Mayor and City Council,

/1/-20
e•~

Having read the Opinion article in the Pilot I have to concur on every count with
the residents of that area. Too much of everything.
STOP approving every building project in Whitefish and the surrounding area!!!
Developers always tout 'affordable' housing. Then cut deals with the City, whining
about their bottom line, so they don't have to build any. There is no affordable
housing in Whitefish for the 'service workers'. We have WATER issues,
infrastructure issues and TRAFFIC issues. None of these are being addressed in
a timely manner.
We are awash in BIG and UGLY. The architecture in this area has reached an all
time low. Nobody wants to work within the zoning restrictions. There's never any
monitoring or enforcement of building codes or rules or even neighborhood
conformity. IF fines are imposed they are far too smal~and worth paying in lieu of
doing things tastefully and correctly. There is no sense of community in these
new buildings.
In conclusion I ask that you deny the Conditional Use Permit to Central Ave. WF
to develop two 18 unit apartment buildings.

riot Battin

Michelle Howke
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Lauren Ellingson
Tuesday, January 21, 2020 10:01 AM
Michelle Howke
City Council Meeting 21st

I am writing today to urge the council to vote no on the CUP for the 36 unit apartment complex on East 7th Street. I
have 2 kids that go to Whitefish schools and the traffic is already a huge issue, it often takes 15 minutes to go one block
during drop off and pick up times- one block! Changing the zoning to allow for this would add to the congestion not to
mention present safety concerns for the kids walking and riding bikes. Whitefish is unique in that we have the high
school, the Christian school, 3 preschools and one of the biggest elementary schools in the state in one area of town- a
high density development in this area is completely inappropriate. As a Whitefish resident for 30 years I am very
concerned about the sacrifices the council and planning boards are willing to make in the name of “affordable housing”
and while I agree we need affordable housing there are locations where it is not appropriate and to change zoning laws
that were put in place to protect the neighborhoods from this type of development is short-sighted and will have
detrimental effect on our town.
VOTE NO!
Thanks for you consideration on this matter, Lauren Ellingson
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Michelle Howke
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Arnold Larsen
Monday, January 20, 2020 1:55 PM
Michelle Howke
Multifamily housing near Muldown Elementary

We would like to add our concerns for the impact of the increased traffic that will accompany building two 18-unit, twostory apartment complexes in the neighborhood near Muldown Elementary School both as grandparents retrieving a
child after school and as Whitefish residents living next to a high density housing project.
It is already challenging to pick up our grandchild after school; we park at the church and walk to the school. Adding
increased traffic from the proposed apartments to working out new traffic patterns for drop off and pick up for the new
elementary school next fall will present, at the least, a very challenging school year for parents, staff and children.
We live on Arielle Way, a block from the construction of Alta Vista. We appeal to you to be proactive in anticipating the
impact of the increased traffic in the neighborhood in which we live and the increased risks of injury to the children
walking and biking to school if the desired density is approved in the lots so close to the school.
Thank you,
Arnold Larsen
Karen Larsen
Whitefish, MT.
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